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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION
It has long been regarded
is most likely

teaching
sideration

to occur when the teacher

his or her children

expressed

this

(Ausubel,

Novak, & Hanesian,

of his

(El'konin

and Bruner expressed

the theories

(Brownell,

&

in regard to a specific

Ausubel

ideas"

it in terms

thi.s truism.

required
subject

too far from the daily life
dealing

with the difficulties

subject

matter of elementary
to bring Piaget's

1966/1976};
1961 ,

(Bruner,

learning"

However, he sees a

taken by those mentioned above:

that they either

might have described

psychology (e.g.,

using "anchoring

Davydov, 1966/1976; El'konin,

in the approaches

of learning

On the other

of' th~in-g·.

·1935); Russian mathematics

it in his "discovery

lacked the specificity

to attempts

levels

takes into con-

1968); Brownell expressed

The author also accepts

major difficulty

theories

s current

mathematics

it in terms of Vygotsky's ttzone of proximal

expressed

development"

I

truism in terms of teaching

"meaning theory"

educators

1971).

as a truism that effective

proposed or adhered to

to apply them to individual
matter.
learning

how well the

~o matter

in general,

they remained

of the classroom to assist
of individual

children

school mathematics.
theories

children

teachers

in

in learning

the

This remark applies

into the classroom

as well.

hand, from recent work in information-processing
Brown & Burton,

1978; Klahr & Wallace,

Newell & Simon, 1972) have come formalisms

1976;

powerful enough to give

1
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detailed
short

models of individual

periods

of time.

children's

are too powerful.

elementary

school curriculum--the

nature

over extremely

But here we see the other extreme--the

formalisms

We lose the subject

are to form as a result

children

thinking

of the computational

concepts

matter of the

and their

of teaching.

organization

Moreover, by the vef"Y

metaphor through which information-

processing

psychologists

view learning,

procedures

and strategies

for solving

tYpes of problems and little

understandings,

meanings, and perspectives.

emphasis on children's
There is a natural
sets

which explain
that,

their

behavior

to the fast-growing
viewpoint,

way, whereas with general

is) a lot of organization,

be called

what is called

"middle-level"

broadly applicable
aJ.low useful

individual

learning

but little

theor"J.

(to a teacher

pool of routines
need to learn.

theories

a specific

topic

the conceptual

This would be theory which is
yet which is detailed

versed in the theory)

enough to

diagnosis

of

subject-matter

to more global anchoring posts

topic.
{say,

but would go

the r-equirements of children

(say, division

context

there was (and

organization.

to Ausubel 's theory of meaningful verbal learning),
beyond them in considering

To put

with information-processing

with regard to a specific

Such a theory would be tied

routines

for is the development of what might

to children,

children

children

but few details,

psychology we see many details,
Clearly,

behavior on limited

and then to add the set of hypothesized

from a psychological

it another

we see an overemphasis on

tendency to analyze ~hildren's

of problems,

that

learning

of whole numbers) while addressing

in which a child's

learning

takes place.
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The theory would be composed of separate,

yet i..~tegrated,

such as for addition/subtraction/numeration

of whole numbers; fractions/rational
nections

and children's
middle-level

numbers; and integers.

both the growth of chil.dren's
Most assuredly,

problem solving.

theory is an adventurous

With regard to topics

individual

children's

articulate

with descriptions

it.

it later

mathematical

constructing

such a

the theory would

education,

development,

of related

with, and followi."lg

to explain

children

Should articulate

allows of multiplication

1

s under-

with the

and division.

to individual

of

it would have to

concurrent

and subtraction

if the theory is to be applicable
their

concepts

of the growth and composition

For example, any theory that purports

exi:,lanations

mathematical

concepts and understandings,

of addition

among

of the growth and compositions

and understandings--preceding,

standings

The con-

task.

in mathematics

not only have to allow descriptions

concepts

and multiplication/division

would be by way of the i.nteractions

among sub-theories

them in explaining

sub-theories,

children

Also,

throughout

then it too has to be developmental.

Puroose of the Study
The aim of this

investigation

of such a middle-level

is

to go a step in the direction

theor"Y. The "step" is the construction

of

one frame {Minsky, 1968), or sub-theory.
The subject
numeration,
mathematical
that

matter

that the sub-theory

addresses

which the author sees as the turning
careers.

It will become apparent

by whole number numeration

the place value of the digits

is whole number

point in children's
in the later

chapters

the author means far ItX>rethan knowing

in a numeral.

Rather,

whole number

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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numeration is meant also to subsume addition

and subtraction

numbers as well as the germs of multiplication,

division,

are provided by Piaget's

The anchoring-posts
(Beth & Piaget,

Inhelder

&

Piaget,

1969; Piaget

Of course,

1978a,b).

&

Spikes,

1976; Steffa,

epistemology

and von Glasersfeld's

(1974, 1976,

it must be from some-

unpublished

and his colJ.aborators
&

Aspects of Piaget's
radical

(Steffe,

van Glasersfeld,

Thompson, & Richards,

1979, 1980, 1·901).

epistemo1ogy
1970, 1976;

is from the largely

Richards,

integers.

1973) and the_very much

of von Glasersfeld

out by Steffa

& Thompson, 1979; Steffe,

von Glasersfeld,

0£

Inhelder,

The step the author is taking

Hirstein,

crucial

&

genetic

1952, 1968a,b,

if one is to "go a step,"

work on counting carried

Steffe

1951/1964,

radicaJ. constructivism

overlapping

where.

1966; Piaget,

and

of whole

constructivism

1979;

1981;
genetic
that are

to the study will. be reviewed in Chapter 2, as will the work

Steffe's

project.

1

1The Learning and Teaching of Whole Numbe1~:s: An Interdisciplinary
Study of an Experimental ~.odel, National Science Foundation grant
number NSF78-17365.
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Chapter 2

BACKGROUND
This chapter

presents

and of theoretical
understanding
and

discussions

constructs

of the later

methodological:

of two critical

that will be essential

chapters.

The issues

what i.s the nature

it in children.

constructs

of figural

von Glasersfeld's

notions

to the reader's

are epistemological.

of mathematical

and what are ways of describing
are Piaget's

issues,

knowledge

The theoretical

and operational

model of the construction

of units

and number,

as developed by Steffe

and the notion of counting-types

thought,

and his

collaborators.
Epistemology and Methodology
The author

that there

are,

in principle,

in mathematics

of research
mentalism

has argued elsewhere

education.

per.=!. exists

community of knowers.

environment,
by controlling

envirOnmentalist

These are called

by

experience

of one's environment--

independently

of any one 1-moweror

tradition

education

view emphasizes strict
such as by experimental

problem structure.

environ-

the view that

is

Research in mathematics

out from an environmentalistic
the subject's

opposed "world views 11

Environmentalism

knowledge arises

that mathematics

especially

two dramatically

and constructivism.

mathematical

(Thompson, in press)

control

design,

Explanations

emphasize the effects

carried
of

and

in an

of environmental

manipulations.
5
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Constructivism
by one's

is the view that mathematical

abstracting

interaction

the structure

with an environment,

In constructivism,

the mathematics
education

of one's

carried

activity--possibly

individuals

per ~'

of models that,

were they substituted

subject,

would reproduce

the subject's

solving,

.in a constructivist

created.

treatments,

etc. ) , for in the final.

that determines

research

paradigm, even though its

problem solver--that

that

analyzed

The connection

This

is

in that r"esearch that

independently

of any particular

which exists

inde-

but which may be an item in the solverts

impinges directly

and operators

upon her or him.
offered

Toe "objectiven

as a task environment:

out of which a solution

(Newell & Simon, 1972).

representation

most ma.the-

focus has been on modeling.

of a problem is usually

may be constructed
solver's

is the subject

as "environmen.talistic"

a "problem" is an entity

of the solver,

set of objects

it

done from an. information-processing

problems may be objectively

analysis

analysis

because of the stance implicit

environment

the problem that

"the" problem that he or she solves.

matics education

pendently

with I"espect to problem

A problem is never taken as a given (nor are

Toe author would classify

largely

in. the situation

view is to determine

the subject

the

for the modeled

behavior

concern,

is only

view emphasizes

building

Toe first

there

Research :L"l mathematics

construct.

out from a constructivist

being investigated.

in

but also from mental activity.

there is no mathematics
that

knowledge arises

the

to the problem

A problem space is the

of the task environment

(Newell & Simon, 1972}.

between a task environment and a problem. space has not

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

7
Tilat is to say, no one has yet proposed a way that

been made clear.

a problem solver can gain access to a task environment in order to
represent

it.

From a constructivist

view, and using the same terminology,

task environment is of necessity

the problem solver,

part of the researcher's

as is a problem space.

imputes each to the problem-solver,
solver's

behavior.

'Ibe connection

task

the

is then clear:

as constructed

a problem

from bis or her

environment.
relocation

immediate methodological
is idiosyncratic

and postulate

generalize,

within

analyses to tell

examine different

the contegt

The aim of looking

a conceptual

individual

children

and their

across children
system that

mani-

aim is to be able to

area being investigated,

(imputed)

to

must actually
task environmen.ts.

( task environments ) is to

is flexible

enough to capture

while at the same time is general

enough to be able to make theoretical
mathematical

him or her what it

to its behavioral

then the researcher

task environments,

can

at it by examining the solver's

it as a precursor

as problem solvers,

a task environment

and hence the researcher

Second, if the researcher's

festations.

children

First,

to a problem solver,

The r"esearcher must arrive

behavior

of task environments has two

implications.

no longer r'ely on "objective"

create

the researcher

between a task. environment and

understanding

The constructivist's

is.

model of

but only as a way to explain

a problem space, as imputed to the solver,

space is ttie solver's

Of course,

a

statements

knowledge and understanding.

about children's

The author llas called

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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such a system a theoretical
A theoretical

framewo~k (Thompson, in p~ess).

framework is not as big as a theory of mathematical

knowledge or problem solving,
content

area.

Nor is it

as a description

for it is limited

to a particular

as small as a model, for it is not off'ered

of any one child's

task environment.

component of what was refer?"ed to in Chapter 1 as a
theory.

Fisure 2.1 recaps

the steps

It is a
middle-level"

11

in constructing

a theor-etical

framework.

?rob 1 •••

TI:

E'rcb n

i'rob 1 • • • !'rob

Dialect:l.c eonstru.ction of a t.neoret:!.c:al t'ramlllortc.

framework must emerge from somewhere.

A theoretical

at all

of a background theory.

times,

the researcher-

This includes

operates

but epistemology- and methodology.

sense,

is directed

by some form of expectation.

are meant to convey the dialectic
The researcher

Figure

in the context

not only "theory"

traditional

construction.

n

Tuk ~nvtrcnamt

l"igure 2.1.

2.1 shows that,

l'rob n

:'rob 1 •••

in the

One always

The arrows in Figure 2.1

and multileveled

character

of the

examines a child on a particular

problem, and while doing that makes general
task environment of the child--which

hypotheses

about the

in turn may be examined in

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

g

light

of' the child's

analyzed in light
that time.

behavior on other problems, or it may be

of how it fits

Also, the current

the way that the researcher
The double direction

with the framework as it is at

farm of the framework influences
examines children's

associated

behavior on problems.

with the theoretical

indicates

both the forwarcf and retroactive

exerted.

The task environment that the researcher

child may cause him or her to reevaluate

influence

frameworK
that may be
imputes to a

the framework, and a change

in the framework may cause the researcher

to view dif'ferently

behavior that has already

When does one "reall.y"

have a theoretical
reaches a stable
it.

been examined.

framework?
state.

When the third

level of analysis

Then the researcher's

aim is to refute

That is to say, the dialectic

researcher
ambiguities

devises

mcves to a. new level.

new tasks which may serve better

and contradictions

The

ta highlight

within the framework, and tries

them on a new set of children.

The analysis

the framework must be made to fit

proceeds as bef'ore--

the imputed ta::ik environments,

and the task environments must account for the respective
children's

behaviors.

To place the author's
has achieved its

first

framework in the above discussion,

stable

state.

it

Chapter 6 will discuss

the

next step.
Theoretical

Any theoretical

framework (or theory,

aims to be broadly applicable
and understanding

Constructs

to children's

must have a developmental

far that matter)
mathematical
aspect.

that

knowledge

There are two

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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reasons

for this.

fully-developed

First,

if the framework :Ls to fit

theory,

middle-level

tr.en it must encompass children's

Second, any time the framework is applied

growth.

they are likely

of children,

children's

to be heterogeneous

Thus, as a tool for contriving

development.

behaviors

into a

to a specific
in their

phase of

explanations

it must take heterogeneity

of

into account.

The author anchors his framework to Pj.aget' s genetic

This is f'or two reasons.

First,

theory which takes into

account

tmowledge.

Mathematical
of facts

storehouse

about the structure
provides

Piaget's

is

the special

knowledge at all

and procedures;

it

character

knowledge without making recourse

Anything that

of mathematical

is far m:,re than a

levels

e,rentually

a way of speaking about a child's

becomes knowledge

genetic

construction

to entities

epistemology.

the only developmental

Second, Piaget's

of knowledge.

set

external

a child comes to know must ultimately

epistemology

of mathematical

to the child.

be accounted for

in terms of what he or she knew before.
In giving

the constructs
operational
abstraction.

a developmental

aspect

to the framework (Chapter 3),

that have proved to be criticu
thought,

and the allied

construct

are figural
of reflective

These are in turn used in von Glasersfeld's

of the construction

of units

and

and number, and in Steffe

modei

et al.'s

notion of counting~types.
Fig1.1ral and Operational
Piaget
two aspects

Thought

(Beth & Piaget,

of thought:

1966, p. 156) made a distinction

figural

and operational.

between

The f'i&U-ral aspect

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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of thought is directed

to perceptions

representations).

That is to say,

deals with objects

and their

thought is directed
to another.

defined

figural

it pervaded his work.
reiterated

the figural

states.

of objects

1966 article

the distinction

of thought
aspect

of

from one state

is one of the few in which

and operational

In a later

aspect

The operational

to transformations

Though Piaget's

he actually

and mental. images (figural.

aspects

of thought,

book summarizing his work, Piaget

again:

I shall begin by making a distinction
between two
aspects of thinking that are different,
although
aspect 1 and the
complementary.
One is the figurative
other I call the operative
aspect.
The figurative
aspect is an imitation of states taken as momentary
and static.
In the cognitive area the figurative
functions are, above all, perception,
imitation,. and
mental imagery, which is in fact interiorized
imitation.
'I'he operative
aspect of thought deals not with
states but with transformations
from one state to
another.
For instance, it includes actions themselves,
which transform objects or states,
and it also includes
the intellectual
operations,
which essentially
are
They are actions that are
systems of transformation.
comparable to other actions but are reversible,
that
is they can be carried out in both directions
(this
means that the results of action A can be eliminated by
another action B, its .inverse, the product 0£ A with B
leading to the identity operation,
leaving the state
they
unchanged) and are capable of being interiorized;
can be carried out through representation
and not
through actually being acted out.
(Piaget, 1970, p. 14)
To appreciate

the full

flavor

of Piaget's

must note that he did not put objects
an ontoiogical
themselves

sphere independent

are constructed

Piaget's

distinction

development of intelligence

{Piaget,

distinction,

(perceptions,

etc.)

we
into

but that objects

of the child,
1954, 1976).

was in large

part due to his view of the

as being achieved

through progressively
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higher

forms of equilibrium.

form with what Piaget

Figural

called

intuition.

when he or she possesses

itive

which allow detours
reason that

Piaget

cannot reconstruct

Piaget,

this

some desired

"intuitive"

level

is intuschemes

goal.

The

is that the child

in the absence 0£ performing

them,

&

(Inhelder

1969) •

that

Piaget

can be "carried

he is also quite

adamant in his position

understood

that an operation

formation;

it is,

in itself,

can be done symbolically,

that operations

"Indeed,

are
However,

that operations

they are actions

Rather,

anew at a higher plane of thought.

(Piaget,

stated

out through representation.''

of actions.

representations

are~

con3tructed

it should be well

is not the representation

of a trans-

an object

but one that

transformation,

which is by no means the same thing"

1976, pp. 76ff).

How do operations
specific.

come into being?

It is tbrougb reflective

what he means about reflective

to examine its counterpart
abstraction.

constructed

Piaget
abstraction.

Again, Piaget

abstraction.

abstraction,

was quite

To understand

however, it is worthwhile

at the figural

leve1--empirical

is abstraction

from objects

1

Empirical

1

i_ts highest

thinking

a route from home to school

In the above quotation,
actions

A child's

to achieve

his actions

such as reconstructing

achieves

complementary sensori-motor

in action

called

thinking

abstraction

from sensori

data).

also at times called

It is the separating

this

(again,

as

of the object

"simple" and "generalizing"
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or object's

composition into similarities

Piaget also called

(schematic)

and differences~what

differentiation

(Piaget,

1951).

An example:

A child, for instance, can heft objects in his hands
and realize that they have different
weights--that
ones, but
usually big things weigh more than. little
that sometimes little
things weigh more than big ones.
All this he finds out experj.entially,
and his knowledge
is abstracted from the objects themselves.
(Piaget,
1970, p. 16)

Reflective
actions.

abstraction

is knowledge abstracted

The emphasis is on the transformations

about and that which remain.3 constant
continue

from coordinated

these actions

when performing them.

above example, it is through reflective

Piaget's

bring
To

abstraction

that the child comes to know that whatever the weight of an object,
it r-emains the same under transformations
malleable) or other deformation
r-emoved).

That is,

abstracted

as an invariant

not from objects

the child's

conservation

clear on this,

abstraction

being carried
thinking

are constructed

transformations
to transformations

of his or her actions

on objects

1

and

abstraction?

Piaget was not

but it appears he saw reflective
out through internalized

of doing without really

imitation

doing.

anew, but, being internalized,

between states

(figural

of

In this way,
they act as

r-epresentations)

as opposed

of objects.

As the child establishes
them r-elationally

of weight can only be

per~-

completely

actions

it is

(if

(as long as nothing is added or

What is the motor of r-eflective

actions--thus

of elongation

systems of operations

in terms of inversions,

and coordinates

reciprocities,

and/or
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compositions he or she comes ever closer
that system--a

form of equilibrium.

that the operations,

through their

to a stable

Equilibrium

state

in this

within
sense means

system of relationships,

are

capable of compensating perturbations

of the system..

Piaget's

The system of relationships

is conserved--any
(Inhelder

state

of conservation.

definition

state
&

of the system is attainable

Piaget,

1969, p. 97}.

however, is only with respect
she can still

encounter

scheme of operations

gravity

one level

physical

of thought.

of a

disequilibrium.

such as specific

This brings up a second way that Piaget
and

"opera tionaJ." though t--opera tions at

of thought are figural

Piaget exemplified

wor"ld. He or

For example, a

may yet experience

to conceive of derived units,

used the terms "figural"

of the system,

problems because of the assimilation

to higher levels

( Lunzer, 1969).

from any other

The closure

to the child's

child wh.o can conserve quantity
when attempting

This was

his position

with r-espect to a higher level.
in a discussion

of the construction

of formal oper-ations:
The child must not only apply operations to objects--in
other words, mentally execute possible actions on them-he must also "reflect" these operations in the absence of
the objects which are replaced by pure propositions.
This "reflection"
is thought raised to the second power.
of possible
Concrete thinking is the representation
action, and formal thinking is the representation
of a
representation
of possible action.
(Piaget, 1968a, p. 63)
The importance

to this

study of figural

and of empirical

and reflective

that operational

thinking

distinctions

abstraction,

gives to children.

in characterizing

and operational

thought,

is that of the mobility
Chapter 3 uses these

the growth of children's

concepts of
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numeration,

and Chapter 4 uses them in characterizing

children's

task environments for problems i.nvolving whole number numeration.
Units and Number

The notion of unit is critical
construction

of numbers.

In his classical

argued that number is possible

equivalent,

units.

of al1 qualitative

( Beth & ?iaget,

emergence of number in children's
of classification

operations
ships.

Piaget

thinking

units

asymmetric relation-

possible

qualities")

for one to actually

van Glasersfeld

create

while

could yet be distinguishable.

(1981) pointed out that,

of all

and seriation

of inclusion

number as a un:1.t of units,

characterized

while Piaget 1 s descripdefmition

( 11an.

does l..i.ttle to explain haw it is
units,

the

as the ch-ild' s progressive

tion of what a unit must be is good, his negative

element stripped

they

di££erences

1966, pp. 174 ft'. l he characterized

operations

his focus was upon how equivalent

von Glasersfeld

(i.e.,

them by putting
1952/1965, pp. 189£f.) 2 In a

which produce sequences of transitive

In short,

tc be

the need to differentiate

them in some asymmetric order (Piaget,

synthesis

di£feren0as

of them), but once devoid of qualitative

publication

and non-

In order for the elements 0£ a co1lection

are indistingui~hable--hence

later

1952/1965}, he

that a child can conceive

as at once equivalent

they must be stripped

to rrake units

theory of the chila's

work (Piaget,

to the extent

of the elements of a collection
equivalent--as

to Piaget's

let alone a number of them;

approached the problem of specifying

the ineans or

2 Piaget was not referring
to collections
as if' they e:x:istsd on
a table, which would make his statement nonsensical, but instead a.s
constructions
of an active mind.
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creating

units

from. the view 0£ Cecato's

expanding and modifying its
can be interpreted

as "pattems

by von Glasersfeld,

cantly

from its

central.

(1966) conceptual

semantics,

idea that many abstract

concepts

of attention."

has a technical

"Attention,"

meaning that differs

as used

signifi-

As he puts it,

commonusage.

I want to emphasize that "attention,"
in this context has
a special meaning~ Attention is not to be understood as
a state that can be extended over longish periods.
Instead, I intend a pulselike
succession of moments of
attention,
each one of which may or may not be "focused"
By "focused" I
on some neural event in the organism.
intend no more than that on attentional
pulse is made to
coincide with some other signal (from the multitude that
more or less continuously pervades the organism's nervous
An "unfocused"
system) and thus allows it to be registered.
no content.
(von Glasersfeld,
pulse is one that registers
1981 , p • 85 ) •

van Glasersfeld's
illustrated
activity

~otion of a moment of attention

by an analogy.

is organized

in pulselike

compared, in principle,
calculator

i3 turned

active--i.f'

it was not,

of a key.

The activity

checking

it matches the signal
its

active,

and the

This activity

can be
When a

loop of a calculator.

then it cou1d not assimilate
is called

an idle loop;

registers

of a buffer,

and input

If it finds
and stores

key was not associated

it is constantly
buffers.

If,

as

(no key has

This is a moment

a key has been depressed,

the pattern

idle loop (only,

the pressing

it finds nothing

it goes on to the next buffer.

of unfocused attention.

the depressed

!'hythma.

to the idle

of its

it checks the contents

then continues

is constantly

on, but is not used, it is nevertheless

the contents

been depressed),

The brain

can be

then

in an input register,

however, if

the pattern

with an operation}.

from

This is a
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3

moment of focused attention.
moment of attention

Thus van Glasersfeld's

is offered

von Glasersfeld's

as a building

~-

block of cognition.

model of the construction

begins with a characterization
In his notation,

of units

of the construction

it is characterized
I I

notion of a

of a sensori-motor

as

I

O ab

•••

n O (Sensori-mctor

where "O" stands for an unfocused moment of attention,
focused moment, and a, b, •••

, n for sensori-motor

'nle unfocused moments surrounding
tial

"bounds" of the item--that

not.

The heterogeneity

considered
p. 88).

As an

abstracts

attentional.

item)

! 11 for a

11

signals.

focused ones are the experien-

part of experience where the item is

of the signals

(by the perceiver)

and number

is essential

as a "thing"

(von Glasersfeld,

..2:! pattern,

pattem

(in the sense of Piaget)

for the item to be

the structure

the child

1981,

empiricalJ.y

of a unitary

item--

"the boundary of unfocused pul.ses around a focus on some sequence of
sensory signals
represented

(n) that could be specified

by one focused pulse,

pulse is irrelevant
(van Gla.sersfeld,

because the con.tained focused

for the conception
1981, p. 89).

of unity or wholeness"

He characterized

0 I 0

When the child can form a succession
that provides

this as:

{Unitary item).

n

"share a sensory feature

and that is now

of unitary

items which

a basis for considering

them

3As an item of epistemology, it is interesting
to note that were
two keys depressed within the period of the loop, only the second
would register.
From the calculator's
perspective,
the first key
stroke would not have existed.
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equivalent

in that

respect"

(p. 89),

the child

has constructed

a

This is denoted as

plurality.

I

I

I

a

a

a

• . . a oo oa o ..•
A plurality

seen against

bounded in experience,
gives this

(Plurality)

•

backgr:-ound is thus

an experiential

and becomes a collection.

vcn Glasersfeld

example:

If you live

downtown and a window on your ground-floor

apartment looks out on the sidewalk of a busy street,
you may see an endless plurality
of people passing by.
If, then., you consider the CpeopleJ you saw pass, say,
of
between breakfast and lunch, you have a plurality
people that is framed between extraneous events that
can be seen as part of your experiential
background.
At that point, the plurality
turns into a collection.
(von Glasersfeld,
1981, p. 89; emphasis in original)

A collection

is denoted by:
I

I

( 0

a
The items in a collection
originated
the child

unitary

items.

von Glasersfeld

be sensori-m.otor--they

A.s a result

of empirical

the items as figural

A unitary

a lot.

number.

I

I

n

n.

n

a }

not Piaget's

of what

unit

or a figural

(Lot l

item.
11

11

item must have sensori-motor

the form of a sensory signal

of

A lot is denoted by:

the same role as for unitary

A unitary

abstraction,

structure

I

item is still

•

must have

representations

the attentional

o oo o • • . o
where "n" serves

(Collection)

0 )
a

rIDJSt

This produces
called

0 • • • 0

a

in experience.

may construct

I

00

1

nor is a lot

content,

representation,

either

a
in

and hence
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it still

has sensory features

cloth).

von Glasersfeld

ping an element of all
o'f' a unitary

item.

(e.g.,

Pia.get' s notion of "strip-

operationalizes
qualities"

by hypothesizing

That is to say, a unitary

focus of a moment of attention.
structure

imagining a checker under a

The result

without sensory features.

a ~-processing

item becomes the

unit

is an abstract

Von Glasersfeld

represents

this by
I

o~o,
o a
n
or,

for brevity,

a (a
Similarly,

a lot,

when its

or, for brevity,

a

a) o .

I

I

I

0
(010)

surrounding
collection

0 • , • 0

units,

a

l ,

(010)

(010)

lot is still

I O )

'Ibis is indicated
parentheses.
of counters

(Arithmetic

Lot).

not a number, for its boundaries

derived from the boundaries

the unit structure
collection

as abstract

by

An arithmetic

collection.

or Arithmetic
Unit)

Lot, denoted by

(0 I O I O •••

experientially

(Abstract,

items are reconstituted

takes the form of an Arithmetic
c

I

of the reprocessed

in von Glasersfeld's

notation

by tbe

For example, when a child represents
under a card and then reflectively

of the items,

(whose boundaries

are

a.

abstracts

but not the unit structure

of the

are derived from his perception
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card),

the result

is an arithmetic

but not a number.

lot,

a {whole) number as an abstract

construct
arithmetic

lot must itself,be

To

un.it of abstract

units,

an

the focus of a moment of attention.

This is denoted by
I
O(OIOIO

•••

IO)O,

O(OIOIO

•••

IO)O.

or, for brevity,

A number, then,

is entirely

It has no sensor-y content,
cation

to sensor-y material.

a person's

application

of a f'wlction

abstract

An

if the occasion

arises

is a unit of abstract
is

given

unit

of functions
is

a unit

it offers

quantitative

thinking.

and "numerical

is quite

(or, for that matter,
that

can be given meaning

to do so, and a number

investiga-

the quality

Phrases such as "arithmetical
abound in the literature

yet it is never made clear

in that

IOOdelfor this

a way to characterize

operations"

von Glasersfeld's

specific

content,

in Figura 2. 2.

tion is that

on.

by

A summary of von Glasersf eld' s model

The importance of von Glasersfeld's

arithmetic,

to conceptual

as a unit--which

where it is necessa~/
W1i ts.

mind.

Moreover, it may be given content

when speaking of sets

sets of sets).

of the child's

but may be given content by its appli-

of the unit structure

as when, say, thinking
necessary

a creature

of children's

operations"
on children's

what these operations

model gives us an opportunity

operate

to be quite

regard.
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Counting TyPes
Von Glasersfeld

developed his model while working in Stef!e's
on young children's

counting.

project

for research

project

at the time was to find a way to capture

children's
others

counting that made some children

in its

application.

what is called

Steffa,

"counting types"

Richards,

To define

The result

von Glasersfeld,

counting types,

&

the qualities

investigation

it is essential.

Since children

apparently

physical

"What

~

1981;

to mak&clear Ste!fe

she is counting something.

are counting.

was

Cobb, in preparatiQn).

It is that when a child counts,

might be directed,

than

Thompson, & Richards,

et al. 's view of counting.

nothing in their

of

much more flexible

of that

(Steff'e,

The aim of the

he or

of ten count when there is

environment toward which it

it is then problematic

as to What it is that

Percy Bridgman (1959) addressed

they

this very question--

the thing that we count'?"

It is obviously not like the objects of comnon
experience--the
thing we count was not there before
It
we counted it, but we create it as we go along.
is the acts of creation that we count.
{p. 103)
The "acts of creation"
became operationalized
number.

in von Glasersfeld's

The focus of Steffe

how children

manifested

in a child's

"creativity."

Toe definition

that Bridgman spoke 0£ eventual1y

et al.'s

model of units and

investigation,

them and the implications

of counting

that Steffe

et al.

howevar, was
of lim:1.tations

arrived

at was:

the production

of a sequence of number-names where each number-name

is coordinated

with the creation

of a unit item.

(The ~eader
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should note that,

by von Glasersfeld's

items are created.)
ized as

Children's

the progressive

(1)

model, even perceptual

advancement in counting is character-

differentiation

(empirical

of the items involved in the acts of counting,
abstraction

of the unit structure

be elaborated

unit

abstraction)

and (2) the reflective

of an act of counting.

These will

further.

When a child coordinates

a number-name with a perceptual

item ( performs an act of counting)
of the act.

unit

there a r e s evera l components

There is the formation

of the perceptual

item,

the

formation of the verbal number-name, and the formation of the motor
act which serves
the beginning
experiential.

to coordinate

counter's

perspective

whole, and all

her to count successfully.

The aspect
item--he

the confines

the space of its location.

From

these form an undifferentiatedr

components must be present

most aware is the perceptual
bounding it within

the item with the number-name.

for him or

of the whole of which he is
makes a unit-item

of it by

of the time of the counting

This is called

act and

counting with perceptual

unit-items.
As the child differentiates
empirically
substitute

abstracts
a figural

his scheme for counting and

the perceptual
represen.tation.

again makes a unit-item

within

of the counting act and the location
item.

This is called

from it,

of an item in its

of it by experientially

formation ct' the representation

represented

unit-item

he can
place.

He

bounding the

the confines

of the time

that he attributes

counting with figural

to the
unit-items.
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The next level of differentiation
perceptual

component altogether,

is the elimination

so that only the verbal and motor

component are r-equired to implement a counting act.
component is made into a unit-item
of beginning and ending.

by its

This is called

items.

It is worth noting that,

of this

level,

prior

The motor

experiential

boundaries

counting with motoric unit
to the child's

the motor term was "there,"

makes a unit-item

of the

achievement

but it is not until

of it that she is explicitly

she

aware of it as an

item to be paired with a number-name.
The final

the child

level achieved through empirical

to take the number-name itself'

abstraction.

as a unit-item.

is for
The

boundaries of the item come from the motoric aspect of saying it
or, if unspoken, the mental act of forming its
images will be discussed

sound image (sound

in Chapter 3) •

more fully

This is called

counting with verbal unit-items.
Toe unit-items
and verbal

progression

in counting with perceptual,

unit-items

are each sensori-motor

in abstractness

and i3 of this

entirely

abstt"act,

features

or figural

comes by way of empirical

unit-item

This is called

to form them.
abstraction--the

of a counted item and pairs

counting with abstract

abstraction,
diffuse-

is ma.de. None is

however, because of the child's
representations

motoric,
The

increasing

of which a unit-item

can only be acquired by t"eflective
abstract

unit-items.

order because of the l"elatively

ness of the sensory signals

figural,

need for sensor,/
The next level
child makes an

it with a number-name.

unit-items.
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Behavioral

features

of the counting

Figure 2.3.

It should be noted that

not intended

as univocal

but as~

types are given in

the indicated

corresponden.ts

behaviors

are

of the counting types,

way that they may be manifested.
Manifestation

Counting with:
Perceptual

Figural

Pointing to the objects in a
collection
in coordination with
producing "one , two , . • • • 11

unit-items

Pointing to specific locations
(as if objects were there) in
coordination
with producing
11
If
one, two, •

unit-items

Motoric unit-items

Sequentially
putting up fingers
in coordination.with
producing
11
one, two, • • • • 11

Verbal unit-items

Producing

Abstract

Counting with any type of unititem while producing a coordinated
count (e.g., "five (is one),

unit-items

S 1X ( is

Figure 2.3.

"one , two , •

tWO )

p

,

0

•

II

Counting types.

It is worth mentioning why the author offered
example of putting

up fingers

motoric unit-items.

First,

cannot be counting
collection

•

II

reprgsentations
to put them up.

if the child

does not exist

of counting

counts in this

the elements of a perceptual.

quite literally

stops counting.

as a manifestation

the particular

until

Second, the child cannot be counting
of fingers,
Finally,

way she

collection,
after

with

for the

the child
figural

for otheI"'.,nse there would be no need
the salient

feature

of the child's
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seems to be the motoric phenomenon of putting

up a finger.

conclusion

children

in this

is also confirmed by the fact that

way need not look at their

finished

counting,

fingers

who do count

after

till

This

they have

do so only to see their roecord.

and apparently

of having counted.
It is also worth mentioning that
count with ~,erbal unit-items
large

is a highly

part such inferences

appears

concluding

that a child

inferential

task.

he has completed it.

If it appears that he has made a lot from his counts,
counted with verbal unit-items.

The reader
&

If it appears that the episode

is referred

Cobb (in preparation)

of counting with verbal

In any particular
counts,

problem-solving

imagine situations

asking her to count the letters

situation

use them to characterize

perceptual

where a child

of' unit-items.

where a research
unit-items

on thia page).

children

unit-items

unit-items.

mathematician.
(say, by
et al.

sense.

as types of cotu1ters.

is a child

A counter with motoric unit-items

figural,

use
They

A counter

who cannot count without

child who cannot count with verbal or abstract
can count with perceptual,

In fact,

Steffe

types, however, in more than a descriptive

with perceptual

Richar.ds,

for a more complete discussion

would be forced to count with perceptual

counting

to Steffe,

unit-items.

she may count with a variety

one can easily

then he

meaning for him, then he merely produced a sequence

of number-names.
von Glasersfeld,

In

are made on the basis of what the child

to make of his counting episode after

had no quantitative

can

unit-items,

is a
but

and motoric unit-items.
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In short,

so on.

a counter

up to and :including

count with unit-items

more abstract

of a particular

both potentialities

lies

to count,

so there

and subtraction

are certain

development of arithmetical

understandings
et al.

understandings

between counting
structures

are called.

of operations

were in their

current

of their

fornulation

existence

involving

them.

operations

the Steffa

Rather than attempt

project's

version

differ

in some respects

The- constructs

developed

between methods and
counting.

group at the time

formulation.

The author-'s

is an outgrowth of their
(late

1979), and since that
and reformu-

to give an up-to-date
involving

given in future

account of

counting,

with the understanding

to accounts

that

problems

the Steffe

of operations

author will give his formulation

•

counting will not be given

initial

at the time of his departure

to spon-

types and the

time much •..rorkhas gone on at Georgia in formulating
lating

addition

arithmetical

involving

This is because the author left

Wilen the operations

collec-

also allows hypotheses

of the problems.

operations

to·

counting.

requires

and counting-back)

that account for connections

A discussion

here.

unit-items

use of counting in solving

children's

by Steffe

in children's

problems that are beyond his capability

The close correspondence

to their

usefulness

methods of solving

taneous.ly employ (e.g. , counting-on

relate

in their

and limitations

For example, a counter with perceptual
tions

that one, but :not with

unit-items.

The importance of counting-types
explain

type is a child who can

that

the
it may

publications
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from the Ste£fe p~oject.
counting

The discussion

(which will be called

of operations

numerical ooerations)

Chapter 3 as part of the theoretical.

involving
is given in

framework.
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Chapter 3

THEORETICAL
FRAMEWORK
In this
children's

chapter

a theoretical

knowledge and understandings

is presented.

a child's

interviews

{Chapter 4), the result

and understanding

behaviors

in the post-teaching

is a model of his or her k;oowledge

of development are taken in the presentation.

is to discuss

the framework from a general
upon children

focusses

a child's

The
This

The second

of domains of knowledge that

of numeration.

understanding

perspecti~e.

as problem solvers.

line of development is a discussion
underlie

experiment

of numeration.

Three lines

discussion

of whole number numeration

When the framework is applied with the aim of

explaining

first

framework for explaining

The third

discussion

of how the framework can be used to characterize

children's

concepts of numeration.

is a

General Perspective
An important

feature

of the theoretical

children

are viewed as problem solvers.

activity

in interview

solving.

A child

sessions

A great deal of their

may be characterized

as problem

may find a problem when attempting

what the interviewer

i.s asking

forming a well known procedure
when attempting

framework is that

of him; one might arise
(say,

to get the interviewer

to understand
when per-

through overassimilation);
"off b.is back."

29
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When one analyzes
useful

a child's

to compartmentalj,ze

activity.

problem-solving

it into episodes

"Routine" is intended

matic for the child;
elaborated

to mean that

it proves

and nonroutine

the activity

is auto-

to be

A routine

(as a noun) is a procedure that
upon and executed largely in one step. 1 Analogous to

are scheme (Piaget,

197 4 ) , and uninterpreted
Nonroutine

of routine

is no need for the activity

step-by-step.

may be called
"routine"

there

behavior,

( "assimilated")
'

(heuristic)

end i.s not readily

1951), compiled orogram (Baylor

activity

apparent

&

Gascon,

program ( Newell &. Simon, 1972).

normally occurs when the means to an

to the child,

or when an end itself

is

not clear.
In many investigations
analyzes

the task in order

of problem solving,
to ascertain

the knowledge ?"equired to construct

its

various

the investigator

logical
solutions.

language of Newell and Simon ( 1972), the investigator
delineates

the

"objects"

task

environment

and "operators"

&

and

In the
first
networ~ 0£

from which a solut:i.on may be constructed.

This app?"oach has been applied
(Newell

of the problem--the

structure

first

Shaw, 1957; Newell,

in the areas

of logic

theorem proving

Shaw, & Simon., 1957; Newell & Simon,

Kagan, & Shulman, 1972) , and

1972) , medical diagnosis

( Els te in,

geometry theorem proving

(Greeno, 1971:a), ta name but a few.

This

1This is true, of course, only from the poin-t of view of the
calling program. From the poillt of view of the "hardware" that will
execute the routine it may have many steps.
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approach becomes less frequent

in studies

of children's

solving,

and the reason has not been made clear.

opinion,

a task environment can be delineated

where the investigator
problem, expressible

can himself

In the author's

only in the case

understandings

construct

in his formalism,

problem

which would generate

of the
behavior

more or less isomorphic in its organization. to the subject's.
From these understandings,
description

of a framework that describes

he attributes
standings
that

he may then move to a structural

to his subjects.

children

generating

to descriptions

a problem-solving

is to create

appear from the child's

an understanding

admit that

understandings

above.

dialectic

where understandings

influence

upon each other.

as one refines

problems,

them is not as
understandings,

The process

and framework exert

of children's

i.s a

a reciprocal

As one r-efines

the understandings

the appearance

o'C the framework changes;

the framework, the imputed understandings

viewed in a new perspective.
standing

o.f children's

One does not construct

and then encompass them within a framework.

has of children's

the prime

of the problem as it might

problems and an encompassing framework to explain
cut as depicted

tasks from

perspective.

The methodology of constructing

clear

under-

Researchers

performance on interview

point of view must first

that

0£ procedures

use to solve the problems under study,

who wish to analyze children's

difficul.ty

Without first

is limited

the investigator

the understandings

one

may be

When one comes to analyze one's under-

problems for presentation,

come to a point where it no longer

the dialectic

is apparen.t--either

in the
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of the framework or in the analysis

presentation

What appears is the result

of the understandings.

of the cumulation of refinements

up to the

point of presentation.
Another confounding ~pect
how a particular

of a presentation,

framework came about,

order of construction.

Presented

is that

likely

of gestalt

into a whole.

of the pieces

the process of construction

some sort

it probably reverses

is never so coberent--most

precedes any form of analysis.

With the above in mind, the reader should view the following
characterization
interview
author's

of routines

on a specified
that

and heuristics

that children

tasks as the end product of a dialectic
attempts

at understanding

individual

use in

between the

children's

set of tasks and the construction

is intended

behaviors

of a framework

to encompass each of them.

Routines
A basic tenet of this
their

routines.

once an elaborated
successor

framework is that

For a particular

child,

sequence of steps,

be constructed.

Constructing

explanation.

routines,

for generating

them is likely

was

however, is not

one step at a time.

For instance,

number-names in conventional

construct

each demanding that its

for the phenomena under study at least,

a weak and partial
to recite

children

what is now a routine

held to be a process of accretion--adding
Accretion,

the

are the pieces of the frame-

first

work, and then comes the organization
actuality,

for one wonder:i.ng

order,

constructed

provides

as children
the initial

only
learn
routine

by memorizing successors:
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"one, two, buckle my shoe; etc."
can only carry

Memorization

of steps.

"nineteen"

A chi1d producing this

sequence would clearly

past "twelve":

say "teen" after

continue

. . . , "twelve follows

"thirty"

counting

relationships

later

section

construct

one 11 through

nine

1

r

of routine

one child

11

e.g.,

prior

"5

to initiating

+

abstraction

t

after

nine"),

1

r-r..orewill

be

of number-names in a

allows a child

-

situation
11

to readily
or statement.

may understand

e.g.,

and counts

the

one makes a pile named
them all and reports

Thompson, & Richards,

7 = _"

one that

).

"5 + 7 =

reading

number-name (Steffa,

Child may understand

and so on.

),

of an arithmetical

makes a pile named "seven,"

the last

11

one 11 through

11

is one that

sentence by way of a scheme of actions,
"five,"

and

one,"

albeit

.~other

sequences

for generating

an understanding

For instance,

{and then

( "Domains of knowledge

Another sort

and

in "three"

"two follows

to modify eventually.

11

said about routines

"
a ruJ.e

from "three"

a routine,

constitutes

as follows: "twenty"
(and then

•

have abstracted

that we would expect a child to make is that one continues
"nineteen"

and,

eleven" i."l combination with the Z"Ule "say next

number-name and then 'teen'"
we would wish the child

might

eleventeen,

the word (with sligh.t modifications

The set of successor

for the

in conventional order,

the sequence with "tenteen,

when asked, continue

for continuing

a criterion

the above example, a child

To continue

kn.ow the names "one" through

"five").

form, however,

one so far.

At some point the child must abstract
succession

of this

1981).

Another

by way of a scheme of operations,

a solution

procedure

he constructs
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number (as yet unnamed) and equates
numbers named "five

it with another which comprises

and "seven • "

II

A scheme of actions,

by its ver"f nature,

is limited

of application,

whereas a scheme of operations

A child

limited

to understanding

actions

mentioned above would likely

solving

"5

+ _

= 9"

sentences

as when solving

Richards , 1981 } • A child
a scheme of operations

appropriate

+

that will
will

from successive

of actions,

and the actions
routine

The actions

ceptual

unit

(Stef'fe,

addition

Thompson,

sentences

through

between the two.

For

the sum and the two addends which
him an ur...derstanding of

or constructing,

an

supply the missing name.
be called

states

an empirical

routine.

It is

that result

from the performance
serve merely to connect the states. 2 The

in the above example has as its

one of which is derived
"sum."

= _"

comes a subproblem~finding,

routine

abstracted

9

comprises two numbers, so the problem is to

A scheme of actions

empirical

"5

From the scheme which gives

sentences

through the scheme of

produce the same behavior when

that understands

supply the name missing from ~ng

addition

scope

is much more flexible.

would likel.y distinguish

him a sum necessarily

compose it.

in its

from the other two--the

connecting

the states

states

three piles,

"addends" anri the

are counting with per-

items.

A scheme of operations
The term "operation"

will. be called

is intended

largely

an operational
as Piaget

routine.

(1951/1964,

2
The term "empirical" is not intended to mean that the objects
acted upon are real-world structures.
Rather, it means merely that
the child acts upon a structure
that, from his perspective,
constitutes a bonafide object, such as a word or a mental image.
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1952/1965, 1970) uses it.

It is an interiorized

out in thought. 3

that can be carried

above example has as operations
integration

The operational

what will. later

into two numbers, and they are 1n return

about the operations

in the

be called

integrated

thought)

(in

(in thought)

into

to the sum. More will be said

equivalent

of integl"ation

action

routine

A number (sum) is separated

and separation.

one which is semantically

action--an

and separation

in a later

section

{ "Domains of knowledge") •

So far it has been said that routines
constructions

and that they may be either

The question

of how a process of abstraction

tati,rely

question,

dif.ferent

routine

arises

and the explanation

the remainder of this

are abstractions
empirical

or operational.

may result

naturally.

from

in quali-

This is a critical

Will be used in many contexts

chapter.

Thus, a short digression

within

seems

warranted.
A commonsense notion

of abstraction,

widely held,

is that one extracts

situations.

This notion of abstraction

and probably the most

commonalities

from objects

or

seems to have been the one

held in mind by Newell and Simon when they modified their

General

3Piaget actually requires much more. An action must not only
be interiorized,
it nrust have an inverse operation and must exist
within a system of related operations.
The criterion
of reversibility will not be used in this study, for 1 t does not seem necessary
that an operation and its inverse become interiorized
at the same
time. Nor does it seem necessary that an operation have an inverse.
To turn a phrase by Piaget, I can smoke my pipe "in rrr'/ mind,'' but
I cannot imagine unsmoking it. The question of the prior existence
of a system of operations poses a theoretical
problem. Is there a
"first"
operation that becomes interiorized?
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Problem Solver (GPS) so that it operated within an "abstract
space."

For instance,

planning

GPS, in solving logic problems, abstracted

connectives,

signs,

and the order of letters

from propositional

statements.

So Av(B~C) + (AvB)~(AvC) became, upon abstraction,

A(BC) • (AB)(AC), while A::,B++ "'AvBbecame AB++ AB (Newell & Simon,
1972, pp. 428-435).

ing comnonalities

Abstracting

allowed GPS to construct

course of proving logic
Children

called

differences

and retain-

plans of action

in the

theorems.

use abstraction

plans of action,

"patterns"

inessential

of this f'orm to construct

but it would be more accurate

of action.

For instance,

many children

once they have been supplied· the first

to call

them

who cannot count

hundred from a given number-name can continue

by one

what could be

few terms.

the sequence
A plausible

expla-

nation of the way they are able to continue is provided by a
mechanism similar

thirt-.r-eight,

hundred

do is abstract

Given the terms

two hundred

the similarities

"one," "two"),

(nil,
by

to GPS's.

thirty-eight,"

differences

all

and apply their

explain

accounts for the construction

the construction

similarities

of empirical

may be seen in Dienes'
of mathematical

commonsense notion of abstraction.

sequences

between terms.

as a process of weeding.out

The difficulty

one

they need to

!'Outine for producing

It cannot, however, account for the construction
routines.

1

and the differences

( "thirty-eight")

one to account for the differences
Abstraction

thirty-eight

11

and
routines.

of operationa1
(1961) attempt

concepts by way of the

He offers

the following

an e:Jc:a.mple.
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Forming the concept of two is an abstraction
process,
as it consists mainly of experiences of pairs of objects
The essential
of the greatest possible diversity
••••
commonproperty of all such pairs of objects is the
natural number two. From all pairs of objects encountered {elements) we form the attribute
(class) of two.
{Dienes, 1961, p. 282)
Dienes clearly

intended

(the property

pairs

experience.

that t~e "thing"

of "two-ness")

This is an epi3 temological

pervades any attempt to explain

that are external

by distinguishing

and one tba

t

0£ mathematical

of

seen in Dienes'

characteri~tion

and "reflective

11

abstraction

is abstraction

he ca.ll.s

(Piaget,

from objects

1970,

( "big things

than small things") • This is the commonsense version

of abstraction.

More precisely,

Reflective

abstraction

reflective

abstraction

from the states

("material")

the operation

is abstraction

of an.

upon which it acts.

Separating

of making a unit item from the sensory material

A more mundane example is the abstraction

ing an angle with ruler
line

from actions.

is the separation

which the item is composed (von Glasersfeld,

out of

1981) is one example.
of the operations

of bisect-

and compass so that they may be applied

(which per>ceptually is quite dissimilar

for it has no vertex or sides)~resulting
of' a pair

to the

to the abstractor.

Simple abstraction

are heavier

difficulty,

between two types of abstraction--what

"simple" (empirical)

straight

of

in terms 0£ prciperties

Piaget overcame the difficulty

operation

0£ the objects

the abstraction

concepts and schemes of operations

p. 69) •

from the

If that is so, then how does it becsme internal

experiencer?

objects

is part

abstracted

of perpendicular

lines.

to an angle,

i.~ the construction

Metaphorically

to a

speaking,
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one engages in reflective
the character

when asking oneself,

routines

are constructed

are constructed

through empirica1 abstraction;

through r-eflective

are always closely

Empirical routines

culty applying them flexibly.
nature in which children

similar

and a child has great diffi-

Operational

construct

abstraction.

bound to situations

to those from which they are abstracted,

operations

"What is

of what I did that gave me what I got?"

Empirical routines
operational

abstraction

routines

them, flexibly

have been "removed" from a specific

are, by the ver"f
applied--the

context.

The point of the above paragraph may be put another way.

An empiri-

cal r'Outine may be implemented only when. i.ts in.put r-equirements are
currently

in the child's

present

An operational

specific

experience.

routine may be activated

input conditions,

They ars data driven.

in. the absence of any

thougn specific

inputs may later

be

created

to fully

routine

may be an item in a plan, and is placed there because its

imple1I2nt it.

In other words, an operational

product may be useful.
There are limits
routines.

A child,

into a context,

to the applicability

of operational

in order to apply one, must "insert"

it

and the context may o"Verpowerthe operations.

The

following example, though beyond the level of elementary school
mathematics,

illustrates

the effect

of context.

Suppose a student has an operational
taneous equations
a

solution

in n. variables

understanding

of simul-

(both in terms of the meaning of

vector and in terms of a method of solution),

faced with the problem of constructing

and

he is

a polynomial function
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f(

x) = a 0 xn + •••

(x 1 ,y 2 ), •••

+a x + a
1

, (xn,Yn).

0

whose graph passes

Normally, one does not think of simultaneous

equations

in the context

of polynomial

equations

involve linear

functions

figurative

arrangement),

student

reconsiders

coefficients
equations

Once

the polynomial as a linear

, a 0 , then he obtains
unknowns~4

the student

context,

taneous

(and, to many people,

not polynomia1 functions.

changes the context,

problem through his routine
original

functions--simul

an, •••
inn

the points

through

for solving

a particular

However, if

function

the following

of its
set of n

he may understand

simultaneous

the problem as one involving

alone

to apply

a family of' linear

his scheme of operations

for- solving

the

equations.

however, was not conducive for the student

stand

the

The
to under-

equations,

let

them simultaneously.

Problem Solving
Problem solving,
work being

cognitive

presented,
activity.

from the perspective

of the theoretical

will be viewed in general

One might object that,

4
Recall that x 1 , •••
particular
values.

, x0 and y 1 , •.•

by

frame-

as goal-directed

this definition,

there

, yn have been given
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is little

cognitive

activity

that is not problem solving.

as Greeno {1980) has argued,

behaviors

on even the most routine

all the ingredients
reasoning,

examines a person's

( to the solver)

of problem solving--goals,

planning,

problem solving

subgoals,

behavior in situations
in related

where he is "really"

situations

appears to be handling the task more routinely.
between such sets of behaviors

of the child's

heuristicaJ.

in such a broad manner is that it allows an investi-

a problem to his behaviors

commonalities

tasks one f:i.n.ds

The major consequence of viewing

and so on.

gator to compare a child's
solving

when one closely

However,

in an attempt

The differences

may then. be contrasted.

to characterize

where he

the quality

with their
and nature

understanding.·

For example, one child was given a written

arithmetical

ment ( 10 + 3 = _) and was asked to "find ten plus three."

immediately wrote "13,"

and

justified

stateShe

her answer by saying that
When, later,

"3" covered up the "O" in addition.

asked to ''find

plus three," she counted on three from ten using her fingers.
viewing both sets of behaviors
we may infer

that

The

tied to specific

of the additive

empirical

remainder of this section

of problem solving
abstracting,

ten

By

of problem solving,

she did not see the two as the same problem, and

hence that her understanding
is closely

as :nanifestations

the

as they pertain

planning,

and heuristic

property

of numeration

routines.

will describe

three major aspects

to this framework under discussion:
reasoning.

part of the framework which is used to characterize
Simon (1972) call unprogr,ammed activity--the

'l'hese compose the
what Newell and

operations

and

actions
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performed depend largely
solved.

on the nature

problem being

Routines compose the part used to characterize

activity.

For example, when a child routinely

context of an addition

programmed

counts by ten in the

problem, his production

number-names is automatic,
calls

of the specific

of the sequence of

whereas the formation. of the goaJ. which

for his counting by ten may have come about by way of his

understanding

of the specific

Abstraction.
qualitatively

Reflective

different

could use either

plate

it.

from ( 2)

or reflective

abstraction

If' the child were to use empirical

abstraction,

The answer is

is

= 9" is not a fact for him.

something like :

1

4.

1 11

The child

The

to co~
he might

nThere I s a ' 9, ' a '5, '

in (1) and a '5' and a '9' in (2).
•

lead to

Suppose that a child

"S + 4

empirical

see a. chain of reasoning

and a '4'

abstraction

( 1) "9 - 5 = 4" to complete the sentence

= 9, 11 and that

chil.d

and empirical

behaviors.

asked to use the sentence
{2) "5 + _

problem he is solving.

So '4' is missing

disregarded

the minus and

equal signs and looked only for a way to account for the difference
between the two collections

of numerals.

has nothing whatsoever to do with addition
_Reflective

abstraction

allowed by empirical
"Let's

and subtraction.

would support a type of reasoning

abstraction--the

abstraction

see . • • nine take away five leaves

some more makes nine.

This sort of abstraction

of the operations:

four • • • and five and

Well, if' nine take away five leaves four,

then nine is four and five more • • • the answer is four.
focussing
what

is

not

on his operation

of taking away, a child

n

By

can. realize

taken away from a number to get a difference

that

can also be
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put back with the difference
reflective

the number.

in the alternative

abstraction

The child reflect.s

to regain

sense of' Piaget

as figurally

the situation

This is

constructed

{1970).

to a

scheme of operations.

It can easily

Planning.

planning

and understanding

understanding
statements

to a scheme of routines,

at least,

If

of' a situation

or set of

then planning can be taken as

of an W1derstanding with the aim of' achieving

As children's

understandings

so may their

operationality,
understanding

at one level

are two sides of the same coin.

is taken as the assimilation

an elaboration

goal.

be argued that,

may exist

will be considered

at various levels

Not ever,/ elaboration

plans.

some

as a plan, however.

of

of an

A distinction

must be ma.de between a sequence of' steps where the sequence has been
constructed

prior

from hill

to its

climbing--choosing

the execution

and where the -sequence results

execution

the next operation

(Simon & Newell, 1972).

of its predecessor

former will

be called a plan.

during their

implementation,

or action

Of course,

only after
Only the

plans may be modified

which is a mark of a flexible

problem

solver.
While the notion of a plan is fairly

always easy to infer from specific
festation
planning

of planning or hill

behavior

climbing.

may occur in quite different

the greatest

attention

and top-down analysis
problem solver

unambiguous,

identifies

ways.

1977).

differences

whether it is a mani-

As Greeno (1980) notes,

are means-end analysis
{Sacerdoti,

it is not

Two that have received
(Newell & Simon, 1972)

In means-end analysis

between the current

the

and goal
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states

and select3

a sequence of operations

the differences.

!n top-down analysis,

the problem by assimilating
actions,
actions

actions

the problem solver understands

each one of which comprises sets of specific
that have specific

preconditions

in proper sequence.

occurs when. one
characterized

for its

type of result.

becomes a problem of arranging

occurs when one doesn't

Planning in top-down
the global operations

has an idea" of what to do. 5 Hill climbing can be
form of means-end analysis.

steps of the solution

by the problem solver

as he carries

between a plan arising
analysis

can be difficult,

episode.

The distinction.

nature

or

It might be said that means-end analysis

are carried

procedure

remarks given
Distinguishing

and from means-end

for the two may occur in the same solution
comes largely

(immediacy, apparent

of plans

with

out and by for-

out the steps.

from top-down analysis

Behaviors

by the rapidity

(from the point of view of the investigator}

when interpreting

and

know what to do, and that top-down analysis

as a primitive

Questions

or

11

which successive

solution.

or

operations

implementation

emanating from the two can. only be distinguished

tuitous

to eliminate

it to a network of global operations

which produces a specific
analysis

or actions

and planning

children's

behaviors

of plans is here made explicit

from the quality
understanding,

will arise

of the
etc.).

mostly in Chapter 4

during the·ir in.terviews.
so that

The

they may be utilized

5Means-end analysis is more empirical in. nature than top-down
analysis--the
focus is on states and differences
between or among
them. Top-down analysis is ax:,re operational
in nature--the
focus
is on the operations to be performed, while the states are implied
by the preconditions
for their implementations.
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there

when interpreting

the qualities

of understandings

held by the

children.
Heuristic

Reasoning.

Traditionally,

thougbt of as reasoning.that

reasoning

where the problem solver
(from his or her point

ciear

11

has been employed largely

is operating

in a fairly

of view), in that

by the person posing it.

and means-end analysis,

intended,

somet..'ting that
the

"something

perspective.
behaviors
perspective
will

0

with a child,

author's

in such situations

of heuristic

be used in this

answer a little
Int:

Child:
Int:

Child:

overall

like

however, where

what the investi-

i£

sense from the child's

experien~e

may fruitfully

reasoning,

as

goaJ. becomes to say or do

said or done makes little

It is this

context

point of view) is the

will earn an "okay" from the problem-poser--even

that many of children's
be examined from a

and in this

study the term

broader app1icat:i.on.

A commonly employed heuristic
the

well defined

Looking back 1 working backward,

often arises

and the child's

bit,"

This

the problem being solved is

the problem he or she has in mind is nothing
gator

been

in situation3

for example, are each n.orma.lly classified

The situation

heuristics.

l:las

(Newell & Simon, 1972, p. 883).

to the solver and (from the investigator's

one intended

reasoning

employs to "chop down a

a problem solver

problem space to manageable size
view of heuristic

heuristic

may be characterized

as "change

as in:

What is eight plus four?
Eight--nine,
ten, eleven,
Thirteen?
Are you sure?
Fourteen!

twelve,

thirteen.

Thirteen.
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Another is "chang"e the conditions
share

a desired

of the goal."

characteristic

are given below.

The first

is of a child

a number-name to a collection
of a child

trying

Int:
Child 1:
Int:
Child 1:
Int:
Child 1:
Int:
Child

1:

Int:

Child

1:

Int:

of the problem so that

of multi-base

they

Two examples of this

who is attempting
blocks;

to give

the second is

to add one hundred to twenty.

of

(Portion
dialogue omitted.)
How many was over here'?
Twenty-two.
Right.
And how many is that ( places hand on a flat}?
One hundred.
And so altogether?
One hundred and •••
twenty-two.
(Oncovers 2 unit cubes; covers them again.}
What did
we haw'?
One hundred and twenty-two.
(Uncovers the 2 unit cubes again.)
Two (looking at the 2 unit cubes) •••
hundred and
twenty-two.
How many is that--just
there (pointing to the 2 unit
cubes)?

Child 1:

Child

Two •••
and this is two hundred.
the 2 unit cubes) hundred (pointing
two hundred.

1 's behaviors

by thinking

of the heuristic
Int:
Child 2:
Int:

Child 2:
Int:
Child 2:

you want to name

names in a way that fits

His goal was to give a single

were that he had several

if

that is made up of subcollections,

the subcollection

for number-names.

cation

example can be made understandable

of him as opera ting by a heuristic:

a number in a collection
concatenate

in this

Two (pointing to
to the flat) •.•

collections

then

your grammar

name; the conditions

and se-veral names.

His appli-

made one name of the several.

(Places card with "20" written on it onto the table.}
What number is one hundred more than this number?
( Pause. )

Two hundred •

How did you
I worked it
How did you
( Pause • ) I

get that?
out.
work it out?
was thinking it

in rrf'/ head •

And I said

two hundred.
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If' we assume that Child 2 inferred
produce a name involving
an attempt

tally

"hundred,"

then we may explain

to change "20" (or "twenty")

tacking

that adding one hundred would
his behavior

into a "hundred" name.

a "O" at the end of "20" does just

that--hence

as

Men-

"two

hundred."

A final

example of what will

il.lustrates

the term's

In this

work.

an empirical
- t-.
.l.Il
"'.

Child 3:
Int:
Child

scope of application

example, a child
routine

3:

Child 3:
Int:

Child 3:

be taken as heuristic

reasoning

in the theoretical

solved a subtraction

that she had abstracted

problem using

during schoolwork •

(Places card with "91 - 29 = "onto the table.)
{Pause. )
Ninety-one take away twen . •-: twenty-nine.
Seventy-eight.
How did you get seventy-eight?
I counted • • • • I took one away from nine, and that
left eight.
Two take away nine is seven.
(She goes on, at the interviewer's
insistence,
to use
multi-base blocks to work the problem.)
Sixty;.two.
Do you think what you were doing before~taking
tbe
one away from the nine and the two away from the nine-is a good way to do it? Does it always work?
Sometimes.

Child 3's answer "sometimes" is the key to concluding
tracting
aware that

routine

frame-

heuristically.

was applied

it didn't

always work, but that

(drew enough "okays") to be useful

It indicates
it

that her subthat

she was

worked often enough

in situations

where she was expect-

ed to perform.
Domains of Knowledge
A working hypothesis
standings
their

of the framework is that

of Whole number numeration can be characterized

knowledge in qualitatively

specifying

children's

the relationships

different

within

areas,

under-

by examining

or domains, and

and among the domains •

The domains
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used in the framework are language,
and reading

and writing

subitizing,

numerical

operations,

numerals.

Language
The focus of the framework in this domain is twofol.d:
vidual number-names and arithmetic

give to them; and children's
The first

sense--it

of sequences of number-names.

productions

aspect

aspect of number-names, the

does not refer

them in sequences.

of putting

is offared

The term "representation"
logical

words, and- the meanings children

is upon the representational

second upon the procedural

indi-

here in a wholly psycho-

to marks on a paper, nor to words

in the normal sense of spoken or written

words.

to words as "sound-images" (de Saussure,

1915/1977) and to non-linguistic

of actioas

representations
psychological

entity

set of coordinated

or operations.

actions

or operations.

substitutes

any system of signifiers

reside

entirely

within

the child.

ten beyond 32, he must
The psychological

and operations

cognition--it

De Saussure

and signifieds

the child who associates

within the child's
his

1

constitute

to sound-images needs to be elaborated.

First,

outside

r'eflects

of the event as it took place.

The above reference

signifier

actions

is a

in place of some

When a child

the episode to himself.

of his manifested

his representation

counting

it refers

A representation

that can be used by a child

say, on What he has done after
somehow re-present

Rather,

linguistic

llll.lst refer

must, of necessity,
them.

"Three" as a

system cannot refer

to anything

to a meaning or meanings with.in

(1915/1977) ma.de this

completeLy clear
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discussion

of the objects

mental images of auditory
together

with their

a child's

of linguistic
impressions

conceptual

analysis--the

c::ollection of

of' spoken words ("sound-images")
Second, it is assumed that

associates.

system of number-names (as opposed to written

system.

will be given to the structure

and organ-ization

of this

as having structure,

Number-names will be characterized

decomposed and concatenated,

come

system in whole number numeration.

to be his primary representational
Much attention

numerals)

being

operated upon, and so on--and this can.

make sense only if they have first

been characterized

as mental

objects.
Representations

is representation

The lowest level
by a part

feature

out at any one of three levels.

can be carried

of it--such

of an action

as representing

of dancing it,

or scheme of actions

a type of dance by a prominent

as in representing

the square dance by bring-

ing to mind the exchange of hands in a "do-si-do."
examples would be a child representing
counting by rhythmically

to himself

Mathematical
the actions

tapping his fii."lger on a table,

of

o:r taking a

number-name as an index of counting because number ..names occur as
part of counting.

An index of an action

linked to its referent
sensory part-whole
is no signifier

by a direct

relationship.

inference,

there

two are undifferentiated.

i3 representation

of a cu1•ved arrow ( " ft) offered

that it is

in the sense of a

However, for the child

and signified--the

The next level

has the quality

through signs.

by a highway

The perception

department signifies
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(to the experienced

driver)

to do with one's

curved arrow has nothing
such, yet it suggests

that a bend 1n the road lies

a property

of a blank in an open sentence

of' the road.
has nothing

ences in carrying

out arithmetical

the "experienced"

sentence

are i.nf'erentially

linked

much less

simi1ar

direct

to their

experiences

to their

yet it suggests

meaning--that

Signs

but the inference

is

They are figurally

1968a). A word may also exist~

a sign if the child who uses it does so as a univocal
its

(to

something is missing.

referents,

(Piaget,

the image

to do with one's experi-

than is the case with indices.
referents

substitute

that meaning, and no other pairing

word~

A

with roads as

Similarly,

operations,

r>eader} that

ahead.

for
is

possible.
The highest
symbols.
ation.

level

comes through the use of

of representation

A symbol is linked

to its

Symbols have the qualities

r-eferent

only by way of associand, in the

of arbitrariness

case of symbols which ser,,e a conmrunicatory function,
(Hockett,

1960; von Glasersfeld,

can later

be a symbol.

1977).

or she realizes.that

place without

a"~"

user assigns

it

that a "symbol" is a symbol
a referent.

An adult's

on a piece of paper may be a mathematical

(having a mathematical
altogether

as well be in its

changing the meaning of the sentence.

as its

of a squiggle

be a symbol for a child when

or an "x" could just

It should be noted by the reader
only insofar

What was a sign for a child

For example, the blank in a missing addend

as a sign of a missing addend can later
he

conventionality

different

referent),
referent

but for a child

or none at all.

perception

symbol

it may have an

In the latter
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it is not a symbol for the child,
of paper.

Similarly,

when two adults

assume with a more or less fair
referent

it is merely a squiggle

each can normally

degree of certainty

of a word is conceptually

adult and a child converse,

converse,

similar

on a piece

that the other's

to his own. When an

however, such an assumption is

unwarranted.
Though the children

in this

cate With the interviewers,
signs

(one child brought

while explaining

aspects

signs

there were infrequent
his

bands together

how he mentally

but any such inf'erences
personal

study primarily

used words to communiindications

of possible

in a sweeping !llOtion

combined two numbers of tens ) ,

were situation

specific.

that are involved in a child's

of numeration will be pointed

Indications
representation

of

of

out within the context of the

case studies.
The role of number-names in children's

numeration is,
representational
Dienes flat,

as noted previously,

system.

such as a

system of number-names, and hence are

study it seemed apparent

was the number-name that children

that,

to representation.

In the

in almost any context,

constructed

of a numeral which was critical

as opposed to the perception
situations

of materials,

and of numerals are assumed to be mapped into {associated

of secondary importance with respect

perception

of

assumed to be that of a primary

Perceptions

with) items in the child's

present

understandings

it

from their

for further

of a numeral as such.

processing,

In most

where a child misread a numeral, he or she operated
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according

to the "incorrect"

number-name given to it instead

of the

numeral itself.
There are two aspects
numeration.

The first

of number-names as they pertain

is the procedural

aspect

to

of constructing

number-names and sequences of number-names, and the.relationship
among procedures;
individual
related,

the second is the semiotic

in that a procedure can have an intrinsic
will be treated

The discussion

be given in the form of a hypothet1ca1

ducing them.

The system as presented

statement

of how every child

When the framework is applied
may be modified accordingly
The system addresses

semantics,

these

of number-name sequences
system capable of pro-

illustrates

performance is accounted for within

as a definitive

Though

separately.

Number-name sequences.

correct

served by

number-names and sequences of number-names.

two aspects

will

function

to individual

the ways in which

the framework, and not
produces such sequences.
children,

to account for their

the system

behavior.

three fundamental. questions:

(1)

How

can "unending" sequences of number•names be produced? (2) How can
individual

number-names be appropriately

can judgments of relative
Several
three

constructed?

order be made between pairs

types of number-name sequences

questions.

in increments

of one hundred or less
The parameters
are the starting

etc.

of number-names?

are relevant

These are forward and·backward

of one, ten, one hundred,

and (3) How

to the above

sequences produced

Only increments

will be discussed.

of the system for producing number-name sequences

point of the sequence (for fo?'W'ard sequences,
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starting

value is assumed to be "one" unless otherwise

no value is assumed for backward ones),
one) , and the direction

(default

the increment

speci.fied;
is

(default

"forward") • Other default

is

values may be set,

which would be appropriate

were more sensitive

to general context--such

if the subsystem

as, "We've been

counting backward by tens all day, so anytime I'm asked to count
it will probably be backward and by ten."
One essential

feature

of the system is that

the rules

produce the next number-name in a sequence are a function

upon to

of' the counting-goal

the goal includes
sequence.
is really

currently

active

a.s attributes

Another feature

in working memory. That is,

the increment and direction

not an increment at all,

but a rule system. for associating

of number-names by the relation

The power of the rule system comes from its ability
part of a number-name--ultimately
behavior of skip-counting,

of the

of the system is that the "increment"

number-names or derivations

other

called

allowing

NEXT.

to focus upon a

it to manifest

the

or producing sequences with increments

than one.

Figure 3.1 gives a subsystem which produces forward number-name
sequences with increments
deserve attention,
assumptions

of one.

There are several

for they incorporate

significant

about the nature of a counter's

features

that

psychological

knowledge of number-names

and sequences of number-names.

First,
("one,"

the NEXTrelation

"two"),

•.•

between the twelve pairs of words

, ("twelve,"

"thirteen")

the sequence of words from "one " to "thirteen"

is explicit.

That is,

is memorized.
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Sequencing by One ab
NEXT of (ONE) is

(TWO) • • • NEXT of (TWELVE) is

( ( THIR) TEEN}

NEXTof ( (WORD)
TEEN) is ( (HOM1
(NEXTof HOM2
(WORD)
}TEEN)
NEXTof ((NINE}TEEN)is ((TWEN)TY)
NEXT of ((WORD)TY)is ((WORD)TY)(ONE)

NEXTof ((WORD1)TY)(WORD2)
is ((WORD1)TY)(NEXT
of (WORD2))
NEXTof ((WORD)TY)(NINE)is (HOM1(NEXT
of HOM2(WORD))TY)
NEXTof ( (NINE)TY}{NINE) is ( (ONE)HUNDRED)

NEXTof ((WORD)HUNDRED}
is ({WORD)HUNDRED)(ONE)
NEXT of ((WORD1)HUNDRED}(WORD2)
is ((WORD1)HUNDRED)(NEXT
of (WORD2))

NEXTof ((WORD1)HUNDRED)(((NINE)TY)(NINE))
is ((NEXT of (WORD1))HUNDRED)
(TWO)is (TWEN)
HOM1
HCM2(TWEN)
is (TWO)
Figure 3.1.

HOM1{THREE)
is (THIR)
HOM2(THIR)is {THREE)

HOM1(FIVE)is (F!F)c
HOM2(FIF) is (FIVE)c

Routine for sequencing by one.

~ules for manipulating goals (such as marking a goal as being
satisfied
or deferred) and rul.es sensitive to "start" and "stop"
conditions are omitted as technicalities.
See Klab.r & Wallace (1976)
for examples of goal manipulation and "stop" rules.
What is presented
is the part of the rule system that actually produces sequences.
bThe NEXTrelationships
operate by the convention that if more
than one left hand side is satisfied 7 the one most closely matching
the current condition is selected for action.
See Forgy (1979) or
McDermott & Forgy (1978) for a rationale
for this convention.
cTha HOMtransformations
operate by the convention that if an
argument is not one in its explicit
definition,
then it does nothing
to it.
So H0M1(SIX) is (SIX). This convention is found in most
production systems (see Forgy, 1979 or Newell, 1973).
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thirteen,

to a number-name is rule-determined,

the successor
more specific

some rules

than others--such

as the rules

scending decades.

Second, the rules

and for sequencing

from one decade to another,

the NEXTr-elation

name after

"five,"

"nineteen,

indirectly

rely

on

of "fifty-nine"

and since "six" follows "five,"
is "suety."

the next number-

Without the special

case rule

decades the subsystem would produce sequences like

twenty,

twenty-one,

••.

, twenty-nine,

when a hundred-name is active

Third,

for sequencing in the teens,

( HOM1and HOM2)
• The "fif"

"fifty-nine"

for transcending

for tran-

on the words "one" through "nine" by way of a

homonymic translation
sounds like

with

of it is held constant,

in memory, the "hundreds"

and the subsystem calls

increment the remaining part.

Last,

twenty-ten,"

upon itself

part

to

the subsystem structures

number-

names between twelve and one hundred so that they are formed by

adding a suffix

to one of "two,"

and, if not a decade, associating

. • . , "nine,"

it with one of "one,"

"nine."

Thus "seventy-two"

That

number-names in the subsystem. are built

is,

or a. homonymthereof,

. . .,

is held by the subsystem a.s ( (SEVEN)TY)
{TWO).
up as structured

chunks.

The reason for choosing this particular

structure

for a number-

name in the subsystem is that

it allows

operations

If number-names were held by the sub-

upon parts of it.

for explanations

system as, say, (FIFTYTWO),it would be difficult,
to develop general
subsystem
relation

rules

imposed less

for constructing

structure

its

if not impossible,

If the

successor.

upon the number-names,

would have to be held more explicitly

of detailed

the NEXT

in memory.

Rote
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memorization is the most explicit
take--as

it presently

form that

the relation

could

does in the subsystem for the number-names

"one" through "thirteen."
Additional

for constructing

structure

comes from organizing

"one" through "thirteen"

and Gregg (1969) found that adults,
arranged

lists

of the letters

into sublists,
structures
subjects

sequences of number-names

or chunks, of varying

length

organized
and built

to keep the number of items of information

through "thirteen"

is

One possible

c2
I

!
THREE!)

(

up complex
allowed the

held actively

organization

of "one"

shown in Figure 3.2.

C c1

CC( ON!)( 'N) I(

the lists

It seems that chunking

in memory at a manageable level.

McLean

when memorizing randoml.y

of the alphabet,

of chunks of chunks.

into chunks.

c3
I

c4

)

l

CF01JRI (FIVE:)( SIXl ) ( (SEVENICEIGHT)(HIN!)

J ( (TEltI (ELEVEN){
'nlELV!)) )

Al though the subsystem for producing sequences of number-names ,
as presented

so far,

does not make explicit

C4, it could be modified to do so--say,

use of chunks C1 through

by establishing

NEXTboth among elements of a chunk and among chunks.
immediately
follows
structure

the r"elation
Thus C2

follows C1, C3 immediately fol1ows C2, and C4 immediately

C3; ntwo" immediately follows
might

seem to be a luxury,

"one" in C1, and so on.

since the subsystem. shows no

need of it to produce fo?"'t1ardnumber-name sequences.
of some sort of additional

structure

it is IIX)dified to incorporate
make judgments of the relative

Such a

The necessity

becomes apparent,

the ability

however, when

to count backWard and to

order of nonadjacent

number-names.
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With the structure

given in Figure 3.2,

"nine'' and "four" comes after

the other by appealing to chunk

"Nine" comes after

membership.

Within ohunks, a determination
membership--"three"

it can decide which of

"four" because C4 comes after
may be made without reference

comes after

C3.
to

the

"one" because one comes after

other in C1.
The rules

additional
teens,

for sequencing within decades in Figure 3 .1 give

structure

twenties,

to sequences of number-names--we have the

thirties,

and so on.

Since sequences in the

teens and "ty' s II rely on the sequence "one 11 through "nine," they
inherit

the chunk structure

in a structure

of "one" through "nine"--resulting
(Figure 3.3).

on top of a structure
( ( (WORD ) (TY)}
1

(WORD ))
2

\ /

Figure 3.3.

Structure

The power of the organization

apparent when describing

of number-names.

shown. in Fi8',2re 3.3 becomes more

how it might be possible

sequences of number-names in reversed order--i.

A commonploy when constructing

a reversed

to construct

e. , count backward.

sequence, and when one

cannot remember the term immediately preceding the current

one (xj),

is to "drop back" to a point somewhere in the sequence prior
and tben construct

"xj-1

•

the forward sequence.

to xj,

When the construction

x . " is made, then x . 1 is taken as the next term in the
J
Joo
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reversed

sequence (McLean & Gregg, 1969; Fuson, 1979).

experience

this

ploy by attempting

An immediate question

- a sequence?"
it written;

letters
ible.

is,

nor does it seem possible

in mind.

the alphabet

"How can one start

In the case of the alphabet,

So a "scanning

chtmk currently
immediately

being processed
chunk.

preceding

might be organized

backward.

in the 'middle'

to have the entire

to the left"

starting

or with the first

seems unfeas-

into chunks, then
term. in the

term of the

Figure 3.4 shows one way that the
in memocy; Figure 3.5 shows how the

and the way it is organized

in the subsystem for sequenc.ing. 6

c2

/I

c,

c2

C3

C4

I

I

I

I

( def'g) ) ( (hijk)

Figure 3.4.

I.

I

I

c,

(((abc)

of

sequence of

operation

with the first

number-name sequence might be organized,

I \

may

one does not normally have

However, if' sequences are indeed organized

one may "drop back" by either

alphabet

to recite

The reader

Hypothetical.

C3

"

I \

cs

c6

C7

I

I

I

(lmno) ( pqr) ) ( ( stuv)
structure

(T~Z))}

for the alphabet.

6Chunk structures
can be highly idiosyncratic,
depending on
the individual's
current cognitive structures
and past experience.
The chunk structure
offered in Figure 3.4 is completely arbitrary,
and is given only because the subsystem needs some structure.
The
and the subpoint is that an individual holds some structure,
system could be modified to give a description
of that individual.
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Figure 3.4 depicts
of the alphabet.
exhausts

a multi-level

organization

To produce the alphabet

C1, then moves to C2.

that,

with "a,

When C2 is exhausted,

C2', and hence C3, then C4, ·then CS.
ward, if one forgets

starting

for the letters

In producing

11

one

one moves to

the alphabet

back-

say "r" precedes "s," then the move will

be ·from "s" to C6 to C3' to C2' to C3 to C4 to CS, and then to "p "-resulting

in the behavior

"s ...

s ...

p, q, r,

s--Oh!

r."

l ((WORD1)(Ht1NDR!n) (WORD2))

{( ( (ON!J(TWOJ('l'H!l!EJ) ( (FOUR>(Fn'El(SIXll

( (SEVEHHEIC"tlT)(NIN!lll [(T!N)(EW/Effl (TWELVE)l)

I

I

l

(Cc,~~:~

c3 )
c, -

::; (

:'igure 3,5,

Struc:ure

T!EN (

of cumber-namesy3tem,

Figure 3.5 depicts
of number-name sequences.
sequences differs

TY (. !IONilRED

a multi-level

organization

The organization

significantly

in character

for the production

shown for number-name
from that for the alpha-

bet.

Since words, or homonymsof words, that appear in the lowest

level

of the organization

zational

structure

through "ninety"
be stressed,
structure

also appear in higher levels,

of "one" through "nine" reappears

the organi-

in "twenty"

and "one hundred" through "nine hundred."

however, that the subsystem employs its
on "one" through "nine" only when operating

It must

explicit
consistently
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within a level of the organization.

Thus "two hundred" precedes

"five hundred" because "two" preceded 1tfive"; similarly,

"one

hundred ten" precedes "one hundred seventy" because "ten" precedes
seventy. " But to com.pare 11£ i ve hundred

11

must be made to the hierarchy--"ty"

II

with "seventy,

ontological

of their
status

respective

the ..,organizational

structure

depict

sequences as entities

of any knower.

independent

an appeal

precedes "hundred."

It is worth noting that Figures 3.4 and 3.5 do~
the structure

11

of' producing their

having an

tbey depict

Rather,

respective

sequences.

The next aspect of producing number-name sequences is "skip-

counting"

ten and one hundred.

by

to the subsystem.

Two modifications

Fir.st,. it must be sensitive

goals for sequencing in increments

Figure 3.6 shows the ausmentation

As it now stands,

, ten hundred ninety-two,

It lacks a rul.e for crossing

When a "teen" word is active,

crossing

by one hundred.

centuries.

straightforward

,
subsystem.

ST4.1 produces a "twenty" word.

when, say, "thirty-seven"
STS.2, 6.3,

eleven hundred two,"

into the thousands.

The rules in SKIP-TENmake up a fairly

"f'orty ..seven."

by ten--

SKIP-TENwill count "nine hundred ninety-two,

ten hundred two, •••

and so on.

Second,

to the

of incrementing

augmentation couJ.d be made for incrementing

a similar

namely

number-names in the con-

subsystem that will give it the capability

Similarly,

to new goals,

of ten and one hundred.

there must be rules which give successive

text of these goals.

must be made

is active,

and 6.4 are special

When "three

STS.2 produces
case rules

hundred ni..,ety-four"

for

is active,

ST6.4 produces "four hundred four."
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SKIP-TENa
ST1 .2

NEXT-TEN
of
NEXT-TEN
of

ST2.1

NEXT-TEN
of (WORD)
ia (HOM1(WORD)TEEN)

ST3.1

NEXT-TEN
of {TEN)is ((TWEN)TY)

ST4.1

NEXT-TEN
of ((WORD)TEEN)
is ((TWEN)TY)H()t2(WORD)

ST5.1
ST5.2

NEXT-TEN
of ((WORD1)TY)is (HCl41(NEXT
of HOM2(WORD1))TY)
NEXT-TEN
of ((W0RD1)TY)(WORD2)
is (NEXT~TEN
of ((WORDl)TY))(WORD2)
NEXT-TEN
of ((NINE}TY)
ia ((ONE)HUNDRED)

STl.1

ST5.3
ST6.1

ST6.2
ST6.3
ST6.4

(ONE)
(TWO)

ia (ELEVEN)
is (TWELVE)

of {(WORD)HUNDRED)
is ((WORD)HUNDRED)(TEN)
NEXT-TEN
( (WORD1)HUNDRED)(WORD2) is (( WOHD1
)HUNDRED) (NEXT-TEN of (WORD2})
NEXT-TEN
of ((WORD1)HUNDRED)((NINE)TY)
is (NEXTof (WORD1)HUNDRED)
NEXT-TEN
of ((WORD1)HUNDRED)((NINE)TY)(WORD2))
is (NEXTof (W0RD1)HUNDRED)(W0RD2)

NEXT-TBN of

Figure 3.6.

Routine for sequencing

by ten.

aThe remarka given in the footnotes

to Figure 3.1 apply here as well.

°'
0
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The basis of SKIP-TEN's ability
is

its

reliance

ST6.J.

on incrementing

while incrementing

In effect,

by tees

is its reliance

upon itself

ST6.2 holds the hundred word constant

the remainder.

An example might

this

incrementing

by ones, which appears in STS.2 and

Another modest sophistication

in STS.2 and ST6.2.

to manifest

be helpful

produces sequences in increments

rule system actually

Suppose the currently

for the reader to widerstand

how

of ten.

held goal is simply to sequence from "three."

ST2.1 would produce ((THIR)TEEN). ST4.1 would then produce ((TWEN)TY)
(THREE) •

STS. 2 would

tinue operating

then

produce ( (THIR) TY l (THREE) and would con-

upon its output till

each time calling

it produced ( (NINE)TY)(THREE),

upon STS.1 to produce the "ty" part of the next

At ( (NINE)TY) (TimEE), STS.2 would call

name.

( (ONE)HUNDRED)
(THREE). After that,
the process anew.
"three,

thirteen,

1 "

ST6.2 would take over and start

The sequence that SKIP-TENwould produce i.s
., ninety-three,

twenty-three,

three , one hundred thirteen,

hundred three

(WORD) is

explicit

relation.ships,

be necessary- when describing

The last
production

not the only possible

STS.2 and ST6.2 could be ma.de less general

suc.'1 as "NEXT-TEN of ( (FIF)TY)

( (SIX)TY) (WORD)• 11 Modifications

the abstraction

two

and so on.

The general rules

by introducing

one hundred

• • . , one hundred ninety-three,

The form SKIP-TENtakes here is certainly
one.

upon STS.3 to produce

such as these would likely

a child who is in the process of forming

embodied in STS.2.
aspect of producing sequences of number-names is the

of sequences within which the increment changes--counting
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by hundreds,

largely

tens,

finessed

and ones.

Here we face a problem that has been

so far--the

problem of goal formation.

point the focus has been upon building

appropriate

to its

cognitive

system is capable of incrementing
the present

environment.
by ones,

there must be processes

by ones,

of a request

given a con text,

tens,

or hundreds.

(a teacher

Behavior resulting

meaningful,

from the former could

Performance r-esulting
for an operator

point of view of the calling

call

system, sequencing

of the systems that call

turn depend upon the meaning the child

names. The discussion
connection

of the semantics

is

child

that,

is

from the

a means to an end.
however, is a

upon it,

which in

gives to individual

number-

of number-names will make

clearer.

It should be pointed
presented

recite

from the latter

implies

The meaning that sequencing may take for a child,
of the nature

first,

of an "operator

out without meaning (much as young children

the Pledge of Allegiance).

this

That is,

saying "count by

and, second, as a result

ca1l" from another system.

function

can

it

may come into being are,

for performance

from eight")

be carried

and by hundreds,

for for'!lling goals.

Two ways that a sequencing ~al

tens starting

Given that the

by tens,

task is to augment it so that,

decide whether to increment

as a result

Now

of why the system is behaving must be addressed--we

!Illst pay attention

necessarily

produces the

sequencing behavior once a goal has been fomed.

the question

easily

a system that

Up to this

out once more that the sequencing

here are not offered

as strict

produces number-name sequences.

subsystems

models of the way ever"/
Rather,

they are given as one
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way that correct

sequences may be produced.

What is hypothesized

is

that every child who sequences number.names does so by some linguistic

rule system,

that

with no significance),
and relationships

context

of its

it may be implemented rotely

and that

among rules,

generalized
are abstracted

be made to determine

systems for generating
by examining their

from sequencing in the

to specific

the level

children,

of operationality

sequences of number-names.

ability

to generate

starting

points

and various

increments

and mixed),

and their

ability

to seriate

collections

The former is aimed at characterizing
while

the latter

rul.e

of their

This will be done

(both homogeneous.
of numerals.

the generality

of the rule

is aimed at characterizing

the child has established

an attempt

forward and backward sequences

with various

systems,

for sequencing,

applications.

When the framework is applied
will

rules

(executed

the relationships

among l:"tlles for producing number-names

(see Figure 3.5, page 58).
The r'eason for examining

child's

linguistic

the level

system for constructing

of number-names can be put quite
level

of operationality

of operationality

simply.

number-names and sequences
When a child reaches

in his number-name system,

has a symbol system with which he can operate

numbers.

'Ille system then becomes arbitrary,

guistic

system that exemplifies

place.

Prior

to operationality,

concepts of numeration
linguistic

that are tied

system (e.g.,·,concepts

he quite

largely

in place of

lin-

may be used in its

is not the case.
to the structure

the

literally

in that any other

the same structure
this

of a

Also, when
of the child's

of ten, one hundred, etcetera;
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place value),

the child then has a~

system of Whole number

numeration.
Tile use of a numeral seriation
of a child's

the operationality

sequences of number-names

Mlle systems for generating

that a mechanism for reading numerals be proposed.

requires

hypothetical
child's

task to assess

system under discussion
system.

subitizing

The

has one, but it relies

The discussion

numerals will thus be postponed until

of reading

on the

(and writing)

af'ter subitizing

ha.s been

discussed.
Number-names. There are two types of referents,
meanings, for number...names within
is a collection,
terms.

lot,

the hypothetical

and hence of
system.

or number, as von Glasersfeld

They may be perceptual,

figural,

depending upon the immediate situation

motoric,

The first

(1981) uses the
verbal,

and the child's

or abstract,

capabilities.

For the moment, the focus will be on the manner in which a child
construct

a referent

for number-names beyond "five" or "six"

"eighty ...nine") without counting or intending
"Subitizable"
readily

associates

numerosity,

number...names, i.e.,
with a characteristic

( "numerosity"

pattern

the child

of a specified

point of view), may be

given substance by establish:L.~g such a connection--bringing
pattern

to mind.

are not so readily
the child generates
but intentionally
that is,

A method for doing likewise
associated

the

for number-names that

with characteristic

an "uncharacteristic"

(e.g.,

a count.

number-names that

from an observer's

may

pattern

open-ended, sequence of abstract

patterns

is that

(say, a bounded,
unit-items)--one

from his or her point of view, indeterminate.

From an
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observer's

point of view the pattern

numerosity,

would have a definite

but it is not one that is identifiable

would be, say, a spontaneously

child's

certainly

constructed

by the child

"dot-dot-dot").

(as

From the

point of view, there is merely a r-ecord of a construction

of

or number, which could have had any numerosity--including

a lot,

one that would correspond to the number-name had a detailed
been carried

struction

out.

A collection,

to by a number-name will be called

lot,

an extensive

the

con-

or number referred
meaning of the

number-name.

The second type of referent
one.

A number-name can refer

which would result
items that
direct,

or operations

of a sequence of labeled unit

with the number-name.

so the number-name is an

may be Virtual,

The reference

may be

index" of a sequence, or it

11

where the scheme itself

former may be inferred

is somehow labeled.

The

when a child seems to manifest a need to

put out, one at a time, say, seven marbles to talk

actually

specifically

cation

to the scheme of actions

in the construction

terminates

or operational

in the sense that number-names occur in the context of

sequencing,

1981).

is an action-based

about seven marbles (see Steffe,

The latter

may be inferred

that he knows that,

Thompson, & Richards,

when a child gives some indi-

say, twenty-five

objects

coul.d be counted,

but there is no need to do so since he would merely verify
there are twenty-five

by ending his

sequence with "twenty-five."

When a number-name is taken as referring
operations,

that

to a scheme of actions

it will be said to have {at that time) an intensive

meaning ..
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The connection between number-names that is established
words, such as "take away1 " "plus,"

arithmetic

etcetera,

by

is

characterized

in the framework as coming about througb reference

to operations

which operate

The nature of the extensive

on the referents

of the number-nameD.

meaning that a child gives

or intensive

to, say, "plus" may depend upon the immediate situation
limited

by the type of counter

said about limitations

previously

the child is.

in the discussion

is the construction

system to be discussed

---

of number-names oer se.

in

As

noted (page 54), number-names come to have a structure,

e.g. , ( ( ( FIF) TY){TWO)
) for "fifty-two."

"encoding" seems necessacy,

One l:'eason is that such an
for detailed

theoretically,

to take place upon parts of the number-name.
children

More will be

of numerical operations.

aspect of the hypothetical

The last
this section

that

and is

often write,

say,

operations

Another is that

"seVE=nty-two" in numerals as "702"-"70"

followed by a ''2" (Ginsburg, 1977), and, moreover, consistently
say number-names within

a century by connecting

of the name with the remainder by "and"-five

the "hundred

11

part

hundred ANDone.

Assuming that the conceptual basis for "and" is something like
conjoining,

it follows that concatenation

is a syntactic

on parts of a number-name.

It must be said,

catenating

and "seven" together

(putting

"forty-seven")
i3,

strictly

need not have a quantitative
speaking,

A3 concatenating
it

to supplant

"forty"

an operation

quantitative

however, that con-

operations

to make

signi£icance.

on indices,

becomes reversible,

operation

signs,

It
or symbols.

however, the child can use
on a special

set of
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numbers--namely,
"eighty"
ceptually

centuries,

decades,

and units.

CQocatenating

and "two" can come to take on the significance
combining eighty and two.

of these significations

what will be called

the additive

of numeration:

is named by "xty-~,

a digit-name,.:!

the sum of .!!,hundred and i

{y_

"one hundred")

".!:!.
hundred 1·"

is named by

can

the basis for

provides

property

and JI.. C.X..l:
digit-names}

the sum of zty

"eighty-two"

of the sum of eighty and two.

come to take on the significance
The elaboration

Likewise,

of con-

that
11

and

a name preceding

Subiti.Zing
have long been aware of the phenomenon of

?sychologists
subitizing--what

was originally

of number" {Beckwith

apprehension

(Kaufman et al.,

&

Restle,

which characterizes

model of subitizing

and relationships

held internally

of which is a percept.
a model tbat

establishment
recurrent
links

among attributes,

and associated

characterizes

subitizing

of semantic links

figural

patterns,

between abstract

attributes

(1979, 1980) presented
at two levels:

attentional

the

between number-names and

and the establishment
patterns

from, but not dependent upon, recurrent

a£ semantic

constructed

figural

an
it
of

one of which is

with a number-name, the other

Von Glasersfeld

that

in two ways, only one of

as a matching of' "symbol structures"--essentially,
a perception

objects

Klahr and Wallace (1976) presented

quantity.

information-processing

0£

Only recentJ.y has it been made clear

1949).

can be viewed as occurring

which involves

1966), or the spon-

of a number-name to a number

taneous attribution

subitizing

viewed as the mind's "immediate

patterns.
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von Glasersfeld's

and Klahr and Wallace's IOOdels are quite similar

their

of subitizing

description

patterns,

but differ

subitizing

in the way they see children

to number.

as an elimination

as naming figural

of the named symbol structure,

the establishment

while von Glasersfeld

''dog" becomes linked to various figural

abstracting

the attentional

structure

is merelr

{as when the word

reproesentations

The second is the independent

breeds).

characterizes

The first

semantic links

of alternative

generalization

properties

as two independent processes.

generalization

generalizing

Klahr and Wallace characterize

of redundant or superfluous

.2!!

patterns

of speci£ic

process of reflectively

of constructing

the figural

image (see Chapter 2).

model will be used within the present

von Glasersfeld's
work.

Its division

for explanations

into figural

otherwise

exhibit

"numerical."

behavior

For instance , it is not uncommon.for

correct
ability

Similarly,

way of explaining

performance :in providing number-names,
to do anything which we would call
von Glasersfeld's

why some children

numerical operations

model also provides a

can appear to be capable of

only when small numbers are involved--they

may indeed by thinking

problem.

allow

to read ntlDE'rals , name Dienes blocks and unif'ix cubes , and

yet show little

patterns

components will

of what otherwise might appear as bizarre

on the part of children.
children

and abstract

frame-

numerically,

that they associate

with

but only with respect

the number-names occurring

When they cannot associate

name they have no basis

to abstract

a pattern

in the

to go with a number-

for proceeding.
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The definition

of subitizing

given by von Glasersfeld

hence be adopted for use within
subitizing

or abstract

figural

digit,

attentional

of a number-name to a

Thus, naming a single

pattern.

a number-name to a perceived

attributing

figuration

the framework under discussion:

the spontaneous attribution

1s

of objects,

and

will

creating

a figural

or con-

object

representation

of

an object or configuration

to go with a number-name will each be

considered

The first

as subitizing.

from the third,
In the third

figural

in that the child

is faced with an item to be named.

example, he has a number-name in mind and creates

(1} naming written
( 1981) calls

digits

and perceptuaJ. patterns;

tracking"--keeping

(2) what Fuson

track of one I s counts;

11

of understandings

within the framework is fourfold:

of (meanings of) addition

and (4) the convergence of subitizing
genesis

a

associate.

The importance of subitizing

genesis

in kind

two examples differ

(3) the

and subtraction;

and counting as part of the

of the meanings given to number-names •

Point (1) i.9 simply the naming function
from age one year on.
become semantically
Similarly,

patterns

The. figural

equivalent

by

acquire

".·. , " " ••• , 11 and "3"

each being linked

"10," a bundle of sticks,

both hands open become semantically

that children

to "three."

a Dienes base-ten
equivalent

by

long, and

each being linked

to "ten."
Point (2) addresses
counting-on

the commonphenomenon of a child correctly

or back a small number without apparently

record of his counts.

One explanation

generating

for such behavior

a

is that the
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child generates

an attentional

As

for stopping
executes

the child

patterns

as an associate

0£ the

the amooot to be counted on and uses it

number-name designating
as a criterion

pattern

(Steffe,

Thompson, & Richards,

the count, he constructs

from his counts up to that point;

1981).

successive

attentional

he stops When the pattern

'

of counts matches the criterion.
Point (3) is,
separating

configurations

abstractions
11
:•:

11

in essence,

Glasersfeld
configuration

a "three"-

(1980) points

perceptually
children

joining

knows rr•:11 and " •• "

is a small step to the

can be created

by

percep-

As von

from completing a

that already has two eyes and

abstracting

the operational

structure
to create

configurations

and subtraction

level of mental operations.
heading

it

no different

and separating

can give addition

for later

out, the completion of the "five"

is, in principle,

By reflectively

basis

and a "two"-configuration.

face by drawing a mouth in a circle

a nose.

and

Given that a child recognizes

that a "five"-configuration

joining

joining

give a figural

and that he likewise

and "two," respectively,

realization
tually

of objects

of numerical operations.

and names it "five,"

as "three"

that perceptually

extensive

of
others,

meaning at the

Point (3) will be ?'8Visited under the

"Mumerical operations."

Point (4) addresses
meanings of number-names.
pattern
abstracting

taken as a unit)

the relationship
A numerical
is constructed

the unit structure

of intensive
structure
by

(abstract

attentional

the child by reflectively

of items in figural

and by making a unit of the units.

and extensive

If' a figural

configurations,
configuration
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that is recurrently
the abstract

associated

pattern

whence abstract,

with a particular

may be associated

and his production

comes to count with ever more abstract

of number-name sequences becomes routinized

as a recurrent

he ends up with "five."
while initially

configuration

The equivalence

only semantic

(both result

provides one way for the child
of cardinal

equivalence

however,

that when hA counts the items in. what

is bound to notice

he recognizes

Intensive

These two meanings develop independently;

and operational.
the child

with the same number-name,

meanings for number-names.

extensive

meaning develops as the child
units

number-name, then

called

of subitizing

(say,

11
:•:

"),

and counting,

in the sa.IIB number-name),

to reflectively

and ordinal

"five"

abstract

number (of finite

the logical
sets).

Numerical Operations

'The title
discussion
on their

as well.
arithmetic
this

is meant generically,

will focus on actions
referents

convantionally
thought,

of this section

and operations

of number-names.

it will here be used to include

that are carried

lots will be called

somewhat unconventional

numerical operations

the names of the operations
when one speaks of actions
the figurative

basis

children

perform

that can be carried
actions

and action

is

out in
schemes

out in thought on numbers or

numerical operations.

The reason for

use of .terms is that a genetic

will be taken,

the

Though the term "operation"

applied only to an action

Operations

that

in that

and for clarity

will be held constant.
at the sensori-motor

for what will later

level

view of

of presentation
For example,
which constitute

become the operation
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separating

below) , they too will

( discussed

in the strict

even though they are not operations
Similarly,

it will

to the attentional
model of' units

be useful

structures

and number.

with the understanding

Von Glasersfeld's

that

schematic

will

one item can also be an amalgam.
of ama1gams is presented again
convenience,

1n this

speaking,

have operands.

Separating.

Separating

amalgams from one.

or maintenance

configuration

focussing

(perceptual),
an attentional

of separating.

within

If

then separating
marker in the
A child might do

between collections),

on a position

two

the spatial

(to aid in
or by
or temporal

of the collection.

If the initial

amalgam is a lot

takes the form of the construction
tacitly

of forming

items in the collection

his maintenance of the separation

do

Each of the operations

of the perception.

displacing

and declending

is the result

A separation

amalgam is a collection

by physically

perceptually

the operands of separating

is the operation

would take the form of introducing

this

types will

are separating,

are amalgams, while extending

below.

construction

as specific

section

and declending;

be discussed

the initial

in von Glasersfeld's

The term proposed here is "amalgam,"

discussed

extending,

and integt"ating

not, strictly

8'8nerically

to by name.

The operations
integrating,

separating

sense.

to be able to refer

hypothesized

(Figure 3.7) for the reader's
be referred

be called

equated with the initial

(figural),

that together

are

The means of' equating

the

of two lots
one.

then separating
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two comes from the child's
representations

having constructed.

of a collectioz:i,

and the in.itial.

lots each serve the representative

state of the collection.
himself the figural
Separating

sensori-motor

final

state

is limited

as figural

and separated

of substituting

states

of "'before" and "after"

( 1970) notion of figural

imitation.

as applied to collections
scheme, or empirical

and lots

routine.

constitutes

It is not truly

a
an

for it is a one-way connection between an initial
of perceptual
to separating

or figural

configurations.

collections

a collection

routine--put-out

into two collections

to conceptualize

the initial

collection

the

separate

It would also be impossible

that

say, subtract-

can understand,

of seven (marbles),

and

A child

(one of which has three marbles),

the other collection.

a collection

to

separating.

ing three from seven in no other way than by acting-out

collections.

for a

In other words, the child represents

as deferred

Separating

operation,

function

lots is analogous to Piaget's

representation

the lots

it

and

count

for such a. child

as comprising its

sub-

In a ve?"Y'real sense, once the child has separated
into two, the initial

collection

no longer exists.

Prior to acting it out, the child has no conceptual

understanding

of

the problem.

A child

that can separate

lots

nas achieved a level

bili'cy far removed from a child limited
because of the representative
the child that creates
aim of configuring

function

collections

countable

items,

to collections,
that lots

in arithmetic

the child

of flexilargely

can serve.

Whereas

does so with the

that can. create
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may do so with the aim of structuring
the ability

and -back strategies

emergence of the ability

in subtraction,

to conceptualize

forms

as well as the

missing subtrahend and

c•John bas eight apples,

comparison problems in subtraction
f'ive.

Thus, following

lots we see the emergence of' primitive

to separate

of counting-on

his counting.

Jane has

Howmany apples do we have to take from John. so they have the

same number?").

still

However, a child who is limited
the initial

cannot conceptualize

lot as comprising

for they are two state-representations
the child attributes
r-elationship

(abstract),

between them is functional,

then separating

is an arithmetic

lot or number

takes the form of creating

The means of equating

them comes by the child attributing

Separating

at this level

A child who can separate
himself

think

and hence structure

his strategic

that can separate
derived

arithmetic

of collections,

his activity,

capabilities

one.
to them

of thought is a numerical operation.

derived boundaries).

repr-esentationally

or

as having the same number-

lots has largely

from the tyranny of his sensori-motor

need of experientially

two lots

equated with the initial

are classified

The

as opposed to relational.

are explicitly

name.

sublots,

of' objects.

numbers that together

the same numerosity--they

its

lots

that are equated only because

them to the same collection

If the amalgam to be separated

to separating

(this

at will.

removed

world (except for his
He no longer needs to

but may conjure numerosities,
He is. constrained

is not a small constraint).

numbers lacks even the need for experientially

boundaries.
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The relationship
at this
sion,

level

between the initial
and its

creates

though it is close.

of ~'le two--they
other in time.

separation

not one of inclu-

is a semantic equivalence

say, "twenty ..five, " with one preceding

The discussion
after

is still

The relationship

are both,

will be addressed

lot or number that a child

of inclusion.

of the relationship

discussing

integrating

the

as a numerical

operation.
Integrating.

is the operation

Integrating

bounding into a composite whole--framing
speak.

An integration

item is the result

is the result

of integrating

within

of attentionally
parentheses,

of integrating.

sensori-motor

A sensori-motor

signals;

is the result

of integrating

sensori-m.otor

items;

is the result

of integrating

attentionally

reprocessed

items (arithmetic
arithmetic

units);

lot--taking

Integc'ating

.f'rom two.

a number i.s the result

amalgams is the operation

another

sensori-mator
an

, then integrating
Tb.at is,

and the initial
function

The child represents

the child

If the initial
lot that is tacitly

Toe means of equating

having constructed

each serve the representative

and "af'ter"

lot

of integrating

without separating.

two together.

of a collection,

of the collection.

as one.

then the child creates

comes from the child's

"before"

the objects

the "collections"

equated with the initial

sentations

an arithmetic

of forming one amalgam

amalgams are collections

takes the form of collecting

amalgams are lots,

a collection

it as one.

If the initial

reconstructs

so to

the lots

as figural

and integrated

of substituting

the two
repre-

lots

for a st3te

to himSelf the states

integrating.
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Integrating
sensori-motor

schema, or empirical

configurations.

collections

such a child

to assigi

two.

a

of perceptual

or

to integrating

is limited

say, adding three to five in no other
out three

(marbles),

integt"ating

the marbles as one collection,

it a name.

It would also be impossible

to conceptualize

the initial

that

constitute

for it is a one-way

state

the routine--putting

out five (marbles),

and then counting

and lots

routine,

and final

A child

can understand,

way than acting-out
putting

to collections

between an initial

connection

figural

as applied

the final

After the child

collection

integrates

as composed 0£

the two, they cease

ta exist.

A child
bility

that can integrate

lots

far renx:,ved from the child

because of' the representational

Whereas the child

apply a number-name),
the aim of structuring
to integrate

counting-on

countable

the child

the final

that

his counting.

and -back strategies

items {so that later
lots

Thus, following

in addition,

to conceptualize

largely

can serve.

in arithmetic

can. create

of flexi-

does so
he :nay

may do so with
the ability
forms of

as well as the

missing addend and

( "Henry has eigbt apples and John

How many apples does John need so that they have the

same number?").
still

that lots

collections

comparison problems in addition

lots

to collections,

lots we see the emergence of primitive

emergence of the ability

has five.

limited

function

that creates

with the aim of configuring

has achieved a level

However, a child

cannot conceptualize
lot,

that

is limited

the initial

lots

for they are two state-representations

to integrating

as composing
that are
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equated only because the child attributes

of objects.

The relationship

them to the same collection

between them is functional,

as opposed

to relational.
If the amalgams to be integrated
then integrating
number that

are arithmetic

takes the form of creating

lots

an arithmetic

is equated with the two together.

attributing

classified

the same m.uol;)er-name. Integt"ating

of thought is a numerical

derived

think representationally
and hence structure

capabilities

strategic

sion,

a.t this

are
leve1

·removed

He no longer needs··to

but may conjur9 numerosities,

at will.

( this

has largely

world (e~cept for. his

boundaries).

his activities,

He is constrained

onl.y

is not a small constrai."lt).

A.

numbers lacks even the need for e~perientially

boundaries.

The relationship

at this

lots

of collections,

child who can integrate
derived

arithmetic

~rom the tyranny of his sensori-motor

need for experientially

by his

to them the same numerosity--they

operation.

A child who can integrate
himself

lot or

The means of equating

them is by the child
as having

or numbers,

level

creates

though it

between the initial
and their

is close.

in the other.

equivalent
As

integration

not one of inclu-

is a. semantic;: equivalence

say, "twenty-five."

However, they would

only i£ a change in one woul,d imp.Ly a change

semantic equivalents,

a child may [!K)dify a lot

or numbers that a child

is still

The r-elationship

of the two- ..they are both,
be logically

lots

in the structure

this

need not be the case,

(changing its

numerosity)
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yet still

consider

them as semantic equivalen.ts.

Sevei-aJ. e:x;amp1esof

this will be seen in the case studies.
Relationships.
cussions

It should be apparent

that separating

two sides of a coin.
mentary routines.
state

and integrating

are (f'rom

At the sensori-motor

leve1,

The final

of the other.

state

(from.2.!::: point

However, as empirical

operations,

they are comple-

routines,

the relaticnship

This limitation.

separating

of view) two sides

is that of structural

will 'be made

similarity.

and itl.tegrating

are again

of a coin, and their

relationship

A.s semantic

equivalence

the child may view them as merely being reversals

anotiler•-they
earlier,

each start

at the other's

however, the equivalence

A subsequent

end.

relationship

is only semantic,

implication

for the initial

when a child attempts

is merely semantic,
state.

to subtract,

A classical

of one
out

aod it is one-way.

operation,

when the

bears nc necessary
ex.ample of this is

say, 29 from 71 using MABlongs
out seven longs and one unit,

and unit cubes, and does so by putting

separating

relation--

A.s was pointed

change in the end product of either

equivalence

units

point of view}

below.

As numerical

ships,

~

dis-

of one may be taken as the initial

can be no more than complementarity.
clearer

from the previous

two longs and the unit from 71 and then adding eight more

so that there are 29.

Assuming that the <:hild could. conceive

of subtraction

in terms of separating

be established

on the basis of tasks other than this one on this

occasion),

we can characterize

two numbers (which together

numbers (whtch would have to

the child

as having separated

remained ''seventy-one"),

71 into

and then as
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having gone on to satisfy

an additional

requirement

of the problem:

one of the two numbers had to be named "twenty-nine."
of eigbt

cubes to the subtrahend

for the initial

point

and integrating
of view

them as numerical
.
.
the inverse

being

this
state

had no implication,

become two sides of a coin from the

addition

(in

operations

to ours) after

and ooerational.ly
.

~

of the other.

implication

and separating,

the operation.

and their

related

them as each
has done

for the initial

change in the end state

of the amalgams when a numerical
performing

he has constructed

The sign of when a child

iS when he does see a necessary

made after

to the child,

number.

Separating
child's

The adding

The operations

relationships

is

o! integrating

are given schematically

in Figure 3.8.

It is only after
and separating

a child has operationally

of one number comprising
that both aspects
in return

of one another

as inverses

that he can truly

be present

comprised by it,

at once.

and vice versa.
"vanishing''

to come to grips with,

and "appearing"

so an analogy will

an old woman or a young beauty.

woman, focus your attention
nose and eyelash
your attention

conceive

What composes the whole i.s

The drawing in Figure 3.9 may be seen in two ways.
see either

integrating

two or two composing one, for it is necessa,r,1

The idea of collections
difficult

related

on her right

of a young beauty.
on her necklace--you

may be

be offered.
You likely

I£ you see an old

cheek--you

should see the

If you see a young beauty,

focus

should see the mouth and chin 0£
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Figure

3.9.

Old woman/young beauty.

an old woman ( the young beauty's
Now look back and forth

More than likely
analogous

between the old -womanand the young beauty.

you can see both,

to a child

Each is a perceptual

and once reorganized

This is

but only one at a time.

who can see two collections

both at the same time.
other,

ear becomes the old woman's eye) •

a perception

, or one, but not

r-eorganization

of the

disappears.

-

Now look away from Figure 3.9 and imagine both the old woman
aod the young beauty.

of the "object"

a collection

image i3 a figural

to which it is attributed,

only in that regard.
sent

Each mental

Thia ia analogous

as one or two lots,

because he attributes

representation

but they are the same
to the child

who can repre-

but the two are equated

only

them to the same "object."

Knowing what you have to do, without

having to do it,

to go

from the old woman to the young beauty and from the young beauty
the old woman is analogous
separating

as numerical

to the child who has integrating·

operations.

young beauty and young beauty+

co

and

One would have the old woman+

old woman operations

reversibly
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related

if a modification

in one {say, changing the arrangement of

the old woman's scarf) would imply a necessary modification
(The author has not so related

otber.

the child having related
separating

them.)

This is analogous

the numerical operations

as each being the inverse

in the

of integrating

to

and

of the other.

Extending and Declending7
The implementations

of separating

and/or conceptual

perceptua1

of' a child's

understanding

,9tructures.

as having

or names in the structure
ing of the problem.
of' an understanding
to him.

implement operations

may be named, others

in

In. the context

problem,

I£ the

not.
then this

can be

the goal of supplying the missing number-name
of amalgams that constitute

Figure 3.10 characterizes

his understand-

a child's

construction

of a missing addend problem as it is being
The next stage

in the child's

r"easoning is to

that will supply the missing name.

based on counting will be called
and declending

result

or subtraction.

aim is to answer a ''how many" question,

characterized

presented

{numerical)
of an addition

some parts of the structures
child's

and integr,ating

extending

Operations

(for forward sequences)

( for backward sequences) •

7An etymology of "declending":
Ste£fe and Thompson (1979)
were searching for words that would capture a child's senses of
going beyond. and retreating
from a point in a counting sequence
but which would oot carry the connotation that the child is
necessarily
aware of a numerical increase or decrease of a
quantity--whence "extension" and "declension."
"Extension" has
a conventional gerund form ("extending"),
while "declension" does
not. ThU3, "declending 11 is here offered as the gerund form of
"declension. "
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It may prove helpful
viewed within

problem and subsequent

that the child's
solving

we note the relationsbip,

framework, between an understanding

this

or subtraction

if first

understanding

activity.

collections,

integrating

only the empirical
Extending

it is

of the problem serves as a "guide" for

problem must culminat.e in a structure
Of course,

of an addition

In essence,

the problem, in tbat what he subsequently

to the guide.

as

if a child

that conforms,
is limited

is no conceptual

there

does to solve the
IIX)reor less,

to separating
guide.

ac.d

There are

routines.

and declending

as empirical

routines

serve the child

a.s means to assign number.names to amaJ.gams.. They are counting
routines

with an associated

dependent primarily
zation

direction.

upon the child's

first

is

having a conceptuali-

of a problem in terms of amalgams, which in tum. serves

a guidepost

to structure

child reconstructs

his or her counting activity.

extending and declending

however, a wholly new capability
an arithmetic

emerges.

problem in terms of directed

he would perform were he to actually

the germ of' directed
terms of arithmetic
Figure

Their implementation

numbers.
lots

When the

as numerical operations,
The child

can conceptualize

counting activities

carry them out.

The .final

a.s

understanding

Here we see
depicted

in Figure 3.10 wou1d appear as depicted

3. 11 in terms of extending and declending

that

i...'l

in

as numerical

operations.
Extending and declending
sources:

intensive

as numerical

operations

have two

mean:ings of number-names and double-counting.

Extending by, say, four Ccount (+4) J is the same operation

r-egardless
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Count

Count

(+13)

"

(-13)

"

Equivalent

Equivalent

Count (+9); Count(+?)
Figure 3.11.

,/

Conceptualization
and daclending.

of the starting

point.

extend the starting

The only criterion
by four.

by, say, seven Ccount (-7)J.

In this

defined,

extending

is that one actually

Similarly
sense,

( in the mathematical

/

= 13 in terms of extending

of 9 +?

position

ing are opera tors

Count C-9)

Count(-?);

with declending

extending and declend-

sense) • Mathematically

by x would be fx<y) = y + x where x and Y' are

whole numbers.

Similarly,

declending

jx ( y} = y - x.

Psychologically,

by x would be defined by

extending

and declending

are the

mental operations

of forward and backward counting .. It should be

pointed out that,

as a conceptual

an arithmetic
dictate

an understanding

structure,

problem in terms of extending

that the child actually

count.

say 10 + 7 in terms of extending,

of

or declendirz.g does not

If the child understands,

and if he knows that

10 extended

by 5 is 15, and that 5 axtended by 2 is 7, then he may draw upon

this knowledge and solve it accordingly:
(10 + 5) + 2 = 15 + 2 = 17, without
The direction
tions

extending

of the count.

and declending

the child must formally

·+- 2)

=

counting.

of extending and declending

is a formal.' attribute

to relate

1o + 7 = 10 + ( 5

as numerical opera-

As such,

as inverse

compensate directions.

for a child

numerical operations,
For example, if the
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child

(at the

time of solving

as 10 extended

by 3 ( 10 + +3}, but does not formally

he will make the trans£ormation

directions,

50 - 10 + +3.

in the investigation

+

-1) = 60 - 10

and declending

the case studies

til.J.

have a more meaningful context
note:

One final

declending

are the germs of a later

of the additive

of extending

and begins thinking
composition),
•

( + 1O + +3

stage

on numbers , extending

on operators,

relationships

extending

= + 13i extending

the child

1

frees

and decJ.ending as operators

by 3 is the same as extending

At this

Once the child

he is well on his way to the additive
As an opera tor

Similarly

needs only (only!)

concept
himSelf

on numbers,

( through.

group of

produces another
produces another

cy 10 f oUowed

by 13).

7 and 8).

of extendi.."lg and

of them. as opera tors on opera tors

number; as an operator
opera tor

where it will

unfulfil.led)

(possibly

group of integers.

from thinking

integers

operations

-1.

of extending

{see especia.J.J.y Case Studies

the numerical

+

extending and

had constructed

Further discussion

be deferred

+3) =

+

declending as numerical operations.
will

= _"

compensate

50 - {10

with 60 - 9 = 60 - (10

Similarly

children

Several

"13 11 0£ "50 - 13

understands

it)

by e:x;tand;i.ng

f'or decJ.ending.

to map out the formal

the system.

within

Reading and Writing Numerals
It was pointed
arithmetic
tional

out earlier

(page

48)

that

words are assumed to form children's

system in their

are mapped into

it

(i.e.,

understandings
numerals

number-names and

primary representa-

ot' numeration,

are read).

and that numerals

This position
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is analog-ous to that taken by reading comprehension researchers,
view reading

oC translating

as a process

held words").

images ( "internally

images into sound

visual

of understanding

Questio03

who

become

of wb.at meanings the sound images have.

questions

'Ibe preceding

hension .side of reading
focusses

have focussed

sections

and writing

numerals.

upon the mechanics of translating

visual

as their

in and of themselves

product i.s either

assumed that children

via their

are nonnumerical,

connections

~ely heavily

numerals.

individual

and in applying position

Meanings

framework, it is

of this

and conventional

ta.1<:estwo forms:

The reliance

insofar

with number-names.

upon subitizing

cues when reading

digits

It should be stressed

Within the context

Reading numerals •

images of written

a number-name or a numeral.

for numerals are established

section

The present

numerals into number-names, and vice versa.
tbat these processes

upon the compre-

largely

in naming

names ("thousand,"

''hundred, '' and "ty") • Toe second comes from a set a£ associations
that

the child has made:

it will be a "thousands"
i£ two digits , a "teen
if

one digit,

initial

then its

unit-indicator,

to groups of digits

ti' the numeral has four digits

name; if three

digits,

name.

Once the child has established

he then recursively
{if more than four)

position

name and proceeds to the next digit

as a special

case.

If

applies

a zero, he says nothing,

is followed by "O,"

digits

11

11

within

reads the next

or group of digits

numeral beginning with a
it

the

the same strategy

and individual

When he encounters

A two-digit

a "hundreds" name;

or "ty" name, or "ten, " "eleven, " or "twelve" ;

II

groups.

the right.

or a comma,

to

1" must be taken

1, " or "2," then the
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name 0£ the entire
Otherwise,
takes

numeral is

the numeral

its

"ten,

11

"eleven,
"teen

is {something)

1

or "twelve."

11

11

where {something)

from the name of the rigntll¥>st

value

digit

A numeral of the form f;#, lfU> will be recognized,
comma, as (something}
from the application

a "hundred
(three),

II

The numeral

numeral

something

( 3 digits)
"ty"

because oC the

where (something)

of the naming procedure

0£ the comma.

left

"thousand"

takes

345" would first

to the

be recognized

would be something

• So it

something

value

its

to the digits

11

(four),

in the numeral..

"hundred"

or "three

(five},

as

hundred

forty-five."
as with any routine,

Just
faulty

rules

( reading

its

during

the numeral

children

formation.

backward)

t

wilJ. misapply

Some are:

especially

it or include

transliteration

two-digit

with

numerals

ending with a "1 "; not knowing what to do upon encountering
and failing

to completely

"143" being

read

position

labels

as "fourteen

digit

number-name having

"0.

11

so that

is abstracted

and so on.
abstracted

attempting

in mind the

To write

succeeding

(e.g.,

to apply

"four

position

hundred

from "four hundred,"

label.s,

The child
position

hundred forty-five"

from its

require

five"

label,

must process
label

the

the

Cin temporal
writes

as a numeral,

the

ana "3" is written,

as a numeral,

"4" i.s written,

that

and that

from the name, the child

is missing

"three

numerals

from the position

numeral be written.

if it

Thus, to write

"three"

before

Routines for writing

name be abstracted

corresponding

order),

three")

digits

•

Writing numerals.
each digit

decompose the numeral into

a "0";

"four"

is

a check shows no
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"ty" part in the number-name, so "O" is written
then "5" is written
Commonerrors
literation,

in routines

This suggests

for writing

numerals include

Another is writing

that there

associated

position

the full
label,

trans-

when a "1" is involved with the
may eventually

of what the numeral will look like

expectation

and

"405").

(thus,

again especially

numeral.

(thus "40"),

be some sort

once it is written.

numeral for each digit
e.g.,

of'

name and

"200402" for "two hundred· £orty-two."

Summary

Four domains of lmowledge relevant
understandings

numerical

young children's

were presen.ted.

of whole number numeration

subitizing,

language,

to modeling

operations,

and reading

They were
and writing

numerals.
The linguistic

domain contains

names and for constructing
increments.

routines

sequences

The sequencing

routines

for constructing

of number--names in various

were characterized

as rule

systems for constructing

a number-name to succeed a currently

one, and as abstractions

from the activity

Order relationships

a hierarchy

of relationships

on the names "one" through

numerals

dichotomized

Intensive

Potential

into what were called

meanings involve

"nine" and

as sound images, and were taken

system for number--supercedibg

primary representational

in importance.

as coming

among rules.

Number-names were characterized
as children's

held

per !.!.•

of sequencing

between number-names were described

by way of a chunk structure

number-

meanings for number-names were
intensive

the iterative

and extensive

construction

meanings.

of a sequence,
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either

manifested

or abstract
to create

or represented;

attentional
abstract

extensive

patterns.

unit items

1

meanings involve figural

Once a child acquires

he may semantically

the ability

equate the two

meanings, since a sequence of words may ce taken as a basis for
constructing

an abstract

collection.

That is, a sequence of number-names has a number just

as does a perceptual

11Ekeabstract

pattern

collection,

in the same way as can a perceptual

but it is only after

the child can

that he can equate the two in- terms of

unit-items

numerical structure.
Subitizing

was defined as "the spontaneous attribution.

number-name to a figural
levels

of subitizing

or abstract

attentional

were described.

The first

of semantic connections
or figural

patterns.

with abstract
abstracted

pattern."

Toe second is the connection

structures

from perceptual

or figural

patterns

is fourfold.

It will

keeping an internal

be used in explanations

record,

of number-names

associated

The role of the notion of subitizing

digi t.s and perceptual

perceptual

that have been reflectively

number.name.

written

Two

is the establishment

between number-names and specific

attentional

of a

configurations;

without counting,

(3) the genesis of meanings of addition

and

with a

in the framework

of:

( 1 ) naming

( 2} ''trackingn __

of one's countsj
subtraction;

and

(4) the genesis of meanings given to number-names.
The domain of numerical

separating,

integrating,

integrating

are operations

operations

extending,

includes

the operations

and declending.

Separating

on amalgams.
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empirical

As

routines,

and separating

integrating

them representationally

and end-products

are equated by the child's

to a single

collection.

of separating and integrating

end-products

states

the initial

attributing

The initial

and

are representations

of

of collections.
As numerical

separating

operations,

and integrating

the same numerosity

relates

A child

operations
initial

the initial

and end-products

are equated by the child's

of

attributing

to them--they are given the same number-name.

separating

and integrating

when he or she sees a necessary

as inverse

numerical

implication

in the

number or numbers whenever a numerical change is made in

the end-product

of the operation.

Extending and declending,

as empirical

routines,

are operations

to name.unnamed amalgams, and are based on countiilg.
structures

constructed

goal structure

declending

by separating

for naming

by a child

and

integrating

unnamed amalgams , while

Conceptual
provide a
'

extending and

provide means for supplying missing names in the structure.

As numerical operations,
in conceptualizing

as operations
level

o!

extendiog and declending
arithmetic

to name amalgams.

and not merely

Extending and declending

of thought were characterized

as operators

mented, transform a number into another.
however, they do not need a specific
declending were characterized

problems

may be used

at this

when imple-

which,

As mental operations,

starting

value.

Extending and

as the germ of the additive

group

of integers.
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Routines for reading

and writing

nwnerals were

base-ten

They were nonnume%'ical., in that they did not require

presented.

appeal to meanings of number-names.
subitizing

and figural

to be of greater

they depended only on

Rather,

cues, such as commas to indicate

Number-names constructed

of digits.

importance

an

groupings

through reading were considered

in children's

understandings

of numera-

tion than numerals per ~·
Concepts of Numeration
The previous
language,

subitizing,

numerals.

presented

numerical

section

'nlis

to characterize
ten,

section

of nume~ation.

is assumed 1n this

196S, p. 46).

structured

in. this

framework.
said,

to address

the nature

In essence,

"a generalized

are

Another way to put this

Rather,

but this

will be approached with

-

Rather,

that

be

will

is a

Piaget would require

concept in actioo,

he or she have the concept'?"

"concept"

is that a concept

a scheme of empirical

as a concept-a

investigation

by

of concepts

scheme of though.t 11 (Piaget,

in the scheme be operational,

be taken here.
classified

The concepts discussed

scheme of' schemes or routines.

the routines

domains may be orgac.ized

and place value.

It may prove worthwhile

meant, as Piaget

and r;-eading and. writing

operations,

wiJJ. show how these

concepts

one hundred,

four domains of knowledge:

that

stance wil.l not

routines

will also be

so to speak.

No child

the question,

"Does

the question

will be, "What is

his or her concept like'?"
Yet another way to characterize
composite ot"' its aspects.

a concept is that

This may seem circular,

it is a

but viewed from
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a particular
develop,

possibly

(experiences
aspects

perspective

it

is not.

independently,

disequilibria)

interact.

The aspects

of a concept

and as the child creates

problems

in broader domains of experience,

the child establishes

Epigenetically,

ships between and among the aspects,

the

relatiQn-

and they come to form a

composite whole--a concept.
Speaking of a concept as a composite of aspects
however, only in the language of an observer.
one aspect
(i~ related

at a time, but with the knowledge that
to other aspects)--just

perspective

actor focusses

upon

it has significance

as a problem. embedded within a

computer program may 'be "discernible"
computer's

An

makes sense,

to an observer,

yet from the

it is always dealing at any one time with an

aspect of the problem.
The concepts of numeration di.scussed. here will. be characterized
in ~arms of relational.

the aspects

networks.

The nodes

of' the concept (routines,

relationships

among the aspects

aim of characterizing

will

0£

the networks will

speciaJ. words, meanings) , and
be explicitly

addressed.

the concepts to be discussed

will be to provide a way to explain,
the manifold ways that

be

in this

manner

in terms of underlying

they may be expressed in children's

The

structures,
behaviors.

Concept of Ten

The relational
concept

ne~~ork that constitutes

of ten, as taken in this

Figure 3.12.

The three-dimensional

investigation,

a fully
is

developed
depicted

in

aspect of the network is meant

to convey the idea that the concept develops as its

aspects
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and interact.
of operations

The "nodes" of the n.etwerk: are operations
(except for the word "ten").

between nodes connote signification;
connection is specified

by

Figure 3.12.

otherwise the nature of the

a label.

Concept 0£ ten.

extensive.

This

connections

from "Ten" to "Intensive

Meanings."

Intensive

sequencing

is shown in

by one

Meanings" and "Extensive

to sequencing by one

would be involved

were one to elaborate

a number that is composed o'£ ten

units).

"Ten" is related

nections

between the word and (possibly
It could signify

or

by the unlabelled

the above figure

meaning is related

a meaning of "ten" (construct

patterns.

systems

Onlabeled connections

The word "ten" can take on two meanings--inten.sive

in that

oio

to subitizing

by

way of semantic con-

idiosyncratic)

a bundle of sticks

figural

held together
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a rubber band, a red chip, or a Dienes multi-base

called

would take on quantitative

"ten"

his giving "ten" either
"ten" iS also related

to abstract

Meaning") in that it
lot,

or a label

for the units

could create

label

for the uni ts--"I

by

"ten"

meaning.

The word

( through ''Extensive

for a number or arithmetical

"two" pattern

an abstract

've got two things,

is related

For instance,

and attach

"ten"

a
as a

and they' re both ten. "

to the linguistic

system. for sequencing

its role a:s the increment wben sequencing by ten.

reliance

on the NEXTrelation

It is also related
forward).

to integrating

and separating

in that incrementing

of extending

related,

in turn

declending,

provide the structure
( is one),

one because of

by

on "one, two, •••

and extending

, nine."

{when sequencing

Cwhen sequencing

backward)

a number-name once by ten has the significance

in that attentional

The relationships

construct

defined

and declending

Subi tizing

names, which

extending,

to sequencing

ten times by one; incrementing

significance.

"ten

or extensive

A red chip

for a child by

in a number or lot.

Sequencing by ten is related
its

significance

patterns

could be a label

child

Finally,

an. intensive

long.

and sequencing
patterns

backward. has an. analogous

by

are associated

may be given intensive

between sequencing

and intensive

one are indirectly
with number-

meaning.
by ten,

sequencing

and extensive

of ten as a unit of measure.

me~

by one,

of ''ten"

In counting

twenty ( is two), • . • " one may, in principle,

the number of tens in a number, the number of tens between

two numbers, and extend one number by another

tens in the extension

using

the number of

(when it is known or has been constructed).
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When the number of tens in an e.i:tension

The units

of extending
increment

in the subitized

pattern

ten times by one, since

each have the significance

each is a unit

"x-ty y" denotes

and y ones comes by implication

sequencing

extending,

made from an

not part

by ten,

a number that has x tens

from the relationships
and sequencing

o:f' the concept.

given "fifty-seven,"

"five, " and "five"
intensive,

sequencing

by ten

applying

"x-ty y" maps into

HOM2to "fifty"

either

(via the connections·

denotes

x-ty y.

extensive

gives
or

where each tmit has the significance

by one , and sequencing

"fifty-seven"

strictly

the number of increments,

can be given meaning,

as a number of units

of extending

of

by ten that would oe made when constructing

or extensions,
For instance,

between

by one, but is,

The "x-ty"

"x, '' which, when given meaning, sis;nifies

that

by

by "ten."

The knowledge that

speaking,

is small,

the number of increments made when sequencing

one may subitize
ten.

or declension

between extending,

by ten) •

Thus , one can. l<l'low

a number that has five

tens in it without

havi.'lg to count them.
The concept

of ten depicted

held only at a late

of the concept

stage of development.

in a particular

to be less

than well-formed

and others

not at all.

formed relationships
empirical

abstractions.

in Figure

(empirical),

in. the genesis

to form,

some only beginning

we might

between nodes,
We will

At a point

would be

we might find some of the nodes

child,

Similarly,

3. 12 is one that

find

or connections

less

than well-

that exist

see many examples of this

as

in the

case studies.
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Concept of One Hundred
The relational

can be constructed

network comprising the concept of one hundred

largely

from Figure 3.12 by substituting

for "ten" everywhere the latter
in Figure

occurs.

has been repeated

3 .13.

Figure J.13.
The major addition

Concept 0£ one htmdred.
to the network is that

to the concept of ten by the relation
of one hundred i3 equivalent

sense,

The detail

"hundred"

of "ten of."

in meaning to ten units

the formalism makes the relationship

simpler than it is,

"hundred" is connected

for the implications

That i.s, one unit
of ten.

Io a

between concepts appear

of the relationship

show up

the concepts of

anywhere the word ''hundred" is involved.

That is,

one hundred and ten must be coordinated.

The development of a

child's

concept of one hWldred is nowhere as simple as a substitution
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the aspects of the concept.

A child must construct

of words.
construction
essentially

The

that of bis concept of ten, but it is

may parallel

a new construction.

Concept of Place Value
The concept of place

three

to schematize

formally,

formed by relationships
hundred,

value in numeration is the easiest
yet is the most complex.

of the

It is

among the concepts of one, ten, and one

where the r"ela tionships

are each "ten of, " and the concept

of position.

F'igure 3 • 14• Concept of place value.
The concepts of ten and one hundred have already been discussed.
The concept of one is essentially
of the discussion,
In its

imst fundamental

is determined

criterion

Onit.

The focus

then, will be placed on the concept of position.

mount to that of ordinal
set)

an Arithmetical

form, the concept of position

number.

Position

(1) by an order,

is

in a sequence (well-ordered

and (2) by a cardinality.

t'or an element in a well-ordered

tanta-

The

set to occupy, say, the

third position

is that there are two elements preceding it relative

to the order.

In the case of written

comes from an analysis

numerals, the order relation

of the numeral into digits

and a spatial
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right-to-left

successor

the order relation
digit-names

comes from an analysis

of the number-name into

and a temporal order of reversed

occupies i.s a suffix

any need for elaborate

recitation.

Of course,

so that the name of the "place" that the

number-names are constructed
digit-name

In the case of spoken number-names,

function.

to the digit-name,

In the concept 0£

place value processing.

place value, however, the order is a result

whicn obviates

of recursion,

in that

the successor to a unit in the sequence of numeration units
constructed

by taking

ten of that unit as a unit.

The concept of position,

together

with the relation

forms the basis far place value in base-ten

of the (n-1}th numeration unit,

first

unit

is a rule

for constructing

rule for constructing

ten

or one hWldred of the (n-2)th.
value,

is one, the next is ten of one, the third

( ten of one l , and so on.

The nth

to constructing

In order of increasing

and so on.

"ten ot","

numeration.

numeration unit has a value that is equivalent

numeration unit,

is

the

is ten of

Ten, as a base for a numeration system,
the units

in the system along with a

numbers from those units.
Conclusion

To model a particular
numeration,

child's

it is necessary

understandings

to (1} characterize

of whole number
the relevant

he or she has, (2) assess the degree of operationality
routines,

and (3) characterize

the organization

places on his or her routines.
done in the context of attempting

of these

that the child

Each of these activities
to explain

routines

the child's

must be
behaviors
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in problem-solving

child's

situations,

to the

difficulties.

The framework presented
into the task of building
numeration.

chapter

pr~vides an entry point

IOOdels of children's

of the eight 9bildren

acts as a filter,

guiding both observations

not pass through it--they
of activities

empirical

of this

Just as with any filter,

explanations.

routines
of standard

context

in this

understandings

It is by way of the framework that

the behaviors

class

attention.

paying particular

go unobserved

largely

unaddressed

for elaborate
addition

study-the

framework

and the construction

and/or unaddressed.

processing

and subtraction

algorithms,

(Brown

&

standing

algorithm,

but such an error

of numeration.

may be learned

altogether

numerals,

understandings
and the latter

understanding

lies

understanding.

then he certainly
suggests

independently

First,

if a

the standard

does not understand

nothing

Second, routines

numeration aside from how to read them.
between·his

1977;

The reason for this omission is that such

say, to alig,n the numerals when perfornung

the algorithm,

such as

Burton,

child

addition

One

of numerals in the

cannot provide insiS,1:lt into

regrouping

of

are those emanating from.

explanations
fails,

explains

however, some things will

those proposed by Brown and his colleagues
Brown &: van Lehn, 1979) .

the author

of'

about his under-

for processing

numerals

of any understanding

of

A child may make connections

of numeration and l"Outines for processing
may serve as aids,

in the child's

but the importance of

conceptualizations.
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Chapter 4

UNDERSTANDING
CHILDREN'SUNDERSTANDING
OF WHOLE
NUMBER
NUMERATION
Chapter 3 was devoted to presenting
In this

investigation.
each of the eight

understanding,

chapter,

children

the framework used in. this

the framework will

and hence explaining,

to

in the study with the aim of

part

taking

be applied

their

understanding

of whole

number numeration.

Method
Each child

period of at most two weeks.
typed transcript

to a particular

child's

Toe method of preparing
transcript

in order

and characteristics,

transcript

the interviews •
accuracy

Each interview

The application

and a

of the framework

took the form of a case study.

behaviors

for the case study was to read the entire

to get a general

detail

sense of the child's

to picture

abilities

of the manuscript

what the child did.

was read again while viewing the videotapes
This was done for two reasons:

of the transcript,

and to "get a feel"

The manuscript was then read again,
partitioning

was videotaped

and to look for portions

that lacked sufficient
entire

{Appendix I) over a

was made from the tape, and then twice checked

the tape and edited.

against

interviews

was given three

the interviews

this

into episodes

to check the
of the child.

time with the aim of
that had particular

102
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salience

from the perspective

thrice-read

transcript

solution

processes

to an interview

was to attempt

The method of

to construct

a model

during his or her construction
task.

of a

The components of tile framework
complete model of the child _.!!l

coming into play in a relatively
that episode and critical

example of a

(An

is given in Appendix II.)

making these determinations
of the child's

of the framework.

questions

arising

from interpretations

of the episode were then summarized in a set of notes,
episode was listed
(An

under the headings of the respective

components.

example of a set of notes and completed worksheet i.s given in

Appendix

III • )

The acti"rity

of modeling was carried

out at two levels.

an episode was examined from the perspective
the interviewer
understand

and child.

behavior,

the situation

of miscommunication.
cues to underlying
had established:
of the routines;

in the discussion

understood

cognitive
routines

occasions,
behavior,

as evolving

Second, the child's

made sense only

through a process

were undertaken

nature

to number-names,

on words; relationships

number-names, and meanings; and heuristics.

of analyses

he or she

the qualitative

the child attributed
actions

each

a child's

problem that

that were called;

meanings that

was to

behavior was analyzed as

processes-the

words, and linguistic

among l'Outines,
two levels

of analysis

and at times the interviewer's

First,

of communication between
level

In more than several

one interpreted

arithmetic

The aim at this

what the participants

other to be saying.

after

and the

in any episode

These

in support
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one another--many

times it was necessary

between them in the course of a single

to move back and forth
exchange between the child

and interviewer.

Before proceeding
first

to establish

t o the case studies

a perspective.

in Chapter 3 was the author's

environment,
situations
of "objects"

the presentation

attempt to communicate his "task"
children's

whole number numeration.

and "operators"

It

behavior

a particular

in

is the collection

out of which he constructs

child solving

of a particular

may be worthwhile

Put very loosely,

where the task is to explain
involving

it

a picture

A child's

problem.

case study is an attempt by the author to paint a composite of these
pictures--to

unify them within an ideal

child,

behaves much like the child being studied.
studies

are an attempt to explicate

and problem spaces that

so to speak,

That is,

the child's

he or she constructed

that

the case

task envirOtllilent,
out of it.

Case Studies
The construction
episodes

listed

selecting
child's

of the case studies

under the headings on the worksheet (AppendiX III),

those that best suggested

the characteristics

knowledge and understandings.

.following order:
numerals;
operations:

of the

The construction

took the

domains of knowledge {reading and writing

sequencing:

by

iDtegrating,

these operations

took place by examining

ones, tens,

and hundreds;

separating,

and unit items upon which

took place,

cepts of numeration

(ten,

extending,

and declending)

one hundred, place value).

for this order of construction

numerical

is twofold.

First,

and conThe reason

concepts of
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numeration a.s depicted

within the framework consist

number-names, and meanings, and hence we must first

among routines,

examine the items we postulate
to relate

of relationships

them.

will be related

before attempting

Second, any anomalies in the framework will be more

likely

to show up by this

not fit

with the puzzle,

or'der of construction--i.f
then either

the pieces do

the pieces or the puzzle

is awry.

The presentation

of the case studies

will

take essentially

the

form of their

construction.

We will examine each child's

istics

the categories

of the framework (domains of knowledge)

within

and then inspect

the relationships

character-

the child has established

among

them.
The introduction
discussion

to each case study will be composed of a

of the child's

on a set of tasks presented

behaviors

them in November of the school year.
into detail.ed

interpretations.

The discussions

Their purpose will

the reader a sense of the child's

will not go

be only to give

growth.

ilarm-ui,
(8 gE'Nll squares on a bolZ'dl

Count tM•

squarea.

Tua

1.

(3 SQUU'ft n.t1bl.e; 5 caveNd) there are t'iw
s~
under i:n• ccvar.
!!OIi'llllnY' aN ttwra in all?

2.

(7 Squ&t"ff VUibla;
SIIWD squares lltN.
There are tc

3.

Figure 4.1.

to

3 SquBNS COWl'ltd)
'l'b.eN U'9
There ~ SOIIII IIZIN under !:lere.
alta119tber. Mow 11m11are Wldar heN?

(5 s~
cowred; l+ SQUU'OIS c:IWV9dl !hare are
t'i11Wsqual"lls under heN, and t'aur unaer h.aN.
Kaw
1!aDJ'ar. tile ... &ltoptnff'r

Counting tasks administered to the children
at the beginning of the year.
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Figure 4.1 presents

a set of simple arithmetic

aim was to get an idea of the children's
arithmetic

problems.

Their

to conceive of

abilities

in terms of counting.
'iarm-up

( !'lacu bumilas at ten on the tBle. J ~ at tha•e bundlu
_ bu taa st1clcl 111it.
Do you i,ant to cbeclc to mJca SUN
the)'

llav.

tao?

bJ' tens

COUDt

2.

st:arot at ti.o am c=t

3.

Bere's

U

far

1•

U

101.1 can.

i:,y

ten.s.

a bunde ot tea stic:lcl Cpl.ace bW2dle ori ta.ti.tel,
four' mr-.. aow:11m1 st1.clcl ill'lt tbllre on tile

and ben•s
table?
.

Bow maay tea& arw there in thirty-two'l

4.
5.

CP1"9

card w1tll "54" ·.irittan on it ~to tba tabla.)
to stlolf :m ltOlf :mcy teas tbeN are in

IJse tl:1e sticu

nwmer-.

!;hi.I

6.

(Place

five

single

7.

(Place
tem

a.nettwo bundles

st1ca

tabla. J Howmany seicks

ilr9

!:bar-. her.?

at ten on ttie

33 s1c.gle sticks on !:tie table.)
Can 10U use
to h.elp you fiml bolf aziy 1.rw car.?

( Place ten bundle• or tan on tba table. l Can Y'Oll use
:o help :,ou count all ttla st1c:k:I 111 ttlese bw:K1lea?

3.

'!ena

9.

Fiwre

..

( Pl.ace t.hrM bundlu of tan on tbe J;aJJJ.e,tllms six
.s1Dgl.e sticlcs ne:r.t t;o the tbNe tnmdlae. J St..-t nlH"W
( first
.s1clgle st1cll:I and COW1t to t'iml out bcllf IIIIIDY
.st1cic:t there a.re•

4.2.

Nine tasks administered. to the children
at the beginning of the year.

The problems in Figure 4. 2 were given with the aim of gaining
an idea of the meanings of tan to the children.

The idea at the

time of giving them was to base subsequent instruction
interpretations
instruction
of their

of their

behaviors.

was based thualy--it
behavior.

In fact,

(completed in 1981--a little

As it

on the

turned out, ve-ry little

was too difficult

to make sense

the framework of this

investigation

late

purpose)

for its original

is an

outgrowth of that idea.
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It is worth mentioning that the children's
November interviews

were in no way taken into account in constructing

the case studies.
interviews

behaviors on the

The case studias

in May of 1977.

given each child

ductions were written

are based entirely
In fact,

the introhad been

all of the case studies

after

on the three

. completed.
The children

in this

investigation

will be called

Delta,

Kappa, Rho, Sigma, Gamma,Alpha, and Mu. The case studies
presented

pay special

a ward of advice:

attention

when reading

to the excerpts.

points made in the discussions,

just

to give a sense oC the child.

as importantly,

the children;
.

most critical--and

Do as

and

the

author

-

that you perform make

of your newly assumed identity.

most difficult--with

respect

Many times what appears to us as an error
thing to do given the way the child
imag-i...nea way of thinking

but also,

not

try to imagine that you are the child,

and try to think in a way that the actions
sense from the perspective

the case

They are offered

only to substantiate

did--imita~e

be

will

order.

in that

The reader is offered
studies

Lambda,

to a child's

is in fact

is thinking.

that makes the "error"

Tois is
errors.

a quite sensible

The key is to
a sensible

way

of acting.

Case Study 4.1:

Delta

Delta was a second-grader

1977 school year),

{age 7 years at the beginning of the

In November of 1977, Delta could not solve any

of the problems in Figure 4.1, nor did he attempt a solution
After all the problems had been posed, the interviewer

to any.

asked him to
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and four fingers

put five

up and tell

him how many altogether.

Delta did so, and then was able to solve problem 1 by putting
f'ive and three

fingers

finger

his

against

could sequence

lip.

"ten,

no concept of ten.
that

there

and counting

by ten from two, answered

to make 54 using bundles of ten and

he needed to put out 54 bundles,

sticks

sticks

within

4 .2, Delta

when a bundle of ten was combined

in all

imd that

each

but had, essentially,

. , ninety,"

He could not sequence

were 20 sticks

individual

eight while touching

As for the problems in Figure

twenty,

with four more sticks,

single

all

up

the bundles.

but count the

The fina1

interviews

were

given to Delta on May 8, 11 1 and 15 of 1977.
Delta had no difficulty

Writing numerals.
less

than 100, nor for numerals within

century

(e.g.,

"101"; "209").

a "0" following

and "9034.

decade of each
included
( "2019" for

cases

As Delta wrote "101,tt "107,"

and "209,"

for "2014, " "2067,"

11

Reading numerals.

for Delta.

other

in all

as he wrote "0, '' and likewise

II

numerals

However, he systematically

the hundreds digit

"two hundred nineteen").
he said "hundred

the first

writing

Numerals

seen in the following

Numerals less

greater

than 100 were more problematic,

1 !:

<Pl.ac:u

One hundNd

J
4

I:

o:

t
6 o
5

7

!

a

o

as

excerpt.

2

l):

100 posed no difficulty

than

ard

11:1.tb"120" ;.rrtttm

gn

it. l

and .••
zero •••
Would you say !:bat om a&aill eor u?
One hWldred and t1rO • • • ca. hundrad md

(Pl.acts c:ard 11ttb "1'+10"on it.

Four ••

, tour !Ualdrad •••

twenty.

I

(long pauael .•.

and

( l'lac:e11c;ard wttll ••594won it. I
rive 1:1ucdredand '11.n• .••
ttve hundNd aad nine .•.

e1n.
tour .

ninety.fQUI'.

Excerpt 4. t. 1
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Del ta 's method of reading

If we assume that

that

principle,

readily

subitized

lie

the name of the

that
left-most

his

digi ts--namely,

taking

"hundred

His di.f'ficulty

of the remaining

the next

two as one numeral

seemed to

portion

-

of the

to be named.

201 , " and "31 1" correctly

It seems that

hesitation.

was to be said after

II

digit.

11

was his

it

he

that

since he showed no

analysis

however, read "17 4 , "

Del ta did,

3, then we may infer

the size of' the numeral,

in structuring

without

in Chapter

in establishing

difficulty

saying

outlined

numer'als was, in

difficulty

and

with

"410" that caused him to have problems with "594"; Delta possibly
focused

on the

ing to analyze

single

the digits

digits

.sequencing.

fallowing

( this

"4,

''hundred" and, when attempt11

found only one that

of analyzing

i3 more apparent

Seven episodes

sequence by ten and the role
of these

saymg

him to adopt a strategy

unused--f'orcing
into

ending "O" after

in

shed light

the numeral

the way he read
on Delta's

system. he used to do so.

1

I:

I ,1111t you ta start
attent:i.on

~t eta,:it azid c:ount-on by tam.

Illustrative

l'ay

nav.

D: UaPt .••

s

n:1:1e, ten, ellvwn, twlvw, •••
No-tb&t :!.Sl't wllat I 111111n. :t -...nt 70u to CCUDt-on by tel8,
D: UJce e18b,t, ten . • •
I: 11o~t
and ten more •••
wnat WOllld that be?

a

I:

3
4

6
7

I:

D: EiS!t..a.

And ten more?

D: Se'"'1t.en . , . sevan . . , sewnteen.
10 I:
tlo, eight aml ten mere yau sa1d .ru ei#iteen.
9

11
12 D:
13 I:
14 D:
15 I:
16
17

18
19

20
21
22

23
24

D:
I:

Eigll.taen and t«I mos, • . . Wbat:1 11 dglltHn

Then tan more.
and t1111 1DC1re?

e!iibteen • • . !long pa.UseJ.
Ulut U'Ji4-~t,
•icbt•en, tweoty .. igll.t,
Seftnty-~t?
i!O-igtit,
ei&lltND, t11eDt'1.. 1gbt • , • •
TWlnty-ame.
Are yc,u l.1.St.eninc? S:igbt, lis,itaen,
twenty .. 1gnt, tn1.rty11gbt

• ,

• ,

D: Fcrtr .. 1.,at1t, t'!t'tr-igiit,

se~nty .. 411t,

"120") •

ability

is the following.

2

was

tUn•tr ...1S'lt • , •

runaty ... 13ttt • • • ona t:1md:'9d and e1g11.t• • . huadred and
tllO • • • I 11111ft• • • two b.W!.dNd and eig!'lt,
tllrff twnclNd
311deigl2t, !'our !lund?'ed and ei.glit, five llundred and •18nt,
su tlLl!ld.Nd and eigbt,
nine mmdred i1Ddei¢t
• • . 111:le
b.uadred and eigll.t • • • nine huneired and •ist\t
.

Excerpt 4, 1 .2
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Delta initially

understood the :L.,terviewer to mean "start

at

eight and count" (3).

Once he had empirically

abstracted

a pattern

from the interviewer's

examples, he continued

the pattern

(19-24).

The rule that he apparently
homonymic translation,

•••

was to increment,

the first-said

"· .• , eighty-eight,
eight,

abstracted

ninety-eight,

, nine hundred eight.

through

part of the number-name--thus
one hundred eight,

two hundred

this same rule in

Delta applied

two other episodes with the same overgeneralization.
Delta's
"three")

r'eliance

appears
1 I:
2

Start

on homonymic translation

at tile numoer ninety...uven

back by tens.

!U.nety-Mffn
eigftty-sewtt

5

H1'8II

il:

+

in another episode.

4

3

"thir"

(e.g.,

••.

5

t'arty-ttur

7

:ieven • ••

112d:IN it 10\l can count•

...
oinetJ•HV1111 ...
runety..unn
••.
JUn. . . seventy-seven . . . :11:uctJ'·••ven
. . . t'Utyfiirty.:19ven ...
tttirtJ•aeven
...
(long paU3el ..
. • • twenty.. even . . . seventeen . . . seven , . .
tJ:lat's all.
Excerpt 4. 1.3

In two instan·ces

(3 ,6) Delta explicitly

said part of the number-name, apparently
backward count by ones to construct
such as ( ( (NINE)TY)(EIGHT)

+

(

separated

the first-

so that he could use his

the next term in the sequence,

(NINE)

+

(EIGHT))

+

(((EIGHT}TY)(EIGHT)).
Delta could not sequence by hundreds,
abstraction

to continue an example offered

except as an empirical
by the interviewer.

one time he did so was in the context of continuing
sequence of' "thirty,

one hundred thirty,

saying "three hundred thirty,
and thirty.''

It will

•..

be shown later

the interviewer's

two hundred thirty"

, nine hundred thirty,

that

sequencing

The

by

ten hundred

by one hundred
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was not a routine

for Delta,

and hence that his continuation

above example was constr-ucted only to satisfy
From the preceding,
generating

the demands of his task.

it would appear that Delta's

routines

for

number-names and sequences of number-names were empirically

•
based on "one, two, • • ., nine.

expect flexibility

If

Were they operational,

while sequencing.by

that changing the position

to be systematically

incremented in the number-name corresponds
That Delta's

we would

centuries

in transcending

and a recognition

structure

in the

sequencing routines

failed

can be seen in his attempts
Cai'da:

16

17

18 19 20

21

to a change in increment.

to form an operational
to seriate

22

2J

numerals.

(sbu.t'tllldl

carda w1tb ~ on tbem and a bOU'd ~1th
I've got e~t
Cm you put the c:arda i:i ordel"
e1gllt placea tor- tile carda.
Ql1 tile board so tbat uc:ll plac•
nu a card on it? ·
4 D: (Ti1Jca11tap card and plAcu it. l (201
5 I: Now, you're going to put them 1n order-rigbt'?
6 D: CSpreadJI re•t or cards oo !:.able; p1.11aes.)
7 I: Cc you find tile Sllllllest one?
S D: (20-21) 'I'wnty-<m•,
(20-21-221 Tweaty-tvo.
CFum1ne,
!"911a1mn3
cards. ) Ob. •
[ l"elllOTeS all ca.rcla t'rom tb• boll'd l •
9

1 I:

2
J

to
11
12

(ail)

I:
D:

tJ

Kev <:an you pue them 1n cird•r?

( 16) S~taen.

(16-171 S.wneeen.
(16-17-19) C:igbtna.
cards. J Ohl1bl ( 16-17-18) !igbteen.
(16-17-18-19-201 Tweoty. (16•17•19•19-20-21) Twaney-on•.
(16-17-18-19•20-21-22)
Twen~-~wa. (16•17-18-19-20-ll-22231 Tllwat)'-tane.
one?
lftl1c11 one 1s tba snallest
(ixaminH

14

15
16
17 I:

r9naia1ng

18 D: (Painta ta "16,"l
19 I: Whicb. one ill tl:111lligpn
one?
20 D: CP01nt1 ta "20,"l
Twenty.
Twenty 1s tb.e bigpst

oae caere?

21
22

I:
D:

23
24
25
26
27
25

I: There i.sn't my iiumoer bigger tban ~t,
D: (Point.s to "23."l
Tweney-thrff.
I: Ia tb.&t b1gpr?
O: (Poi.nu to "19. ''l

30

D:

( Noda head 7q.

I: Ia nineteen
D: Twclt)'""'ffie.
29 I: Why 1a that
31 I:
32 !):
33 I:
34 0:

)

biggest?

iillidl

ten,

ll!Jh?

would be the bigest

one?

th• b:i.gpst?
CPoi.nta to "21."l
Ia 1t bi.glr
tbaa si.xtec?
(Noda yes.)

Is it biglll"

tbatl twenty?
CSh&ku bNd no. l
35 I: Twenty 1a bigger, hub? 'tben wbic:A 1s tiw bigpat one?
(long p&uae). Twney ill tl:l.e b1gpst one.
36 D: Tllent:Y •
37 I: 'l'lfenty 1s the b1gpat:, hub. Ia ninetHD biggel" than tweney?
JS D: Kai-.
th.m twnt:y?
J9 I: Is eweney-one bigpr
40 !); Kos-.
it!
I: !a <;wenty-three b1gpr tlliln twenty?
42 D: Uo •
• yep.
43 I: '<lily i.s it b1gger'?
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c:

.:.i.

Cau.s• ••.

46
47

it

;ot

bigp:st

tile

(po:l.r:t:..-ig tQ th•---·

numcer--thrte

"3" or "23") is bigger than two ( po.tnt:lllg

45

nu-e•is

I;
C:

IIIOl'9 than

So that

tvQ?

"2" ot "20") ,

to t!la

makes it l!igpr,

bub,

(Nods head YH. I
C:Xcarpt 4.1 .4

Two aspects
out:
for

it appears

first,
sequencing

That is,

of Delta's

attempts

that he a.ssimil.ated

by one , rather

instead

to seriate

in ( 12),

his

mind only

la.st placed.

after

This appears

pair-wise

it may have been, certainly

structure

for

(See Chapter

generating

order

number-names and sequences

to individual

was to appeal

"eighteen"--changing

digits

Second,

of numerals,

It

~ppears

within

of number-names

the numeral,

comparison of "20" and n23 n ( 41-45) • Even then,

choice

of digits

from the respective

as suggested

is bigger

than 21 ( possibly

of "20 11 )

•

In several

later

strategy--saying

that

more big than

the one,"

''the

bigger

three

is

Another episode
assimilating

in (33-34)

numerals
1

Del ta' s

seems to have been
that

comparing

the "1" ot' "21" with

seria tion

tasks,

and that

than

as suggested

where he maintained

"48" comes after

method

Delta's

that

by his

fortuitous,

his

did not depend on a hierarchical

3.5, p. 5Sl.

3, Figure

to have been the

"18" on it.

he found a card with

the relative

numeral.,

to the number-name following

where he placed "19" and yet said

method of determining
whatever

task to his routine

for the next largest

he looked for the numeral corresponding

case

the

stand

than in to a seria tion st rue ture.

of examining each card

the name of the numeral

the numerals

20

the "2"

Del ta employed the same

6111 because

11

"103" comes after

"the eight

is

"124" because

the two.''

suggests

them to a routine

again that

Delta ordered

for sequencing.

In this

numerals
task,
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asked to place the numerals 20, 30, 60, 70, 90, 100, 110, and 120

into order from smallest
1

(Spreada card.I oc the table.)
(701 Sevanty , ..
s.vW1ty .
sllV9Dty. Oh •••
(nill.
(60} Sutr.
(60•'70! Sffll!tY.
lnill
(201 Tw9nt7,
<Pamu; l'tllKlftll "20": plac:111. "50,"l
(60) Sixty
be!DN twenty, !illlllla-Gmll•••
(20) twenty.
120-.JOl 1'1:w'ty. Forty •••
t'orty ...
torty ...
(uuwies

I):

2
.)

4

5
5
1 I:

s

1

to largest.

backs ot cards l •
llhat 1 11 go:1:11 to com next tnm?
Nope.

I):

So you c:an't put that

9 I:

10
11 l):
12 I:
1.3 I):
14 r:
15 D:

001

Do you l1aft

a torty?

~own, i;an you? Put ::hem in order

to biiP5t.
( Begins to 1"91110ft "30." l
Were you goiag to takl tbat
( Nods hud yes, J
~m

tPausa, l

:imallut

You WIIN?

om

one

What wan you goiAg to do ;i:1.tl1it?

I W1Dtta forty,

but I couldn't

find

it,

EXcet"Pt 4. 1.S

It seems clear

that Delta examined the remaining cards for the

numeral corresponding
sequence "twenty,
to locate

effort

to the number-name that would be next in his

thirty,

forty,

place

above, that Delta ordered numerals by

them to a routine

have a strong explanation
bizarre

" Hence his determined

a card with "40" on it.

If' we assume, as argued

assimilating

••

behavior.

for sequencing number-names, then we

for-what otherwise

might appear to be

In the follow:.ng episode,

Delta was asked to

11, 21, 31, 51, 81, 91 1 101, and 111 in order from smallest

to largest.
Cards:

1
2

I:
D:

21

31

S1

81

91

101

111

(.sbutt'l.edl

Let 's try

cioing t.~e same ttw:lg 111th these <:arda.
(Sprellda cardl on table.)
( 11) ilev.n,
Tltelve . , • twelve

•••
twelw
.•.
::: need twel1111. I 11-31 I ne'Vlln, tll.t:-tffn.
,ourteea ...
t'itteen t 11-J1.51 J. i"it'teen. Sixteen ...
s1xtaen ...
Mvmtffll ...
(11-31-S1-81l,
~teen
..
,
(11•31-51-81-91)
nineteen • • , 1UJ111tl1n. (11-J1.51-a1.91211. Obi (11-.31-51-81)
(11-31-51-81-91-21)
(11-31-5181-91-21-1011
On• nundNd ten. c11-J1-s1-a1.91.21-101-n,
l

J
4

5
6

7

a
9
10

11

I:

One !nm~
acd eleven.
li'an: to say them one last

time

for :111?

1The numerals in parentheses are those which Delta placed on
the board.
"(60-70) 11 means that the numerals 1160" and 1170" had
been placed, "60" in the left-most position and "70" in the next;
"nil'' means that the board was empty.
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D: Elevc, tbirtffn, t'1tteen, eigbteen ...
ei~ty--one ..
12
•;i.Fty-on•, ainety-one, twenty..one, one t11U1dr~ ten, ane
11

13

hundred and elewn

po1nting

(Wllile

to e&Cll eard).

Excerpt i+. 1 • 6

Given that his method of ordering
seems clear

was to sequence by ones,

that Delta forced the numerals into the pattern

numerals,

he switched back to an appropriate

when "twenty-one"

conflict

immediately

In summary, Del ta' s routine
relied

explicitly,

followed

for sequencing

by

it

routine

for sequencing by one, and he had no routine

since he had yet to relate

in an hierarchical
of the relative

behavior

order of number-names.

a routine

to be to satisfy

for sequencing

number-names was pre-

components in his system

Finally,

as heuristical,

upon were a ?'esul t of a "guessing

appeared

on his

which woul.d allow him to make judgments

structure

may be classified

no

ten was empirical,

as opposed to relationally,

His system for a-enerating

operational,

felt

"ninety-one."

in that

by hundreds.

the

for construct-

routine

and that he apparently

ing number-names from numerals,

called

he

Notice that in ( 11 ) , when he was merely reading

exPected.

it

in that the rooutines he
game 11--his

the interviewer,

because it was a sensible

much of Delta's

goal often

as opposed to his

thing to do relative

calling

to the

problem he had constructed.
Numerical operations.
number-names by increments
that he structured

The episodes

in which Delta sequenced

of ten (Excerpts

individual

4.1.2 and 4.1.3)

suggest

number-names into major parts,

such as

( (THIR)TY)), and that he
( ( (NINE)TY)(E!IGHT)l and ( ( {SIX)HUNDRE:D)

could analyze a number-name into at least
( (NINE)TY)

t"t10

major parts,

and (EIGHT). Another episode suggests

that

such as

Delta
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constructed
by

linking

compound names by concatenating--forming
two.

In this

task,

uncovered Dienes base-ten
join the interview

at'ter

one number-name

Delta was to count as the interviewer

blocks that were glued to a board.
2 longs, 2 unit cubes, and a flat

We

had been

uncovered ( in that order) .
1

I:

2

3 D:
i, I:
5 D:
6

7 I:

a D:
9

to tile nat

10

11

I:

12 D:
13
14 :!::
15

a

(UncoVllrs
unit cubes; recovers tl1em.l What did w b.ave
bet'ore we g0t tbat?
One tumdr9d and twenty-two.
(U!lc'1ftrs the 2 Ullit cube• apin. l
Two (laold.ng at tha 2 WI.it c:1.1bul • , , b1.1i1dred and ~wac,ty ...two
(looking at em praviously Ullcavered lfOOli).
How 1111ny
u tbat just ttwre (pOinting to the 2 UDit c:ubHI?
Two •••
two and. tl:lis i.s two bundrttd (point:1ng to tbe a unit
cubes).
Two (pointing
to i:tle 2 unit cubes) bundred (i;oiiltlll;

0:

J •

two bunlir!<I • • •

• •

We have two hundred ot :btH little
tiny blocla altcptber?
?es. I cou=ted it as twa (movini; llmd from the 2 unit cubes

to the !'lac l • • •

So tbere's
one nundred twenty.two
Two htmdred and twenty-two.

If' we ignore,

and now altogether

for the moment, the incorrectness

answer and focus on his means of constructing
blocks in front

of him, it becomes apparent

simply to concatenate

number-names within

The meaning that

of Delta's

a number-name for the
that his method is

the constraints

grammar (he woulci not say, for instance,
two11 ).

there

of "good"

"one hundred and twenty-two

Delta gave to number-names and concatenating

number-names, however, is not as apparent.

To examine

semantics of number-names we must look to episodes

that

Delta's
suggest the

types of unit items with which he was able to count and the nature
of intensive
catenation

and extensive

meanings.

of number-names hold for Delta?

4.1.7 suggests

that,

at least

it was at most the integration
episodes

What significance

did con-

The episode in Excerpt

for number-names beyond "one hundred,"
of perceptual

collections.

Two other

(Excerpts 4.1.8 and 4.1.9 below) lead to the same conclusion

for number-names preceding

!'one hundred.

11
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1 I:
2 l):
J I:

Cl'lacu cud witA "40 •
• 46" onto tbe taDle. I
cBegiml ta exten<S t'1ngeri:'l
I den' t lcnow hov to do tllat.
Caa I Nld it t'or you? Fortr pluo samtl1illc.,.
don't know

4

yet , .•
CW:l.tbt!le mtervtltWr.l
Samt:1.:1.ngwa don't mow ;et.
• • . is equal tc . • .
Forey-111x. You do it t'or a.
Forty ;:,lwl somth:.Lag is equal ta rorty ... :1.x. ,iould .:!.t be
t'orty plus one :la equal to forty-six?
Oh-hub. ( 181) •
Would it be t'arty plua cine eq,ual.S rorty-s:l.x?

5 ll:
6 I:
7

D:

8 I:
9
10
1t

D:

I:

12 D:

Yep.

13 I:

What

, It O:

15 I:
16 ll:

u t'arty plus one?
I d012' t kllow.
You do.
I doc't.

t.et's

11 I:
18
19 0:

wood'l

20

bax.)

do tb:ui one with

{f':l.clcs up 5 longs;

tile

wood.

Cm you make f'orty nth

look:J at th11111;tosses

1 long back into

the
the

21 I: W?l&t 1:1aveyou got'l
22 D: Ten, twnty, tb1rty, t'orty ( touching ea= ot' ttw longs; p.Lac:e,
23
l:.bamon the tabla) .
24 I: Can yr:u llalce t'crty-s:l.x?
25 D: Tll!1, twenty, ~.
rcrq
(twc:b:i.llg aacb long) •••
f'orty26
t'1ve ( placitig 1 unit euD• on the table I •
27 I: Wait, wait.
Forty (;,lac:t.ag a hana on the longs>, forty.one
28
( ;;,oint:i.ag to the unit cube), J!'crey-two ( pOineing to mother
29
JO D:

unit

31

(wtule placing 4 ::icre unit ewiasl.
Aha, look.
Forty (;,laeitig band on the lonp:l and t.'lis :rany
together
( pl&c.uig band on the 6 unit cubn l caJce wta~?

J2
JJ

I:

:@el.
FoI',:Y•two.

Forty-three,

t'orty•fOW',

t'oI't)'•five,

rorty-s:ix

Porty-six.
Yeah I And lfbat •s ':h1.s :imny !l.ere ( pl..lcillg hand en the unit
cubul?
Ji D: (1'111.1Se.J rorey.
38 I:
lba many (indicates
unit: i::ubul.
39 0: (Sullvocally utten
"1, 2, ) , 4, 5n; p~u.)
Ten •
• five.
40 I: Count them.
41 ll: I countc tham. One, two, tl:!rN, rour, f!ve, 3ix.
42 ::
t.ook at t:wi problaa tpoinu to ;ardl.
Thu',
a n:tnt r;,laces
43
nand on ~• bloc:(S l • Can :,ou ~ell :m ~.1.s ;iroblllffl? ~eac1 i:
44
tor me. Forty plws somet!wlg ,~
4= 0: Forty plws sometn.::ng equal:! (ort-,-.,1x.
46 :::; ~ :,c:i ;qzcw waa~<:.,at :so=e:n:l.:g :.:i7
~~
::
Huh-ul:I (not.
48 I: There it :!..staere ( places !land over the blocks).
?"orey
49
( slid:ing th• 4 longs to D's !"igbt l plu.s ,
. :six ( placing
so
band on tile un1t cubes l
• silt lllDra is equal to ro~-six
ST
altosather.
J4

D:

JS
36

!:

52 D: (No 1"95~•,l
53 I:

You haven't

54

Um-hlmmt.

D:

dona any like

that

bet'ore?

55 I: You have?
56 D: Yeab.
Excerpt 4.1 .8

Delta's
likely

initial

attempt to solve the ~roblem on his fingers

a carry-over

from his in:mediately prior

"10 +

= 13," where he held up ten fingers

thirteen

{this task will be discussed

forty fingers

below).

solution

is

procedure for

and counted-on from
Since he couldn't

put

up, he had no way to add 40 to 46, and hence "I don't

know how to do that

1
'

(

2) • Del ta' s later

behavior sheds light
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significance,
sense.

to him, of concatenating

Delta never did name the four longs "forty,"

count them nten,

twenty, thirty,

the tmit cubes as "forty"
"forty"

forty"

(22).

(37) suggests

though he did

His later

naming of

tha.t he knew that there was a

and a "six" involved in the problem, but that he had not

separated the blocks into
"forty"

number-names, but in a negative

~do

perceptual

and the other named "six,"

into a perceptual collection
being the linguistic

named "forty-s.:ix"--concatenating

correspondent

of integrating.

Lots) that concatenating

name referred
to separate

to integrating

operations

"forty"

then

Moreover, had
(operations

on

and the missing number-

then it would have sufficed

lots,

"six" from "forty-six"

A positive

one named

which could then be integrated

Delta known at the level of arithmetic
Arithmetic

collections,

to arrive

argument for Delta's

reliance

at an answer.
on perception

can be

made from the episode in Excerpt 4.1.7 and the episode given below.
1

2
3

I;
ll:

4

5
6

(Plaeu earu wit.It ~
Nine .•.
oin• •• -;

.. 9 :1 '79" onto the table. J
:S011111tb.i.ng
;ilus rwie equw :s-ty-nia.e.
One, two, . , . , cunellibile ::,lac:iog 9 unit cube1 onto the
tall.lei. Got a aiDe ( places tb• wt i::ua1 illto a ~ile}.
Ten,
twntT, ••• , :sawnty (wllilt
placing r longs cmto tb.e table;
tlle longs ilNI at 0':s a:t"me
r:!.gnt, tbe r.mit cubes at 111.s

1

atrea
left).
Sevmty •••
seveaty.
Seventy
don• t knaw l1DVto da th1:s.
Cow,t Wbat you bave tnere.
10 O: I 11&V9Slfl!ltY (placing
tw:ld on the lonpJ.
11 I: Hew many da you hlva altol!,llther?
12 D: Nine (plac:l.tlg a hand ov.r the unit cubfll.
13 I: No, l1tN many ALI. together?
14 0: SeV9rlty.
I: Is !:.bat :seventy-nine ( po:i.nting ta the longs l ,
16 C! Ho, sewmty.
1'7 I: Where':, tile :,ewntY-n1ne?
18 0: (Slides the 9 unit cubes na:t to tlil r longs. I

e

•••

nio11.

I

9 I:

,.,

Excerpt 4, 1 .g

After Delta had made 7~ with seven longs and 9 unit cubes {3-7),

he seemed to have difficulty
as "seventy-nine"--most

in naming what he had just

likely

tance between the two perceptual

because of the relatively
collections,

constructed
large di.s-

which made it difficult
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for him to integrate
distance

ence integrating

is

fit

collections

at most perceptual
Many episodes,

the two as

experi-

each named in a way

his grannnar for number-names.

in the above discussions

Implicit

"seventy-

number-names, he had to first

two perceptual

that the concatenation

construct

that he could construct

the

Thus it appears that for Delta to give

to concatenating

significance

he lessened

allowed him to integrate

distance

collections.

perceptual

items.

It was only after

between the collections
the smaller

nine";

them (7-8).

is the claim that Delta could

collections,

and hence perceptua.i

one of which follows,

suggest that this

unit
claim

viable.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

(Placu <::ill'dWitl'!. "10 •
~ 1:l" onto the table.)
I don• t mow !low ta do tliie.
liould you like. me to lleJ.p 1ou? RHCI it tor me first..
Ten plu.s 11ot.tung '9qU&l.3 tlU.rtec,,.
Tm plua what equal,s tbi.r'te«i?

I:
D:
I:
D:

I:
1):

I:

s

9
10
11
12
1.'.l !l:
14 I:
15 D;
16 !:

17
18 D:
19

ren plua ootlw:lg equala t.hutem::i.
It's not a nothing, aow. Thae's not nottung.
It's a :spacea bank.
That means we da!I.'~ lalow Wba.t.goes tber,,.
'Je
So '"llave ::o find Ol.lt. W'e've Sot t:lirteen altopther.
&lready
know !:he answer.
So we'Vlt got to filld out wnat :nimber
Ifill go tnare Cll01n t3 to tbe bl.an!( l.
I Pause • l t.e t •s t:11inJc

at,out it.
(Long paua;
extends all fingers
on bat.b !lands;
iie 've got th.irteec al tagatti•r,
l'1glll:'l

pauses.

J

'let,.
But we know we've get ten (poi.Dta ta •10•).
What elae goee
up to maJce tllirteen
I points to the blamcl?
(Extec.da all 10 fingers.
J
Th1r'teen.
Fo~ee.n,
!'!!teen,
•.•
,
twnty-tllrell
Cpo:intmg to eacl1 finger!.
l'wenty-three gooes tllere.
S:XC:er;,t!+. 1 • 10

Two inferences
refer

can be readily

made.

First,

"thirteen"

to a number as composed of two numbers, as shown by his

solution

procedure

(adding 10 to 13).

Delta "added ten" is significant.

Second, the manner in which

By at once putting

up the fingers

of both hands, it appears he was satisfying

the condition

have a perceptual

a collection

prior

did not

to counting.

collection

(in

this

case,

that he
of fingers)

One might argue that in the problem Delta did

solve ( 13 + 10), since he counted-on from 13 he must have created
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as an abstract
abstract

unit item, and hence that he was a counter with

unit items.

On the basis

would be a viable conjecture.

head."

of counting,

prior

spontaneously

to "10

that Delta "put the first

= 13"

+ _

said "I put the biggest

transcript--wi.11

of the case study.)

In short,

as at most sensori-motor

and declending

which he understood

(after

is,

be com:nented upon at the end

and integrating

and separating

existe~

schemas.

as relevant

routines

a sense of

for situations

complexity.

a long was placed) and "thirty-four"

In two !:'elated

"twenty ...four

11

once by ten

three times by one (after

three unit cubes were placed).
You can aee w b&ve tvctv-rour llttl•
bloc:J<a imder ti:u
SCE'ND (lilts
Sc:'MD
to snov 2 l.anp sad 4 i.m1t cubeS; mvancas
J
~ so tb&t. all block.I are coffl'!ld l •
How :anr Ulldar Ila~?
4 E>: Twlaty-tour.
5 I: (Place• MABl.ang adjacact to sc:t'ffn, l Hew may Uttl.e blocks
6
are ttwrw alto91tber now?
7 l>: nw-ty-t'our
(writu
"34").
8 I: What. did you do to pt tl1irtT-t'our?
9 E>: Add anotber bloc:l<.
1 I:

2

lJ
14
15 D:

in

something being added or taken away, but only

Delta extended by incrementing

10 I:
11 I):
12 l::

goi.~g

Delta seems to have been a counter

in contex't3 where there was little

episodes,

actually

( This aspect

history--that

Three episodes suggest that Delta had at least
extending

Delta

and counted-on from 10.

beyond the interview

unit items,

to follow.

number in rrr; head" and then

manner and the appeal to Delta's

with perceptual

= _")

("10 + 7

upon.

number in his

he took it as a recipe

at once put up seven fingers

of Delta's

this

However, very early in ti.is instruc-

Rather than reflect,

In the task

alone,

in an attempt tQ make him reflect

tion it was suggested,
his actions

of the interviews

I ad~
the black.
What did you do?
How did you do that?
Wrote tbe nWllber.
(AdftDces scre.n so that all bloc~ are covered; pl.ace 3
unit all:lu next to :scree).
F!owmany llttle
!:lloclcs iU"II t:.bare
&l.toptber
now?
Thirty-tour
lpoint.s to saeenl
••.
thirty-four-1:.llirty-rive,
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16
17 I:
18

th:l.rty-six,
thirty-sevci
(pointi.'13 to •&Cb cut>a; wr-1t1:11")7"J.
(Adqgcn scnm so that aU blockl are covered; places 2
locp nut to screen) . Row aany now?

19 D: Twmty-Hven.

20 I:
21 D:
22
23 I:

ffow :nanY did we haw bet'ol'9?
Tlfmty-taur.
( Int•l"'IUll•r poii:tu to "37" on D• s paper. l
'lhirey...s,ven,
Tell ma out loud wna
t you I re thlnlC.1ng.
24 D: (l.'auae.l It's twanty-ss,ssas ...
ten, twenty, ~ty-four
25
(poizlts to "24"!.
'lbirtY•savtn (1)01::lb to ":!7"1, twaaty ..

26
21 I:
28 D:

twanty-fOU)".
altoptber
'Ivmty-four

110\r? An you. .surw1

Ulod.s nead yes. l

b:cerpt 4.1.11

Though Delta did extend on two separate,

(5-7, 12-16), the significance
that it suggests
number.

"37" · (and hence "thirty-seven

the number of blocks under the screen.
thing he had said.
tbirty ..faur

11

since he took it as a starting
and since he pointed

schema for him.

11

Rather,

)

to a

did not refer

to

it was the last

It may be argued that at the time a£ saying

Delta had constructed

would be contrary

occasions

of his behavior :i.n this episode is

that the product of extending did not refer

That is,

11

but related,

a number, or arithmetic

lot,

point at which to begin extending,

to the screen while saying it.

to the claim that integrating
However, interpreting

This certainly

was a sensori-motor

"thirty-four"

as ref'errill.g

to

the product of an action schema for extending once

by

more consistent

24-26 we see Delta

attempting

with his later

to reconstruct

behavior.

his actions

cubes, extending once by ten, extending
to reconcile
written

In lines

(perceiving

ten would be

2 longs and 4 unit

three times by one) in order

his remembering 24 being under the cover and "37 11 'being

on his paper.

Moreover, given that he had a recipe

"adding"

( p.itting the biggest

in hi.a head),

"putting

a 'number' in my head" to "putting

for

it is a small step from
a 'number' under the

cover."
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A subsequent

episode in this

of Delta's

characteristics

task sequence illustrates
for declending.

routine

the

The interviewer

had 57 (five longs and seven unit cubes) under the cover {the 57
that Delta eventually

counted up to subsequent

to Excerpt 4.1.11),

and began removing longs one at a time from underneath.
counted "forty-seven,
three

thirty-seven,"

longs were successively

interviewer

as

and then "twenty-seven"

removed from underneath.

When the

removed four unit cubes, Delta counted all

those that

had been removed from underneath,

In short,

under the screen.

to implement only a single

answering

routine,

but without having constructed

the pattern

Several

points

he had established

lot or number.
empirically

count the blocks.

can be made about Delta 1 s
with an eye toward

among its components.

since Delta was a counter with perceptual

two, • • • , ten,"

of the task

he was forced to do what seemed most

concept of ten before examining episodes

had at most figural

the pattern.

into a number of blocks under

?'easonable with what was in front of him:

relationships

unit items,

First,
'·ten"

meaning--two open hands, an MABloog,
and so

about

no longer applied--

a conceptualization

partitioned

cover and a number outside)

Concept of ten.

left

then he could "forget"

and simply continue

When the four unit cubes appeared,

(57 being successively

"thirty-four"

it appears that aa long as Delta had

the reason he was declending

still

Delta

on. It

Second, Delta's

did not refer
routine

based on his routine

Sequencing by ten was a pattern--it

"one,

to an arithmetical

for sequencing by ten was
for sequencing by one.

was not a curtailment

of
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sequencing by one.

schemas for Delta;

sensori-motor
conceptual

integrating

Third,

integration

and separating

were

number-names did not refer
lots

of arithmetic

or numbers.

Rather,

Delta had to construct

a reference for a number-namethrough

integrating

collections.

perceptual

counter with perceptual

unit

Delta did have at least
but only in action.

items, we would not expect him to
numeration unit.

some components of a concept of ten,

For instance,

79, he could quickly do so

he knew that

by first

each of these cases a numeral was available
extracted

a cue.

to make 46 and

counting out a collection

MABlongs and then counting out a collection

he possibly

since Delta was a

Finally,

ten as a unit of measure--a

understand

to a

of unit cubes.

of
In

to Delta- from which

In one episode wbere he did not

have a numeral, Delta responded that

there were six tens in 67.

These instances

to the expectation,

seem to rtm contrary

above, that Delta did not understand
There are several

episodes

ten as a numeration unit.

tbat help to resolve

this

conflict.

Haw many ccs lll'II tb•rw in UlirtMa.?

1
2

I:

3

How did you t'i&UN that?
'lbq matea.
I: &aci tbat 's nowiminy teM thare?
D: (Nods h.ad :,ea.)
I: It I gave you t!U.rtllft !)locks, you could !19k.• h.oV many ~ile.s

4

5
6

7

stated

D: ThrM.
I:

1'hn• tens.

D: CauH tlliz'1:ffD. 1.:1

thr9•.

ot tm?
9 D: TbrH.
10 I:
l:lalf mny teas ant
8

,,
12
13
14

.!;):

I:
l):

theN in SUtY•MVen?
Sill: •
How did you knOW t:lat?
cause .six and uh • • • six u the bigpst
. " . go togetb•r-.

nWllb•r and six :natdl

Exc•r:>t 4.1.12

Delta's

error

in saying that

there are three

tens in 13, and

his reason for saying so {4) , and his reason for saying that
are six tens in 67 ( 13), suggest

two things.

First,

there

he apparently
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answered

by focusing

upon the first-said

homonymically translating
routine

expressly

Second, he had constructed

for answering questions

" A final

are in ••

it.

part of the number-nameand
this

such as "how many tens

episode lends support

to the latter

inference.
1

I:

(Places pile ot sticlcs on tba tattle; covers pile witll
hand.)
1::1it.
lett?

2

3
4

ni3

I.At's iag:ine that tl2is pile bu .wventy-tw
sticks
It yo.i took all tn1 tens, how many sticlal wolll.d be

S' D: None.
IS I: Ni:le? How did 70.i s-t thar::7
7 !): I said zaro, none.
8 I:
How d:l.d yo11 SH zero?
9 D: Because it I take ott ul the tens, tltere 'olO!lld be none let't.
10 I:
How inany altoptb1r
to start wit:n?
11 D: Ten.
12 I:
Altogether,
there were seventy-~.
And I'::i going to let
yo.i take out aU t:11 ten.,.
Seventy-two.
How many st1cl<.s
13
14
would be let't nere?
i:eM,
15 D:

E:xcerpt4. t. 13

If Delta's

answers in Excerpt 4.1.12 had meant what they would

appear to mean on the surface,

then "seventy-two"

of tens and a number of ones.

Taking out all

only the ones.

In Excerpt 4.1.13

"tens" with ''sticks,"
no sticks.

"ten" as referring

Twofinal

and hence taking out all

to have equated
the tens would leave

did not understand

to a numeration unit.

episodes

concept of ten.

the tens would leave

Delta appears

Whatever he did, Delta certainly

would be a number

help to complete our picture

In the first,

what number is three

of Delta's

Delta was shown "50" and was asked

tens more than it.

:C: lolhat number is three i:.as 1111:1re
tbaD this aumber ( places ca:'11
w:l.tt1 n50• lfM.ttc
Qll 1t onto tbe table).
3 o:· ri"VW•••
s~ty.
4 I: T?:lrN tam mre than tb&t number.
5 D: ( l.,ong peuae. l S.ffl'I ey ,
6 I:
SftentY?
lfOII' d!l1 you ,et Wit?
Count out loud so tbat I
7
CIID beer }'OU:.
a D: I ~t
:1.t-HV8Dty's
mt'lt tl:Wl fU'ty.
9 I: ROifmanymor'9?
1

2

10 D:
11 I:
12 o:

Three lllCIN.
Three teaa, thrff

seveat1,

tea, more.

And 701J get wbat?

E:xcerpt i..1.14
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At first,

Delta understood

more than fifty?"
by

(3)

the question

Again, his explicit

as "What number is ten

one is shown when he said "Five • . • sixty."

to be explained

on sequencing

reliance

However, ·it remains

how Delta could come to understand

the interviewer's

reminder (4) if hi.s concept of ten was as weak as has been depicted
so far.

To do this,

for sequencing

routine
multiples
"three"

pattern.

sequenced "fifty,

strong for
a rhythmic

that sequencing by ten

(which he appeared to do in line 3), he

sixty,

seventy,"

had been completed.

stopping because the anticipated

In principle,

Delta gave no more sig-

to this task than he would have to the request

nificance

three letters

starting

to say

wi.th "f."

The second episode,

which will

rtconcept of one hundred,"

Delta's

he could subitize

Thus, once he determined
routine

that Delta possessed a

ten (which seemed especially

by

of 10) and to assume that

was a relevant

pattern

we only need to recall

be examined again under

gives us an idea of the limitations

of

concept.
,-

:o do sama c:ow:ating by tens (pica up 16 longs;
2
beg:1.nsto place thl'III once ':J:la tacia1.
3 D: Ten, tvllftt7, . , . , f~ty, sewney (iJ:lterri-r
pl.U3U I •
4
pauaeaJ.
S.ixty.
Se,nmty, •1811t, a. l:lui:ldred (i.!lter'l'iever
Yinety.
A !lundred (u tn. intaMiwer
pl.aces tbe 10tb
5
6
lonr anto uw tablel, one buzldNd and one cu the iatervuwr
t

I:

I wet

I:

places t.11• 1ttb lOQ&:l.
One !:llllldred ten.

1
8

9 D:

10
11
12
lJ

I:

14

O:

15 I:
16

17 0:
18 I:

19
20
21

o:

Tb.at aaans there would be ozw hUlldrad :i:!Jcty ct thae little
blocks iD the.re ( point., to a unit i:ubll I. Holl maay bundrllcb
IIOUld thel'II be?
!fmm. About • • •

a hwtd:l"ld anc1 • • • a l:wndred and nilletMn.
Okay, let•:, keep coi.mtuir (piclal up 4 mre lcnp:
i)OinU
to
long:w al.rHdy placed).
Bow many tbere?
A !:IUDdred aad s:!Jcty.
Orie bJ.llldN;d sutr.
Ready?
!mndNd cad Hftnty,
aundrad and eis!ltY, llundred an:t n.1.oety
• • • b!JDdrK 1111d• • • bun~

2:3 I
24

One lnlndl"9d ten.
lumdred and twenty, • • • , hundred and s:Lny
(u ttw interviewer places S 11111re
l,;n51 onto t:ie ~1•1.

a.o. Rund.red .md twenty Cu

22

0

25 I
26- 0

.4

you

and ·• • • bundred and • • • i:Wo •

Che interviawer

places

t.'le 4 leap

onta th• t.aale I.
Cne t:w1dred n11lety a.nd tea more •
On• oundrttd ten • • • I don I t mDll.

rwcbundred.
Two hr.mdred •••

tbNe

htmdred

(wbile

sUd:1ng

1 more long

next
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2'!'
'ZS !:
29 !J:
31
32
33

I:

to th• llil• l •
13 thH tm"ee l:wndred1
I IINft two l1Unelr9<1and CC•. T1,o hundi:-ed and two,
and tlu'N, two llunared u:id t'our, two hundred md
hlmdrecl md :six (wnlle sliding
5 lll:INI longs next
Let ':s go back to two mmdred ( remove:s 6 longs) •

34

D:

Two bWldred.

JS
36

I:

Can you tall
c:ount1ng?

39

l):

40

I:

JO

tllo hundred

tive,

two

to tll• pile).
HOii many tens

are tbere?
•

how man:, tans are 1n that

37 D: Six l'lllndred,
JB I: thaN' s two hundred ot thaH l1 ttla
41

'I'lfo hWldred •
• six hundred,
S.ix hundred tam'? Let's c:owit

pile

guys ( bolds

tl:le

e.a:s(slide,

cf' wood, without
up a Wli t i:uba l •
a long to D's

ri&tltl,

42 O:
43 I:

Ten.

One ten.
T1,o tens, three tens CWb.ila the in tervi.Ner
slide11 2 ll!Ore
to O's right).
"'5
46 t: Can you tall n how many tfflll altogatber?
47 D: three tel13 •
48 I: iltopthar
now ( pauaesl.
Keep going.
49 D: ~ tlllll,
Four tens, ••• , '.l:t.n1 t1n11, hundred tens (wl'lila
so
tba interviavar 11l1':lu tl:le n1X1: 7 lor.g:s to D 's :<!get l •
51 I: W.it a minute. ~in• tims (slides 2 long:, oac:k to O's lett,
tbea 1 back to his rigbe),
52
44

:):

SJ D:
54 I:

55

Ona nundred tan.
That •s on• hundred now ( placing finger on 1ot1:1long).
Toat 's
ta tens. Oka:, Csl1':les 10tll long to t.tta rigntl,
Ten teall.

56

!1:eep8')ing,

57 D: A hundred

aDd ten

taa:s ! placing

a t'ingel" on the 11tb long) •

!xcerpc 4. 1. 15

Several aspects
significant.

First,

of Delta's

behavior in the above episode are

he readily

assimilated

transition

the task to sequencing

by ten.

Delta's

into the hundreds (5-6), however,

suggests

that the meaning that he gave to each. increment was that

of another long being placed on the table,
of ten being added to the quantity

already made.

Delta attempted to make the transition
"two hundred,"

and in the subsequent

he experienced exactly
without physical
name to increment,

the difficulty

ma.terials--not
and finally

These two observations

together

as opposed to a quantity
At the point where

from "one hundred ninety"
portion

of the episode

to

( 19-31 l ,

he encountered in situations

knowing which part of the numberincrementing

the first-said

part.

suggest that Delta took the placement

of a long merely as a cue for sequencing by ten.

Second, when Delta

was asked to count the longs as uni ts of ten ( 40-57 l , he apparently
accommodated to the task by thinking,

say, "eighty,"

but saying
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"eight

tens."

This interpretation

explai.?"!S why he said "nine tens,

hundred tens" as the ninth and tenth
it is possible

course,

that association

after

become apparent
significance

longs were placed (49).

that Delta knew that

10 tens is 100 and made

the 10th long had been placed.

in the next section

that

Of

It will

10 tens had no special

for Delta.

Concept of one hundred.

l'hrougbout

the interviews,

Delta showed

no concept of one bundred beyond "hundred" as a name for an MABflat
or as a label

that suddenly appears

only question

that will

be addressed

made between "ten" and "one hundred,

Two episodes
relationship

dealt

directly

11

as that

entered

Delta had

into the

with Delta's

understanding

of the

between ten and one hundred as numeration units.
in the course of a task on sequencing

arose fortuitously

hundreds;

is what relationship

The
by

the second arose in a task that was aimed at revealing

relationships

that Delta had made.
Do ycu lcnovanother Illa
:or t.a bUDdred?
Four bimdrwd?
I: !., that anotb.er nam tor ten 11undred? Kaw you evv• !ward
ot a tbouaand?
0: ?ea iumdNd?
I: Do you lma11 motbel' naa tar ten tea.s?
O: Eilbt taaa . . . niD• teca.
I: What's tba otb41r n.. tor t.en tan5? You lcl!.ov it,

1 I:
2 O:
J
4

S
6
7

6
9 O: I torgot.
10 I: One bucdNd.
11 l): Oh.

Ezcertit 4.1.16

The above episode
lack of relationship

may be taken as weak evidence

that Delta may not have made a shif't

thinking

about ''hundred
gives stronger

of Delta's

between ten and one hundred--weak

the fact

episode

The

of his concept of ten.

discussion

first

if one sequences far enougn.

11

to thinking

of context

about "ten."

support to the contention

because of
from

The following
being made.
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1
2

I:

3

4
5

s

7

8
9
10
11

12
tJ
14

MABOat

(Places

on taol•:

hcld5 MAB llffll in bi.'s lwld.)
How
!l"OIII th1a p1ec:e

many or tile• ( 11:1d1cai:.a long) cQUJ.dwe mica
at WOOdCitld1c:at-.s t'lat)?

One, tlft:I, tll.Nle, four, .••
(wbUe pointi.cg to 1nd1viduai,. c:ubes in the flat).
I: Wbat are you do1nlr?
0: Count1ng them.
I: Countinl 1ftlat1
0: These blacka (places hand on t'latl,
I don't kcow llOM many
we can nake.
I: Is t:Mre a quic:kllr way ttian by counting tbll l.ittl•
one11?
D: Ten, twney (pointing to the longs at tl:11 t'latl • , •
I: Ciatel'!'l.lptina.1
I want to lcrlow how many of thia sue bloc:lc

O: csottlyl

up I lon1J.

(holds

15

D:

16
17

I:
:J:

Four hundred Piac•
at wood.
Four hundred at tnu• Cholda .ip 11, longJ?
Make t'our hundred paees ct woad.

E:xc:erpt4. 1. 17

Delta understood
4.1.7)

and that

it is

that a flat

is called

"one hundred"

(literally)

composed of longs,

(Excerpt

as seen in (12),

wher-e he began counting

the cubes along one edge while sequencing

by ten.

is possible

Given thi.s,

it

intended

that Delta originally

to count the longs , as opposed to indi victual cubes ( 4) and became
side-tracked

by the

interviewer

I

s interruption.

however, the· main point is still

this,

Ev:en if we suppose

viable--that

not to know how many longs comprised a. flat,

Delta appeared

and hence that

ten tens

comprise one hundred •
Concept of place value.
of ten,

and essentially

Since Delta had an ill~for,ned

no concept

of one hundred,

there

need to argue that he had no concept of place value.
arguing

the contention

that

place value did not exist

we shall

examine instances

of difficulties

a result

of having

counting

Dienes base ten blocks

no concept.

Board: 10

2 JO

100

is little

Instead

1

that
10

he encountered
of

were glued to a board.

100

1 I:·

I wct you to eount tbaae i,:t.aees ot' wood u
(UnCOftl'S MU long. J

3 0:

Ten.

It I:

CUnco1111rs2 wiit cubes. J
Tea. llev,m,
twelve (po:lnt1ng

of

for Del.ta,

These occur in the context

2

5' 0:

that

concept

! itiow · them.

to each eube).
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6 I:
7 D:
a I:
9 D:

(Dncovers )iAJ l=ig. l
'l'Wlllve , .• thil'Ulen.
Oh, no-twenty.
I.I tnat aowmanraltoptr.1'1
Check,
Tea, eleven, tvelvw, thirtHn
(point.ins to each block in the
Ordlr' tbey were \UlCO,,.redl.
Oa, I don't la!OWwbat that 1a
(po:int.ing to toe last long).
'Illat's ten, isn't it?

10
11
12 I:
13 D:

Yeah,

I: !At's count again.
15 D: Ten, tvanty . , , tan, si,vea,
16 t: libat's ten IDCIN thalS twel.ve?
17 D: Mm-am (shrup sbGUldel'Sl,
18 t: You lmaw that,
19 I>: ( Sbalcilsnod no, )
20 I:
TwantY-two?
21 D: ?8111.
1',

twel.ve ..•

(po.inta to la.st long) ...

E:xc:el"Pt4. 1. 18

In several
ten

places Delta failed

and sequencing

to switch from sequencing

and vice versa (7, 9, 15}, even though

by one.

the blocks he was counting

changed in quantity.

have resulted

tendency,

within

a linguistic

relevant
counted

from Delta's

routine.
II

pattern

while pointing

another

II

the situation

and encountered

difficulty

twice--he

ten,

11

to a long,
twenty"

cube.

Delta attempted

routine

for sequencing,

instead

required

a coordination

related

to one another,

Delta was forced

accommodate to a change in the type of block by ignoring
quantitative

as a condition

aspect of the problem and focusing
for implementing

a particular

When he had to make two accommodations of this
one sequencing

routine

( 15)

Without a network in which his routines

routines.

were operational.ly

when it

to remain

while pointing

long ( 9) , and

to a single

to

upon it as a

happening

to a long and then a unit

to assimilate

of sequencing

we see this

twelve , thirteen

two Uili t cubes , and then

This appears

as noted before,

once he had called

In {9-15),

ten, eleven,

by

to another),

instead

routine

the
on a block

for sequencing.

type ( change from

Delta would lose track

number-name from wbich he was to start

to

of the

(Excerpt 4.1.11).
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Comment.

An

accurate

a counter with perceptual

characterization
unit

of Delta is that he was

had little

items,

of

understanding

what was being asked of him, and had developed a method of dealing
heuristically
things

with situations

in which he was being asked to do

which, to him, made little

used was much like
Simon ( 1972) :
differences

sense.

The heuristic

the means-end analysis

search for a relevant·

between a current

state

that will

the use of more than one routine

could not plan to use, say, integrating
and Delta's

goals were figural

corresponding
abstract

a criterion

Delta used another
i.f' you will--that

of the word.

at a time (i.e.,

he

and then concatenating),

of perceptual

for sequencing

by the interviewer,

offered

Delta could not

in nature--construct

to the integration

The differ-

employed by Newell and Simon's

and that employed by Delta is twofold:

anticipate

eliminate

and a goal state.

ence between the means-end analysis
subjects

by Newell and

described

routine

method he

a number-name

collections,

in order to continue

an example

and so on.

type of heuristic--a

did not serve

to satisfy

It was a way of handling

''test

taking"

heuristic,

a goal in the normal sense

the interview

situation

where

he knew he was supposed to give an answer, but had no idea of what
was oeing asked of him.

that had input conditions
had constructed

closely

cube, he sequenced by one.

presented

was to search for a routine

approximating

the situation

If there were block.Sin

If a block was a long,

counted.
a unit

it so far.

The heuristic

front

as he

of him, he

he sequenced by ten; if a block was

If an arithmetical

to him, he "put the biggest

sentence

number in his head."

was

But the
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routines

he had avai1able

were data driven--Delta

when the input conditions
driven,

were present--as

a condition

them only

opposed to hypothesis

where a ~outine would be called

serve to satisfy

called

because its

of a goal-state

product may

constructed

as part

of a problem.
A final

Delta's

understand
Delta's

remark about going beyond the interview

instructional

perceptual
"hidden

If the author had not known of

behavior.

the fact that he would count-on

history,

could have posed a problem:

he behaved much like a counter with

unit items except when it came to extending beyond a
quantity,

II

which is normally taken as grounds f'or inf er-

ring that a child can construct
would not have made this
knowledge.

arithmetic

inference

Given the nature
of counting-on,

instances

of Delta's

especially

dealing

with school mathematics

in question.

the situations

behavior

outside

of the

his lack of ~elationships
and given that

(Erlwanger,

figural

many

routines

for

1973), it would have

dealing

heuristically

Had Delta shown operational

with
knowledge

and yet acted as if he were a counter with perceptual

of numeration
items,

The author

behavior

are amazingly adept at abstracting

been supposed that Delta was in fact

unit

lots.

even without his historical

among domains of lalowledge in numeration,
children

data to

then it would have been impossible

within

the constraints

to explain

his

of the framework used in this
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Case Study 4.2:

Lambda

Lambda was a second-grader
the 1977 school year).

(age 9 years at the beginning of

In November of 1977 she correctly

Problem 1 of Figure 4.1 (p. 105 ), after
counting ''one, two, three,
fingers

as she counted,

again putting

up fingers.

several

four, five,''

false

sequentially

and then continued

solved

starts,

by

put ting up

seven, eight"

"six,

She did not attempt a solution

to

Problem 2, and solved Problem 3 using the same method as for
Problem 1 •

Lambda could sequence "ten,

but in continuing
by

twenty,

she sequenced by one.

ten from "two . " She had essentially

number:

when asked to make 54 sticks

counted by one

while putting

. • • a hundred,"

She could not sequence
no notion of ten as a

using the bundles,

out four single

sticks

counting by one as she placed (at the interviewer's
bundles of ten.
single

sticks

she

and continued
insistence)

She also thought that two bundles of ten and five

ma.de nine sticks

in total.

The final

interviews

were given to Lambda an May 5 ,. 10, and 16 of 1977.

Some portions
difficult

of Lambda's behavior in the interviews

to model4-she would respond with number-names that seemed

to have no relation

to the task the interviewer

a task that she might reasonably have constructed
viewer's
that

actions

and r-emarks.

they will be specifically

pletion

was

Enough instances

bad in mind, nor to
from the interof thi.s sort occurred

commented upon following

the cam~

of Lambda's case study.

Writing numerals.

Lambda would occasionally

of a numeral, such as "81" for "eighteen."

reverse

the digits

Also, she would include
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a zero following

the hundreds digit,

and seventy-eight."

Digit reversa1s

number-names involving

such as "1078" for "one hundred
most often with

occurred

"one" or "teen."

However, Lambda correctly

wrote "13," "41," "37," "61," and "72" on other

Lambda's routine

for writing

parts

distinctive
her errors

syllables

numerals was to write a digit

for

("81")

elaboration

"seven-ty-two."
by

I£

of the number-names (as it appears},

for "eighteen"

from a syllabic

occasions.

and "seventy-two"

then perhaps

("702"} arose

of the number-names--"eight-teen"

Why Lambda would sometimes completely

and

elaborate

and sometimes not, however, is not clear.
In Excerpt 4.2.1,

Reading numerals.

cards with numerals written

the interviewer

placed

on them, and asked Lambda to read them

as they were placed.
1
2
3
I+

"18"
"26n
"73n
"120"

5

"174"

6

"201"
"311"
"1+10"

1

a
9
I:

12 !.;
13

, sewnty-thNe.

'l'birtY ..

A hundred md t'IM!lty.
One mmdred and se1111Cty-tour.
l'lfen •••
Thirteen

twnty-oae.

th1r • , • tnirty-Q!le.
Fortt19ea.
l'W111:1
• • • t'ittY-n:tne.
1Unety . . . i::m-ee.

"5lt9"

10
11

£1.atlteen.
Twenty-six.

...

"936"
Wbat aoout t:n11:six t:nere?
Micety-tlu'ff
. . . o.i.n1ty-tbree six.
don't knew nowto do that.

1':inetr-taree

to six.

I

E:xc:el"'l'lt
4 .2. 1

The above episode
beginning
a:ny special

is especially

to read "73" in reverse
difficult::/,

inter-esting.

(3) Lambda seemed not to have

even with "120" and "174."

in ( 6) , where she eventually

Except for

However,

read "201 " as "twenty-one , " we see

that she changed her method of partitioning
opposed to ffe-4F#). Her hesitation

possibly

sense that she was reading differently

the numeral U#fo-4~, as
sten:med from a global

than she had been (which
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cannot be modeled), or from reading

"20" as "twenty,"

what to do with the remaining digit.
subsequent numerals (7-10},
connict

by ignoring

three,"

which suggests

unreliably

applied.

to the fact that

From the ways she read the

it appears that she accommodated to the

the middle digit

from the two end ones.

and not knowing

and forming a number-name

Even then, Lambda read "936" as "ninetythat her accommodated routine

Possibly,

she was still

trying

the numerals had· three digits

was itself

to accommodate

and that she was

using only two.

Sequencing.

Lambda showed in several

sequence by one and by ten with little
stayed within a century.
transition
or by ten.

She had tremendous difficulty

Lambda's attempts

to make such a transition

The folloWing episode

of Lambda's counting MABlongs.
1

..
3

s

&

7
8

9
10

11
12
13
14
15

1&

17

,e

long as she
aaking a

whether sequencing by one

both the nature of her sequencing routines

a

that she could

di!ficulty--as

from one century to another,

her number-names.

episodes

suggest

and the structure

of

took place in the context

She had already

counted up to 160.

:C: t.et I:, kNp COUDting. On• b.undred sixty, rilbt?
hundl'Wd me! r-.in•tf,
t.: Hundred and se"VWDtf,tumdred md eipty,
b.undred and •••
Cw!Ul• the J.ntel"liever ;,laces 17tb, 18tb, 19th
atld 201:b longs I
I: 'oihat ,:oas d'ter one nunc!Nd and ni:lety? Ten 111:1rethan one
b.Ul1dNd and r:unety?
Is that t"ii11t?
t.: One b.undred and thirtT!
I: !gg tlW'.llc 1t •s l'igbt?
CsbalcN head nol,
t.: (Pause. I !'!mm
So it's llOC one
:C: we al.reedy =imtecl one buadNd thirty.
!:lllndred thirty.
One bl.lDdr.d and n1nety md ten :nore,
t.: On• hundred and ainety • • • one b.1mdred and o1Dety • • • one
hundNd and n1Dety • , ,
one !lundNd n1net1-on•
:C: oo you 111Dt co count th• Ill?
Cpoi.ntiilc to a unit ot tbe longl • , .
t.: ili.mared and n1Dety.one, lluDdred md n:lnety-two, • , , , hundred
and ninety-nine ..•
hundNd and t-wo (While :he intamever
paints to ea= W21t ot tbe longJ •
Exc:er,,t 4,2.2

The explanation
is quite elaborate.

of Lambda's behavior
We shall

use lines

in the above episode
16-18- and two other episodes
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why she said "one hundred and thirty"

to explain

as ten more than

one hundred ninety."

11

In

(16-18)

to "hundred
MABflats,

we see that

and two.

11

she counted

to two flats

pointed

two others.

Lambda went from "hundred

In another

episode

that were uncovered

These two observations

"one" when saying

not include

it

as part

hundred"

"hundred"

suggest that Lambda was not merely

hundred ninety-nine,"

but that she did

of the number-name at all.

came out as nhundred,

a century,

hundred

of generally

when learning

then her method of transcending

When she came to a

Lambda bad no digit-name
have been

dropping

to sequence
centuries

would likely

have become

of whether she said a digit-name

ii."l Excerpt

4.2.14).

ninety

+

"hundred

thirty"

11

"one hundred and
"one hundred

hundred and two," and being in the context

ing longs and sequencing

by ten,

and twenty

+

hundred

of both cotU1t-

made the association

Then she answered the question

"hundred"

(shown later

i3 twenty

thought

aboV'e

to saying

So in (5 ..7), where Lambda said

as ten mor-e than 190, she perhaps

twenty.

prior

two tens

thirty"

pre-

beyond "one hundred, "

regardless

Lambda knew that

I.f

the digit-name

to the point where we see the inconsistencies

Finally,

two

11

hundred and two.''

+

routinized

or not.

as she

she had already counted

Hence, what would conventionally

Lambda had had a histor,J
ceding

after

11

point where she had to transcend
to increment.

where Lambda was counting

and three , hundred and four"

"hundred

suppresaing

and ninety-nine"

"two +

of ten more, thinking

and thirty"

to match the grammar the interviewer

--saying

11
~

hundred and

had been using.
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On the only three

occasions

sequence by ten either
to the twenties,

from a digit

she instead

she had not constructed
requires

routines,

sequenced by one.

fall

This suggests

case productions

page 60}.

functionally

related

back on sequencing

that

this

that

It does suggest,

in that whenever she couldn't

could at least

to

name to the teens or the teens

the special

(see Figure 3.6,

that she had at least

where Lambda had the opportunity

however,

the two sequencing

sequence by ten, Lambda
by

one.

Lambda's relationship

between sequencing by ten and by one will be addressed

again under

"Concept of ten."
Til.e following

Lambda's ~eliance

episode suggests

on sequencing

by one when sequencing by ten.
1

!:

Start

2
J

t.:

N:La•tJ'-••v.n, t16bt7'--...n ...
s•vaity-saven
••
, s1xty-s1V111J
• • • suty-snen
. . . si.Xty-seven • • . tb:i.rty-Hvm-rortr-

at n:in•tY-a•Yllll aad cOUDt-back by tans.

4

sln'*l-tittr-ae'NIQ,

5

se'ftft

tcrty-.sann

• , • tw•11ty-aeV1r.1 •..

. . . tbirty-aenn

.. . . t.hirty-

elevan, and taat•s all.

:.:XC11rp~4.2.J

Two aspects

of Lambda's behavior are significant.

appeared to be checking for a reciprocal

relationship

next-back

and next-forr11ard number-names.

next-back

from "seventy-seven"

because

"seventy-seven

sequencing forward
is that otherwise
unexplainable.

the fact

between the

is,

"sixty ..seven" is

from "sixty-seven"

The reason f'or postulating
that she caught her error

when
this

that she was explicitly

backward by one to generate
saying "twenty-seven

••.

relying

and that's

all"

her

an sequencing

her backWard sequence by ten.
eleven,

"check"

(3-4) would be

Second, the way in which Lambda terminated

sequence (5) suggests

she

when sequencing backward by ten

is next-forAard

by ten.

·That

First,

By

Lambda may· have
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been saying "there's

nothing backWard from one to make a. ten-word

out of," where "eleven" was her ten-word for "one."
It might seem that Lambda's routines
least

close to being operational,

rocal

relationship

criterion
1965).

since she had constructed

between next-back

used by Piaget

for sequencing were at

to assess

and next-forward--a
concrete

However, since the relationship

classical

operationality

(Piaget,

she used was, in effect,

between terms of the sequence "ten, nine,
little

a recip-

. .'

•

one" this

says

about how Lambda had ?"elated number-names in general.

can get a better

idea of the relationships

looking at episodes

We

she had established

by

from tasks in which she was asked to seriate

numerals.
'nle following
routines

suggest

that Lambda's

number-names had yet to

among themselves.

The first

shows Lambda's lack of transitivity,

(Excerpt 4.2.5)
bility

related

episodes

and sequencing

for constructing

be operationally
4.2.4)

two seriation

(Excerpt

while the second

shows that she did not have operational

bet""'een ordering
Carda:
1 I:
2 I.:
3 I:
4 I.:

5 I:
6

J.:

1

a
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

I:
t.:

I:
!.:

I:
t.:

reversi-

forward and backward.
8

12

13

17

19 21

31

102

(shuttled)

Here are some moN cards.
Can you put these in order?
(Places card8 one at a t1me onto the ::able.I
(13)
Is that tJ:le sm&llat one?
(Nod5 b.. d yes.)
(13-171
(13•17-19)
say ta• numbers &loud u :rou ;,lac• them dawn.

Thirteen, sevmtNa.
ninetem.
Ob, I forgot.
112•131,

( 13.17-19-21)

Twenty-one.

Wbat'1 :tie n111:11ber
:rouJuat put down?

Twelve. (l"ause.l
Wbat' s tJ:1:1.a
nlllllber Cpoints to "13" I?
TIie , •• tl1irteen.
{ 12-13.171
Seventeen.
( 12-13.17.191
Nineteen.
( 12-13-17-19-21 I TIAlaty-ona. CRemoftl aU carda.)
18).
What's that card?
!i!lllt,
(8-12)
Twelve. (8-12-13)
Thir"t11911,(8-12•13•17•19)
N111et•a.
(8•12-13-17-19-21
l Twenty..cne.
Excerpt 4.2.4
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In lines

(6-7) and (12-13) we see that when Lambda found a

numeral that she should have placed earlier
accomm::>datedby removing~

the cards placed so far,

new card, and then reconstructing
seriated

operationally
transitivity

it was necessary

the sequence anew.

the numerals,

of "after"

in the sequence she
placing

the

Had she

she would have known, by

within her number-name sequence,

only to move each card one position

that

to the

right.
Carda:

30

49

52

61

67

76

(3bUt'tl.edl

'Z.7 L:
~

I:

Why did

29

I.:

!aa't

3
4

r.:

5
6 I:
7 r.:
a I:
9 r.:
10

I:

11 L:
12
13 I:
14 t.:

is

16
l7
18
19
20
21
22

I:

L:
I:
L:
I:

r.:

2J

24
25

I:
L:

i36 I:

~°"

701.I cilanp tl:l.ose ill'OUDCI?
tll1s one bigpr
(boldiog up "75" card)?

Lambda initially

only locally

the sequence "49-48-47,"

seriated

and then placing

backward,

"61. ''

the placement of "61," she destroyed

order to re-place

is dirficult

48

lbU t1m I want you to ?l&c:e tlleae caraa OR ttie l:ioard
5tartiag 1111:11:he biggat
mmo111•in tb.e t'irst pla.ce Ci:ldicateal
md t.111sallat
nU111D•r
ill t.be laat ?la«:a ( ia.llieatd I ,
(Sprud• ::ards QD t:be tai,J.e. ) (43 J FortJ ... igbt i.s Ula
largut number •••
no. (49)
Fol'ty-nine i.s th1 largat
nWlllel'?
(49-4S)
(49-'+S-47l (49...48-47--61 l
Say th1 ntllllllerS a.s you put t.hem down.
Forty-ni:11, !'orty ... igilt, t'orty-severi., sixty-one,
Ia sixty-one smaller than forty-seven?
(61l C61-49l (61-49-481
(61...:.9-4S-47l
(61...:.9-.4a-47.52)
Fifty-two,
~ fitty-two
5maller ttlau Cor,:Y-Nven?
!61-49-48-52-47;
:switcbed "47" aad "S2"l.
Is f!tty-two
smiler
ttlau f:)rty-eietlt?
Yun. (61...:.9-4a.52...:.7-67l And .sixl:y-aevea.
!a S:l.xtY•Hftft
slllllller tbaa t'orty-deven?
(61-49-48-52-67-47;
:n,itcbed "57" alJl1 "47"1 (67--49-4852--61-'+7); ,vitcbect "57" and "61"),
Wbat nav.11• got?
Sixty-affl!.,
t'orty-njne, t'orty-eigbt ...
11&it (67-48-"952-61-471. FU'ty, sixty-one,
t'orey-aewn (wnile tl2e
intervia'ller
points to •chi.
!a su:ty-cae -.Uer
than t'!ttY•tWO?
No, (67-48-t9-6l-52-47;
switc::lled "61" and "52"),
~ sixty-one
aallel'
than fortY-nine?
Yub,
(67-48-49-61•52...:.7-76)
(67-'+S...:.9--61-52-76-471,

1 I:
2

reconsider

47

"61" (again,

to tell

constructing

When asked to
the sequence in

showing lack of transitivity).

What Lambdamight have placed after

(7) had the interviewer

not interrupted,

It
6111 in

11

but in (27) we see that
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she was still

aware of the aim to put the cards in backward order,

and that she did so only in subsequences.
that Lambda failed

to fully

coordinate

Also, in (21) it seems

sequencing backWard with

sequencing forward, as she switched "48" and "49" so that she had
a forward subsequence of "48-49-52" implanted within the larger
(backward) sequence.
Numerical operations.
Lambda was at least

together

suggest

a counter with motoric unit items.

two are only indicative
suggestive

Three episodes

of this,

that

The first

while the la.st is strongly

of it.
1
2
J

I:
t.:

(~laces card with n10. 7 = "onto tbe table.l
Teo PlLISaev-,.
(I'lacas bothhan~
flat on the table; :zves
tbe S fi.Dpn
ct Iler rigbt !land on• at a t:ia,
tn• 2 of h.er
left:. i Sixteci.

I:
t.:
t:
t.:

l!ov d1l1 'JQll pi: tlla t?
Countad oa rq t'iDpr=i.

4

5
6

7

a
9

\0
T1

Sllow im.
Ten. E:levea, tvelve, . . . , !'1tteen (While taPP1n3 uch t'iD!Br
of her rigtlt hand on tll.e cablAl.
S1xtNa, aventaeu (llhUe
tapping 2 t'ingars of her l.et't hand on the table I.
Oo?l
Seveiiteea.
E:r:c:erpt4.2.6

This episode in i tsel.f could not be taken. in support of a
claim for Lambda having been a counter with motoric unit items.
The fact that she placed both hands open on the table

could be

taken as suggestive

that she requ~red a perceptual

prior to counting.

However, since she did not form a "seven"

pattern,
the

and since she moved her fingers

question

positive

remains open.

collection

singly as she counted,

The next episode gives more

support.
1

2
3
4
5

6

I:
t.:
I:
t.:

(Place, eard 111th ~10 •
"' 1J" onto the ~aDla.J
Tm plua blame equals tl1Ir'teen.
(Maves 3 t'inprs of l'ler left
hand. l Tbrff a:cre ~.s
tbirteen.
tfOII aid you pt three1
SJ.even, ~•lve,
t:ii:'tMn
(wile tappi:lg eac:11or J ringers of
Iler l"igilt hand against: tbe table l •

c:xcerpt 4 .2 .1
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= 13" suggests two

The manner in which Lambda solved n10 + _
things:

first,

that she conceived of "ten" and "thirteen"

as being connected within a counting sequence,
could anticipate

a count without

specified

We see this

size.
1

I:

2

t.:

J

4

s

at least

and second,

having a perceptual

that she

collection.

again in the following

of a

episode.

! Places care with "40 •
s 46" onto the tabl.e. l
Forty j)lus blanlc equau ?o'rty-«i.x.
(Holds out. her l':ight
nand tiel.d ill a tut;
lett tiand to incU.viduallr put up
each tingez- ot tier- J.ert hand; !Nb up 1 f'inger- or herleft hand.) Six mare equals f'orty-six.

u.s••

Excerpt 4.2.8

In this episode it is clear
perceptual

collection

connecting

"forty"

was at least

that Lambda did not r-equire a

to counting,

prior

with "forty-six"

and that she had anticipated

through counting.

a counter with motoric unit items, and possibly

counter with abstract

unit

items.

These episodes

scheme for counting

in nature

(as opposed to_ indices

as symbols for counting

The possibility

sequencing

for sequencing--cf.

( being conventionally

Delta),

arbitrary
any other

of her number-names being symbolic of Lambda's

were still

when. we recall

preoperational.

that her

Operationality

of

sequencing would seem to be necessa.["1/ if her number-names existed
symbols, for the arbitrariness
comes from the realization
structure

1

collection).

scheme is made implausible
routines

that

signs of a

in that she could have used, with the same logic,

memorized, linearly-ordered

counting

a

also suggest

for Lambda, number-names {less than 100) were at least

and possibly

Thus Lambda

of the system of base-ten
that any linguistic

could be used in its

place.

as

number-names

system with the same

Since Lambda did not have a
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base-ten

structure

ma.de this

for her system of number-names, she ~ould ngt have

realization.

We have yet to see any cowiter-evidence
Lambda's having been a counter

to the possibility

with abstract

unit

that she counted-on in each of Excerpts 4.2.6-8

that Lambda constructed

bility

first

addend.

on was either
of instruction

curtailment

(as was Delta's
in the subsequent

investigated

1

I:

(Placa

I:

strategy).

card with "70 •

92" onto ths tabls.

6

I:

1

I.:

~9fttlty,

J
4

5

a

I.:

9

I:

10

!.:

lot as the

or a result

This will be

episodes.

:'!"Om ssventy up t.i ninety-two?
( !'ic:la 1.1;,sc1C1t
~ oloc!a. l
Can you do it without ua:i:lg the woad?
( Begins c:~ting
on ~1u•tinpr.s.)
say out. loud what you'l'9 i:loi.ng, Start

2

the possi-

however, that counting-

of counting ...all

counting-on

The fact

suggests

a number or arithmetical

There i3 also the possibility,
a functional

i terns.

of

sennty..,xie,

tll'o (1:1..:1.t.U.ng
her lett
Howmany is tllat?
ThrN • • . :::ire ••

,aventy-two,

..

l

How ,any i., it

again.

, , ninety-one,

ainety-

twld on tier l'igbt witti Mell utterance).

Eiccerpt 4,2,9

Lambda's behavior

in

a counter with motoric unit
ing

seventy

11

functional

11

(7-8) suggests
items,

with "ninety-two"

prerequisite

However, the fact

for she could anticipate

through counting,

that she did not quantify

an extension

finger

her counting suggests

unit items, and could

patterns--cf.

This appears to have been her intention
up fingers

and the only

only when she could construct

record of her counts (e.g.,

put ting

connect-

for her counting was motoric activity.

that she was not a counter with abstract
quantify

again that she was at least

a subitizable

Excerpts 4.2.7 and 8).

when she initially

began

( 5) •
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Additional

support for the inference

counter with motoric unit
involving
established

integrating,

that Lambda was at most a

items comes from an inspection

of episodes

and the r-elationship

separating,

she had

between the two.
1 I:

How aMch b.&"9 Ne 50t here Cpl.ac:a112 loars

2

otito tbe taolel?
Tim tBDII and ..

3

t.:

4

5
6 I:
7
8

9 !.!
10

and 4 1.m:l.t cubu

, twecty.
Twcty-one, twenty-two, twnty.
tllr9e, twnty-four
(a:, the int•rv1plac:u 4 unit cubes
aa:t to the 2 lonp I •
(Advaac.s SCzoetm IIIO that aJJ. bl.oclca are ea~;
plac•
MU long adjacent to ,c:r.en. I How imny little
blocks are
tbel'9 ll. toQllthal' llOlf?
(writes "34nl.
in itll plac:e-"37. "l

ntil'ty-tour

Ooopa.

(El"Ua

n4n and lll'ites

n7n

16

( Ad'J'IDCN :SCl"Mft .,o that all blQClal ~ covered; plac111 2 MAS
lonp. J Haw many naw?
(Pause; ~ Vitro,' .softly. l ni:1.r:7.,.effft •
. 1:lUrty •• ,
sllftD •
• forty •
. f'ifty.
:':I.tty (writes "SO"l.
Are you sw-e acv? How may d1d ..,. !lave !!are? lbirty- .. ven?
And half many dJ.d ..,. put (1own?

17 I.:
18 I:

Twenty.
Thirtr-aevm

19 L:

It':i twenty,
It's all that's undel' 11en.
you !lappy !:Mt it's f1£ty?

11

I:

12
13

r.:

14

15 I:

20 I:
21
22

[,;

23 I:
24

and t".Mnty?

F:trty,
( AdVlllC:18:ICZ'Nft so that
long and 1 uri1t cube,)

Thirty..,even

uJ. bloclca

a.ni

and tn14 many.
eoV91'9ii: placea

AN
l

25 L: S:l.xty-c:ine !writ.ea "61 ").
26 I:
27
28

<AdvanCN IIC1"11111
.so thll t all oloclcs are coveNd; i:ilace.s
2 llDit c:ubes and 2 lonp.)
Wl'ite down llCIIImany Uttle
blocks
I l'lllv• ILi.toptber
now.

29 t.:

Seventr-two.

30
31

CAdvanca :Sc:?'ND so tllac a.ll. bloclc:a are C0\19r'9d.
)
!:ow :uny
bloclal ban I got wider here altogether
now?
Sevmcy-two.
lir.i.te tllat :!.n tl:le little
box CI011( po:l.nt.s to !lox :1t tl:l.11
or t..mbda•s paper l •
{Wl'ita "72" in the box. l
!'m l)ing to take out some pieces of wood. I 11ant you to
tell. 11111hov maoy IN left at°tal' .:: taJice out tlleae piaca11 ot
lo!Ood {relllOVH 2 lonp),
T?lat 1 5 twenty.
Haw may•s left?

::::

J2 [,;

33 I:
J4

35 L:

J6 I:
37

JB

39 [.:
40

I:

41

!.:

42 I:
43

(L.:ing :,awie.)

What did

r.: I don't

11e

:itart

oft

11it11?

know.
Exc:1rpt 4.2.10

It is possible
task,

units,

that,

at each stage

Lambda had integrated

in the development of the

the collections

of blocks as abstract

and that the number-names she constructed

(ignoring,

for the moment, the incorrectness

Lambda's behavior

numbers •

in (26-43)

suggest.s that

Even though she said,

ret'erred

to numbers

of the constructions}.
she did not construct

and reiterated,

that there were 72
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blocks underneath

when. it came to removing blocks

the cover (29-35),

from beneath the cover Lambda did not know where to start~instead
naming only the amount r-emoved. Th.at is,

as additional

Lambda had constructed

in mind only as an input condition

sequence.

counting

The en tire

the number-names that

blocks were placed were kept
for con.tinuing

episode was

~

coun.ting sequence

for Lambda, with long pauses as the interviewer

She did not construct

anticipated

ceptualization

placed more blocks.

numbers from the successive

Another episode suggests
integrating

her forward

additions

of clocks.

that Lambda could not conceive of

counting actions,

and hence that her con-

of missing addend problems (Excerpts 4.2.7 and 8)

was one of connecting
ing a aubitizable
1
2

of her collection

record

of counts.

(1'011:lng a

I:

u m.iasi.llg. I • • • twmty. Kaw lllON ttum • • • lloV more . . .
tugner .. , ':o pt to two lluadred?
lfoW :ma:, ;nore do I need to a-t to two llundzoed? Ob, tbat'11 a

5

problam ra?' tM iatem..,.r-t'irst

part

6

t.:

iiow.d you let 111e t.tl:illk about
And ao gue1111:1Dg.You cm iae tee bloca.

7

I:

Okay, I'll

9
9
10
13

da rour que,t1on.

make two huz:11:lred? OkaJ,

!.;

I:
t.:

I:

14

15 L:
16 I:
17 I.:
18
19 I:
20 1..:

''11at was it?

w•w got

or cii&l.ogue

::.bat Car allbile?

!Jard quutillrl.

11

12

while construct-

t.:

3

4

number-names through counting

aov:111J1Y
nore

tQ

twenty,

Right.
I'll llhoW you hew I'd da it.
Tlrim.ty.
Thirty, t'orty, •••
,
.seventy [ placing 5 long:s on t:he table) • Am I ri&llt so tar?

!Cind ot,
Eigl1ty, aiDety • • • ninety • • • nine~y.
What COIIIUriext after
Could you tl.elp il!II?
nin,~y?
Na (giggles) •
Ninety . , • tlundNd and OCI?
NoI !f:1nety. Ninety-one, ninety-ewe,
. • , ninet.y-nw
( stoQ.s;
looks at 1nterv1ewer 111th a smile I.
Nille,:Y-nme . • . atlhn . • • a hu.ndred.
Noo»OI

Two llundrl"d!
::XC:erpt 4 ,2. 11

Though the entire
provides

episode is interesting

about Lambda's conception

for the current

investigation

of interviewing,

it

its significance

Lies in the ~1ues it gives to

the problems she could construct,.

to pose her question,

for the insights

In {1-2),

where Lambda is trying

we see that she had trouble

expressing
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idea of quantifying
Also, her phrase

". • . to

Lambda wa., in fact
200--counting;

an extension

.E!

of 20--that

to two hundred"

to the interviewer

her rejoinder

the goal that Lambda conceived

Lambda could not construct

"twenty"

the itinerary.

a number referred

and the relationship

1
2

I:

4
5

g

I:

L:
I:

L:

10

11
12

13
14

15
16 I:
17 C.:
18
19 I:
20
21

C.:

22 I:
23
24

a counting

she had constructed
i5 particularly

sequence.

for Lambda,

between separating
illustrative

from

and

is given below.

(Places card w1tb "10 - 31 •

" onto tb• table. I
-, Lays bot.D aanda an ~ tatil•
llll" 1':1npi-s. l
U :,au want, you cm ua• 30M of tnue ( pOinta to ooxof MAB
black:l..-wn:l.c:11 uao ll&d :som :x,p111cl.e 11t1c:leaill itl.
( Phl:"9 7 pOpsicl.e sticJm on tlle taale one at a ti.ma, l 2lgtl.t,
111D•, een Cwb1le pladng
tbne mN pops1cle st1cJcll l.
Tell m llbat YoU 1 MI doing.
ci,w:itillg to srNnty.
!:Leven, tvelve, , •• , weaty-t'ouz, (wllile
pladng
IIKll'lt sticlca OGto tlle table).
Wa1t a :inute,
I !'.ave
an eu1er 'lfaT, (PlAcn all 3tic:Jea back intc tlle box. l f-,,
twenty, tbirt'Y', •••
, sinwnty (while pl.a.cittg 7 lonp onto th•
tabla!.
One, two, • • • , tll:li'tNn
(wb1le ;:,l.acjng 13 unit ::ubea
onto th• table),
Here's tll:1,Z'teen. I !:all;eaway tb;t.s (banding
th• U1Ut cubu to tile in'te!""1181ferl and I !lave saven mr•.
Kov teU iae, what i:lid yc,u i:lo?
Seven , , . srninty take Away thirtun
equals sewn because . •
(writes "1" on the card).
rou naw snilaty t:ieN (poillti:lg to tbe 7 lcmgs I , • .
l And I toolc a111y tturteea and I oave se'lltll !IIDre
(IllterNpting.
left C•raaea "7": ·,n-:1.tes"70").
Yau llaft snmty :mre lett?
YNtl.
Ju.st a minuee aov.
What?
You started of'l' w1th HV'81lty.
Aad tb1t11:,ou took away • .
I !!av• sevmey .llON lett,
Lilca th1.s (Wl"ites
l'ls~ND.
"70 - 13 = 70" on her paper!.
Seveney tu• avay thirtytake away tbirty-<me.
With palm up; begim imving

7

a

to by "two hundred"

L: Sevcty

3

5

That i.s ,

the nature of separating

suggest

One that

that

at "two

What she could conceive of was extending

episodes

integrating.

from 20 to

of one number named "twenty" and another

to "two hundred"-continuing

Several

that

(20) suggests

of was that of arriving

hundred, " as opposed to quantifying

that extended it.

( 3) suggests

about the dynamics of getting

talking

that wa.s the integration

of how many more.

is,

L:

I:
25 L:
26 !:
'Z1 C.:
28
one equals 3e'NC1ty.
29

When Lambda constructed
(9-13),

the piles

she may have been acting

for the minuend and subtrahend

out an action

schema for subtraction
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that she had constructed

make a "take-away" pile,

pile,
is

as a result

left.

action

of instruction--make

remove the take-away pile,

Even if thia is the case,

we see that separating

schema for Lambda--an empirical
to a composite which contained

refer

to a component of 70.
integrating

related

collections

That is,

Lambda related

13; nthirteen"

did not refer

Integrating

produced larger

produced smaller collections,

is the opposite of down. If she had operationally

related

then 70 would have been conserved because of the necessity

4.2.9)

suggests

but
as up
the two,
inherent

structure.

episode (a continuation

A final.

was an

"Seventy" did not

the two only in the sense of opposites--just

in an operational

count what

Lambda had at most only functionally

and separating.

while separating

routine.

a "source"

of the one given in Excerpt

that Lambda had also functionally

related

extenoing

and declending.
1 I: So now ;aany 1a it t'rom saventy to ninety-two?
2 !..; Three. Caus• I bad ttlree hopa.
J I:
I 1!11 gioing to tell you. Froom.sewney to :w:i•t1-ewo, it's
4
twmty-tlfa.
Watcb. S.V81lty to eigtity u ten. Ten to eiaQtY,
5
Anotbet" ten to !Ull•ty.

t.:
7 I:
8 t.:
9 I:
6

Rigat.
Tllo

::.ms
•

Right.
And to rt:1.!1ety-tvo • • ,

10 L;
11 I:

Rigpt.

12

Tltmty-ewo.

13 t.:
14 I;
15

(No re~e.l
lf'lac:es card with "92 • 70" anto the taDl•.l
rrom nicety-two down to seventy?

•••

u w•tr-one,

n1naey-two.

So !:hat's

two tens

and tvo,

Okay?
lfov l!llny i3 it

16 L: It's still ,event}' .. , twnty-two,
17 !: How do you know that?
18 t.: Sec111.1H you go baclol'ard.s seventy ( pointing to tile card)
19
50lll9tb1ng :s•veaer-cwo...
you counted backward.s, it's
20

••

,

still

twaty-two.

Excerpt 4.2.13

In Excerpt 4.2.9 we saw that Lambda could not quantify
extension

of 70 to 92.

once the interviewer

In the above excerpt,

the

however, we see that

had told her that it was 22 and had exemplified
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the construction

of it

reconceptualize
taken place,

(3-12),

Lambda was apparently

the problem as an extension

of 22 beyond 70 having

and knew that what could be counted forward was the

same even if counted backward.
Lambda's operational
is unwarranted

reversibility

twofold.

is

The t"eason that an inference of
between extending and declending

First,

when claiming that it was still

22, only backWard, she al.ready understood

to "70

+

92," and she referred

had in mind was, essentially

92."

+

related

that

that
"92

Second, if we i.nf'erred

extending

that 22 wa.s the answer

to the card when saying "you go

backward . " So it is quite possible

"70

aod declending

+

the "backward" that Lambda
70" is backward f'rom

that Lambdahad operationally

on the basis of this one episode,

then we would have to explain why she didn't
bility

able to

in any other

situation

show operational

Where she had an opportunity

reversi-

to do so.

Concept of ten .. So far we have concluded that Lambda's routine
for sequencing by on~was fairly
tions between centuries,
established

that her routine

scheme for counting,

and declending

by ones to

This suggests

(but likely

relate

by one •

she had established

In Excerpt 4.2.12,
counting

for sequencing by tan was
that

no more than} signs of her

and that she was a counter with motoric unit

items who could functionally

ships that

except for transi-

between the teens from century to century,

at least

her number-names were at least

extending

well established

lines

integrating

and

separating

We have yet to examine the relation-

am:>ngthese components.
(9-13}, we see that Lambda changed from

counting by tens while making a collection

at least

and

that Lambda had established

a functional
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relationship

between counting by ten and by one.

to infer more than a ftmetional

alone it is difficult

for it could have been that the "easier
count longs instead

of sticks,

counting longs as her easier

rel.ationship,

way" Lambda spoke of was to

as opposed to count by ten instead

Another episode suggests

of one.

From that episode

that Lambda meant more than merely

way.

6

ca you ma1ca• a i,1lt with a. tiundNd in it'2
Ont, two, , . , , twenty (sUciing a un:l.t cull• W:l.tl1 Nd1 :.itttnnce;
scoopa t:bt 20 ,:ubea 1.'lto a i,iltl.
'I'Wenty--one, • , • , tllirty
(slidillg
a unit <:Ube witn eac:.l:lutttM1Dct; scoops all =ubu into
a singl• ?ilti.
'lb:!.rt7-oM, ••• , forty (sl.141:tg a unit e®t
a.longa:Wett'le pile w:1.tl!.eaca utterance;
pu.sllts all to89thtrl.
Forty-one,
rortY•twcl, ••• , sixty {d!d.il3g a unit eub• into
the pile 11:l.tb 11acll utttranceJ.

9 I:

How nmny more bloelc.s wouJ.d I need to rnalc.e a hunared nolol?

1 I:
2 t.:

J
4

5
6
1
10
11

t.:

12 I:
13
14

I.:

I:

15 I.:
16

::

17
1a

I.:

I:

19 I.:
20 I:
21
22
23
2/o

(PBUSt,)

',ie're

up to sixty

new,

You haw •••

( Inttrrup~g.
) iiow :llll:IY !DOZ'I!do ! need ~ make a ~undrlld'i
(Pauu.l
TbNe more. Sixty-sevlfflt}',
$1gbty, ninec.y.
AU r1gnt, l<HP going,

(Counts ouc. 20 mr, bloi:ka. I Sixty-one,
••• , eigcey.
W l"igbt.
!fow many l!IClre blow
111U ..,, nffd now?
One rmre. ttinety,
Oka)', iP on.
(Counts out TO block:S. J

:un,ty.

E:1gbty-1&bty-one,
• , • , ninety.
Haw :any do you tl:liD.k we need now to alee a hundred?

I.:

One.

I:

Just

t.:
I:

( Nocui head :, ... ) Ont.
OkaJ, kltp go1ng • • • n.:i.ntty.
(Count., oui: 10 olock:1,l
ll1:lecy-<iat,

25 I.:

011•

more?
ninety-two,

...

, !lundred.

of Lambda's behavior in this

episode

!xc!ll"Pt. 4 .2. l 4

Toe significance
the fact

that even though she had been counting single

interviewer

comes from

cubes, when the

asked her how many more to make one hundred {12), she

-

responded in terms of a number of tens (13).

It appears that she con-

ceived of an increment by ten as meaning extending ten times by one--a
"cycle" of ten. 2 Reflecting on Lambda's "easier way" in Excerpt
4.2.12

(9-12),

it appears that she meant that counting by ten could

2The term "cycle," as used in this context, was offered
Deborah Wolpow, a student at San Diego State University.
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be used in place of counting
result--"seventy"

by one to achieve

th&t, were it

as the name of a collection

counted by one, would result

The above discussion

the same

in a sequence ending with

allows us to make at least

"seventy."

some sense of

Lambda's remarks at the end of Excerpt 4.2.9 and the beginning
Excerpt 4.2.13,

where she said it was three from 70 to 92--because

she made "three hops."
( after

It is possible

taking place in stages--one
to "ninety,

11

from "seventy''

to "ninety-two"

to "eighty,"

and another from "ninety"

Thus, a cycle of ten appears

as

one from

to "ninety-two."

to have been a "hop" for Lambda. This

us whether Lambda thought of each cycle of ten as a

does not tell
unit,

that Lambda reconceptualized

having counted) her cctmt from ''seventy"

"eighty"

of

however.

Three "hops" is most likely

within her subitiziDg

range, so Lambda might easily

have thought of them quite literally

as hops, and not as countable

items.

with our earlier

conclusion

This inference

is

consistent

that Lambda was a counter with motoric

unit i tem.s•
Since we have concluded that Lambda was a counter with motoric
unit items,

it would be difficult

"Three more.
line

eighty,

Sixty--seventy,

13), it would be difficult

increment of ten to signify
mean this is suggested

to imagine that when she sai~
ninety

11

(Excerpt 4.2.14,

to imagine that she meant each

a number (of ones) •

by the following

episode

That she did not
(the continuation

of Excerpt 4.2.2).
1 I:
2
J
4

L:

One lllmdl"9d am two? Tllo nundNd. Okay, so taat • s bundred
and seNnty,
cundr'ld and t1atat1, tnmdNcSana~•tJ
l;,o1:leil1g
to tbe 17th, 18th, and 19tb long,; ;,oi:'lu to 20th lona} • • •
Two tnmdr9d.
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5 I:

15 I:

Good.
Okay, l:lgv any tea.I &N tl:lere ill two !ulndred, Lallmda?
Do 1ou kngv that ldthout countil:3 tJlese t..u?
TNo lumdrecl.
There's !:wo l1m1dred little
tiny bloi:Jcs. HOii mm:r tena would
t.bere be?
Two bU:dNd,
I.at's ,:cunt t.ham. Count bav 111111y
ten2.
lber.•s on. (11l1diag
ist lcng to bia r1gb.tl,
Two, l:t!Ne, , , ., twmty CsU!Ung NCb. ot tba ~g
long:,
to i.r i.ttJ.
Holl many tem?

16 L:

T\lenty.

17 I:

l'wenty t4na?
!m-b!IIIIII cns 1•

6

7 L:
8 I:
9
10 L:

11
12

I:

13 L:
14

1a L:

19 I:
20
21 L:
22

U I pgt t.:1111many -.
down (paces
4 lonp on tile table),
bo1' 1lllll1Yten5 w1ll there be ncv, utogetheE'?
(Pawiu; slid•,
one at a time, each lCl'l!3 over to the pile
of' 20 lonp.)
Sixty!
Excerpt 4,2.15

It appears that Lambda's answer "sixty"
counting:

"twenty--thirty

( another long),

sixty

{one long), forty

(last

long}."

that each was a unit of units.

to extending

beyond 20, she conceptualized

she produced an implicit

incrementing

the

and then took each long as an
each incre-

In the end,

of a cycle of ten.

It appears,

counted by one (11-14),

counting by ten it was her linguistic

the
while

action of

by ten.

Though Lambda had the basic conceptualizations
to give at least

figural

meaning to questions

necessat"J

such as "how many

tens in • • • " (e.g. , cycles ·of ten) , she apparently
constructed

then

"twenty" as referring

aspect of each count was her motoric action,

when explicitly

fifty

Thus, when she came

counting sequence to "sixty."

that when Lambda explicitly

significant

the case,

( index) for sequencing by ten-where

ment by ten had the significance

then,

is

she did so without

significance

to the end of a counting sequence,

(another long),

If this

when Lambda counted the longs as units,

input condition

(21-22) came from

the linguistic

productions

necessary

had not

to readily
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answer them (as had Delta> but without meaning).
in

~~e

This can be seen

episodes.

following
1 I:

liov any t~

2
J

Forcy,
cm you. tell

L:

are tller:,i in r.llirt..a?

me hgw maay tens t:illN
\ihat did YOU jUat tell ma?

I:

4

ue

ill ttiirtec?

(E'auae. l

5 L.: Ten.
6

t : How llllllf?

7
8
9

L: Forty!
I:~.
!.: It ia rigf:lt.
I:
How many tens are t.beN :I.a .su,:y-seven?
L: Fifty , •• titty.
I: How do you know tnat?
L.: Caw1e it's mor. tban sil:ty-aev111.
I:
How many tans are t.bere ill s~ty-Hvwn?
L: Eigbtaen.
I:
How :".Ul1'? E1gtlte«i or eight7?

10
11

12
lJ
14

15
16
17
18

[.;
I:

Eigbty.
Are you sure naw? Why do you uy
hc:IWH
:Lt ia that,

19 [.;

that?

Excerpt 4.Z.16

Whatever Lambda's method of arriving
it certainly

at her answer in ( 1-7) ,

was not by way of conceptualizing

number of tens.
and thought

·Possibly,

Lambda assimilated

to form the next ten-word.

her answers in (10-19) is not apparent
The final

1

4
5

thirteen"

to conceptually

a

as "thirty"

11

Her method of arriving

at

at all.

episode examined in this section

Lambda's inability
2
J

13 as containing

coordinate

suggests

once again

ten and one as units.

/Pl.ac:•• ~ile ct sticks en table; cowrs pile wit.b llis !umd.)
!.et's il:agine tnat tnia pile nu seffllty-two stic:ka io it.
!.:
(Writea "702" on a piec• ct paper.)
.
I: · It' you took &ll tile tena out ot .teftftty-two,
llalf an, stic:la
I:

IICUld be lett?

6 L.: Non•. (Sile waata to count the :sticlcs, but the iatel"Vinar
1
111.ll not let Iler.)
None.
Excerpt 4 • .2. 11

It seems that Lambda equated
out all

the tens,

interpretation,

''tens"

with "sticks"--if'

then there would be no sticks.

This is a weak

however, since she may have understood

as "If you took out all

the sticks,

then how many sticks

left'?"

would stil.l

suggest

Of course,

this

you take

the question

would be

that even if she was able
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to understand

the question as intended by the interviewer,

conceptualizations

were not strong

process automatic.

enough to make the assimilation

Since the interviewer

failed

which of the two interpretations

we cannot tell

Concept of one ht.llldred.
had considerable

to probe her answer,
is more viable.

Throughout the interviews,

Lambda

with any task involving hundred.

difficulty

pointed out earlier,

her

transitions

were almost always problematic

across centuries

As

while sequencing

for Lambda, as was sequencing

by hundred.
1 I:
2 !.:
3 I:
4 !.:
5 !:

Start
Th1:'tY

at thirty
and ceullt•<llt by n~.
1 fO:'ty I fi.fty
1 !11Xt'7 , •
,

( Intarruptiag.

l

Counting

by tumCINd.s--not

~.

, . • ( pau.se) •
me giw you the nn:t

Th1rty

Let
one. Thirty,
on• b.undred and tbirty
• . • , oue
6 L: One bun<lr'ed and forty, ane !Jundred and t'itty,
hundred and ninety • • • one hundred and
1
8 I:
'lbat'U do.
Sxcari,t

Soard:

100

10

10

100

4 ,2. 18

10

10

10

100

100

1 I:
2 !.:
3
4 I;
5 !.:

What's this (pointing to 1st natl?
A !limdred ( pa1Dt1ng to the flat l , a nundNd and ten ( po:i.nt:1.ng
to long), a hund:'ad and twenty (po1nt1ttg eo lo11gl •••
What d1d we !lllY tbi.s one wu (point1.D.3 to nat)?

6 !:

and ten (L.am:ida joins in), a nWJdrect
md twmty
to eacll. of' f'irst J pieces on tile board;
:>Oint:s to f'l.at).
Arid a llundl"l!d. 1110re••
, tw0 nundred and
twenty.
( Po1nu to nn:t long; ;,auaes. l
Two bundred and ten •••
two !tundNd and tnnty
•• , two
hundred.
.
Do you lcnO'lfWl1at a nundrad mDre than tvo huadl'9d tlli:'ty
i.1?

1

a
9
10

t.:

11
12

I:

1J

t.:

14

A 11wictred and tvanty

A lnmdnid,

HUh-cll (no; pauses),

(u

•.•

I don't

In the first

lcnow.

a hundred
(pointing

HuadMd .md tan.a, huad?'ed and t'our
~ i,acn of' the lut
2 nats) ,

c:ie :!.nterv111werpoints

~cerpt

assimilated

4,2, 19

of the above excerpts

we see that Lambda

the task to sequencing by ten~possibly

choosing it

over sequencing by one because the increment was closer
"hundred."
sequence,

•

Had the interviewer

exemplified

Lambda might have abstracted

to

another term in the

a pattern.
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The second excerpt

suggests

ability

to structure

earlier

under "Sequencing") •

a basic difficulty

number-names involving

!:!£. routine

by hundred

Lambda did have some aspects
She knew that

she suppressed

C13-14) .

"a hundred" and that

was a number-name that could be given. intensive
in part,

by the

"twenty"

of a concept of one hundred.

an MABf'lat was called

is sug~sted,

of

"hundred and two" so as to fit

"two hundred" into

for sequencing

''hundred" (addressed

It seems that in her analysis

the number-name "two hundred and twenty,"

and transformed

in Lambda's

"hundred"

meaning.

The latter

episode below (the continuation

of

Excerpt 4 •2 • 14) •
Olcay. r.,t•, !:lave a look at them. One tuv:drc little
bloclal.
Ju.st Ulce that (1"9&cl:lM ror an MAB natl.
Do you ~ tl:at's
a bimm-.d Uttl.e blocks ~N
(po1AU to
tbl :lat)?
It 1.a. a.causetr I do it (wtlil1 placing tn1 unit c:1.1t1u Ql1
top ot t.tle tlatl,
it will bl Ulce tnat.
Well, .l.t vould 1::11
like tbat (3Wff111ng t.be cubu ott the tlat).

1 !:
2
3

1..

I:

4

5 t.:
6
7

~cerpt

The inference
is viable,

strated
intensive

that Lambda gave intensive

but somewhat weak.

in other

4.2.20

contexts

It is viable

since

meaning to number-names, ( b) she had just

that"--that

is,

"1!.I

do it

The inference

counted the 1oo

•.•

it would be

she knew that there would be a figural

pondence between 100 counted blocks and a flat

literally

(a) Lambda demon-

that she was capable of attributing

unit cubes, and (c) because she said
like

meaning to "one hundred"

called

corres-

"one hundred."

is weak because Lambda could have meant that

a flat

composed of unit cubes, and that since both the flat

the perceptual
semantically

collection
equivalent.

of cubes were named "hundred,"
Unfortunately,

is

and

they were

there are no other episodes
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that help us to choose between the two interpretations,
those taken as suggesting

except for

that Lambda could attribute

intensive

meaning to number-names.
episode examined in this section

The final

had not constructed
1 I:
2
3 L.:
4 I:

a relationship

shows that

Lambda

between ten and one hwidred.

an !WI flat on t.be table; tlcl.ds up m MABlong. I
ot tbue , • •
(Interruptillg,
l Ten.
!'es , , • a.re there :ll:I tiiat piece ot IIOOd? (Pau.su, l How 1111.11y
PiltCM this big? Hov IIIIZlY tens?
Tm, twmty, .•• , !li!let:y, one llundred and
6 L.: (Piclc.s ~P n&t,I
7
two, one hundred and thNe I poinc:ing to un:l.ta ill.one an edge
a
or t:1• tl&t-m.sc:aunta? l •
It we could cut this (tl.atl up into
9 I: One llunCU'ed and three.
10
piltees this bif (un:.t.t cube), how many little
tiny ;u.ecu
(PlacH

Holl may

s

IIOU.ld lfe get?

11

12
13
14

L.:

Tan, eleven,

ot
I:

15 L.:

••.

the flat).

You l:li1t1Jctt:at

, iunet:Nn (pointing
~:ineteen,
taere \IQUJ.d be ninetem

to eacl1 unit almig an &etga
ot thue

little

f!P'IS?

'!aall • • • yeah.

Excerpt 4 .2.21

First,

it should be pointed out that Lambda was ver/ familiar

with Dienes' base-ten
(literally)

and that she knew that a flat

composed of longs.

Lambda's intention
a column of the flat
tens.

blocks,

Given th.is,

Lambda apparently

Concept of olace value.
place value beyond her figural

meaning.

were preoperational,

she took

units of ten.

did not conceive of one hundred

being composed of uni ts of ten,

given intensive

1

was to count tens , her

meaning was to count in sequences of ten-not

as a cycle of ones--and

(6-8)

a long) as an impetus to sequence by

That is , when Lambda's intention

Nevertheless,

it appears that when

was to co1.mt longs in the flat
(i.e.,

was

let alone a number of uni ts of ten •.

Lambda did not have a concept of

relationship

between ten and one--ten

one hundred as a number-name that could be
Her linguistic

systems for sequencing

and she was unable to coordinate

them beyond
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situations
by

in which she called

upon her meaning for an increment

ten.
Lambda's inability

inability

to coordinate

sequencing systems,

to sequence by hundred, and her limited

relationships

among one, ten, and one hundred caused her to experience
culties

in shifting

from one concept to another,

Board:
1
2
J
4

!:

11
12
13
14

L.;

L.:

( Uncowr:s long. 1
l!'awiu;
poi.n~ 1:0 ead1 un:1.t ,:ube of '=he long.J •••
sevmteen,
a:i.glltlt«l, a.1:leteen, twenty, CVClty-one, tweaty-tw.
(Uncovers !'lat.I
how many altogather?
(i:'ause.)
Oh.ah,
that':,
a ])ig t'ellaal
( !'auHs; plaeu tumcl on top ot the t'la.t. l One hundred
( places hand on top of t.be 2 unit .:ubes l and two.
(uncovers 2 wiit o:ubes.l lt"'P go1ng.
Hundred and tbn!•, tiuaclred and t'wr <c,ointuig to Mch newly
uncoverecl unit. cube).
!Uncovel'S long.)
( l'oi.nta to eacll wlit cube in tbe. long.)
Hundr-ed l:lfeaty-t'our,
(Uncovers nae. l

~°"

I:
I.;

I;

17 L.:
19

100

Ten.
(Uneonr:s a unit cubes. l
Eleven, twelv..

I:

9
10

1B

a

L.:

I:

15

100

! want you to eoune t.bese pieces ot wood a.s I show them.
( IJDC:OVIIMIlong, }

6
7

16

,o

diffi-

as shown below.

I:

5 L:

s

10 2

her

I:
I..:

(!.aoJcs around.)

:':!Ity,

Exc11r,,t 4 • a .22

If we suppose that

of counting

longs

Lambda had to change from an anticipation

( and sequencing by ten) to counting unit

( and sequencing by one), then we may infer
to her routine

changing~

Lambda had difficulty

coordinating

Of course,

it is possible

constructed

the special

By choosing

with the single

(3-8).

That is,

arose from not having

for sequencing by ten from

Even if' she did not have it,

Lambda's

that this was not the cause of her

to start

with the flat

with the unit cubes, Lambda was apparently

staying

by ten

her concepts of ten and one.

case production

in (11-12) suggests

difficulty.

that she had difficulty

that her difficulty

"twelve" to "twenty-two."
behavior

for sequencing

cub·es

cubes after

and then extending

showing a preference

having had conceptualized
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( intensively)

"hundred" as a collection

of ones.

and ( 16-17), when she counted the single
apparently

Thus, in ( 7-8)

cubes in the long, Lambda

did so because of not being able to coordinate

her

concepts of ten and one.
Comment. On a number of occasions,

were unexplainable
guessed.
is

within the constraints

It should be noted very quickly,

a theory-laden

tenn--most

by

of the framework--she
however, that "guess"

often it means that the person classi£y-

ing a response as a guess does so largely
explained

Lambda behaved in ways that

his or her theory.

because it cannot be

The cases in question

Lambda quite often involved her giving "fifty"
Excerpt 4.2.22,

line

to give in situations
no reasonable

19).

Possibl7,

regarding

as an answer (see

Lambda had a "stock" answer

for which there seemed, from her perspective,

alternative.
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Case Study 4.3:

Kappa

Kappa was a second-grader
1977 school year).

(age 7 years at the beginning of the

In November of 1977 Kappa correctly

solved

Problem 1 of Figure 4.1 (P. 105 ) , answered "fourteen"

and rreleven"

to· Problem 2 (with no apparent

solved

Problem 3.
first

His solution

form collections

process),

procedures

and correctly

to Problems 1 and

with his fingers

starting

twenty, thirty."

Kappa

When asked, he sequenced

with ten, and could not continue

"ten,

example of

were to

and then count-all.

could not sequence by ten in any form.
by one starting

3

the interviewer's

When asked to "count by tens"

a.t "two," he sequenced by two.

He did know that 12

is ten more than two, but when as1'ed for ten more again he said
"thirteen."

When gi·./'en a bundle of' ten sticks

he counted them all

to find the total.

to "Howmany tens in thirty-two?"

and four singles,

Kappa answered "a hundred"

To make 32 using bundles of ten,

Kappa put out nine bundles and counted them by five.

were given to Kappa an May 5, 12, and 17 0£ 1977.

interviews

Kappa's case study was especially
framework was stretched
inconsistencies
suggested

difficult

to its limits.

Tbe difficulty

stemmed from

For example, several

that Kappa had constructed

ten as an arithmetical

suggested

ju.st the opposite.

account for these disparities

within

two.
in

The discussion
Sequencing

11

11

The task,

the constraints

The format of Kappa's case study will

especially

to construct--the

in Kappa's behavior.

while others

previous

The final

differ

instances
unit,

then, was to
of the framework.

slightly

erom the

will at times get ahead of itself,

and "Numerical operations,"

by comparing
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and contrasting
separate

episodes

section

that normally would be discussed

headings.

In this way conflicts

about Kappa's understandings
stand

and questions

that remain unresolved

can be made to

out.

Writing numerals.
two major deficiencies:
extra

under

zeroes •

Kappa's routine
digit

for writing

reversals

and the inclusion

This can be seen in the following

1
2
J
4

5
6
1
8
9
10
11
12
13

't'h1:'t..n.
?orty...:;ne.

excerpt.

"JO"
n94n

Zigbteen.
One tnmctred one.

'l",10

of

"41"

Ei8lty-t"our.
One hucdred
One tltmdr.S
One hundred
Ona llWldNd
Two bunliNd

numerals had

.seven.
t"curteen.
tventy-ona.

~evency.. 1.g12e.
n:Lae.

tlundrwd11:La1teen.

"18"
"1001"
"17"
"114"
"120": ,,,21"
"178"

"2009"
"291"
"267"
"90034" I don't

Two hundred .:su:ty-set191l.
N:iJle hl.mdrlld tb.irty-tour.

know tllat one.

Excerpt 4.J, I

In ( l ) , we see that Kappa heard

to again when discussing

wiJ.l be referred
"Concept of ten."
digits
mistakes

"thirteen"

Otherwise,

or mistakes

were either

r-eversing

in the number of' zeroes in the numerals.

numbers where a zero in the middle position

.routine so that

an episode in the section

Kappa's errors

in the number of zeroes occurredr

proper--suggesting

as "thirty"-this

Kappa's

with one exception,

with

would have been

that Kappa was in the process of refining
zeroes for "hundred" were suppressed.

his

After writing

"1001 " for "one hundred one 11 ( S ) , he wrote "17" for "one hundred
seven"--perhaps
As an aside,

overcompensating

the interviewer

for the 'funny look 11 of "1001."

should have asked Kappa to r-ead the

numerals he had written.
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Toe mistake involving

digit

Though he only once reversed
hundred nineteen")
in the rest

in this

names.

this was the more frequent

task,

We see this more clearly

reversals

In the standard

task for reading

sections.

numerals

page 132), Kappa made only two

7

out of ten numerals,

reading

"174" as "one hundred 'n

and "201" as "two hundred 'n ten."

forty-seven"
majority

the order of a pair of digit

in the next and subsequent

(see Appendix I, or Excerpt 4.2.1
digit

mistake

and seems to have been related to a

in maintaining

Reading numerals.

{11.) is more problematic.

in a numeral ("291" for "two

digits

of the interviews,

fundamental difficulty

reversal

However, in the

of the r-emaining tasks in which Kappa had to read a numeral,

he reversed

the digits

at least

from a numeral seriating

task.

numeral on so many occasions

once.

The follow:L."lg is

Kappa had r-eversed the digits
that

the interviewer

asked him to read each before attempting
c.rds:
l

2
J
4

5
6
7
9

9

10
11

9

anexcerpt

12 13 17 19 21 J1

intervened

to put them in order.

102 (sbl.u'tledl

I;
Here a.ra soa IIIOl'e Clll'l15. c.a you ilUt thue .ui order?
IC; ( Ruda mmara.u as n• placH
t.11• cards on tb.e tabl.-l"McU.ZJg
frcm ::.Op to bottom t'rom the n~ltdc.")
~Alva, ni.cetHft,
eigbt, t:l!;::1rtffn, Sllftnteen,
thirteen.
I: What's th1a number ("9")?
IC: E:ight.
I:
What's th1s number ("102"1?
it:
One twndred 'n twenty.
I:
lilbat • s t.ll:l.s number" ( "17")?
it: Seventeen.
I:
What's thi.s number ( "21"l?

12 K: Twelve .••
twelV11.
13 Z: What's !:.ni.s nWllber ("12"1?

14

!(:

'f'w9lVII.

1S !!
16
17
18
19
20

21
22
2J
24

25
26
27
28

Is that e-lve
(point:, to "21")?
No. It's twenty. It's tll9tlt'/-otte.
I: What's uu.s ona ("19")?
IC: Nineteen.
I:
\olhat' S this 01]9 ( "13")?
K: Thirteen.
I: What':s this one ("31")?
re: 'nl.1rtNll.
I:
( !'oi:JU to ani:l !"l"Om"13" and "J 1 • '' )
I:
Thirty-one.
I: i'o11lt to tbil"tNn,
!(:
Tllir"'...aaa Cpc1n ea to "1:, ~) •
I: Okay, point to thirty-one.
!(:
( Poi:Jt.s to "31. "l
it:

Whkh is thirteen?
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Two hypotheses

appear

the number ..names that Kappa constructed

The first

is that he had not established

from lef't

to l"ight.

routines--one

The first
three-digit

The second is that

numerals.

a convention

a£ reading

he had two conflicting

with a "1," and one f'or otherwise.
is weak, for Kappa rarely

hypothesis

numeral ( he did so only onca in all
"102" as "two hundred

reading

from two-digit

a number-name for two-digit

for constructing

numerals beginning

a left-right

in

to account for the inconsistencies

convention

misread a

the interviews

,

If he had not established

ten") •

for two-digit

numerals,

we would not

expect one for three digits.
The second hypothesis
numeraJ. beginning
second digit

before assigning

followed

the digit

a name.

a "1,"

is not a "0,"

Kappa were to generally

must first

read the

To name a two-digit

the reader

and then looks

by 1'ty,"

if' it

To name a two-digit

a "1," the reader

with

that does not begin with
digit

stronger.

ia

says the name of the

to the second digit--naming

and saying

look back-and-forth

nothing

i.f

Of

21 1 II

11

or "19.

n

the latter

31 , II

be, we would expect

11

This

0

. .,

to

what the

"13,"

Kappa never misread

. . .,
any of

numerals.

The reason for saying
What the number-name will
several

the case..

If'

to see Kappa making reversals

and "91," but not "10," "12,"

in fact

is,

it is.

between the aigits

check for a "1," in the absence of his anticipating
number-name will

numeral

episodes

"

in

the absence of anticipating

be" in the above paragraph

Kappa correctly

read two-digit

i.s that

numerals

in

ending in
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a

because he expected that name or one like

1 --apparently

11 11

read the numeral "21 11 in a seriating

For example, Kappa correctly

task,

but he had just

it.

placed "19 11 and

20 11--so he expected the

11

name of the next numeral to be "twenty-one."
What the above does not explain

in reading

about Kappa's errors

numerals is why he also misread numerals such as "73" ("thirtyIf we assume, as hypothesiZed above, that Kappa first

seven").

looked for a

11

111 in the numeral, and that he began constructing

number-name with the digit
detennining

that there was no

would be largely

started

he happened to be focusing
11

1, 11 then the digit

fortuitous--depending·only

the

upon after

with Which he
on where he

"gave up" looking for a "1."
The

reason for this elaborate

reading and writing
in the interviews,

numerals is that

of Kappa's errors

had ramifications

Rather than discussing

each error

be made to the previous discussion.

seems that what aattered

that he constructed

in

they occur quite frequently

and that each error

subsequent behavior.
I"eference will

analysis

in Kappa's
individually,

Moreover, it

in Kappa's behavior was the number-name

from a numeral, and not the actual

Thus, it will be noted that he misread a numeral,

numeral.

but the analysis

will use the number-names he constructed.
Sequencing.

Kappa rarely

chose to sequence by one, and on

those occasions where he did he showed no special
there were no tasks that aimed explicitly
ability

difficulty.

at uncovering

Kappa's

to sequence by one, and since there was no indirect

of dif'ficulty,

Since

evidence

it will be assumed that he was capable of doing so.
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There are several
routine

episodes suggesting

for sequencing by ten--it

the sequence "ten,

following

twenty,

the nature of Kappa's

seems to have been based around

• • • ninety."

can be seen in the

This

episode.
St.art at wety.Hven
and cOUDt•b&C:11:
'oY teoa.
IC: Ninety-11eVltll1"
I:. What's ten las tban ninety•HV9a.?
(!'auae. l Uab.tY..a•wn,
IC: lialitY-a•veo . , . s1zty.,.ewa.-11event1-aeftn
• • • ,:Lxtr•
,even, t:l.tty-eefta . , . !'ortf-uven . . , th:1.rty-Mftll . • .

1 I:
2
J
4

5
6
7
8

tweatY-a•wn . , .

tea

The key to understanding
is the way he constructed
This

suggests

to each term.

routine

"ten,

for him.

If this

for a routine

(means-end analysis).

eighty,

•••

of ten, but it does
0

was a well-f?rmed
will be argued

procedure appears to have

that will account for the
sequence "ninety-seven,

Sequencing

backward by ten

ten") accounted for the difference.

The next epiSode shows Kappa's application
and suggests

ten" and append "seven"

is so, and it

between terms in the interviewer's

eighty-seven"

was to construct

• . • , ninety

twenty,

then Kappa's solution

been heuristic--search
dif'ference

seven."

This may not have been the only way that Kappa could

that it is,

("ninety,

• • • twenty,

number-name sequences in increments

and automatic

of his sequence

"twenty-seven"-"ten

that Kappa's routine

seventy,

suggest that sequencing

later

Kappa's construction

the te,.m after

quite strongly

the sequence "eighty,

construct

s•v • • .

I: t'wenty-a•wn, tem:a1-11eV911?
P:: S•wnteen and seven.

the nature of his routine

of the same heuristic,

for sequencing "ten,

twenty,

ninety."
1 I:

canyou start

2

you ::an•

.:i ?:

4

I:

at •J.&titand ~ount...on ~Y ten,?

ligll.t • • •
What's ten atter

Go u fu

a.a

eigt1t?
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s

K: !igbteen.

Good. \ibat's ten att•r eijj1teen?
Do you knON that?
!:
1 !C: Uh....ub(no).
.. igtit.
e !~ rw.nty
, tbirty .. tgnt, ...
, saventr-eignt, ninety
9 !C: Twaty .. igbt ..
.
,
,
aillety-eigbt
, .. oaa l1uniired and eigbt, two llundred 'n
10
eigb.t, thrN llundred 'n eigb. t, four oimdnd 'n dgt11; ,
11
That'll do.
12 !:
6

Exc,r,,t 4,J.4

In ( 9 J, we,see that

"eighteen

twenty-eight"

it was not until
that

• t y,
• , nine

to "ten,

. •
whereas · II ei• ght een , t went y-ei •ght" is

II

This fits

of Kappa's use of means-end

ia not assimilable

eighteen"

said

Kappa was able to continue.

well with the above interpretation
analysis--"eigilt,

the interviewer

twenty,
"Eight"

was

not a ten-word to Kappa.

It at firs·t

question

seems odd that

"What i.s ten after

the interviewer

Three episodes

meant by
suggest

ing a number-name from
4.3.3

we see that

himself,

saying

Start

at eight

11

ten

11

(seven,

and count-on

he had a special
11

and a digit

beginning

routine

name.

and "nineteen."

the context

to be adding, he would concatenate

name, but with
number-names,

the aim that

"teen.
next-ten

11

It appears

that

the result

such as ( ( TENl ( SEVEN) )

( ( SEVEN)TEEN)--the

fit
+

transition

name, Kappa needed "ten"

Kappa corrected

where he was a.sked

quickly,

saying

when Kappa understood
"ten"

and the digit

his grammar for
( ( SEVEN) ( TEN) )

word "ten" being transformed

To make the forward

for construct-

In ( 8 ) of Excerpt

nine) , " he responded

''seventeen"

what

by tens."

to say ''ten seven,"

In two episodes

"seventeen."

"What is ten plus

and yet did not understand

eight'?"

that

after

Kappa could answer the interviewer's

+

in to the label

from a digit

to be explicitly

teen

11

name to the

in his

understanding.
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Lines ( 10-11) of Excerpt 4.3.4 suggest the nature of Kappa's
for sequencing by ten.

routine

It was to increment the first-said

part of the number-name, as opposed to incrementing
Of course,

if this is the case, then he must have placed grammatical

constraints

on the result

of incrementing,

have sequenced "one hundred 'n eight,
thirty

the "ten" part.

hundred 'n eight,

• •

for otherwise he would

twenty hundred 'n eight,

"

When Kappa sequenced by ten without having to carry along a
"ones" name ("ten,

twenty,

•••

"} he did not experience

cul ty seen above in making transitions
seems to contradict

the hypothesis

the dif'fi-

between centuries.

that Kappa's routine

This
for

sequencing by ten was based on the rule "increment the first-said
part of the number..name."
Kappa successfully
a reason:

An inspection

transited

where

from one century to another suggests

he was counting MABlongs.

longs by ten to 250.

of those instances

On one occasion,

This suggoests two alternatives

he counted

for Kappa's

(a) he could not 09erate on the

difficulties

in Excerpt 4.3.4:

"interior"

of a number-name (e.g.

1

"one hundred TWENTY-eight"), or

(b) he did not give sequencing by ten the significance

of ~epeatedly

adding ten, and hence tnat when sequencing by ten without a
numerical context,
unrelated

between centuries

to "ten more" and the constraints

number-names related
latter

transitions

by ten.

is the more viable

The above discussion
was difficult

It will

later

posed a problem

of distance

between

be argued that the

interpretation.
addresses

a fundamental con£lict:

it

for Kappa to sequence by ten, yet he had no trouble
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counting by ten.
ability

The same conflict

appears when comparing his

to sequence by one hundred and count by one hundred.
1
2
J
4

s

I:

On• huadl"ed 'n t'orty.
~o, twa hundNd. thirty
IC: Four bu:ldrad 'n thirty,

I:

one bum1red thirty

CPaQSa,l

• , •

•••
five

ttir•
tn.mdr.d thirty
•
lnmdred '11 !:bmy,
• • • , n.ine

hucdred 'n t:li1rty

6

8 K:
9 I:
10 It:

I:
K:

t:3 I:

• • ,
What eomasi:iext?
Ten tnmdred 'n thirty,
t'ort:1 nundNd

'n tbirty

•

What's teat ooe?
Forty ••.
nuadl'ltll Ind thirty.
Fourteen hucdred •n thirtY, tittMn
Fourtaci

btmdred ':, tbirty

•

You eaa stop tllere,

It appears that

continue

md eOW1t-on -,,. bundNdS.

I:

1 I:

11
12

Cm you start at thirty
I'll help you, Tbirty,

Kappa again applied

the interyiewer's

means-end analysis
) , and that

example ( 4-6

to

his pause

in ( 6 ) was caused because of a lack of fit

between "ten hundred

'n thirty"

number-names--one

and

~

grammar for constructing

does not ,say "ten • • • " in the first-said

when you expect to say more after
appeared to increment
next saying "forty
The following

Note also that Kappa

it.

the "thirty"

part of a number-name

of "ten l:lundred 1n thirty,

hundred and thirty.''
episode suggests

Kappa's ability

to count

by hundred.
1

I:

once 111Cre.Start

Let's do tllu
Board:

100

3

10

10

100

1

~

10

(covel'S sntire

!Icard),

100

CtJm:over:s,HAB nae. J
3 K': en. bundred,
4 I: Ctineoftrs 3 unit c:ubn; eovera ;irevtous wood. )
5 !C: On• 11un4red tnree.
6 I:
(Uncovers MAB long; eovars previou.s wood, J
7 IC: On• tumdreci 'n

2

a

I:

thirt..-..

I: On• bW!dred and wnat?
9 K: Thirtffll,

10 I:
(lincavers MABlong; ,:overs ;,reviowi woad. J
11 IC: One lllmdrad •n •••
twaaty-thl'ee.
12 I:
runeov.-, :-ust'lat; c:ovars ;:,Nnou.s woo1. J
13 !C: TYO tl.undred •n twntv•t.nree.
14 I:
(IJneovwrs 1 unit cube; covers ;iraVious wood.)
15 IC: (Paun. l Two llundred , , • ffld , ••
~ ltundl"ad and ••
16
lnmdNd and twanty , , • four.
17 I: (Uncovers MAB long; eovwr.11previou.s wood. l
18 IC: One bucdred and • • •

, two
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19 I:
20
21

22
2.3
24
25

i(:

I:
!::

I:
K:

What WU :Lt ~e!ore?
iCovers last uncovered long.)
and twenty What?
nire..
Two l'lundNd and twaty-tour.
TWollundred •n thirty-four.
(Uncovers MABt'l&t; cowr!I ~reViOUIIwood.)
<Pauae. l
ThrN bundrtd 111 thirty-four.

Tw llwidred

Excerpt 4.3.6

The episode
some difficulty
and related

is taken out of context,

prior

episod·es

of' place value").

to its
will

(his difficulties

in this

under the heading

"Concept

occurrence

be addressed

Neverthe.less,

by hundred and counting

for he did experience

it

does suggest

by hundred were largely

When counting by hundred he appeared

to consider

that

sequencing

unrelated

for Kappa.

the position

of

the part of the number-name to be changed.

If Kappa's routines
suggested
level
this

above,

aspects

as

then we would not expect to see him behave at the

of operationality
is the case,

for sequencing were as ill-formed

when seriating

but several

of operationality

numerals.

episodes

suggest

in seriating,

For the most part
that he had some

but·, strategically,

could

not apply his knowledge to numerals.
Before examining episodes

from the seriating

be pointed

out that there were several

hypotheses

about Kappa's thinking.

seemed that he understood
did not tmderstand

that

major obstacles

First,

in several

should

it

to forming
instances,

it

that he was to put the cards in order,
their

spatial

order in which they were placed.
particularly

tasks,

poor job in several

Kappa to behave in a certain

placement should reflect

Second, the interviewer
critical

episodes--almost

manner, and intervening

with

but
the

did a
directing
a question

before Kappa had a chance to get far enough into a task to al.low
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interpretations

of his actions.

which suggest

there

Nevertheless,

are two episodes

something of what Kappa was capable.
Cards:

1 I:

20

JO

60

10 90

100

110

C.,bu!n.«iJ

120

i:ari1.,.

Cm ycu put tan• cazoda.in or<Mr
on tba board?
IC: Twmty (
20).
(20; ~•
"20" to lett eadl.
4 I: Have a lookatthui
inrJ.ri't
SO yOl.l Cln SM wbat you've got.
5 !t: ISPNlds cards on table; count.a tbe c:ards wcil, pointUJC to
ea=; .p'Ol.lps them baclC toptber; boW. staclc !D baad; talca top
6
7
c:ard 111.dplac•• it on th• board. l (JO)
8 I:
What numller i.s tb.ilt (po1nt1Dg ':o "JO"l?
Here are some mare

2
J

9

10
11
'12
13
14
15
16
17
18

!t:

I:
IC:

I:
!C:
!:
!C:

I:
19 IC:

(J0-10)
to "10" J 1
lihat numDIII' ia ttli.s {pointing
Sevm.
(J0-90)
(90-JOJ Eignty, nillecy, thirtY (sprew
c:ar,i,
on tl:la table).
You sc,t ma :n:ur.ea
t.1p, I':!! miasing f'orty.
W.U, ('orty ia not there, so yau l1a~ to i,ut am. Jn order
without Corty.
Can you do it W1tl10ut forty?
(90-30-20).
ilh:ldl 1s tm Slll&llast: nwrm•l"1
( 30-20 I Tire ty.
to YOI.Iwazit to put twmey t'in,c?
120-JOJ Thirty.
(20-30-901
I'll leave mat Cor :WV (po:i.ntin3

to "90").
I: Ia thare a cumbar between tbi:I on, (pcinta to "30"J aad tn1.s
22
one (po;tnt:.s to "90"17 ?bat's llh&t you want. Ir tbare un•t,
23
then that'll
be ~. nut one in ordar, won't it?
24 !C: (20-30-100)
25 I: llhat num.ller is that ( pointing eo 11100") 1
20
21

en, lnlndre<I, 120-30-60>
What number is tbis ( i,ointing
to "!50"J?
28 IC: Si:ctY, {20-30•90)
29 I: ilhat number~ teat {"90"1?
JO IC: Ninety . • , ninety.
(20-30-90-lOOl
!iucdred.
(20-J0-90-100120) Ri.mdred 'n t\19Dty. 120-30-90-100-120-101
31
s.veaey.
!io,
that's wrong. c20.30.90.10-100-12ol
(20-J0-90-70-100-12032
(20-J0-90•10-100-120-110-60)
1101 That's one hundred 'n tea.
23
34
One tltmdred •n sixty.
26

K:

27 !:

Exc,rpt 4.J.i

It is not clear
task
his

( 1-9

routine

)•

what Kappa had in mind at the outset

In (1-LJ it appears

for

him before

thinking

90 11 's position

11

tenns in the anticipated

in as they arose.

Kappa attempted

Unfortunate.Ly,

he could proceed.

was only temporar"f, and

sequence

indicator

comes in { 3'1-34), where upon placing

"tha t 's wrong, " and moved each of

11

the right

Apparently,

"ty" numeral precedes

could be "slipped"

the interviewer

The clearest

to make room for "70."

to apply

In ( I9-20}, what Kappa appeared

sequencing by ten.

to have in mind was that

that other

that

of the

interrupted

of Kappa's

"70" he decided

100 11 and '' 120" one space

a ''hundred" numeral,

Kappa knew that

and that

it was
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unnecessary

to destroy

misplacement.

the sequence in order to rectify.

That is,

the

Kappa had some notion of transitivity

..

However, it seems that he did not compare "70" with "90," not> did
he compare "110" with "120" after

re-placing

"70."

that Kappa was not considering

the entire

of terms connected pairwise

an order relation.

by

This suggests

sequence as one composed

the possi-

The next episode shows that Kappa could anticipate
bility

the sequence could be both related

that terms within

separated

by

others.

However, actually

filling

yet

in the "slots

numerals was a problem for Kappa.
CardS:
1
2

J
4
5
6
7

a

I:

L•t's

!C:

(J!Nda

21

31

51

81

91

101

111

do:iog ttle same t.hil:lg witll theH

tr,

?Wllllral.#

n• plol(;H

U

(a.buttltldl

cares..

tti.. <;&rda Oft tbe ta.bl-

m11111"Wnot viaibl•
to camel"'a.
l thil'tec,
elevan, twlw,
t11t'letHn, 113ltNa.
What's t:lat (holdillC,UP •111•1?
fi!tHn,
:C: What dc:i you tl:11.nlc it 15?
!C; A tumdNd elewn; (pojnt:.:, ta "101"1 u tm l!.undr'911aiid • , •
I: \/hat dCI YCIUtl!.1.nlc it is?
K: ! tnmdr'911 ten, (Scc:iap.s cards topther:
plaee.s tu• in h1.,

9

tw1d; p.lac:e.s l.st c:ard in tw:ld ill 211d P~1t!on
from tbe lett;
puce.s 2nd card 1n II.and ill atn po11t1on; 3p~cla
roema1.a1ng
cuds on ti!.• taol•.)
<
91
111 l
91

10

11
12

13
14 I:
15 it:
16
17
18 I:
19 !C:
20 I:

.!l
22

23
24
25
26
27
28

11

K:

21 11l

ff '!i" '!f
I

lllllt

Uewn,

(

91-

-

J1~111l

11 i c
~s1--!i21111.
you to ti!l :n tbi""nuiimers
a.s you g0

(
-

91-

--

along.

t1MJ.w, t:bil'teen,

rigbt to lettl.

(

eisi\t.etm, n1n11teen lread1ng :r:rem
51 J1 21 11 J Fi!teen.
l
91 31
Onetlundrea tm. (111 91 a, 101 51 3rz1 11l
91 81

101 51 31 21 111
S&l:istilld?
Yutl,
Tell me, why did you !lav. :bu number (pointing to "101")
benNn
tl!.ese (pc:i1zlting to "81" and "51")?
What's tbi.:1
number ap.1zi l pointing to "8 1" I ?
ligl:ltNn

,

Acd •.•
(po:!Zlt:ing to "51" I.
!C: Fifteen.
I: llhat's thia number (pointing to "101"1?
K: One llundred and ten.
I: •.ni, u a n1mdred tan be~
tboae two?
29 K: Tb.OH ewoa.re lower, .so :C want to ?Ut. thia one r:"igbt ner'lt
JO
C.switc:bu position of "91" and "101"; plaea.s "101" to far
Jl
left).
I know what tl:Jay're do.i.ng u:cept these two (poillu
32
"111" and •101•1.
33 I: '!ou ean' t tell wbic:11 i.5 bigp.st?
34 !C: YH , I can tell wt1d1 one is the bigpst.
35 I: Wl!.&t's t.1111n1.1111b1r
to •111"1?
(pointine
36 !C: On• llundr9d 'n eleven.
37 I: And llh1ctl one is tl:Jis one ("101"1?
38 (:
oa, l!.unared 'n ten.
J9 I: So whieh one is tbe b1gg91t?
40 !C: (Pi:i:lnta to ''111, ")

I:

to
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From the way he read the numerals at the beginning of the task
2-4 ), it

is likely

that when placing

11

19" and "11" (11) that he

expected to end.up with a sequence in the "teens"--a
supported
left

by his r-emarks in

in which "19" followed

separated
and

fact
right

11

Kappa likely

"11" ( in right-left

from "11" by other

10111 (16-17),

So in placing

(31-32).

end and "11" at the right,

terms.

"19" near the

anticipated

order) , but would be

right-left

but he did not consider

order

("101"

the position

placed.

Kappa could anticipate

but in constructing

terms only in subsequences.

behavior in these episodes
structing

It appears,

The implication

was that his linguistic

to the

0£ "101"

?"elative to those numerals already

order its

11111

11

and did in

Kappa had only two open positions,

a sequence,

a sequence

When he came to place

place the cards in appropriate
of "111"),

hypothesis

then,

that

it could

or Kappa's

system for con-

number-names and sequencing number-names was preoperational,

but that he had a limited

sense of transitivity

Numerical operations.

of "at'ter.

11

It is not clear what type of counter

Kappa was, for he seemed to pr-efer not to count if it was at all
possible.

Several episodes

capable of constructing
1
2

I:

(Place•

do suggest,

abstract
b.tCvitb

bOW illlllY IN

235 unit

however, that Kappa was

unit items.
cuba

in it

onto :hi

table,)

OUIH

in WN,

TWal:lund!'ld.
'%bat's pN1tt1 cloH,
You know !:low many an ac:tually in
5
tl:leN? Tvo tum.dred u:ad thirty-tiw.
~ I counted them,
U
6
I were ta taka tboH bloc;IQ out of tb1 bac and aake ;,iln <Jt
7
,xae bw:ldNd littl.e
bl.ocu,
b.ow many pil•
cculd I mue?
8 !C: Tvo.
9 I; llOlf do you lclav tba t?
tO I: You Hid tl:leN were twa llwldred and •••
11 I:
Cau.1.d I mike th%'N ;,ilu?
12 !C: !lo,
13 I: lilby aot1
14 IC: 'tou cllUl.ci !llllke ~ piles,
but not tbne hundred piles.
15 I: CQUJ.dI make i::bree ;,ila
with exactly a hundred little
16
blocxs ::.nucti pile?
3

K:

4

I:

17 I:

!iol

Yau won't llaw

mcugn.
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It would be easy to credit
transformations

necessary

Kappa only with the linguistic

to answer questions

hundreds , • • " with no understanding,
in

( 14) suggest

except that his remarks

that he was actually

mentally partitioning

like "how many

thinking of units

the blocks into piles of 100.

Of course,

this i.s based on the assumption that Kappa meant "three
piles"

as opposed to 300 piles,
to the interviewer's

reaction

of 100-

which seems reasonable

'hundred'
given his

follow-up question.

Another episode suggests again that Kappa could construct
abstract

unit items.
1 I: (!'laces c~ with "'TO • 92" on~ tile table.)
2
it !'l'CIII seventy up to ninety-two?
3 r:: (Pause,)
It's two teM and two,
4 I : Ho11irac:, ' :, that?
5 IC: :::e•s .••
twenty-two.

Haw imn? :i..s

Excerpt 4,J.10

There was no evidence that Kappa used his fingers,
if' he bad the poio.t could still

unit items.

abstract
ninety-one,

a unit,

or even "eighty,

that he constructed

differentiating

by ten

to make ninety-two."
solely

on the numerals

have been extraordinary

he came to understand

ninety,

ninety,

ninety-two,"

we

ten as a unit and one as

them by the labels

mechanism for quantifying
the increments

be argued that he had constructed

Supposing that he counted "eighty,

ninety-two,"

would have to infer

but even

"ten" and "one."

His

his count appears to have been to subitize

and one-"eighty,
Of course,

ninety

it is possible

( two tens),

and two

that Kappa operated

( 9-7 & 2-0 : 2 tens and 2) , but this would

for him, and we would have to explain how
"how far is it

•••

" as "what is 92 - 70?"
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F.ach episode that could be taken as suggestive
construct

abstract

subit1Zing.

unit items (there

Eight episodes

to deal with numbers

range he employed strategies

a counter with perceptual

involved

were five in all)

Any time that Kappa attempted

beyond his subitizing

that Kappa could

reminiscent

unit items.

suggest

the nature

of integrating

for Kappa,

and the commontheme among six of them is his reliance
subitizing.

of 10, and suggests

his use of subitizing

13

to

the extension.
1 I:
( !'la.cu card w-itb "10 •
s 1J" onto ':be table.)
2 IC: Ten plua blank equal.a t:n!rteen.
Yau. only get tllree
J
J f:1nprs) to pt tbirtem.
l!xCll?'l)t

for the missing digit

would produce
searching

11

that,

used a figural

strategy,

when "placed over the zero,"

13," or that he used a linguistic

for the digit-name

{bcll1a up

4.J.11

It might be argued that Kappa either
looking

upon

The episode below shows that Kappa could consider

as an extension
quantify

of

strategy

that needed to be supplied

of
to his

r-outine for producing "teen" names from "ten" and a digit-name
(p.

three

161).

Neither of these would account for Kappa's putting

fingers,

nor would they explain

1 I:
2 K:
J I:
4 !C:
5 I:
6 !C:
7 I:
9

his failure

in the next

( Pl.aces card w1t:b "40 •
= 46" ontc tbe table, l
Fou.rteea •. ,
What'! th::l.anwllller a.pin (pointing
to "40")?
FOi.ir •••
forty plus , , , aqua.la sixteen.
Fol"ty ;>lua blank equal.a . . ,
Hmm •••
forty••1x.
(Long pawie.)

What an you thi.-llc:i.ng aoout'l
!C: I don't lcnov it,

SI I:
10
11 K:
12 I:

I t:bink you do, Is it 11.ke tllia 0011 ban {po11'lt:1zi&to
"10 • _ :s 13")7 It:'s l;Uat that one, i:ln • t it.'1
You. llavw to g9t tix (po1nt.s ta the ''6" ot ''46").
'!eab, tbe !Ullldlers are d.1fterent.
Excerpt

4,J.12
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If we suppose

that

Kappa indeed

subitized

= 13, '' and that he attempted

to solve

"10 + _

strategy

to "40 +

= 46, " then it is quite

was not able to solve the latter--an
beyond his subi ti zing capability.

to answer by:

side for the digit

= 13") that

that

right-most

among the digits

on the left-hand

missing

on the next two tasks

His behavior
moreover

search

after

I:
:I::

I:

cl.I'd with"

- :

on the right-hand

this--and

with

suggests

the digit-name

of the

9: 79;~~-the-t:oi.:,·

5 I:

(Places

6
1

IC:

A nine would ;o r1.~
t:ml"II ( pouie.,
ll'hat IIOUl.d gp 1D tbe blank?

8

IC:
I:

re:

a

card wit.'I. "- • 20 s 2S" onto tbe ta.bl.a. J
rou pt five ( point.a eo the "5" ot "25").
So wtiat aumoer•lfflUld ~ 1n the blaak?

JC: F:!.111t.

9

he abstracted

CPlacu

4

10
11
12

( 9-10 ) suggests

That's euy.

3

I:

the

of the "answer."

digit
1
2

he

side of the equation.

confirms

wasto answer

his strategy

that

of 40 to 46 was

Kappa's behavior

it was then (and not in "10 +

pat tern

reasonable

extension

of ten

to apply the same

asked him to compare the two sentences

interviewer
that

an extension

to the "9"

ot "79").

~in ••
Nina? .try? Wby do y~ say ~e?
.
Came b.lanlc plua nine equal,
sev.aty..ai.ce
( 'ilbi.11 ~oint:ing
eacb :mmber ot the equation).
I ialaw it', a nine
{po:IJJt:ing to enetilanicJ that goes r1gtlt t:iel"e.

cau:sa

to

Exclll'!'t 4 • .l. 13

Our conclusion
and that

he could

tel1. us whether
or lot

he could

abstract

unit-items

10 in a counting

integrate

he could conceptualize

the integration

From the following
is yes,

while

by) into

a number or lot

of two others

prior

of 10
he at

that

It does not

of extending

(a

number

a number or lot,

nor

as being separated

to extending

episode we will see that

the answer to the latter

suggests

sequence.

the product

and the amount it was extended

whether

13 as an extension

Kappa considered

construct

saw 13 as including

least

into

that

or declending.

the answer to the former

is i~ he can. subitize
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1
2
3
4

5
6
7

a
9

10

17
18

WI ~~

Clitts

SCJ'9en

twmty-t:ow- little
blocks under thi.S
to sllcli blacka; &dvmc:es scnen so tllat
all blades art c:ovwr9CI; place:, MABlong adjacent t.o scre«1.)
How many little
blodCll are tbeNI altopuier
now? '
!C: (wntu
"J4" an ll.18 P•P.r'· l Tbirtr ..four.
I: (1dvmca11 scl'ffll so tbat all blaclcS are covered; placu three
unit cubff next to scntn. l How mlllY Uttl•
blockll are tlutre
&ltoptmr

now?

(Subvocally utten
"35-36-37,. while pointing to 11ac:ll. bl0<:k;
writes "37" on Ilia paper, l T?lirty-.seven.
I:
(Adffnc8ll sC?'ffl1 so that all. blaclca are coverwd; pl.4c:ea ::wo
MABlong:,. l !lo11 many now?
It: (Subwe&Uy uttel'S "37-47•57" While pointing
to ea.en long;
11?':itn "57" on b;i..s paper.)
Fi!'ey-sevea.
I: (Advances screen so that all 'olockll are covered; places 1
long and 1 unit cube next to scraeii.l
!low many now?
K: Fifty-seven
• •
(points
to bloc:k:S; writes "91" on hi.:11
paper. ) Eigt1t7-ot1•,
I: Haw did you get that?
IC: SN, it's s1Xty-aavan (pointing
to tha long and wu.t <:Ybel,
(Intll!'"1Pt1ns,
l HCJv:111n1? You wrote it down (po:lnt1ng to
I:
"57"1. Is tbat sixty-aavan?

23
24

It:

25
26
27
28
29
30
J1
32
33
3"
35
36
37
38
39
4o
41
42
43
44
45

:!::

46
47
48

l'au can see

scr'NC

!i::

11
12
13
14
15
16
19
20
21
22

I:

!:

I:

!C:
I:
K:

I:
IC:
I:
K:
I:
iC:
I:
iC:

I:

Yeah.

Is tbat suty-aavan (pointing t.o "57"1?
No. S1xtr-t'1w.
Co• on Kl Fit'ty-.sevm.
Okay . • , t'itty-safttt
and tll.is ~
(pointing
to tti• long illlli unit cube).
Sixty-seven.
';lhat 's tbat aumt,er ( paints
to "57" an K' :s pa;N!r)?
L"1tty-s11ftn, 'Ihat':s wrong (erase11 "91,.; writes "51").
(Advances screen so tliat all bloc:kS ara covered; pl&c:911 two
unit <:Yb• and. two MASlongs. J Write down bav llllllY littl1
bloelca I bave altopthllr
now.
S1xey-ane • , , ~• ansvtr ia .tsitv-two.
( Advaneaa screen 110 that all block.1 are covered. ) Hov maay
llttl1
blocu are unlier tlere al.togetber"?
lllmm •
• ro:rty-snen
•
• t'orty-Hwn
(pointing at somtb:l.llg
on ll:1a :,aper!,
Wbich nwnber tells
you ucdemaath altogether?
I dm • t movcpoints
to "92" l •
Rigtlt,
How :mny i.s that?
S1¢ty-tvO.
Write eiabtr•two
ill there (pain~
to box at bottom at I's

;iaper).
ii'.: (W:ritu

I:

49

"82" i:J. box, l

!'m going to take some wood t'rom lll!der bere, like t.'lu
Cl'IIIIIOVlls 2 MABlong:, l • This i.s t.':lt '1rst ai=unt.
I :.act you
to tell 1111bow mm:iyis let"t unaar here.
( Pause. l aow many
diet wa start ctr Witl:I f'rolll batl1nd here?

tans.

50 I:

Two

51
52
53

I:

Sut how lllall1 altopthar
under the cover l?

I:

Eia*lty-two.

\l!lder ~•re (re9lace11 tbl

2 longs

.:Xcerpt 4. J, 14

Before focusing
integr'ate
that

the product

his errors

In ( 17-18),
possibly

of extending--let

us first

and the miscommunications

Kappa appears

ability

are irrelevant

to have counted-on

to "seventy."

errors

on several

This is at least

other occasions

to

convince ourselves
to it.

from 1'seventy,"

pick:iJlg up on the "seven" of "fifty-seven"

forming it

similar

on the central. point--Kappa's

plausible,

( 17) and transsince

he made

(see Excerpt 4.3.5).
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Of course,

this would mean that he was redoing the extension in

{20 l and was not explaining

how he got 81 •

Similarly,

it appears that Kappa extended from "sixty"

Finally,

(20-30) are a result

lines

between Kappa and the interviewer.
sixty ...seven,"

(20) referring

he was referring
viewer said

11

•

and not "sixty-one."

of a basic miscommunication
When Kappa said "See, it·'s

to the long,

the interviewer

to the amount under the cover.
fifty ...seven and this

•

in ( 34)

thought

When the inter-

!ID.1ch"he intended

that

Kappa look at both the long and unit cube, while Kappa took the
interviewer's

"point" as ref erring

to the long.

Putting Kappa's errors aside,

we can infer

fact integrate
arithmetical

his products of extending in.to at least
lot.

Whether he maintained the structure

components of the lot .ui not clear.
integrated

is based on two aspects

always extended from where he left
importantly),

that he did in

he~

The inference
of the episode:
off,

an
of the

that he

first,

he

and second (and more

the product of extending in a different

problem--one involving separating

and declending.

The following episode is the continuation

of that in the

above excerpt.
I':n going to taice 30a wood rrom
under Mn, l1Q, tll:la
( ramavu 2 MABloop I • '!bu i..s t:1i1 !'1rst am:IW!t, I want you
to till 1111
tlow maay 1a lltt •.mdez,llll&'e, ! Pauae, ) !low :any
4
d1d we start ott' witb t'rem betum hlN?
5 K:: Two tea.,,
6 I: But now maay altogetcer under 111:r. ( l"l!IPl&c:• t.ba 2 · langs uader
7
·tile CO\'llf)?
B IC: !i&tlty-tvo.
9 I: so, noir bow may would tie uader here (NIIIE!9'111 th• 2 longs
1 I:
2
3

10

ap:tn)?

11 It:
,2 I:
,:i IC:
14 I:
15 IC:

:!hat's asy,
Sixty-two (writas "62").
(RIIIIIYU
1 long and 1 unit CIU)I).
Kew uny
F1tty...one !writes "51").
(RIIIIOV'H1 long.)
(Writes "Ctl,")

!.s bit?
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16 !;
17 !I'.:
18 I:
19 !C:
20
21 I:
22 lt:

n

!4bat

13

t.ba t OUllll!ft'?

Fcrty..cme.
(Remcvea 6 11111
t cubes. l
(Subvocally utter,
"42-43-44-45-46-47"
cuba. I

wnile :,ainting

ta each

aawman}"?

Fcl'ty-aeftll,

Show • wbat you 4i.d. Wehad !'crty-«1e btiu.aci l1ere ana I
took cut tJ1is man:, {po:l.n~ to 6 unit cubul.
Forty ..t;wo, rortyK: !cu had !'orty-one. !cu tcok cut
tl1Ne, forty-tour,
rortr-five, rorty-su,
torty-4eve11 (wniltt
sliding uc:h ci;ibe toward tu.melt'),
27

I:

tl:1-.

24
25
26

Excarpt 4.3.15

It appears that during the first
Kappa conceptualized

part of the task ( 1-17 ) ,

82 as being separated

into two tens and an

unknown amount, 62 as one ten, one one, and an unlmown amount,
and 51 as 1 ten and an unknown amount.

When the interviewer

six unit cubes, however, Kappa could not subitize
hence could not create

an abstract

six ones and an unknown amount.
of accommodating to this
as there being 41 outside
the interviewer

is,

development Kappa reconstructed

had removed ( "!2!::.
had .f'orty-one • • • "; 2 5..27) .

from the minuend, he lost

items.

abstract

unit

integrating--Whether

= 13"

the structure

the nature

and his behavior

the amount to
of the problem.

numbers.

unit

His solution

shown in Excerpt 4.3.15

numbers at least

extensive

abstract

of' Kappa's product of'

unit composed of three arithmetical

Kappa could give abstract

That

we concluded that Kappa could con-

or not he could construct

that he might have constructed
arithmetical

to subitize

items and that he could integrate

We have not discussed

to "10 +

the problem

the cover plus the number of cubes that

From the above discussions
struct

into

It appears that in the process

once Kappa went beyond his capability

be separated

the declension and

of 41 separated

structure

removed

suggests

up to three
units).

(an

That is,

meaning to each of "one," "two,"
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and "three.''

Beyond that we cannot tell.

possibility,
rather

There remains the

however, that Kappa had constructed

than numbers--the

difference

11

1O ... _

have temporarily

or experientially

= 13," it would have sufficed

bounded the extension;

in the tasks

ponents of the operands from his perception
separation

The structure

derived.

for Kappa to

4,3,14 and 15, Kappa could have derived boundaries

spatial

lots

lying in whether or not the

boundaries of the lots were conceptually
In solving

arithmetica1

of Excerpts

:or the com-

of the cover and the

between the cover and the added or !'emoved blocks.

of Kappa's problems in Excerpt 4.J.15

would then

have taken the form shown in Figure 4 .3. 1•
/
1

)"'

( ( (EIGHT)TY) (TWO))

( • • • O!O • •

.

Equivalent

2 {1 c.

• • oto

/

...

2 ( OtO!O )

)

I

I

{'? )

O'!O (TEN)
\.
II

~

II

Figure 4.3.

Kappa's construction
of an understanding
two MABlongs from 82 blocks.
1Boundaries derived from cover.

2aoundaries

derived from spatial

'lbere were no episodes

of removing

separation.

in any of his interviews

force us to impute any greater

abstractness

of the task in Excerpt 4.3.15.

We shall

which would

to Kappa's understanding
conclude,

then, that Kappa
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could construct
integrate

abstract

and separate

operands consisted

unit

items and arithmetic

arithmetic

lots,

lots,

but only when one 0£ the

of at most three abstract

unit

structed

abstract

unit

Kappa's operations

he relied

suggests

of extending

and declending

an anomolous picture

appear to have been
a count.

OtherThis

of Kappa--he could attribute

intensive

con-

Finally,

schemas f'or counting.

meaning to number-names at the level

could not attribute

items.

to subitize

upon sensori-motor

arithmetic

that he had first

items from sensori-motor

only within his capability

conceptual
wise,

manner--requiring

in a reconstructive

It may

items.

also have been the case that Kappa could only const~ct
lots

and could

of arithmetical

extensive

lots,

but

meaning to them beyond the level

0£

signs for counting.
Concept of tan.
could construct

ten as an abstract

remains as to what internal

concluding discuasion
suppose that

"ten."

Kappa, was not a unit
conjecture

is supported
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
S
9
10
I1

unit

structure

item, but the question
it might have had.

of the previous

it had little

being labelled

from Excerpt 4.3.10 that Kappa

It seems clear

section,

that

ten

as an abstract

K:

I:

of it

unit,

tor

This

episode.

I:
(Pl&cu card 11ith "70 ~ 31 •
n onto tbe wle.
IC: S.vwity take aN&YtbirteeD
• :-. tbirt:,..xie,
I
I: Do :,ou krJQlfwbat tlla t wollld be?
K:
I:
K:

significance

that could be composed of ten units.
by the following

From. the·

we would naturally

beyond the linguistic

That is,

still

J
!llHQ.

{HIUlda not Vi.:lible.)
'l'hirty~n•
..•
thirty,
I man.
talce away tbirty-oce
u thirty?
(Noda !'1Nd ya:,,)
How do you lcnov tliat?
::: gat seventy (extenda 5 f!nprs
ot lett nacd and z ot
(folds down
l"igntl and I'm aoina: to take away tairty~n•
little,
l"ing, md mddle t~r
of left hand; !"olds aown
lett.
illdez fin~r
of left hand I • SQ, 1t 11U tltil'tJ

Seqnty

Excerpt 4.J.15
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Since Kappa could not construct
reverted

to a more primitive

fingers-the
attempted

new twist
to solve

in the same way:

to distinguish

strategr

"84 - 30 +

of putting

each finger

being that

by tr]i.ng

a subitizable

_, "

"74

and one by the relation

"ten. of

11

on his fingers,

i.s shown in

the requirement

{ 9-11 } by his

to be taken away, not distinguishing
of one.

failing

that he put down a
between a

This is shown again in the sequel to

1 I: 00 you want to cl1ec:k it in. t.11t.ba woad'1
IC: Tm, twenty,
• , snenty
(IIMl• NIIIOVlJlC 7 MU lonp t'l"OIII
tne box; ?J.il.c:1111
the lcnp Oil tae table I • Tau .,.,
ttU:'t?-

2
3

cae (rmmws 1 tm1t cube fl"'OIII the box; Nllll)VH
tbe 7 longs).

lt

6
7

a

9
10
11
12
13
14
15

t6
17

t8
19
20

21
22
23
24

25
25
27
28

29
JO
J1
32
33
34

JS

3 longs

t'rc,m

I: How waat '10 yau b&ve left?
IC: Tm, twmty, tb.il'ty, !'orty (vll:Ue llllid1ng Mcl2 reme1ning
lcng toward b.:l.melt).
Ten, , •• , torty (c:cmt::1ng rwa.in:l:lg
lcnp
agaun)• Tb.at wu the H1111 IMWI' ( pouiti.zlg to
sonatbic.g on the ~t-tawer•s
1'9CCll'd sbNCl,
!! 9u.t YW Said tllirtf
before.
Kaw YOU dlanged 10U1' mind?
K: Uh-11ub ( YU I • Ir I 1toul,d bave took aw&J'tb•Ne•
1111ny
(retlCV99
1 (!ION long) I kZlowWhat t.be an51Ml' wouJ.11 have
been. I !:oolC-y
f'crty.
I:
l'ut tbe wood dawn tllat you took away. t.et' s c:01111tit ag;!.n.
count it ill.
How mctl haw we .at?
K: !Suowcally
utter3
"10 - •••
- 70" wil:U. po1ntinf 1:0 eaci1
long. J Seventy-one.
I: S.venty-onel
!!ut we doa't waot to haw seventy-one.
We want
to start ctt w1 tn seventy.
IC: ( l"1c:k3 up the unit eulle. l
I:
So wbat do we haw to do? We have to ~t tbat <Jlle away.

IC: llm-nlllllll (nol,
Take one or tllOH sway (plac:1111on, ot the
lcnp
:into !:be box; COUDCScut 1 1.lttit culles f'l'OIII tt1II box),
!: lilbat .,.. you t:r,,ir1g to dO? Yau ;:,ut one ct tti,se long ones

dawn, anc what .u-. you gett111g?
IC: Then I got sewn or tba.
:::: Why d.1d you do that?
K: C&uae ! needed •
I: (Intel"l'Upt:!Jlg.)
You'r. tndi:lg,
K: ( l"1c:k5 up 1 long t'l'OIII the box.)
lpoillta to "J1" an tbe c&rl11 lllO
( beg1n.a to 1'91110ve J lC1151 and 1
!:
Now wait.
When 7CU gave 1111tbia
pt tan little
onq bacx?

were you?
I 11Nd1c ~irtYof t.'lose
I taiee away thirty-one
unit t'roll! tbe pUe 1.
lffll
(hold.I ui, long) 11111you

J6

IC: No.

37
38

Don't you th1nlc you .sbould? That's not a fair tl'&de 1! you
g:l.w a long and don't pt
ten back,
IC: (l"l.acH 3 :DON unit cube• 111 tile p1le.J
I:
SO wat bave you got now? Do you tiaw HYIHlty the"?
IC: Yeah. !low am I go~
t:o t::ake a.way t!U:"ty-one?
I can. do it
lift
that ( r11moves3 lc:ags and 1 unit eub'e t'l'OIII tu ;ii.le l •
I: And wb&t have you got ltt't?
IC: It's thirty
•
{ccunts the 9 unit. cubul thirty-nine,

39
40

41
42
43

44

ten

taking

the above episode.

5

=-"

That Kappa did not relate

finger

of ten and a unit

{Kappa

and "47 - 21

satisfy

unit

on his

stood for ten.

away "one" (ten)--to
for each unit

f'or 31, he

everything

= 70,"

to put everything

between ten and one.)

pattern

I:

Excerpt

4 • .3.17
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note that in ( 2-4 ) Kappa took a unit cube from the

First,
box so that

he had 31 in his "take-a.way" pile,

more viable

the imputation

Figure 4.3.1.
( 4)

intended

equivalence

in

of a cube to the amount taken away
for Kappa, for the quantity

to separate.

Second,

that

he

Kappa was quite happy

a long for seven unit cubes (22-27~ again suggesting

to trade
that

His addition

bore no implication,

initially

of unidirectional

which makes even

ten and one were not conceptually

related

by "ten of."

Kappa's overriding

concern in his problem was to make his "take

away0 pile contain

31 (28-33).

two parts

that,

in turn,

It was not to separate

composed 70.

Though Kappa did not have ten as a conceptual.
did have a functional
names, at least
1

2

70 into

knowledge of the base-ten

of those less than
Haw mllJf tim.,
I:
!C: Tbretl.

ill'•

''one hundred.

structure,

structure

he

of number-

11

111 tllirteen?

th-

Haw any tens are tbere !n !llixtY .. •ven1
J I:
oaa•.
I+ IC: S:lJctm:11 and •vtn

( n.aca pile ot st:i.r:k3 Q'Q table; cg~r-9 pile wit.Ii bmla. l
l.1t' s iJDagin• that th.11 pile hU ,n.nty-tlolO sticlcll ill. it.
It you tock &lJ. the tam out of ,.veney-twC>, llCIIII
cany sticlal
would be lett?
iC: Two.

5 I:

6
7

s
9

E:xcarpt 4 • .3. 18

Before proceeding,

note that

in response

to the interviewer

reasonable,

then, to suppose that

as saying
that

"ten,"

''thirty"

saying

"thirteen."

Kappa understood

Kappa wrote "30"
It seems

the interviewer

Given that we have concluded

in Cl-2) above.

to Kappa, did not refer

must ask ourselves
taskS.

in Excerpt 4.3.1

to a structure

of ten ones, we

what "ten" could have meant to him in the above

On the several

occasions

that Kappa constructed

a collection
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of MAB blocks to be called

by a given. number-name, he consistently

counted by ten the appropriate

first

counted by one the appropriate

reasonable

to assume that

the result

as long as they are called

"ten")

need to have constructed

(or piles,

"one") •

the conceptual

units.

the significance

Kappa's linguistic

of numerical

or whatever,

Kappa did not

relationship

transformations

equivalence

make

cubes (or sticks,

would he have had to Wlderstand that "tett" can refer

arithmetic

tran.sf'or-

activity~to

and seven unit

as long as they are called

It seems

linguistic

of this

one would put out six longs

''sixty-seven"

wha taver,

number of unit cubes.

he had coc.structed

mations which would mirror

or

number of longs and then

"ten of,''

nor

ta a unit

of

did not carry

between, say, seven tens

and two ones and 72 (ones) •

It is only by way of the above argument that we may guess what
meaning Kappa gave to an increment when counting

by ten

Excerpts 4.3.10,

where he counted

4.3.14,

4.3.15).

In situations

something like an MABlong, it seems reasonable
constructed

an arithmetical

posed of units.
constructed
latter

Otherwise,

subitizing

labelled

range.

"ten,"

we are forced to assume that he

unit labelled

"ten."

Toe

when we observe that in the absence of

Kappa counted by ten only within. his

An increment

meaning of ten increments

to suppose that he

since he knew that a long is com-

no more than an arithmetical

claim is made viable

objects

lot,

{as in

by

ten seemed not to carry

the

by one for Kappa.
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Concept of one hundred.

We have already

could not sequence by one hundred,

but that,

he could count by one hundred (Excerpts
Kappa could create
4. 3. 9 ) •

abstract

unit

4.3.S

and 4.3.6

Also,

).

''hundred" (Excerpt

to be addressed

Kappa had established

that Kappa

with some difficulty,

items labelled

The r-emaining questions

relationships

established

concern the

am::>ngone hundred,

The next episode shows that Kappa had established

ten, and one.

at least

figural

among them.

~elationships
1
2
J
4

I:

How ~y

IC:

on••••

..

I:

out or a piece lJ.lcl tllat

lC:

A llundrlld.

6

I:

How many exac:ly

7

lC:

5

a
9
10

like

[indicate•

tlatl?

tl1is couJ.d we !!'It ( holc13 up l0e1gJ?

.

J:: HOii do you knOlf that?
JC: C~•
.•
•
I: Col.&l.dyou ;:,J'O'V'9ti:i ""

11

12
13

cube) could we get

exactl.)' like tl1j,s Cllold.5 up lfflit
out of a piece lil:e tbat ( indicata
flat)?

K:

lihY you gat ten ot theu Cimlicates
longJ?
Caws• tnese ( !ndicac.1
:'lat) llu ;ot tee bw,dle11 ot thou
(draw, f!.npr :ior1zcnta.Uy across one row of t.111 f'~ti.

Excerpt 4.J, 19

Kappa's language
anx,ng one, ten,

figural.
a nat

is (literally)

(literally)

units

i.s at most

composed of ten unit

cubes, and

composed of ten "bundles" of' ten {long).

episode suggests

again that the distinction

Kappa made among numeration units
l
2

I:

J

lt:

4
5
6

that the relationship

and one hundred as arithmetic

A ten is

'nle following

in ( 12-13) suggests

was largely

that

figural.

I waiit you to count by tem tor • (picJcs up a llAmdtuJ.ot
!WI lgnp; p,J.ac• the 1st ;in tee table) .
Tm. Tlferlt7, t.bi:'ty, , • , , n:1.nety, one hundr«i, . , , , one
lumdl"ed 'n s:I.Xty Cu th.a 1nt91'Yi-r
place• 15 more loQgs an
tba tabl• > •
·

I: How aany u there?
7 K:: Cme tlundNd SixtT•
8 I: How ma, twzlClreda are tl:91'9?
9 lt: One.

YO J::

How maay llundrede aN

11

One.

IC:

T2 I:
13 It:
Y4 I:

th1N?

15

!lov clo you mow that?
CaUM I Just t'IOV eowi.ted them.
!.et' s lcHp counting now < p1clcs up 4 more longs I •
SiXty,

16 K:

One ht.mdred ,ennty,

•••

, two hundl"ld (u

On.ahundl"9d

tbe interviewer
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17

places

tll.e It longs on the table witb tl:le others I •

18

19 I:
20
21 Jt:

(201 MASl.Qnp trom view; places 4 loap nut to
1 s tti.re
How 1111Ay
(lUta
cover)?
Tvo hw:l.dl'9d. 1'wo l:11.mdred 'n ten, two !lunclred 'n twenty, two hlmC!red
22
•n tll.irty,
two bundl'lld •n forty Cu tbe :1nterv1aver places tlla
2.3
4 longs on tti, sr:rwn l •
24 I: How ffllD7' tens are there al topther undern.ath aad on top?
25 IC: Two bmadred 'n lort;y.
26 I: How many tena?
27 IC: ( Pa1111e.
l '1'wolll.lndNd •11 tol"ty.
28 I: Two bundNd for'ty tena? How do yo1,1lalaw that tbere are two
tu.mdz,,,d forty teas?
29
30 IC: C&ule Wha11 yo1,1put tbese 4 tam up ( placu band 011 the 4
31
1=ss1,
I counted tbem,
32 I: OkaY. Let's put this out (placu 1 JIION lona; on ~ eonrl.
33
llcw how many Uttle
block:i a.re ther'9?
34 !C: !::UY. Two !lundNd 'n t'ifty.
35 I: Tw tumdr9d and fifty little
bl.Qclca. How many tens are tbtil"e?
36 IC: Two bundNd block3 up uadtl" eti.N Cpointa to ::oval' l.
I:
37
Two lumdNd little
blocJcs under' here and aowmany on top?
38 iC: Fitty.
(Scl'Nml

scll"Hft.)

39 I:

lloV many tan.1 are tbere?
Tvo hundred 'n titty,
41 I:
But you told me tll.are were blO llundred ti.tty
42
Like tnia (holda up 1 unit cube).
r,3 !C: ?b1l"e's two hlUldNd 'n f'ifty i:.05.
44 I:
And t11ere's two hundred t'itty
t.eca too?
lt5 It: 1eab.
40

IC:

little

bloc~.

Excerpt 4 .J .2C

The mechanism of Kappa's answer in (8-13
it is entirely

possible

)i.s

not clear,

but

that by "one" he meant that he only got to

"one hundred" once--he

had not yet got ten to "two hundred • "

Lines (24-27) and (35-45) indicate

that the relation

"ten of"

between ten and one hundred that Kappa spoke of in Excerpt 4.3.19

.

was indeed figural.

If we assume that the meaning Kappa attributed

to "two hundred forty
would be consistent

(fifty)

with

his

without a conceptual

remarks in ( 36-38),

(fifty)"

which

then we can see

had meaning as a lot of units,

relationship

hundred and ten, a unit

lots,

among numeration units was not. conceptual.

that Kappa's relationships
''Two hundred forty

" was that of arithmetical

is a unit

but

between ten and one, and one
is a unit.

Thus, for Kappa,

there could just as well have been 240 tens as 240 ones under the
cover.
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Conceot of place value.
one hundred as conceptual

Although Kappa had not created

structures,

based scheme of place value.

When counting base-ten

count them in order of decreasing
the

II

he did have at least

size--first

ten and
an action-

blockS, he would

the "hundreds,"

then

tens , " and then the "ones • "
!OU'd:
1
2
3

!:
K:

I:
lt:
5 I:
6 K:

4

7
B I:

9 lt:

10
11
12
13
14

10

10

4

100

2

10

(UncoVIIS'SMABlcing. l

Tea.

tuncoftN
TweQty.
(Unci,ftl'S

MAB loog. l

4 rm:Lt cube•. l
.
l~Y
uttars Ri-2-J..4" wll.il• pointi.c.g ~ e&dl UDie
cull9. l Twenty-C<Nr?
I Uncowrs MAB t'lat. l
(li,cilcs away rrom boar'l1l
and
On• bimdrad •••
tMmty-f'OUZ".

I:

(Unci:iwrs 2 unit cubes. I

I:

( Uncov.rs MABlong. I
One tlundred and
(!'aua.l

(looks

K: l !'au... I one nuZM!Nd and
K:

bacl( l twlll. ty-six.

(looks back I thirty-Six.

Excerpt 4.J.21

Kappa's scheme for counting base-ten
supplied

a foundation

to ordinal)

position

for him to abstract

blocks appears to have
the literal

(as opposed

of the number-name to :L~crement when he was

unable to look over the entire

collection

of blocks,

as shown in

the next excerpt.
ao&r'd: 100

J

10

10

100

1

10

100

1
2
3

I:

cunco'ffl"S MABtlat.

K: On• mm.dred.
I: (tlncovar.s 3 !.1111tc:ui.11. J

4

it;

Or1a llundred • • • md t.t1rff.
cun~!"S
!!AB long; c:oft!"S previou:1 wood. l
On• bundracl and •••
tb1rtNn.
(Unci,qr,
MAB long; c:ovars previous wood, I
on• ilundred m:id row- • • • etiree.

5 I;
6

1

a

it:

I:
lt:

9 I:

l

Wbat'II tn&t on• now?

10

K: on• hundrad and

11

I:

20

I:
K:

t'Cll.ll" ':.br-.9.
On• il\ltldrld
and ri:irty-t.hrff
( unco'l9rs MAB f'l&t; cov•rs
12
PNvioua wood. )
13 IC: CPauaa. ) TWo bundnd and tour thrN.
(unco,ren
1 un;i.t cub•; COfll'II
previou.s wood.)
14 I:
15 iC: t'llo tnmd1'9d •n tour •• , twO hun4Nd 'n forty.four.
(UnCOffl"S l".U long~ C:O'llll'S pNviouS wood.)
16 I:
17 JC: Two liundl'lld aad • • • f'1tty , • ,
18 I: Wbat?
19 K: Two llundnd and sutY-f'our.

21

nat;

c:overs previows

·"ood.I

c unco,,.rs

)iA8

( Paua•. J

Tl1rff !::,mdr11d and , • • tnrN

Excerpt

bundred am1

sixty-four.

4.J .22
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Kappa's first
that

mistake

it was literally

(8)

provides

the "ty" position
He had previously

was incrementing.

support for the inference
of the number-name that he

said

"one hundred

with the placement of the long he incremented
normally

in the ''ty"

position)

number ...name for the digit-name

say "ty" after

and then searched

W1uaual ( for him) double

for applying

the abstractions

ing base-ten

blocks.

the original
Why he did.n' t

Perhaps he was thrown off by his

use of ''thir"

The next two episodes

(the part

to end with--"three."

is not clear.

"four''

"thir"

thirteen";

in "thirteen."

show that Kappa needed a figural

impetus

he had made from his scheme for count-

What. number i3 one
(Writes "570" on a ~iece ot paper.)
than rive ~dred
sevent.71
Six hundred,
3 lC: (PIIUH,)
31X huadnd
is ona tn=dz-.d 111111tbac five hundr9d MV9rlty'?
4 I:
5 IC: "!1&11,
6 I: Haw do you lcDov tl'lat.1
7 !C: Cam• you got tin llLICICINd snant.T (po:I.Dts to "570"! and I
said :,ilC hundNd.
C&1111•
.su hwidNd is more tban rive
a
1

I:

hunclNd le•

2

9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

(po1Dt1 to "570")

I:

, ••

tlllD4r'ff,

But I want to lalOW what. i..:11OM ow:id:-9d 1..

11 ~ f'i'l'II

111.lD.dNd.Sffellty,

!C: (Pauae,l I don't knDII t:aa answ•r to it.,
I: I ttunk you do.
eigt,ty-1:1.x.
it's 31Z hundred ana •••
!:: Five .•.
t: Wbat. 1111uldbe on• hucdred ~re tb.an t'ive hundNd seventy?
!I;;
( Long pauae. )
I: Do you knOV tnat1
!C: Uh-ull (nol.

1 I:
(Placu card W1t.b "20" lft'itten on it onto table.)
iib.at
2
numDarill oc• 11undred IIIOl"etb.aa t.11~ i:wmblll"?
J K: (Pauae.l Two !lUDClradl
4 I: How aic1 10U pt
that'?
S K: (Pause.) I wonced it. out.
6 I: Hav cl1d you WCl"k it out?
7 K: (Paua•,l
I wu ti!.~
it l.n ~ head. i\nd I said two
8

11.imdNd.

9 I:
10

IC:

That':,
(Noda

it,

These two excerpts
base-ten

II.uh?

JW1t. like

tb.at?

!lead yes.)

show that

blocks was not conceptual..

Kappa's

scheme fo~ counting

It' it had been,

then 20 and

"one hundred more" would have been as easy as two longs and a flat;
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100 less than 570 would have been one fewer unit of one hundred--4
hundreds.
base-ten

In a sense,
blocks,

the structure

and the linguistic

of Kappa's scheme for counting
abstractions

he had made from it,

made him appear to knoW more than he did with respect

to place value.
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Case Study 4.4:

Rho

Rho was a first-grader
school

(age 6 years

In November of 1977 she correctly

year).

Problems 1, 2, and 3 of Figure

to each involved
geometric

pointing

to "covered"

in a triangular

as her answer.

five"

by ten

to the cover--saying

the sequence

with two bundles

individually

single

and five

"ten,

in 32, Rho counted her fingers
asked her to continue,

sixteen."

and closing

In using

tens

she had "bundled,"
The final

"twenty-nine."

1

and could not sequence

the total,

again.

After

"two,"

~f ten,
the sticks

interviews

sticks,

single

and similarly

and stopped .. The interviewer

being asked how
by

Rho continued

to find out how many sticks

counted

• • •,

When asked how many tens

and answering

bundles

and "domino

twenty,

both hands while coUMting "three,

made three

she (correctly)

(to ten)

so she did it

many tens she had counted
opening

to find

sticks.

nine,

"eight,

When given a bundle of ten and four

from two.

she counted the sticks

sticks

pattern

twenty" when asked to "count by ten,"

ninety,

domino or

Problem 2 by counting

In Problem 3, she used square

Rho produced

patterns.

each of

in either

squares

she solved

of the 1977

Her methods of solution

( to "seven") , and then continued

squares

ten" while pointing
"three"

solved

4.1 (page 105).

For> example,

pat terns •

the visible

at the beginning

four,

• • •,

in a pile

{33),

and when asked how many
singly--answering

were given to Rho on May 8, 11,

and 16 of 1977.
Rho's concepts
see.

Hers is

of numeration

the first

were quite

advanced,

case study in which we shall

as we shall
see operational
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knowledge of integrating

and separating

and fairly

complete concepts

of ten and one hundred.
What would have been two sections

Writing and reading numerals.
has been combined into

one for Rho's case study.

any difficulty

numerals and only occasionally

writing

soon catching

usually

her error.

She did not have

misread one--

On only one occasion was she not

able to read a numeral, and the ensuing discussion

provides

wight

into her difficulty.
1 I:

"201"

2

Two lllmdred cd

R:

:iause>.

(lzg

3
4

I:

5
6
7
a
9
10
11

R:
I:
R:
I:
II:
I:
R:

12

, . . watt.

TWObllZlllred iDd ca•,

I WU tlunlcing Wbm I saw tlla tw ~Qb" and aae
t'igurn 1a th• &1rl it wau t:wenty-oae.

remark in

titioned

( 11-12)

suggests

"twenty-one"

that

she was thinking

that

"201 " was
par-

she perceptually

11

20 11 and '' 1'' ( "two 'oh ' and ~"

; ( 11) ) •

-

at the time of reading

she had associated

with "twenty-one , " such as that

Since she did not say "twenty-one"

we may assume that she knew it was wrong--possibly

its numeral should have only
Another indication
digit

(drafa

4.4.1

for some reason,

that,

the numeral in to

conditions

•

'"l 11•
?brae mmdNd 111dw-..
( RHc:IIN t'or tbe "201" card, )
Do YOU·vant to ;:, ba,;1c to t:bat oa•7
(Piclcl up "201" i::ard. l Hm11 , ••
Do you 11Ut IN to taJ.l. YW7
l'Ub.

bcu,:it

Rho's

Two ~ Uld , , • i-

two

by way of

digits.

of Rbo's association

between number-name and

si.Ze is the placement of pauses in her construction

reading

a numeral.

at all,

it was after

had associated

"201,"

while

With each numeral beyond "100, 11 if she paused
she had said ''hundred."

three digits

with "hundred,"

This suggests

that she

and that she would
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perceptually

partition

the numeral in.to the pattern

the name of the left-most

digit,

the two right-most

as a singJ.e numeral.

digits

and then constructing

a name f'or

Sequencing by ten posed no difficulty

Sequencing.
She successfully

"ift fftift," saying

for Rho.

produced sequences by ten from eight to 178 and

from 340 to 550, ending both times because the interviewer
Also, she correctly

her to stop.

Since Rho made no errors,
ten fits

sequenced by ten from 97 to seven.

the final-stage

model of sequencing by

her behavior.

Sequencing by hundred was more problematic
that she did not have the special
beginning

asked

case production

the sequence with a name preceding

a

I:

9 It:

Seg1n at seftlltY•ttlree

ma

for Rho.

~~ bf

necessary

It

appears

for

"one hundred."

lllmdNda •

HUl1-ub ( 110I •

(l'aullU. J S.ftlltT•tm'ff,
one l11mdl"ed
sr,mt1-~
.
tO I:
Wbat', a tnmdred more tbln aae mmclNd seftDtY•tnz'ee?
11
12 R: Two INDdred snmtY•tnrff•
13 I: ICN11Fine•
t'our 1:11.mdNd
sevcitY-tbrff,
14 R: ?brH tnmclred H"NDtY•tlu'M,
, .. , tea n\ltldrld snentY•tbree,
alr,ec tumdl'9d and sevety1:brff, twelve tumclrK mil HfllltY•ttlrff
•• , •
16
17 I: 01caJ, tt1a t •ll do.

,s

,a

R: Wbat do you

19

I:

20

tli&t'U do?
nNd you to do anr imre.

llldD,

W.U, I don't

You ~ do

moN

c:ouJ.clD
I f; ycl.l 7
tub, but I rorgot vbicl:I on• I ..,.. on.

R:
What's nat?
I: Tllelve nUZldredand seftlltr•tl:1rH.
23 R: TbirtT nundrad and seveat? thrN , , , t'oUl't9C llUD<IN4illl4
21
22

24

11evmty•tbne.

t: Youkllawth• nat oa•, dca't :,ou?
26 R: Ob-hub C1•J.
25

In both cases,

Rho needed only the first

and "seventy-three,

two terms to continue:

"thirty,

one hundred thirty"

one hundred seventy-

three."

By the. way she continued beyond "nine hundred and •••
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seems clear

that her routine

"hundred (whatever)"

was to sequence by one and concatenate

to each term in the sequence.

Rho's lack of a production

to begin the sequence,

which might

take the form "NEXT-HUNDREDOF (WORD} is ( ( (ONE)HUNDRED)(WORD))," is
suggested

again by the following
1 I:

(Plac:M

episode.

ca&"CI
1fiti1 "20" writt.a

OD

1t onto ~la.)

I/bat

numberia oa• mmdred more than tbia DUIIIIMZ'?
( t.on1 P&Ua••I Ia it :In tile hundredS?
Do JOLI ~ 1t. will oa in ~• bundreda?
5 R: (Paaa.a.) Y..a.
6 I:
llalf NOUld 10U t:1Dd that OL1t? OM hundNd mre tbC tweaty.
7 R: (Pauaea.1 Hmm • •• I a•t ma.
2
3 R:
I+ I:

I:

8
9
10

R:

:c:

Tlalty piua a lluDdr'llli 111:1r..
'DJ&t's too bard.
~

1t1

R:

.l himdnd and tlrmtJ',
12 :C: naw d14 yc,u. s-t tb&t?
13 R: Inatad at &01.aC
twm.ty and caunt1nl up.a hundnd
14
said a lumdNd, a nundNd can, a twadNd tnaty.
11

t._,

I

Excerpt 4.4.J

Though Rho's context
sequencing,
considered

it does highlight

episode was not one of strictly

that changing the order in which she

number..names, one of which was "hundred," was not auto-

matic for her.

She had to first

for addition--in

assimilate

the task to a scheme

which she could change the order of the numbers,

taking the largest
respective

in this

(determined

by the relative

order of their

names) to begin with.

Rho's linguistic

system for producing number-names and

sequences of number-names was very close to being operational.
Her method of seriating
step,
them.

numerals in ascending order was, at each

to search the remaining cards for the small.est numeral among
She gave no indication

that she was assimilating

any of the

tasks to a sequencing I"'Outine, as had Delta and Lambda. In only
one task did she misplace a card ("17" following
because she read it as "seventy-one."

"31"), and it was

Toe conclusion

to be drawn,
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then, is that Rho implicitly

compared the sma.lles t of the remaining

numerals at any step with the entire
time--her

reasoning

next be the largest
transitivity

sequence placed up to that

being that the smallest
numeral placed.

of "after"

of the remaining would

That is, Rho had operational

within her linguistic

system f'or producing

number-names.
The reason for saying

that Rho's system

Wa8

not operationally

related

"close"

her attempt to seriate
Carda:
I

I:

2

at the beginning of the preVious paragraph
to being operational

"before" and "after."

that she had

is

This can be seen in

numerals in descending order.
JO 47

48

49

52

61

67

76

($11uttledl

Thia tia
I want 10IZ t:o plac• ~..
c:al'dll oa ~ board
starUns W:S.t.11
t.11• b1gat
nWllll•r jn tM r1Nt place
nlllllDer iD tb• wt· place
( :f.t:t.ci1QtaI md tile .sal.lNt

3
4
C.1nd1catul.
5 R: {Spreads cards on tl19 tao.le.)
~ tile largest
nwaller stu-ta here C points ~ r1n1t pl.acel
6 I:
and t:119small.Ht number g'OU b(po:ints to lut
place).
7

a

CPauau; 76-481 Ia that riant?
R: (76) S.ftllty..a:t.z,
9 I: K•P on l0ll1S-l'OU can dllmp tbem U J'Ol.1need to.
10 R: [76-43-491
(76•30-48-491
R13bt'1
!fold it.
11 I:
llbere's the smallest number going ta go? llh1ch md? l'o:!Dt
12
t.o t:ne end.
76-611 Sizt;y•
13 R: (76-"cl-49; pa:1J2ts ta t.be tnd OD bll!' rigllt;
oae. C76-61-67l Sut;y-HYWD. (76-61-67•52)
nim t:1.ttr.
14
(76-61-67•52-48}
!?'orty.
(76-61-67•52-48-"91
Forty-rune.
15
16
(76-61""67-52-48-49-30)
?JU.rtJ. Wait. (76-61-67•52"""849-47.301.
17
1a I: ':be largat numbr u at tbia end (poi'2ta to "76"l .ad tbe
sna.llest numDel'ia at tl1is cd Cpo1nt3 to ":lO"l ;mc:t tbQ''re
19
goi.cg 1CI.order, l'igb. t?
20
... :t.z, sixty-one, :,izty-ae'79C,
t'itty-two,
r-orey.
21 R: s-Nventy
e1if:l,t, ror-ty.aine,
t'orty...senn,
th1rty
(po.1nt:1ng ta eacb
22
c:arcll.
Ji'orty-a:ine, H"Nnty•tbNe.
23

EICCU'Pt4 4,4
0

Thougl:lRho did end with the largest
properly

placed,

the sequence itself

and smallest

was only locally

no subsequence exceeding three terms in length.
were (76-61) (67-52-48)

(49-47-30).
of

is,

were not operationally

"before" and "after"

before"

descending--

The subsequences

Thus it appears that Rho

could apply transitiVity

11

numerals

to at most three terms.
reciprocal

That
to one

another.
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The task subsequent to the one above suggests
very close to relating
c.rcta:

the two, however.
9T

103

tOT 113

11'T 124

134

143

CslNttlecl}

I wcit JIN t.ci do t:b1a jUat lilce tbe lut one. Put t.lle c:&l'Ga
acr'04a tbe board troaathe bigpat to tbe smallest.
In ol'der,

1 I:
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

that Rho was

okay?

(Spre&da cardl on tbe table.)
{117) (1431 (143•107)
(143( 143-134-124-117)
( 143-134-121+1l'T) { 143-134) (143-134-124)
ll'T-1071
(143-134-124-117-107-113)
(143-134-124-117-107-113On• bundred rorty1031 , 143-l34-124-t 17-107-113-103-9Tl
ttlrff, one buadred tbirty-Cour,
. . • , ainety-anea
C ?OiAtina
to
card).

R:

••cb

Ezcer,,t 4.4.5

Rho appears to have had reflected
Excerpt 4.4.4,

on the method she used in

and changed it so that she searched the unplaced

cards f'or the largest

remaining numeral.

suggest that though "before" and "after"
reciprocal,
construct

a strategy

The discussion

related

integrating

one that suggests
1 I:
2 II:
3 I:
4

It:

5 I:
6
7

upon reflection,

Rho. was a counter with abstract

tell

us lffllChmore--that

and separating.

Rho had operation-

The following episode is

this most clearly.

( Place• card vit:1 "70 • 31

=

"

oatQ

S.....atJ tan nay tb.irtJ'-m•.-(Pausa.

tile table. l

l

Forty

•••

one.

Forty-one?

~o.

l>o :,ou want to wortc:it out loud?

R: Oh-uh (nol,

18

I:
20 lh

I tllougt:it you Aid t'orty-one
I did, b~t I meNd up.

I:

R:

9
10
11 I:
12
13 R:
14
15
16
17
19

unit

will not focus on this , f'or the episodes

Do you veDt to uH tllHe tb:1Jlp (!nd.icac.1 boX oe tua'::il?
Sli'lllllty
( talcM 7 lOQfl tram ttw bal
take avey tlw"ty
( ml.ides tlU'ff lons, to her l'i.gb1: l • I nNd tnat
1
wiit cube t'rom box; plac:u it with t.be 3 lonpl.
So ~ you. had seveoty aad tlJra awy tbirtY, liOW any do you
llaft let't?
(L,ooka at the 4 lonp.l
Va.it. (Plac:u one ot tile 4 l.ODp
C!Jbq; plac:e1 tbeGI on tile
!l&c:lc in tll• box; c01111ta out 9
table; c:ouata tbl11. I I bave seventy, inc:ludinc th...
Cplac:u
rmtt cub• Witb tile lanpl and take 4W&Ythirty-one
( remo'IN J l.aap and a Ull1t <:11be
I an.d I ban ( c:ounta tbe
~;tnuig
tmit c:ubnl thirty-iune,

a

she could

to handle a novel situation.

lea.ding to the conclusion
ally

together

were not operationally

the connection was such that,

Numerical operations.
i tams.

The two excerpts

c-•

urut

r

betore?

Excerpt 4.4.6
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Rho's

initial

indicative
"tens"

of her use of a figural
from the largest;

digit

largest;
not

answer of •tforty

name accordingly.

the case.

strategy:

subtract

subtract

smallest

"ones" digit

of Rho's behaviors

in which she used blocks

in this

requirement

that there be one in order

( 9-1 O ) , Rho appeared

to realize

task

the functional

to "take away" thirty-one
adding one to the amount taken

that

for' the amount she began with (13-16).

away had an implication

can only be explained

by supposing

that

problem as a number being separated
the original

f'rom

to solve the problem

After she added a unit cube to satisfy

C8-18 ) .

smallest

Later episodes will suggest this was

The significance

comes from the episode

produced

• • • one" could be taken as

number.

she conceptualized

into

This

the

two, which when integrated

This would formally

be depicted

by

Figure 4.4.1.
---------

0 ( •••

010 •••

( (SEVEN) TY)

) 0~

Equivalent

a (( •..

010 •••
:

Figure 4. 4 .1.

) ( •••

010 •••

)

"""

Operational.

separating

)l

of/

{ ( ( THIR) TY) ( ONE) )

?"elationship
between integrating
and.
in Rho's Utlderstanding of whole number

numeration.

Whetber or not Rho actually

performed

the computation

40 + 31

( 4 longs plu:;, 3 longs and a unit cube ) and compared the result
70 is irrelevant.

had operationally

If she did, we would still

related

integrating

have to suppose she

and separating

she might have thought to do so in the f'irst

with

place.

to explain
If

why

she didn't,
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then we would have to suppose not only that she originally
in Figure 4.4.1,

of the problem as depicted
constructed

the conceptualization

but that she subsequently

depicted

in Fie;ure 4.4.2.

--------0 ( •••

010 •••

~

0 ((

0

1

0

~

((

related

as a number, separating

1

0

0

010)))0

with one named "one."

numerical

episodes

Rho had operationally

related

that

give support

suggested

between her final

and separating,

of extending

established

numerical

structures

of addition

to the contention

other.-1ise.

she had established

Rho had apparently

conceptualizations

of

could not be reversibly

integrating

then turn to Rho's operations

means of creating

the

and separating.

further

the relationship

of which was

Rho's introduction

the nonequivalence

structures--they

by integrating

were no instances

it into two-one

Rho as thinking

produced 70, and then integrating

cube (9-10 ) created

Several

• •

read from top to bottom, depicts

number named "thirty"

andinitial

..

Rho's understatiding of the impiication
!or the initial
number when adding one to its separation.

...-which when integrated

the unit

fi_
~
____

• • • > c'~--....._
• • • 010.

Figure 4.4.2,

thirty

Equivalent

a cc • • • ...
010

Figure 4.4.2.

of "seventy"

( (SEVEN)TY)

) 0~

? }~((THIR)TY)

'

conceived

that

and there

'11le discussion

will

and declending,

and

between them.
extending
that

and subtraction

and declending
corresponded
problems.

as

to her
!he
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connection

between her conceptual.izations

were intensive

meanings attributed

seen in the following
1
2

I:
ll:

3
4

table. l
P'1t'ty • • • tUt:,

• • •

I don• t lal.aw.

How tlM could you do it?

do it

that

way.

R: No.

R: I could say aigl1ty-rour
sixty-tour, tU't:,-tolU".

15 I:
16

Cl'l.acu card Vi.tb "84 • JO •
" oa.to ta
Ugt:lty-tour
take .. ,. tb.il"ty .-{Pauau.
l

I:

I:
9 ll:

8

This can be

episode.

I:

I:

1 R:
10
11
12
13
14

to number-names.

Hew would :,ou da tbat?
I'd haft tour in 1111bead •••
hLlll-lm, I cm•t
Wbat do you haft m your 11Nd?
P'CIUI',
.
Four? Not eilllty-tour?
Yn11, •18Dtv-rour. Al2d r t&ka awa, t:bir'tJ'.
Do you llaft to take away tllirty
all. at once?

I:
5 ll:

6

and extending/declending

Oh, did you tua

take away tturty

ill Hffll.tf-tOUJ",

away Clii1"ty'2

R: !111.11.
!xcer;,t 4.4. 7

origin

The

of Rho's difficu1ty

Perhaps she considered

mistakenly
"taking

subtracting

focused on the

away."

i.s

thinking

significant,

of

however,

that taking away 30 "all

at

into a subtrahend

number separated

The function

of declending

was to name the

Several episodes suggest that intensive

served as a connection

and then

phrase) and taking away 30 tan at a time

the same result-a

and a difference.

is unclear.

tens from eight,

of ''84" while still

She understood

once" ( the interviewer's

difference.

t."lree

Rho's behavior in (9-16)

of the main point.

produced

4

11 11

at the outset

between her initial

meaning also

conceptualizations

and

extending.
Extending and declending,
operations

for Rho.

however, were not reversible

The following

episodes provide grounds for

concluding this.

The episode in Excerpt 4.4.8

because reference

to it is made in that of Excerpt 4.4.9.

discussion

will focus upon the latter

is provided onl.y
The

excerpt.
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1 I:
2

R:

3
4

I:
R:

(Pl&c:• cU'd w:Ltll "47 • 21 • " onto the table. J
P'orty-aewn take away twaty-one.
11111mm
(loDC pause).
Are YOll baYillg trouble wit:11 that oae?
Hul:l-wi (no; pawies).
It's gat to be tventy .. u.
Got to be tventy .. u:, nwi. 11av did rw aet ttiat?
U I taJca away twenty-one from torf;'f • • • I Mid lilcll forty.
.seven, tbm I took oay tbU't)'-seven, and than twenty-sawn,
tt1an I took away on. more fl'Olll H'ftll,
and it wu :iu.

5 I:
R:
7
8
6

bcerpt

,
2

3
4

5
6

7
8

9
10
11
12
13

( PlacN

4.4.S

" onto the tabl.e. )
tau -Y
twenty-alie.
!falal , • • ninety-one •
I c:m•t 11o that one.
I: Do JOUwant to UH tbe tlloc:ICI?
R: 'le&b.. (Re&c:11• tor l>ox ot !1Al•s. J
I: can :you <1o it tile waf you did the otber aae'l
(l'IIU.l•,l
R--.Z,
how ,OU did thia one {sbCMI R tbe c:U"d ldt.b
"47 • 21 " "11
R: (Noda hud yu,)
I·: •can:you
w.. pi-olllam ttie s.. wa,1
R: ( l'ausa; stares at c:ard w:Ltb "91 • 29 "
• "l HaYDe, Let a
thialc.
(Stares at card; p&IIIIU. l It's got ta be :suty.
It
~t
be sutr,
I: It miglit be s:lxtY, hub? Sixty 1:1 eloH'l
I:

R:

c:aZ'din. tb "91 - 29 •

Ninec,"-one

=

14
(:sequeati&l.l:1 putt:1:l3
15 R: See, 1W111ty-one, eigbty-one, sewnty-one
u-p 3 tinprsl,
and I ean•t tau away runefrom H"NDt7-one.
16
17 I: canyou. take away tm?

,a

R:

NO,

19 I: Cm yau take --,
20 R: Yeah,
21

I:

What WWl.d tat

I:

Sixty

ten !Mill sevanty-one?
be?

R: Suty-one.
23 I: Did you take awy too aaay llli9A :,ou took away c111?
24 R: liuli...wi (no).
25 I: lknt amy wu l.rt to taklt awy 1ihci you g0t down to :seWDtr•
one? ( Pause, I Go ahead and tau away the tea ;i,gam.
26
Hftllty-cme.
27 ll: llimac,"....cm. 1 eigpty-one,
28 I: Olcay, 11owllllll1 m:,re do you. b&w to ta1,te a11&1'?
29 R: Oae • • • no, :i.:lne.
JO I: Okay, :i.:lne, Now ir you tu. 1&11Q'ten. wbat Ifill you have?
31 ll: S1z • • • .sevc . , . :11Xty.
22

32

JJ
34
35
36

R:
I:

J8

ll:

39
40

I:

lt1
42
i.3

R: Sixty.
I:

Sixty'!'

44

II:
I:

Oka)",

•••

Sixty-.

~°"you toolc

Sixty.am.
to tau away?

no • • • YeaA• • • :iixtr.

The portion

trr

it llitb

!:be bl,oclcl

i.s in lines

(25-43 J.

4. It. 9

was 91 - 29

= 91 - (30

was 71 - 9 = 71

For Rho to have successfully

have had to make the further

for the present

The problem that the interviewer

the one she did construct
(34-41).

!IOII.

of Excerpt 4.4.9 that ia important

to get Rho to construct

lines

were :,ou. sup-pOsed

So ball may did :,OU. take any that ... " too aany7
One mN than nine.
Okay, so you llaft ;sixty-one, and you took away ca• tao many.
lillat should t:be aaarer be?

bc•l"Pt

that

!iDv 3111

R: !fine.

31 I:

point

tc.

away

transformation

71 - 10 + 1, which would entail

the necessity

1)

= -·

attempted
It appears

(10-1)=

solved it,
71 -

(10 -

in

she would
1) =

of having operationally
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related

extending and declending--counting

nine backward is the same

as counting ten backward and one forward.
following

Instead,

Rho made the

71 - (10 - 1) = 71 - 10 - 1.

transformation:

Another set of episodes shows that once Rho~
she could reversibly
do

relate

it to declending,

extended

but that she could not

so in the absence of having already extended.
1 I:

(Places card lf1tb "92 • 70" onto th•
tram llJnety•two dcllla to MVCtJ?

2

3

r->ty-tw.
You didn't •nn
5 R: I know ~
6
ia just turned
7
pa to tllat
a
tile othal' l and
9
ona CU'd, than

tal>lA. l

How tu,

i.s it

ll:

4 I:

cauatl
it's Juat th• ..-

u tbat oae. s.., tl:lllt one
Cholda up "92 • 72"l. cause tat one
po:f.Dtmtroa "92• ot ·
card to "92" or
t.llat oae ii,WS to tm;t gc,a ( points to "70'" ot

~d

on•(

to

"TO"

on•

ot

tl:I• othel'l.

Row t:u" i.s 1t troa tl:i:s numbar to that
1f1tb "64 • 40" onto tbe tabl• I?

I:

11

12 R:
13 I:

CPau:ses.l I don't know.
Cm you th:f.Dk ot it a d1fteract

numbel' (pl&c.a

card

waT so t12a1:1t would b• euier?

14

ii:

15
16
17
18
19

I: !Plac .. card witb "~O • 64" onto th9 t:alll•.l
R: Sama on•.
I: Saa one?
R: Ina..
But ctitt'aNnt.
I: Can you do t:at oa•?
II: (PIUHS; sequtnt11.2J.y 1)1,lta up t'our tinpr:s.)
Twenty-four.
I: Tlllmty-tOW'? so you just counted oc. C.n you tall. • the
amHIIII' to tb:ia on• (ret•rs to "154 •
40")?
R: Twenty-tow-.
cauae it's :still the 11- (llol.d:l.ng the 2 CU"ds
tosecmi->.It's just tumed aroum1.
I: t.ee•, pretend like we're 11tvting
all 01111r qia.:m.
It I give
you ttli.s one Cplac•
"64 • 1+0" Ollto tbe tabla I and Uk how
ru it ia from tlWI !lUlllbar ( "54"1 to t111.:snumoer("l+O"l, now
can you tiad the an:sw•r?
R: Stal"t at tt1i:s one ( points to "40") and 1/J bac1c to tb&t oae
(po1nt.t to "5411 ).

20
21
22
23

24
25
26

27
28
29

30

(Paua ...

)

Hub-ub Cnol.

t::ICCll"!lt
4.4, 10

It is not clear

on what basis Rho concluded that "70

"92 -,. 70" had the same answer ( 5-9 ).
she related

the two at a purely figural

cards was the same except for the relative
It is the
suggests

way

she :related "64

+

that Rho could r'8versibly

It is quite possible
level:

everything

92" and
that

about the

placement of "70" and "90."

40" with "40
relate

-+

+

64" ( 25-30) that

extending and declending

once she had extended.
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One final

remark:

as requiring

either

declension

in situations

extending or declending,

exceeded her ability

something to the effect
base~ten blocks.

to subitiZe,

that she couldn't

This in itself

suggests

and the extension

or

she would either

say

do it or she would use
that even though extending

may have been mental operations

and declending
constrained

where Rho understood a problem

by her averreliance

on subitizing

for Rho, she was
when trying

to

implement them while keeping track of her count.
Concept of ten.

As we have already

seen, Rho could sequence

by ten both forward and backward, and her linguistic

system for

producing number-names and sequences of number-names was quite
close to being operational.

Moreover, number-names referred

numbers for Rho, and she had operationally
and separating.

All this would suggest

of having formed a base-ten
have already

structure

that Rho was quite capable

for her number-names.

to "31" the meaning of three

and to "21 " the meaning of two tens and one--and
in solving

problems.

integrati.'lg

We

of this in Excerpts 4.4.7 and 4.4.8,

seen indications

where Rho attributed

related

to

Toe following

tens and one,
~

these meanings

episodes are consistent

with

these observations.
1
2
3

I:
R:

I:
5 R:

4

6
7

I:

9

,, R:I:
12

-

tbere

1n t:!Uz'teen?

(Holda llP 1 t'inpr. I Give lll9 a piece or pai,er. I want to
t:ti•mdown (writ.a "1" on a piece or ;:iaperI. One.

!low may tam .... tllere in suty-a.vwn?
(Writ.• "6" 011 tbe ;:iapar,) One six.
(l'l&ces pile or st1ea

on table;

ecners p:U.• 1111:.bballd.J

Let's imag1ne that tl11s pile tl&I sevaaty-two
U you took all t.11• ten.1 out ot sewntr-tvo,

8
10

How IIIIDJ' tllllll
IIZ'1te

be lett?

(Holda llP 2 t'1llprs.

sticks

ill it.

11owmany would

l

Howmmy :!.:I that?
R: TVo.

Excerpt 4 .4. 11
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Rho could also impose the base-ten
onto numerals.

episodes suggest not only that Rho could

The following

analyze a numeral into its
that concatenating

of her number-names

structure

digits,

assigning

meanings, but

respective

number-names was the linguistic

correspondent

of

numbers.

integrating
1

I:

2

!I:

(Places

3

I:

4

!I:

5

I:

6
7

!I:

"40 •

card lfith

I: {Placu card vitb
9. R: !!lank plus twmty

"
+ 20 • 25" ant.a tbe tabl.1.l
!lquals tw111ty-t1ve. l"iv1.

How do you lcnaV1

I:

R: I just laloll tbllll.
• 9 • 79" onto tbl tal:lle. l
(Pama. J Sawn. •
theroa.

I:

(Pll.CH

card llitb

I:

SlffntJ'
S.ftll.ty?

gou

15

16

!I:

Seven.

17

I:

18

Fl:

S.Vci pl.us oiAI 1s seventy-nine?
Ho. S1wntr pa
theN.

12
13

R: l!lank Plus !llD8

14

"

equw MVll1tY-n:i:I.I.

rigbt

19 I:
20 ii:

Howdo yvu laloW'!:bat ona1

21

that oin•

22

su.

1folt do you lcnaV si.11:gou tbera?
I can teU bf that (poiAta to tba "6" ot "46").
Br tbat, lluh. You mun tbe six ovM" llM"• in the~
lib-huh {yasl,
U you taka out tbat aro (p.Lac:H ll&4 overo
•o• ot "40"1 aad put sia Z'i51t tbaN (pomta to tba blaDJ,cl.

8

10
11

,. 46" cmto the 1:al>le. l

Forty plua blmk equals l'oroty-au.

I can teU

by that sevc ( points to tl1a "7" ot "79" and
(po:ints to tl:11 "~") tbat sevcty
baa ggt to go
tb.we to malca :saventr-nin•.

e:xc,i,it 4.4, 12

The first

and second of the above episodes

Rho had developed figural
involving

a digit

no indication
the digits

that she attributed

or their

there"

numerical

concatenation.
episode.

(13-14)

1

sentences
There is

either

to

Wedo see evidence of this,
When she said "seven •••

seventy

Rho seemed to have analyzed "79" into "7"

had "7" of "79" as the missing

First,

shows that

more.

significance

and "9, '' matched "9" of "79" with "9" of the left

possibilities

J

for completing addition

of tent but little

and a multiple

however, in the third
goes right

strategies

( 1-11

part

of' the sentence.

for the way Rho quickly transformed

she could have moved to a conceptual

"seven" the meaning of seven tens.

hand side,

and

There are two

"seven" to "seventy."

level and attributed

to

Second, she could have remained
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at linguistic

level and matched "seven" and "nine" with the::!!!!.
corresponding

''seventy-nine,"

"+" with linguistic

concatenation.

Rho's I"emarks in (20-22), and the following three episodes suggest
that she did the latter,
1 I:
2
3
4

but with the significance

of the fonner.

I ban some aumlMr problem Qll tbese cU'd.l. I want you to
t!l1nlc C111t
loud llbile you do 1:ba• so tbat I cm llear llb&t
you•re doing.
Are 10U ready?
Here's the t'il"st. one (pl&c:11111
c:&l"d witb "10 • T "
" aata tbe table I.

R: Tm. plua se,-.
S.viitac.
I: Bow dj,d 1Cll.l lcnov t.nat?
1 R: We're ha'l'iag a tut an t!!.eae tlwlp.
8 I: Ir 101,I bad to WOl'lctl11I out. 1D.your lllild NAl. t'Mt, l1ov
9
would yau do it?
Do you Juat lczlalt :l.t, or c:oul,d TOIi wo1"k it?
10 R: :i;•¢ :l&'f sena _..
in rq ti.Md, and I'4 #'f tee r:l.gbt bv,e
11
Cextcda botb b.lmdal. I'd ay (tolda all. t'!npnl
ten •• ,
12
de1'9D, twel.'19, • , ., sewcteea
(while sequeatiall.y
P1.1ttu:g
13
up 1 t'inger.9).
I'd baYe 11in mr hud 1t1cl llav. t«a r:l.gtit
14
heNt (eztmda botb llmc:18l • Tbm I WOUldtake tl!.e seftn out
15
ot rrrt bMcl md put it oa mr !inall'S.
Thffi I'd go Ctol.clizlg
16
bOttl twldSI tea •••
el.even, twelve, , , , , HwntMn Cwtul•
11
a:teadjag 1 tillglt'S),
I'd take tae seven out ot mr llMd and
18
put :l.t OD m'I t':l.npn •
5
6

19
20

I:
R:

(Places card lfitb
Tea plus ••
,

21 I:

Bmlc.

22
23
24

EQuw tb1rtec.
Tbrff.
Hov do you lmov t.bat. so tut?
I just lmov them.
rr youbid to 1el'lc ttiat one, boll woul<i YOQ do 1t?
I'd haw tan r:l.gl:it 11ere Cutends t'1npr,s oc botb haDds),
Just LUat r did Hffa.
Ami I'd. iN,t tllr9e in rit!/ ll•d.
How c10you la:low to put tbrN iA your bead?
(Pauses; l.alatl,S.l
You juat !mow, 111lt11
Yelb. I put tt1l'lle in 'JfY nelld am tau out tm'N,
Acd ;,,p ten
, , , el.enn, twiw,
tb.1l"tllc (wb.:IJ.e~I
3 t':!.llprsl.

a:
a:

I:

25 I:
26 !!:

rr

28

I:

29

R:

30

I:

31

R:

32

33
34

I:
R:

35 I:
36 R:
37

I Pl&c:• ,:arct with "50 - 20 :
" onto the table. J
Sixty take uray twmty.
Fcrtr~
Row c11dyell ~ tbat?
I'd say s:LJ:;v. I lmow that r1.,. take away t'WO u four.
han s1Xty taka away forty; :Lt's gae to be rol"tY.

Rho's rapid initial
that they were linguistic

responses

out with

I

two episodes

Her clarifying
the significance

suggest

l"emarks show,
of numerical

The third episode shows, aside from her inattention

her reconstruction,
the

in the first

computations.

however, that they were carried
operations.

• 13" on.to tbe table.)

n10 ...

significance

to

that the "6" and "2" of "60" and "20" each held

of a number of tens:

( ( (SIX}TY) take away ( ( TWEN)TY))
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+

( ( ( SIX) TENS
)

(TWO)) TENS)

take away ( (TWO)
TENS)}
( ( FOOR)TENS)

+

( ( FOR) TY)

+

( {(SIX)

+

•

Thus far we have shown that Rho's linguistic
ten structure,
of numerical

that her linguistic
operations,

number, for her.

and that ten was an a~itbmetic

by ten when counting

"trading"

that Rho
for an

(page 189), Rho made seventy out of MABlongs,

cou1.d be a portion

We recall

'lb.is in itself

would

note of her remark

of an action

schema for "take away"

that Rho conserved 70 by way of the operational

of integrating

· it seems fair

or

to conclude that Rho equated one ten with ten ones,

not be sufficient

reversibility

unit,

by ten.

a long for ten unit cubes.

and then traded

problems.

held the significance

between ten and one, and her significance

In Excerpt 4.4.6

for

operations

system had a base-

We have yet to eJCaminethe relationship

had established
increment

take away

11

•

•

•

and separating,
seventy,

to conclude that,

tens to be equivalent

including

in that

task,

however, and if we take
these • • • " ( 15) ,
Rho considered

seven

to six tens and ten ones, and hence that one

ten and ten ones are equivalent

number's •

Another episode shows that Rho could keep ten and one, qua
abstract
following

unit items,
excerpt
1 I:
2
J

4 R:
5 I:
6 R:
1

a

9
10
11

conceptually

followed

distinct.

The episode in the

those in Excer'pt 4.4.10.

Heoe :la one lut PJ'Oblm, but imtNcl ot Vl'iting it dONIII'm
Fing to tell it to you. Arw Y011 :.dJ?
liolf m&Y :la it t'roa
tb11'eT-111x
!JP to t'itty'?
(PaUNa. I two , , , ~ty
• • , twiity .. ix Ccounta aii t'1Dfll'Sl,
Holl did :,w 91t tbat7
'I'!lirtf,
F'ortJ, t'ittv (putt1Dg up oae t':!n&er, tnc anotllu' oa.
lett bancU. F.1.lty-.,
t'itty-tw,
, • ,, t'ittJ'.,,.ix
C~tiallJ'
putting up otbel" J t':1a-"
ot lett baad and l
t'in&'an ot ript
budl,
That's su: (indicating
l.Mt si.z
t'in&a'9 that .sti• put upl and tA&t's ewnt;r ticdicatiDI
t'iMlt
2 t'~
sb• put up),
Ezcerpt

4,4.14
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Let us first

assume that,

for whatever reason,

the problem to be "Howmany from 30 to 56?"

fingers

Rho could not have been counting

fingers--not

eight

26.

by ten and by one--abstract

apparent
fingers
attempted

go, were otherwise

to use his fingers

items.

those constructed

that

1
2
3

by one.

as "ten"

by ten.

This in:ference can be drawn

coordination

and subtraction

of counting by ten and
problems, and directly

episode.
imit

cube• onto

Wrong.

Twoba.mdred.
Twobundrad aDd tbii"tY~t'1vw
Cid you count t:i•
all?

littl.11

bl.OClCII.

I: I did, I COUDl:N tb• all out baton
9 R: God, I i.t that took a long tia,
10 I:
Not VIIT l.oq.
I:

Did JOU CCNDt by t.en.11
llb-ub (DO I,

I:

No, I COUDtadby onm.

II.:

between

Rho gave to an increment by ten appears

8

11
12
13
14

that Kappa

by labelling

of incrementing

In th1., Utt.le bq Cplace• bag t1lJ.ed wi~
tb.• tallla I t1111r11
ara , · ,
R: l bundNd.

1 II.:

is

between ten and one S.::!

distinguish

I:

I:
"s6 R:
I:

distinct

to record both tens and ones (page 155).

from her appropriate
by one in addition

served

( 9-10 } , which, as

Recall

unit items was likely

to nave been ten increments

from the following

her fingers

indistinguishable.

in the context

The signif'icance

counting

of which her fingers

items,

we

extensions

The mechanism by which Rho distinguished

ten and one as abstract

indirectly

unit

the answer is apparently

from the way she categorized

unit

that

as such, for she put up

That Rho kept the two conceptually

but could not conceptually
abstract

It seems clear

Given that she was not counting fingers,

have to ask what she was counting;

merely as records.

Rho understood

I

;)Qt

tb.m in.

R: Tllo1.

Ezc•rpt

4 , It • 15
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In (9-14 ), we see that Rho understood
counted by tens,

and that you would produce the same number sequence

only faster.

(235),

Similarly

this is the understanding
organized

into

nine)~.

for counting by two.

that a sequence of 235 units

subsequences each of length

(eleven,

, nineteen)

•••

That is,

thirty-five."

that 235 cubes could be

ten:

twenty,

Implicit

in

can be

"{one, two, •••

•••

,

, two hundred

an increment by ten had the significance

for Rho of ten increments by one.
Excerpts 4.4.2 and 4.4.3 show that Rho

Concept of one hundred.

could sequence by one hundred, but not from an initial
The linguistic

of ( (WORD)
(HUNDRED)
l to ( ( (ONE)HUNDRED)

transformation

(WORD))was still

problematic

for Rho.

one hundred was quite elaborate.
one hundred as an arithmetic
units

number-name.

However, Rho's concept of

We shall

see that she understood

and one that is composed o'f: ten

unit,

of ten.
The following

as an arithmetic

episode shows that Rho had constructed
unit,

and suggests

one hundred

that it was also a unit of

numeration for her.
1

I:

2
3

R:

4 I:
5 R:
6 I:
7

R:

8 I:
9 R:
10 I:
11 R:
12 I:
13 R:
14 I:
15

16

ID th:La little
bag (places
ttie taalel tbere are •

bag t'llled

lfitb w:iit c:ubea onto

A b1,111dNd.
ilrang.
Two blmdl'9d.
TWobundred and tturtr-tiw little
bloclal.
D1d Y011count 1'JM!llall?
I did.
I c1:nmted them all out t>etare I put th•
God, I bet tllat took a lllll3 tim.

in.

Mot ftl'T

J.aag.
Did you count b7 tmla?
Cll"'llb (aol.
'l'llal.
No, I counted b7 onu.
U' wie wanted to make pilu so tb.at
t.beN wre aactl.y a bundNd in ucb pile,
lfit:i juat tnat
may, boW may piles could we mlk9?

17

R:

Two.

18

I:

How do you lmcllf tbat?

19

R:

20 I:
21
22 R:

Becaua• a tll.mdNd plws a b11Zl11r9d 1a two l1undrwd.
Ba111twie aot enouga to ma1ca more? MoN ttian tWD pila w1t11
uactly one bundred?
You eoul.d only make two pile.1 !lacause tt1irty-t'ive
i.sa't a

23

lnmdNd.

Excerpt 4,4,16
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The crucial
especially

portion

(22-23).

of this episode is in lines

Rho apparently

attributed

to "one hundred" at a symbolic level,

(19-23),

intensive

meaning

and understood that the

number of hundreds in 235 was to be found by constructing

235, as

much as possible,

there

are

~

in increments

That is,

hundreds in 235 because you can increment by one hundred

twice (na hundred plus·a
doesn't

of one hundred.

hundred is two hundred" (19 )), but 3S

leave enough to increment again by one hundred.

Thus one

hundred was both one number and a number of ones for Rho, and as
one number, it could be used as a unit of construction.
The base-ten

structure

of Rho's number-names allowed her to carry

out these constructions

at the level

guistic

carrying

transformations

for others.

of language, with her lin-

the significance

of numerical.

operations.
The next excerpt will be given in three parts.
illustrates

in a way slightly

relationship

different

that Rho had established

Each part

from the others

the

between ten and one hundred

as units.
1
2

I;

3

R:

4

5 I:
6

1
8

R:
I:

9

10
11
12

R:

13
14

I:

15
16

17
18

19
c?O

I:

R mom MABlong:I. J I want JOU to count t.bu• until
to
b=d"'1
~ixty ,
'Ibirt1, si:l:ty, iwiety, one IDmllNd ( putUzig out ·3 lon.p 11t a
(Hallda

rou.get

en•

tua,

laac>. "

ttien ,
Ctie bumlred Si.xtT,

{llecauat.s

th•1.oap,

l

buZl.dNd and wbat?
One tumdr-.d ~ (cont1n11u

A lll.mdNd.

to C®Dt.<Nt l.cmp) oce m.m.d"4 s:!.xtY (l'KOlmts
the 6 l.cil.p).
TbeN an one hUllolU'9dsJZty little
tin)' bloc:lcl, U we cou..Ld

,_ th••up

ea••
Holl do you
causet1us

Cpo:uita to lzp

I•

RCIIIDaZI.J'blmdrlci. IN'

tlwN?

lmolf tb&t?

1a tc ttas.
What's tm tma?
R: CSlidu n J.oap to har i.rt

R:

orw at a time, l 'Ihat's tm l:C'D
tha 11 longll I • That• s a himdred,
, oae lnmdNd (90:l.ntmg to t'irllt to or
tile 11 loftgl I , ll'ait ( plac:u 1 or
t 1 With tJ1a ota.er 5 l •
nat•s ten tans, One •••
ten, tlllmty,
•••
, one tnm.dred
(p0:l.nting to eacb or tha 10 lonpl.
And tba.t's su:ty
( picJid.Da up tb.e 6 lanp) •

( pl&c1Dg bar lJaad o,,..
s... Tm, ~t7 ••••

!xceri,t

th•

4 .4.17&
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It is interesting
there

to note that Rho's ~eason for saying that

is one 100 in 160 was because

quite strongly

ten tens was a conceptual
on, say,

is ten tens"

(12),

counted ten longs a.s "one, two,

yet she never explicitly
This suggests

"there

the composition

that Rho's understanding

relationship,
of MABflat

appeared to be appealing

and
. ten.

of 100 as

and not one based literall.y

as a collection

of longs.

of having ten tens,

to the necessity

She
since

she counted by tens to "one hundred."
to put so.

aior. out.

,:eep counting.

One bl.mdred :ii:il:ty, one lllmdred :iie,nmty, one ilwldred '1.gtity,
one nwidred ninety, two hundZ'edCu the intel'vi..,.r hands
bet' 4 1DOre long, l ,

R:

5 I;
6
7

a

9 R:
10 I:
11 R:
12

13
14
15

18

19
20
21
22
23
24

I:
R:

a cafll' over the 20 loapl.
KHP count:1.ag. No, doc!":.
I'm FiDS t:o put t.1:11:sl!IIJ1l' dOND {pl&Cd
4 longs cm
top ot covert.
Howmeny tens 1mdemeatn and oa top a:. th•re

altogettier
now?
(!."am•,)
'lbre. hlm.dred.
'lb.Ne b.lmCINd um?

ri&bt t.bal'e. Cfl.al;n 1 lgng
Na. That's tlfO 1luDd.r9d,e,rm~
rroa top. ot c:anr ca 11cbl ot cOV1tr;
l Eigtlty,
t:wo
lnmcfNd ninety, tm.. tumdred (poi.ut1ng ta .. c.b long on top

?&1111••,

COY81'}.

Let's sH nav,
HClWmm,- were \ICder llere (lit'ts
coftrl.
Tllo buDdntd.
Wait. Lat me SH Cuna up loaaS, witbaut. count.ing Ula,
sci tllat ttiere 11 in cae raw and 9 in mother;
the lett secs. ot !:be rava a.r9 aligned).
It's not two nwidr9d.
l)Q you want to c:IWck'1 I tbougbt
it lfU,
(Cmmca tba rOII ot 9 lcnga; ti•g:tu CCIUDting th• I'Clf Q/ 11
l.Qap. l tfow it is Cplacu 1 laag from ttie row ot 11 into the
rOM

I:
lh

25

ot 9 mJdJl3 tllO

wu it

tu.

tllO

wut

Rho's error

~

at 101,

'nlat WU !Wl.ety dc,wn tl!are.

bundNd oetcin?

•= ot

tbe 20 lonpl,

~-rpt

4.4.17b

(CC1U11ta

bmcnd.

we assume that

a,:,1ng

(!'lac•
count,

ot

I:

16 R:
11

in ( 9-14)

appears

with the previous

register
episode

it would follow quite naturally

ended at "two hundred sixty,
to be asking

11

and that

how many altogether.

t1IV

I£

with her, and that
(where she counted

that she recalled.

having

she understood. the interviewer

The interesting

episode is when she decided to check that
hundred under the cover ( 16-18).

Yeeb t11at•s

to have been superficial.

the word "tens" didn't

she confused this
to 160),

I'm

1 I:
2
3
4

aspect

of the

there were, in fact,

two

Her "check" was to make two groups
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of ten; when the groups didn't
violating

a necessary

align

condition

l

I:

a:

I+

5 I:

one

composed of ten numbers of ten.

4 J.ollp OA to11 ot cover.)
two b.undred twenty, tllO b.undred t:.birtJ', two
bundred tortY (poi:Jtmg to .. c:11long on top at tb• COVVI.
That •s two lnmdNd torty.
How may tena altoptMI'?

(Jleplac•

coftr; plac:H

Two bunand t:c,

6

R: CPaua•.l

7

I:

a a:

this as

Again we see that Rho understood

hundred as a number to be necessarily
1
2

Rho recognized

of having two hundred given that at

one group had ten tens.

least

properly

Twaaty-tour.

How do YOQ l4nOWtbat?

'?hera 1 twanty tma dawn tl:l•N, ID4 thera 's tour more
(point:inc to lon&11on top ot COftl"I.
9
( nacH IDOt.1191'loar on top of t.b• eCIWI', I
10 I:
11 R: Twenty-rive.
blgclcJ lilca ~ ai-. tlWN (bald.I up unit cubel?
12 I: IIDw any little
13 R: .l b.un • • • blo lluadrlld and • • • ( points to MCt1 at t.be longs
an top ot' tll• cowr; loojgl at tile long :!A tM intel'Vi1111er1 s
11+
b.ltldI , Twa b.undredand sixty.
15
16 I:
liow many tumdNds are tl:lere?
17 R: 'l\Jenty-tive.
18 I:
'l'llftty-t1ve piles ot one tnmdred bl,oclm?
twecty-tive.
19 R: Not tventy-Cive-yeu,
1

excerpt l+.4.17,;

At the end of Excerpt 4.4.17b we saw that Rho recounted
longs.

cation

from viewing the tape whether she counted

It was not apparent

them by one or by ten.

Whether she did or not may have an impli-

for how she knew that there were 24 tens after

placed four more on top of the cover ( 1-9 ).
certainly

displayed

flexibility

in moving from the context

Rho's mistake in (16-19) is not clear.

"tens,"

up to that point

and assimilated

To linguistically

had to apply an equivalent

of count-

The origin

of

"altogether"

question in (12)
compute 25 tens,

or

other than one

the question accordingly.

of the distributive

Rho

since al.l but one of

dealing with units

method of answering the interviewer's
understandable.

Perhaps,

had been about either

Rho exPected any question

to be about ten,

the interviewer

Regardless,

ing a number by ten t o the number of tens counted.

the questions

the

Rho's

is also

she would have

property

of
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multiplication
two tens,
as:

over addition,

attribute

and make the substitution

( ( ( TWEN)TY) (FIVE) )TENS)

+

( ( {TWO){ ( TEN) TENS) ) ( (FIVE) TENS) )

to "twenty" the meaning of

of "hundred" for ten tens,
( ( ( ( TWEN)TY)TENS) ( (FIVE )TENS)}

+

+

( ( ( TtlO} HUNDRED)
( ( FIVE) TENS) )

(((TWO)HUNDRED)((FIF)TY)). More likely,

she recalled

+

the episode

the 20 tens under the cover with 200, and then counted-

of equating

on with the visible

longs.

Concept of place value.
concepts

such

~e have already

of ten and one hundred were fairly

had formed the :relation

complete,

that Rho's

and that she

"ten of" between one and ten, and ten and

Only one episode sheds light

one hundred.

established

could compose these relationships

on whether or not Rho

so that one hundred was ten of

( ten of one) •
(!"lacea MAB flat on the table; holds up MAB l.oac in hand.l
Howmany or !:hue ( .illdicacea longl ccmld you mue out ot
th1a ;:,iaca ot lfood (indicatea
tlatJ?
3
4 R: What are :,cu saying?
s I: It • cauJ.d pt a. saw md cut up t!1i.a piece ot ll'DOCl
1
2

I:

(indic&tu
fl.at) into P11CH lilca thU (ic.dicatu
lone), !loll
mmr pieeea could we :m.lca?
a R: A tl.undnd.
9 I: How da you (eQW that?
ilDd 1Z you tJ.14
10 R: CauM that':, a mmdred (point.a to tte O..t),
a. saw, you <::ould cut aczoosa tiioae lines (vvtical.l7)
and
11
12
tber-9 would still. be tao • • • .r. hundred.
ODa himdNd ot tllffe (holds up long)?
13 I:
14 R: (Pauaea. l You UH tllat tbjng?
Ttlat•s
waat you told :m. One !iundrltd.
15 I:
16 R: It's &Qitlg to be aae llunclred •••
Ob, oce l:!undntd and t:.en.
6

7

Excerpt 4.4.18

Rho's behavior
indicative

in the above episode

of the conclusion

as composed or ten tens.
behavior
she tacitly
strictly

is irrelevant

drawn earlier

Toe interpretation

to that

named the flat

conclusion.

might be taken as counterthat she knew one hundred
given here is that her
If we first

suppose that

"hundred" and thought of it initially

as a number, then it is quite

reasonable

that she maintained
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that it remains one hundred even if "you cut across
(10-12).

If Rho's aim was to maintain

number of ones, then to assimilate
intended,

the question

the two relations

episode lends cr~dence to this
1
2
3

45
6

1

a
9
10
11

of 100 as a

the structure

she would have had to reconstruct

one)--composing

these lines''

as the interviewer

100 as ten of (ten of

she apparently

The following

had.

interpretation.

( Plac.• MABn.at on table; bdds unit i:ube :u:i II.Ind.! !.at' :s
tZ'f tbis ona, Howmmy ot these little
til.Ocica (~dicatu
1.11U.t
o:ul:lel ma1at 11p tbiS p:Lec• ot wood (indicatff
natl?
R: A tu.lZldr'ad•
ht
you
told
me
there
wen
a
bundred
ar
tmH
(bolds
u;,
I:
].gag) tb&t ve o:ould mu out ot that (poiD~
to t'l&tl.
R: No, teen are tea ot tbclle, S.., one, two, . • , , tm
( pointing to MCl1 lmit along lover tdp at nat; rotates
nat 90 degrea I, Oae, tvo, • • . , ten ( po:lnt:u:ig to ea= unit
&lone J.owr td91 at t'latl.
There'J tan both ways. Tc tA14
RT (boruootall
acd tea t111a ..,.., tvertiwl.
I:

Bxcerpt 4.4.19

rlllhenthe interviewer
(5 - 6), she resolved

confronted

the conflict

Rho with her conflicting
by making the pairwise

. ships between 100 and one and between 100 and ten.
to resort

to composing the relations

The counting-board

incrementing
Several
counting

tasks.

relation-

She did not have

between 100, ten, and one.

tasks presented

no difficulty

whatsoever for

She counted each piece as it was uncovered by appropriately

Rho.

this

answers

times,

the name of the number uncovered up to that point.
almost playfully,

the flats,

is consistent

she recounted

then the longs,
with the analyses

In terms of corustructing

and last

the blocks by first
the unit cubes.

of her behavior

on the other

number..names as referring

numbers, she would do so beginning with the largest
numeration unit and proceed with successively

smaller

All. of

to

possible
ones.
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Case study 4.5:

Gamma

Gammawas a second-grader

(age 7 years at the beginning o~

In November of 1977 she correctly

the 1977 school year).
Problem 1 by counting

"six,

seven, eight" while looking at the

visible

squares,

fingers

and then counting-all.

the interviewer's

one hundred,"

11

out five and four

and solved Problem 3 by putting

She could not solve Problem 2.

When asked to "count by tens,"
tinued

solved

Gammasequenced by five.

example of "ten,

She con-

twenty" by sequenc::i.ng to

but when asked for the next one, said "two hundred."

Gammacould not sequence by ten f'rom "two," but knew that
ten more than two.
"thirteen

When asked for ten. more again,

• • • fourte.en.

11

she answered

Gammar-esponded, without counting,

a bundle of ten and four single
there are three tens in 32.

12 i.s

make 14 altogether,

sticks

Her r-eason for the latter

'' cause there 's a three in front

and two is

in last.

-that

and that

answer was
However, when

11

given two bundles of ten and five single

sticks,

there were 15 in all--acknowledging

there were "two tens" and

"five ones" on the table.
sticks

that

When asked to find the total

in ten bundles of ten, Gammafirst

one (getting

"ten"),

the objective,

were ten sticks

and then, after

This was all

in each bundle.

sticks

after

number ot:

counted each bundle as

the interviewer

counted the individual

with "eighty-two."

she r-esponde<i that

had reiterated

in the bundlas--ending

acknowledging that

The final

interviews

there

were given

to Gammaon May 5, 10, and 18 of 1977.
Gamma's case study is an interesting
constructed

one.

She had apparently

numbers and could use extending and declending

reasonably
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well.

However, she had created

school instruction
traction

on standard

algorithms

for activation.

(errorfull

empirical

paper-and-pencil

routines

addition

which competed with her numerical

In several, instances

from

and sub-

operations

this produced quite odd

behavior.
Writing and reading
numerals,

numerals.

and only occasionally

Gammahad no difficulty

misread them.

"twenty hundred and one," "31" as "thirteen,"
"52" as "twenty-five,"
of these instances

one in several

she was concen-

glances to the numerals.

tasks.

at

to sequence by one, she chose to count by

On one occasion Gammacounted by one from 20

to 89, and on another from one to 64-both
errors,

at solving a

Though there were no tasks aimed directly

Gamma's ability

but not sequencing errors.

times making counting

More will be said about Gaimna.'s

counting by one in "Numerical operations."
Gamma's routine

for sequencing by ten, like Kappa's,

have been based around the sequence "ten, twenty,

seems to

• • • , ninety,"

as seen in the following episode.
1 I:

Start

2

Wl:lat's tm acia

3
4

G:
I:

s a:
6

7

11

The common ingredient

ta possibly,

on the problem and gave only fleeting

Sequencing.
assessing

46" as "sixty-four,

is that Gammawas in the context
Qui

201 11 a.s

11

11

and "61" as "sixteen."

problem when reading the numerals.
trating

She read

writing

at. lliAety-tewa.

GM1 COl.lllt.-b&ck

tlY tau.

(I'IIIH.)

ua:,ty-a-.
OlcaY, lcN9 piJig.
.S.VIDtJ-a..-i,
s1xty-aewa,

t'Ol'tf_.'"911,
•••
te •••

thirty-HVlll,

t'orty • • • tl\ir-,
t'U'ty-aevap.,
tweaty-aeflll • , • .-vct-

Hvm.
Excerpt 4,5.1
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Two incidents

in Gamma's production

that she was sequencing

suggest

"eighty,

appending "seven" to each term.
"sixty-seven

said

of her backward sequence
seventy,

The first

•

. ., ten"

is in ( 5 ) , where she

• thir--fifty-seven

• . for:-ty .

and

••

II

She appears to have been checking for a reciprocal

"next" relation-

ship between successive

that

that she was operating
saying

"seventeen

"ten,"

Gammaanticipated

11

ty

11

upon.

words, which suggests
Second,

• . • ten."

in ( 6 ) , Gammacaught herself'

Perhaps

arriving

in going f'rom "seventeen"

through which she was "backtraclcing"--which

at "ten"

if the significant

The fact

11

explained

that she caugtlt herself

by the supposition

"seven" to each term--and
'lbe hypothesis
centered

around

and said

that Gamma's routine

that

twenty

of the episode

.,,

seventy,

"seven" could be

"seven teen."

for sequencing
1

•

•

• ,

by

ninety"

she had tremendous difficulty

is that the interviewer

ten was
al.so fits

aaKing tran-

The next episode illustrates

count as he placed MAB·longs on the table;
after

would put he~

she intended to append

she had al.ready said

between centuries.

The context

above that

her sequence "ten,

well with the fact

sitions

sequence was "eighty,

her problem.

had asked Gammato

we join the interview

the longs had been placed.
1

I:

2

3
4
5
6
7
S

Q:

=~

w. ll&v. on•
and suey ...
and ,uey.
lflmdNd and sennty, l:l1mdrWdand 9igll ty, hundred and nil:ulty,
one twndred 111d•••
twmty Cu tne inteMi-r
pl.Ku 4
Lat's

lcNp COWJting nCllf.

on•tnmd"4

to

of the f'orward

at the beginning

sequence

ten.

it was them

111)1'9 long:s l • Wut.
I: What C0111U atter one hundred cunet:r?
G: A INndNd aad •••
tvmty.
No.
I: Ooe twndl'9d niaety, two bundl"ed.
9 a: two tmndNd.
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If we assume that Gamma's method of sequencing was to construct
the next "ty" name and then precede it by "one hundred,"
dilemma in ( 4 ) becomes more apparent.

then her

When she reached "ninety,"

she knew the next name should be "one hundred"; but sbe was already
beyond "one hundred,"

to one hundred.

episode

of counting

context

of sequencing

linguistically

so she took it as the completion

by ten,

This,

from another

gave her the conceptual

3 I:
G:

G:

10

11
12
13
14
15
16

I:
G:
I:
G:

17 I:
18
19

a:
a:

20 I:
2,

22 I:
23

24
25 G:
26 I:

hundred and twenty."

of Gamma's difficulties

buadred sixty • • •
'1'br9• l:nmdNd and sevmty, t11ne llundred IDd liatitv, thrH
bundred az:id IWl•tY, tllrN llUAdreG and , • , t.llN• bull.dNd

'l'bNe b1111dr9d o;iaaty.
~ bl.mdr9ci and nin•ty
• • , t:hna bundNd and • , • niMtyone, tbrN. hw:uired and nin•tJ-two, thrH l:Wndred md ninet?tbNe , • , ,
( Iate1TUOt:l:lg. l Are 10ll i:CU11t:l.ng by tens?

~o.
Wbat.'S tee IIID" ttw1 tbree bUadNd aiaety?
niz.e. hUndNd and , •• r1ttr.
ThNe blmdNd ancl s:ixtT, ~
b1.mdred aad seftnty,
t:brN hundNd aad eigbty •••
.int.
we got art trade. We got up ta t!1rM lllmdred ninety, Wewaat
tea :DON tban t.hrN mmdred o:tnaty.
(Lmi1 pauae; !!Ullbln ta berselt. l

Wbat u. you dOj,ng?
'1'bNe lllllldr'wd•i&b ty.
we COllld do it tMs way, Tbrti• bundNd Dinaty and tm imre.
TbNe hundred ninaty, tm'ee lumdred ninety-on•, . . . , tllree
btmdred nin•tY-n1n• . , , ,

oneb.UDdred.

r'QIZ' bucdred.

Gamma's initial

confusion

4,5 ,3

may have stemmed from an indecisive-

ness about which part of the number-name to operate
aspects

of the episode are in lines

where Gammachanged to sequencing
the successor

gains support

Start at tbl'N lumdr9d t'artr and couat..on by taa.s,
Thrff b.UZldredSixt , , • t'OW' ~ and •••
t'orty.
Okay. ~ llwldred t'orty-tbrff
burulNd t'Uty, tm'H

!xc•ri,t

signit"icant

for

IIJd ••••

8 I:
9

+

basis

episode.

1 I:
2 G:
4
5
6
7

her second

along with being in the

computing "hundred (two)(tan)

The above interpretation

0£

to "three

the interviewer's

upon.

The

(8-11) and (22-25),

by one when she could not construct

hundred and ninety"

and where she completed

sequence by one with "one hundred."

The latter
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shows quite strongly
ninety-nine"

that it was the sequence "ninety-one,

that Gammatook as significant,

was merely an appendage to be
it was "fifty,

the former,

sixty,

tacked

11

. • . , ninety"

and
11

00.

This in turn suggests

emphasize the first-said

method of sequencing by

part of the number-name and use the

for sequencing by one.

1

I:

Z
3

G:

ca

1CII.I,tart at eigl1t and ccun~n
by teca'l
lU.gbtNG, ti.!tf-eig11t,
, , , , n.1Mtv ... 1&11t . , • n:imlty_.1.gl:lt,
cne llutldr9d aad •181lt, two llundNd am ei&tlt, tbl'N huadNd
and eigllt, four tumdNd and d&bt, t'1va b.uDdNd and •i&tlt,
su b.uudntd and •i&bt . . . .
Okay, that'll i. t'.!Da,

1,

S
6

in

sequencing by ten to one hundred.

of repeatedly

"next" relation

that

because she had no episodic

Gammaseemed also to have an underlying
ten:

that "three hundred"

that she took as significant

and that she could not continue

recollection

. .,

•

I:

E:xarpt 4,5.4

·Apparently,
thirty-eight,

Gammasequenced "eigllt,

for-ty-eight,

hundred and eight,

~

fifty-eight,

twenty-eight,

, ninety-eight,

•••

hundred and eight,

meaning that at some point she fell
the first-said

eighteen,

•••

"-the

into the pattem

,2

added emphasis
of' incrementing

part of the number-name and continued applying it to

tbe currently-held
Gamma's "automatic"

one.

This routine

routine

genetically

likely

f'or sequencing

"ten,

twenty,

by one

hundred.

underlay

. . .,

ninety."
Gammahad no routine

for sequencing

In tasks

where she was asked to begin at 30 and 73, she could not begin, nor
continue

after

She continued

the interviewer
only after

gave the second term. of the sequences.

being given the third

stopped at "nine hundred .••

," maintaining

terms, and then
that there were no more

to be said.
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The question of the operationality
generating

number-names and sequences of number-names can easily

be answered:
depicted

it was not.

Gammaapparently

in Chapter 3 (Figure

She aasimila ted the tasks

pair-wise

the "teen" cards

of placing

the numeral. cards in

for sequencing rather

comparisons among cards.
and then the smallest

"twenty" cards and then the smallest
Her attempts

at seriating

had the structure

page 58 ), but only in action.

3.5,

ascending order to her routines
making

of Gamma's system for

than

She woul.d £irst

select

among them, then the

among them1 and sc on.

the cards in descending order best

show Gamma's lack of operationality.
Cards:
1 !:
2
J

4
5

Q:

6

7
a I:
9 Q:
10
11

12
13
14

t:
15 ll:

JO 47

48

49 52

61

67 76

(ahld'nedl

I want you to Ill.ace these carda on the board stu'tl:lg
!llllllber iii tll.e t'int
place (1Dllicate1 I l&Cldthe
smallest number ill tbe lut place C ind1c::at411l.
(Sp!'tlW cards on table.J
(76l S.venty-a1x.
(76-671 SixtY.,evtm
•••
5:!.xty-anwn
• • • • (76-67..481 Forty~:l.gl1t.
(76""67-48-47) Forty-eena.
(76""67-48-47-61) Sixty-one , . ,
1,9:t.t. (76-67..liS-47)
(Remves &ll. cards.)
C76l S.veaty-1:1.J:.
That's waatycu bad betcra.
(76-67) S1xty....uv9ft.
(76-67-491 :'Or't,'--Qi.De.
(76-67'"'i9-48)
l"ortY~1gl2t.
(76e.67-49-48-JOJ
T?urty.
(75e.67-49-'18-J0~521
TweatY•t'ive. (75'"67-49""'8) (76,.67..49-48""'47) Forty..aeven.
175""67..49..48.47•J0·52l
Twenty~
(76•67..49-"8""'47•JOl Tb.1rty.
rive. (76-67-49..48-47·JD·52...;l)
SutffD.

!hill

tilm

w1.tll the b1gpat

Sat1:lt1ed?
Yeal:l.

Exc:1rpt

4.5.S

In ( 6 - 8 ) , we see that Gammawas aware that
follow

"47" in backWard order,

"61 " should not

but that she could not decide where

it should have been placed among those that were already
If we assume that Gammarelied
"twenty,"

"twenty" < "thirty,"

on her sequencing

. .. .,

"precedes") , as she did when seriating

"eighty"

structure

< "ninety";

in ascending

order,

positioned.
( "teen" <

<" means

11

then her

that the sequence she constructed

failure

to place "61" suggests

rigid.

In order to place "61 11 Gammahad to destroy

the sequence
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up to the point of placement of "61" and begin anew.
Ga.rmna.'srelationships

transitive.

That is,

between number names were not operationally
4

In {13) we see that Gammaended up placing

if it were "16."
or a subsequent

(Whether this was an accomroodation to her conflict
misreading

of the numeral is not clear.)

that in Excerpt 4.5.5,

task following

"61" as

behavior--destroying

In the

Gammadi.splayed similar

the sequence up to the proper point of placement

of a newly-found card.
Numerical operations.
Gammawas.

It is not clear what type of counter

She was at least

a counter with motoric unit

possibly

a counter with abstract

deciding

between the two may be seen in the next excerpt.
1

2
3

4

5
6

1
8

9
10
11
12
13

14

I:

a:
I:

17
18 I:
19
20 I:

a:

21 G:
22
23 I:

28
29
30

31

turta

au

"37 .•)

I:

16 G:

27

Toe difficulty

we baft tllllllty-L"our
little
bl.oc:ila UDdeJ' tbU
ac:reec to aAOWbloclcl; i:ovvs
tbi, bloclc.l;
!Wt Lang adjacant to scr.ci, J caa you lll'ite d.alffi half
many.,.. naw ILltolltbC' :IA ;.i-i.eca ot *'°4?
G: {Writu n34,n1
(Advance• se%'ffa :10 that all b.Locla are r:owred; plaeu tbNII
I:
um.t cubq ceft to :ICt'eeD.) Howams:, little t:IJ.oclCSare tbere
altopttl.el'
now?
G: (Pauae; bol.da t'il1pr.l ot 11... l"igllt band u, bC' l.tt;
Wl'itu
· Ya.i cm ••

acne
i;ilac•

15

24
25
25

unit items.

item:3, and

a:

(Advances
MAB lonp.

)

blockll

are CVVft'ed; p.Ll.cN tllO

Haw IIIIDY now1

20 timall bf om on 11..- t'!:lprs;
Wl'i tea • 57." l
( Advanc• ac:run .10 tbat all bloclcs az,e cQ'9111'9d; placn
l
HAB long am1 1 uait cube Dltltt to Sd'ffn.
J
(Pll.lH; counts 10 t1mU bT oa.e on a... t'1Dgers wtlile looldzia
( !'aus•; =unta

Wl"itQ "58."l
Wbat's that llWliler (po1.au to "5B"l?

at tbe blaclm;

F1tty-etgbt.
libat.'s that. number (points to "157")?
s.vm . , . ob (tJ"U• "58"; ~t'tl.1 aya 67; couau 10 t::l.mes bf
one on lier t'in!9r.s; lCIOka at. unit Cl.Ille; writes "78"1.
(Adnncea screen so tbat ill1 'olocks .,.. covered; pl.acH two
unit cubes alld two MABloop. l Wrii:. down bow !lllnY littl•

bloclal I !lava altcget.ber now.
S.vwnty-oice •••
(Count.I 10 t:.l.mes by one on h_. tingvs;
at t:lloca; writ•
"90. ")

I:

Kiav did :,OU gat. tb&t?
Couatad by

I:

(Advmc•
little
piec:H

a:

all

SCZ'ND SO t:lat

oa•.
screea so

libat

loolc.s

did you do?

that all blocks are r:o¥1tl"9d, l
ot' YDOda.:. under her9 nov?

HOii may

32 G: Ninei:y.
33 I:
Wculd :,ou like to write n.itl•tt tllere l po111tl co box at bottom
ot a•s stwet ot pap... }?
Jlt
a:
35
<Wr-:1.tu"90" in the boz. l

~erpt

4.5.6
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It is clear
at least

from lines

(13),

(21-22),

a counter with motoric unit

functional

substitution

a finger,

twice,

per se.

fingers

yet considered

items to Gammain this

for stopping.
of fingers

say, 20 more (13).

counting with abstract
referred

for blocks was literally
the numerical

She could have instead

hands open with a long (by calling

up

unit

to the

It could well have been that

and hence that she had not abstracted
counting,

of putting

counts.

task is that she apparently

blocks for her criteria

but,

In (13) she counted

them as different

The reason that we cannot attribute

Gamma's substitution

She not only made the

counted the motoric activity

as opposed to counting

each finger

items.

for blocks in her counting,

of fingers

and more significantly,

and (26) that Gammawas

both "ten"),

just

that,

criterion

of

equated both

counted both· hands

for one long, counted both hands again for the second, and stopped
because there were no more blocks to count.
block.Sin

forming a criterion

for stopping

and (26), where she counted ten fingers

Her attention
is most apparent

and then finished

to the
in (21-22)
by counting

unit cubes.
Gammaall?X)st certainly
successive

extensions

extensions--providing
the starting

constructed

of a lot

by

the task as (at least)

another,

and integrated

meaning for the number-name which she used as

place for the next step in the task.

remains as to whether she reflected
forming arithmetic

the

lots.

upon the lots

The answer to this

will be seen in the discussion

The question
she constructed,

i.s apparently

yes, as

of the sequel to the above episode.
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T I:

NOifI'm 111.1.Da
to take W004 trom ~ bere. I wee you
ta tell • how 11:UcbI'ff got lett tremrnu 2 lQDill). ifov
mcb II.ave we gut let't beh:1iid the acrec?
( Pame. l How IIUcb
did ve. start Wii:!1?
5 G: Ninety.
(Pause. l Snenty.
6 I: Would you like to Wl'ite it t:ara (pointa to bottom ot pap}?
7 G: (WM.tu "70.")
8 I: Cllamow• t lmit eu!M md t lQn&, J Now ll.Ov 1111c11
do I 11.a,,.
lett betlind now?
9
TO G: S1ztJ-on• Cwr:l.tea"61. "l
11 I: (Removes t lane. l How1111clllett now?
12 Q: (Paun,l
F1tty-one (lll'ites "51"),
1J I: (Ramovea6 i.mit c:uba.J
New
lllld1 do I II.ave llltt?
14 G: (Paua; Pointa to 2 uait cubea.J
15 I: 'iitlat are you domg7
16 G: (Pauaa. l Fort,-e:l.stit , • • t'ort,'•Mft!l
• • • Corty-sill: • • •
17
torty-tiw
(llbil.• pointing eo the l.ut 4 un:Lt cuoea 111t11her
18
pecill.
Forty-t'1ve (writes "1+5").
19 I:
(Removwa1 unit cube and 2. long,. l Raw 1111cl1is left?
20 a: CPaUN; wana her pencil owr the wood. J
21 I: ffolf muct1 11U latt before I toolc tb1a out (p:l.cka up um.t cu.be
22
and 2 tongs I?
23 a: (Poineo to "45,"l
Forty-t:l.ve.
24 I: (llaplacu
the 2 lcc@PI md ,m.:l.t Cl.Iba btl11rld aC!'Hn.)
NOifI'm
25
t.ak1:lg out tnu llQch ( tun
oue wu.t euoe and 2 J..cilJpl.
26 a: Forty-1:m'N , •• no, rortJ-t'our,
torty-tl'JNe Cpo:ti:i.t:l.ng to
tl:18 um.tcube), forty.two,
t'orty-one, forty, • • • , tlienty-tour
27
2
J
4

™*

28
29

(wtlile pointing
(writes "24"1,

to uch

wut

Excel'pt.

If Gammahad not constructed
not have separated

her final

of

the 2 lonaal.

Twacty-tOW"

4,5, 7

arithmetic

construction

lots,

then she could

( a lot named ''.ninety")

into

a known (2 longs) and unknown.amount (1 - 5 )--assuming she was
actual1y

thinking

of a quantity

of block3 under the cove:c-. It is

possible

that Gammahad !IE.de a strong

association

of things being "taken away" and declending,
a separation

at all.

of this

task alone.

in fact,

construct

arithmetic

and

between the action
did not construct

We cannot decide between the two on the basis
The following
separations,

episode suggests

and that

that she could,

the operands were at least

lots.
1

2
J

I:

(PlacH eard lf:l.tn

~

G: BlaDk plua niDa aquiLi
lone

from t:ie 11m:.1

• 9 a 79" octo t:ie tabl.e. l
1:111111
• • • Hftl1ty-aine
(pause; pts

1

/line , • , tem.

(IAterr,ipt:IJII, I Can yau l1o 1t without tu lfOOd'l
I:
Ninetffa,
aienty-nine,
, , ., .sevmty-nille
5 G: ffu.11.-ub(noJ.
4

6

1
8
9

I:
Q:

leas,

t'roe tlw boXl.

gett1ng

6

.sevaity

(po1nt:!Dg to tacb long).

!IIOl"9

Ten,

tveaty,

(wtlile

, •• •

so llbat'.s tae number?
sevcty.
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conceived of 79 as composed of nine and something

Gammaclearly
else,

used the MABlongs as a convenience for recording

and apparently

the amount she needed to extend nine by in constructing
placement of the longs was apparently

79.

a mean.a to construct

lot in place of the unnamed one that she had constructed

in Excerpt

Gamma's behavior
numbers.

extending

boundaries

so the boundaries

forming numbers.

4.5.8 also suggests

She had nothing

which she could derive
conception,

a nameable

in her

of the problem.

conceptualization

construct

Her

f'rom

she constructed

in

introduced--

that she needed a record of
suggests

unit items.

she could
field

must have been conceptually

quantif'ication

extend with abstract

in her experiential

for the lots

However, the fact

for later

that

extending for Gammawas

That is,

a means to an end, but was not an object

that Gammadid not

of reflection--she

did not

count her counts.
The following
level

episode suggests

of operatiocality

s
6

7

as extending

G:

I:
G:

I:

Clo

Okay,

Sevmtr•thrH,

G:

S

s11\181lty-two, seventy-one,
F0\11",

s11VC1t;y, (Loolca at

bill' bmldll uacter t1:le t&ble},

l!:Gerpt

It seems clear
Gammacorµstructed

that declending
a nameable lot

4,5,9

was an operation

that,

when separated

"seventy-four,"

left

meant "seventy"

as a name of a lot when she said it,

saying "seventy"

was at the same

for Gamma.

[Places eard witb "74 • 70" onto the table. I
E'ort)' take aver blank equ&l5 seveaty.
iilbat's tbj,:i number (point:l.na: to "74"1?
Sevmty .. t'our t&lm a•y bl.ex equ&1A sflllllty,
(l"al.l.le.)
bll~:s.

1 I:
2
J
4

that declending

one named "seventy."

was her functional

criterion

through which
from one named

Whether or not Gamma
or whether

for
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stopping--em.pirically
clear.

abstracted
case,

In either

Rather,

after

numbers, it is not clear

counting.

In no task did she do otherwise.

and separate

what relationship

Only two situations

arithmetic

blocks involving

and

arose where it appeared that

(both were in the context

a trade),

lots

she had established

she was about to behave in a way that would be suggestive
answer to the question

Gamma

she constr'Ucted a record of them

Though Gammacould integrate

between the two.

not

the main point remains substantiated:

did not count her counts.
and then quantified

from school experieoces--is

of' an

of subtraction

and both times the interviewer

with

interrupted

her, asking her if' she wanted to trade a long for ten unit cubes.
of the two (70 - 31 = _>, Gammaappeared to be ready

In the first

to put a unit

cube from the box alongside

removed from seven.

The interviewer

three longs that she had

was too quick with his question,

though, for us to see if she would have done so without compensating
the difference.
for after
asking,

It seems likely

counting

the difference

"Are you sure?"

viewer, not a necessity

directly

between 70 and 31 Gammawrote "39,

The "trade"

was an imposition

by the inter-

what relationship

Gammahad

to tell

between extending and declending.
at this

relationship

is largely

The set 0£ tasks aimed

irrelevant

to the question;

Gammasolved them figurally.
t

3 G:

(Places card witzl "70 • 92" Qll.to the table.)
1t t'rall Hftlley up to ~ty-two7
(Pau.se.)
lveDty.

4

Tweat)'?

I:

2

I:

11

for Gamma.

It is also not possible

established

that she would not have compensated,

Half mny 1a

5 G: ?-la, ttw-ty.
6 I: nw,ty?
T G: No, t:vcty.
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8

Hake up }'OW' mind

I:

now,

9 G: Twenty.

(Places card with "92 •

I:

70" c,nto the t&bl.a,J
down to sHmty?

How manJ :14

10
11
12
13
14

G: Tvmty,
G:

15
16
17

CauH seventy to ld.ce 1a twai.t7 mest.wm~ t.o ninety
seftllty •••
twenty,
It's the anawer.

I:

Why :14 t:bat?

it trom ninety-two

I:

lily?

botb tbe ,-,

G: cause tbay'ra

but ttie:r're

1.S

mxed U"CIUl1ddU'terect.

£1:cerpt 4.5.10

Let us ignore,

for the moment, the incorrectness

on her way of answering the second question

answer and focus instead
(10-17).

original

In (14-lS) we see that Gammaapparently

arrived

answer by comparing "7" 0£ "70" and "9" of

into account their

position

saying that 92

70 has the same answer as 70

+

of Gamma's

in. the numeral.

90 1 11 and took

11

Her criterion
+

in that "92," "70," and"+"

positions

were all stil.J. there.

relating

the two "problems" was, in principle,

that if 92 - 70
they've

= 20,

then 70 - 92

= 20

with subtraction
1
2

I:
G:

sentences

containing

Rowd1d you get tnat?

4

Su taJce
take ..,.,

5

a:

a.WIQ' two

the same as saying

because nothing has changed-

figural

routine

two two-digit

for dealing

numerals.

1.s tOUl', and zero plua :eroc, i.s • • • :ero

zerc 1.s zero.

E:xcarpt

It is quite possible

That this

Gamma's way of

(Placn card 111th "50 - 20 3
~ onto the table,)
Si.zty tall:• away tvcty.
(Paua""i.l ?O!'ty.

3 I:

as a "shortcut"

1

had changed

merely been ''mixed around different."

Gammahad developed an interesting

routine

f'or

92 was f'igural

as opposed to operational,
but nevertheless

at her

4 .S, TT

that Gamma, like Rho, had develo~ed this
for more meaningful numerical operations.

is not the case may be seen in the next excerpt.
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1

I:

2

G:

3 I:
G:
I:
G:

4

s
6

CPI.acas card witb "70 • 31 •
" onto tbe table.)
Seventy talcll awa-,
tbil"teen aqiiila bunk.
(Pause,)
How wauld you do tb&t one?
For-t:y-one.
aovdid you gat that?

One take away zero ill one, a!ld tbree talcle away

MYC

!'our.

is

Ezc:11r11t
4.5.12

If pressed,

Gammawould most likely

have admitted that three

takeaway seven is not four, but within the constraints
upon numerals,

that was the best she could do.

Gammaalso applied her figural
"47 - 21

variant

= _,

II

and

84

30 =

11

to "

of it

of operating

+

20 = 25."

routine

."

91 - 29 = _,

to

She al.so

11

appeared to apply a

That and her subsequent behavior

prove to be quite inte·resting.
1 I:
(Plac•
cazodwitn "
.,. 20 • 25" onto ttle table.)
2 G: Blank pl.WI tw111.ty equal.a twea:ty-t'J.va. (E'auae. l '1'hNe • , , I
3

m1111 1

tb:l.rtJ,

Wait (counu

to 11.arselt).

4 I: Wllat IN you dOUll'l' COllntiat: to YOW'HJ.t? I can't II.NZ' you.
5 G: Fitty • , • twenty-one, twlll.ty-one
• • • t'IIIBlt:y-t'J.ve. fiVII ,
6
Cpauae; l!Ulbla sametb:lng) • Thirty,
7 I: Thj,rt:y plWI tvtnty
1.s twnt7•t'!.Vll'l
8 G: No. Twaty , •• llO ,
9 I: Wbat are yau dolDC dOIIII. tbere (ntfef'!'ing.
to G's l2lnda w:idel'
10
Ula tablel'l
Tell. us wtlat you'"' eowit111c,
11 G: I'm DOt count:1.111.
12 I: You cm put 1'NI' r.1ngvs up. (Pa.use.) Wbat do we wmt to
13
lcl10lf 11.- (po:1.nta to card!?
11, a: (!'auae. l FortY-ti ve . • • • tirty
• • • t'i ve.
15 I:
Would tb&t be tb.e !NIIIDIIC"
llaro. {poio.ta to bl.aakJ?
16 G: I t.b.1ck JG.
17 I: AN you .SUN :rou•re not loald.l:lg a.t Ula f'OC"tJ'w:ider- ttser-e
18
(reten'ing
to cal"d dJ.rectlY i.mdllmetb
"
• 20 : 25n;
19
l'IIIIID,,.. au. caraa but "
... 20 ~ 25").
20 G: I d:l.dn't look at tbat giii,
21 I: so you tl11Qk ror-tr-t'iw pJ.ua tweoty i.s equal to twcty-t'1VII.
22
Ia tbat it?
23

24
25
26
27

G:

Huh-uti (DOI, It's
too b.~.
(E'euae. J Nia•teen., lligb.tec,

one.
I:
G:

28 I:

lbat'd

b• , ••

f'itt7-t'1VII.

, • , f'ivw, !OUI',

=ree,

two,

Wllat 111'11you d~

Countiag bac!Narda.

couatias

back:

rrom were?

Fros r.wcty-t'J.ve,
JO I: Olcaf,
31 G: Twnty-t'our,
tll9ntJ•tbrN,
• • , twcty.
(l'auM.)
N1118tem •
32 I: What did 7Q1 juat do? l'ou jllat couated wbat? 'I'Wcty.
What
33
d.1d :,au j11at co,,mt beclcl Say it apm .
.34 G: Tweatr-tiw-twaty-rJ.n,
twatJ•t'OW",
• • • , SiZteC • • •
35 I: Wau.14it 11.elp you to ua• aoa ot t.11.
..
Clmld.aG bos or !1IB
36
bloclal>.
Tell. • out loud wnatyou'r-e doing.
1
37 G: !RtlllO'lU 2 lODP from tbe box.)
I 111aoina tm, tvcty.
38
?wctr..aae, twenty-two,
, • , tweaty-tin
<wbil•Nllll:)v:l.ng a
39
unit cube t'r'o11 tbe bos witb NCll cOUDtl; pl.acu tbem beaide
40
tbe J.oapl ,
41 I: All rigl1t, twntT•t'ive.
Kaw cm ttlat help you to do tb:1a one
42
( p01nU to tbe card)?
What llumller' pa
ia the blank?
43 G: twaty beN Calides ttie 2 lOfl3! away tl'OIII b_.; l"lllllmla 2 mre
44
larip t'l'OIII tbe box; pl.&cH tbn next to Ula S um.tc:ubes; ;ioinu
29

"

G:
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t'roe

45
46
47 I:

to tbe ol'i.g;l.nal 2 longs; picks
ttle box).
Wait.
Tell 11111llbat you're t:11~.

48

G: I'm tNok:1rg

49
50
51
52

in b_. bald)

it I put tilde tvo t.Ael'e (:1.D.dieate• tb• 2 lcnp
it would ti. torty •••
rorty-tiva.
cnac..
t.tle 2 lonp baclc on tbe table.)
Ten, 1:WQty (po:Llltuig to eacb
lmp),
thirty,
t'orty (po~tiag
at ~ 2 lonp
or t.Ae origiual
J1,15t placed on tlla table I, for-ty-oae,
• • • , t'ortJ•tivw

SJ

54 I:
55
56

57
58

up

~

2 temp

jllat

.-..,.,.

t:iiat
th•

( Poi:ting
to ead2 lmit ew>eI •
!low mny lfOUld 10!1 ban lltopt.1:1.(places t'iqer
Ibo,.. "25")
wner rou IC"ov tm rumber bCpomt.s to t.ti• blankl?
How :nmy
do you tlave altogetberl
(Pawie.}
lillat's ttl&t !Nlllbeeo (plag1a
r~
aoo,,. ttie "5" or "25" )1

O: Five.

59 I: Tlwl number beN
60 G: Twaty-t1ve.
61 I: '?hat's hoV any

Ctzoac• a circle

around "25" 111tb b1.s t'iaa-l.

Y'OU !law aJ.toptl:ler
ICC
Y'OU laioll ~ "UIIIIMC'
(poiffta
to !:llankl, .t=•t it?
62
63 G: Yeah. (E'ause.)
64 I: SO tee mast you wculd baw 1.a twentY-t'ifll.
Ia 1:bat rigbt?
F~,
Wrty,
t'orty
65 G: CPlacas tlotb paiJ's ot' longs togettt.r.l
66
C1'9IDCIV9S a lone fl"OII tbe box; combinu :it w:it.b tbe 4 a.LrNd7
67
out; clllllli"N the f1w locsa nth tl:la S um.t cubu; pl.aces J
longs baclc 1Ata tbe box.}
68
69 I: li'lll.l, the moat 1"" ~ bave ill tlf!Cty-t1ve.
Read wnatta1s
says qiwi
( pointa to card} •
10
71 G: Bl.aaJ( plus twmty eqll&la twtatY•t1ni.
72 I: Cm 1ou ma i.b&t t!lat woul.d say witb taeae <po1l1t.s to tn, 2:
73
longs and 5 im.it cub•I?
tbe 2 longs to blr rilbt,)
74 G: :lap. (Slidu
75 I: w, kDoV on• of t:ie mmbera bere 1a twentY ( poi4ts to "20" on
76
tb• ~,.
'
11 G: ( ReachH !or 2 IIX!re lcn3I tl"Olll the box; drops them baclc into

78
79 I:
80
81
82
83 a:
84 I:
as G:
86 I:
87 G:

t!:I• boX.)

lie lalall' al.so tl!&t t:le aaat we 1'mlt ia twcatY-tini.
Ile •ve got
twmtT•t'ive bare (plac•
band on l:lll 2 l.onp am 5 tm1t cubes).
Oaa at !:be auml)ers u twmty
(slidu tba 2 leap to the ri.sbtl.
so wnatwe ::iavewe got?
(starea at wood.) Notm.ng. Two t«l.11 md •
Two ~.
That's tnaty.

me rive onea.

F'ift ones. What's r1w oo• plus tvcty?
F'iw on• plua twenty. Twmty-t'iv..
(Paua..l

Toe excerpt above can be subdivided
episodes.

In ( 2-3) , Gammaapparen.tly

a difference

modify it,
of

t'iwl

into six fairly

upon her figural

routine

distinct

the problem as

understood

between 20 and 25 (the amount necessary

and called

by),

It's

to extend 20

to compute it.

however, because there was no difference

She had to

between "2"

20 11 and "2" of "25," and there. had to be a dil'f'erence--thus

11

leaving
"thirty,"

"5" of "25" as the z-emaining candidate.

"Three" became

since "2" of "20" was in the tens place.

founding of routines
answer--"fifty"

in (5) as Gammaattempted

being a holdover of treating

We see a con-

to reconstruct
"5" of "25" as a
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tens-digit,

"twenty-one,

and "thirty"

twenty-two"

being her answer after

being a switch to extending,
changing back to her initial

The second episode occurs in lines

method.

( 7 - 23 ) • It seems

for whatever reason, Gammaunderstood the interviewer

that,
saying

that her answer, and hence method, was wrong.

20 and 25.

something else-·adding

But upon reflection,

ended there.
correct

because it was

of the third

the fourth

episode,

concerned with getting
than with thinking

(86-87)

(37-53),

It appears

we again see Gamma

In the fifth

would have answered then just

the answer.

or deolending

(e.g,

episode

(54-85)

them.

episode

If the in.terviewer

on, Gammaprobably

as she did at the end.

with which Gammacould call

makes it fairly

ized and labelled

the interviewer

The sixth

had asked "What is five ones plus twenty?" early

declending

time she was more

that by this

from what had gone on.

is where Gamma"discovers"

flexibility

In

given up, and answered each of the interviewer's

in isolation

The

(24.:.25l ,

a try

an answer that would satisfy

about the problem.

Gamma.had apparently
questions

There we see the beginning

kept a record of her count.

with the blocks

to add 20 and 25.

have

45 could not be

episode in which Gammagave declending
because of not hav~g

trying

(23 l.

too high"

had not asked

Gammawould likely

she realized

11

but failed

So she tried

If the interviewer

her to think about her answer (21-22.),

to be

upon extending

safe to assume that she had fully

and

routin-

Her tendency to count by one in extending

Excerpts 4.5.6

and 4.5.7)

Gammahad a strong sense of intensive

suggests

also that

meaning for number-names.

However, Gamma's number-names were not symbolic of' counting,
they did not comprise an operational

base-ten

for

structure.
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To summarize this
lots

section,

Gammacould con.struct

and numbers, which themselves

and separating,
Rather,

ing upon either

arithmetic

level,

established

quantify.

and

as means to an end.

Gamna had established

It

between

that she had not operationall.y

and separating.

routine

lots

and between extending and declending,

and separating

integrating

operations

at an

She had, however, routinized

though there was one indication

a figural

and declending

extending

is not clear what relationships

related

or numbers through reflect-

or record of having counted.

them, for they could be called

integrating

unit items.

for she could use them only to construct

that she wouJ.d later
labelled

lots

her representation

Gammahad not fully
operational

could be operands of integrating

but she did not count with abstract

she constructed

arithmetic

Finally,

that at times interfered

for subtraction

based 1.iponan initial

Gammahad developed

numerical

with
of a

understanding

problem.

Concept of ten.

extensive,

that

for subtracting

albeit

misapplied

in that

context.

for what she needed to lalow to apply it,

her routine
find

routine

linguistic

subtraction

facts

and perceptual

. Excerpt 4.5.12 i3 repeated
1

I:

4 G:

competencies

between numbers from Oto

to account for her behavior.

2 G:
3 I:

was

that we might think that her concept of ten was

of such a nature
fairly

Gamma's figural

As a basis

I£ we analyze
though, we

and memorized

9 would be sufficient

for a discussion

of this,

below with a new number.

card v1tb "70 - 31 :a " onto tn• table,)
tu• away t1:11rtetn eqwl.a bank.
(E'auae.)
!!ow would :,OU do that OM?
Forty-one.
(Plac•

S.ftftty
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5 I:
6

Bow iilc:l you pt tbat:.'l
One take away zera is aae, and three

O:

taJm aNaJ .,.,,_

:!.s tour,

Excerr,t 4,5, 14

'Ibe following

procedure accounts for Gamma's behavior in the

above episode.
1.

Separate

the numerals into

2.

Subtract

left-most

name of difference

from left-nx:,st;

and I"ight-most

digits.

homonymically translate

to a "ty" name.

3.

Subtract

4.

Append name of last-found

f'rom right-most.

right-most

difference

to derived name of

difference.

first-found

s.

left-most

Say name.

The above procedure requires
of numeration.

as a unit

correspc:mdence

between

later

As we shall

see

1

no conceptual

of ten

understanding

only that one abstract

It requires

a

the way one reads numerals and writes
Gamma did not uncierstand

numerals.

ten as a tmit of

numeration.
Gammahad structured

the above procedure

her number-names, as may be inferred

that we have imputed to her for subtracting.

for her individual

(A structure

with a structure

number-names should not be confused

for her linguistic

system for producing number-names.

Ganmiahad the former, but not the latter.
directly

substantiated
I I:
!fCIW-.y
2 O: One.
J
4

I:

O:

5 I:
6

1
8

9

~-

tau

) This inference

is

episodes below.

by the

How llaDJ' •

IPlac•

from

U'8

tl1-

.fll tbir'tND7

~

~;

iZl-a~;,~;

·

pile·;;;~ckl-~ ;_;1;; ·c:_;,.;
;t.l•wit.ti band

l

'tt

t.et 's imllSMl9t:iae th:S..pile nu se-.ty.tlfo
sticlc:s ui
Ir 1Cll· taok aU tb• tcu out ot HVct:r-two !low any st~
wou.J.dbe lett?
'

a: rwo.

!xCe!'pt 4.5, 15
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Since there were no numerals involved in the above tasks,
evidently
selves

transformations

used linguistic

to arrive

at her answers.

computations

upon figural

of her number-names them-

Given her facility

however, it would not be surprising

if she supported

representations

Gamma

with numerals,
her linguistic

of numerals.

If Gammahad based her answers in Excerpt 4.5.15 upon conceptual
of numeration,

understandings
structured
As

then we would expect to see similarly

behavior in situations

where she could apply her knowledge.

it_ turns out, she does not.

In Excerpts 4.5.6 and 7 (pages 212, 214) we saw that Gammaonly
incremented or decreme~ted by ten in the initial
Tilereafter,

stages of the tasks.

she incremented or decremented only by one--even when

counting in correspondence

to MABlongs.

shows that Gamma's understanding
of a cycle of incrementing

The following

episode

of ten at a conceptual. level is

ten times by one.

and nirlaty more?
c::ouat3 rapidly to b..nel.t Oil bar f'inpl'!J; paa.a.on
3
s~tly
attar eacb t1ml alJ. t'!Dprs 111'9 &Xtacled. J Eigaty-iu.c...
4 I: ~~-nine?
flow did 1cu pt ~t?
Wbat did 1°" do?
S G: I c::ouated.
6 I: Counted now? Ind you :,tart at two tens oro c1id you .start at
1 I:

lilbae is two ten:,

2

{LClng l)IUSI;

G:

7
8

1111:!et'y?

G: Two t11111.

.I.Dd waatd1d TOU do?

g
10
11

I:
G:
I:

12
13
14
15
16

G:
I:
G: Yeaa.
I: 01d you c:ount by onq?
G: Mo.
I: How did you do 1t?
G: Teru,.
I: Shew im llClll:,ou di.ti 1t. 'I'lla tma •...
G: Two tans.
I: T!im loll1at did you da?
G: 'l'!1ID 1t wuld aaa tlnrty,
1'orotJ', •••

17
18
19

20
21
22

23
24
25
26
'Z'T
28
29
]O

I:
G:

Counted oa.
Counted on? 8v wbat1 Ori yaw- t'iJlpr.,
Tes.
01d you c::ormtcc YOUZ"t'inalln?

•=

t'uipl"
Id.th
nwmer-aam) ninety •••
N:l.zlety, Howmay tens did , •••
Ot2e lwl2mm (long P&UMI,
!.et's :,tart agiuD.
Two tena. Okay.

lly wtl.at?

, Dinet,
ninety

(moving a
.•••

I:
G: Oka?,
I: flow many lllON do w. Wll:lt to cow,,t?
G: Ninety.
I: So ve want to count nine tea..
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31
32
33

• • , , 121Mty (wbile tbe int•Mi••r
t'ingers; 0
SO ~I,
ii>v many baft w =oimtlld so f'ar?

G: 'Ibirty,

t'orty,

I:

sequentially

=-•

puts up SIIVC

G: Seflll,
35 I: lf11lety. Wbat'• 11nt'l
36 G: A 11\IDdred• • , one b:lmdNd one . . .
34

37
38 I:
39 G:
40 I:
41 G:

Apparently,

two

twndNd ( as the

intern.-r
puta 1JPtwo IIIOl'9 t'iagersl •
Wbat.llave w got? Two l111r1dred?Is tllat 11in• teas?
Yem.
so two tens and iunetJ' mre 1a !low manJ'?
E1&ntJ'•S11VC
•

Gamma.attempted

to extend two tens by 90 in. cycles

of ten (2 ·• 3), but could not keep track of the number of cycles
That Gammawas counting in. cycles of ten

that she had constructed.
is substantiated

again by her later

by ten (6. -12).

When Gammalater

originally

insistence

that she was counting

counted by ten to show how she had

done it (19 .. 25), we see that Gamma.has difficulty

the transition

from 90 to 100.

ten held the significance
her established

making

that. an. increment by

This suggests

of a cycle of ten f'or Gammaonly within

sequencing routine

("ten,

(26-41) we see that the interviewer's

• • • , ninety") •

In.

comment that she had to count

nine tens had, for Gamma,no relationship

to her o~igi.na.l problem.

two hundred"),

After extending nine times by ten {arriving

at

Gammagave her recollection

answer to ''What is two

tens and ninety more?"

of her original

That is,

11

it appears that when Gammaoriginally

set out to extend two tens by ninety

in. cycles of ten, she did not

know in advance how many cycles she would create.
Another episode suggests
conceptual

relationship

We join the episode at'ter

even more strongly

Gamma's lack of

between ten and one as units of numeration.
Gammahad counted (with some difficulty)

20 longs by ten to 200.
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t
2
3
4
5
6

7
8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21
22
23
24

l2Dl MIB .t.onasf"8 vtw; pl&c•
4 lcnga 1111Xt to
IIIIDY..,.. unaz-the cowr?
G: 'l'wo lumdr'lld.
I:
lioll many tena aN tbllre al.tapthez, nov?
G: CS1:lm:lc&lly utter3 "210-220-230.240" while po:1.ntioe to ea=
loc.g on tile cover. ) 1'111:1
bwid.Nd and tartt.
I: Two lnmdrad md t'ol'tf tens?
G: Yob.
I: How Dllllf tans aN tl1eN CpoiD.ta to 4 l.ciaca on top ot tbe
cover)?
G: FOQZ",
I: IIDv 1IIIDYtam aN under t!ie COV9l'?
G: Two l:nmclred and t:IMlty , • • two llllndNd.
I: Two hundred tam?
G: Yub.
I: Two bundred tena ua.der thers, ·and aow mm, OIi. top?
G: Fow-.
·
I:
Hov many t1m altogether?
G: Forty (Pause,)
Tlfo bunoz'ed and t'orty.
li'ait.
Twa hlWlred • , •
two bundrld arid one • , • and tea Cpointing to llst ot' t.ne longs
on tile COV91") two lnmdred and twenty, two lluadnll and th1zoty,
two llw111Nd IDd t'Orty (pO:lntillg to Mc:1:1ot ta. rwRo1D1DI 3 longs
I:

(Sc:Nem

covar. l

HOii

an tt11 c:over) •

foz-tr?

I:

Tllo bundnd

2S

G:

26

I:

Two bundNd and f0f't1, )"Nb,
Hov lllln7 ot thue little
blodc3 are tber"II &ltopthez- (holda up
a UD.:it i:ubel? It we could sav all these up into Uttl.8 II.locks
tllia size?
Two lluadNd and twaaty , • , two blmdNd a.mi t'ol"ty,
TliO bundrad t'orty J.JJ,cet.llia Cbolda up A wut cube)? How IIIIDY
tens are there tmd1mutb and on top?
(Lang pau.se.l I tll.tnk.
, • aoout ~ •.

27
28
29 G:
JO I:
31

32 G:

Excerpt 4,5.17

We have to ask ourselves

how Gammacould have said that there

were both 240 and 240 tens on the table,
between her answers.

and have felt

If we t"ecall that Gammacoul.d construct

numbers, and if we assume that she reflectively
number from either
blocks,

her actions

abstracted

of counting or perceptions

a

of the

then it seems quite t"easonable to conclude that Gamma

answered that

there were 240 tens with the meaning that the 240

was composed figuraJ.ly

of tens.

composition was of things
referred

no conflict

The number was 240, its

called

"ten."

to a number; "ten" referred

figural

"Two hunared forty''

to a figural

representation

of a block or an increment by ten.
Concept of one hundred.

Gammahad essentially

no concept of

one hundred other than "hundred" is the name 0£ a number and an
MABflat.

She could not sequence by one hundred (except possibly
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"~

hundred,

~

hundred,

. • • ") , nor did she widerstand

hundred as a unit of numeration.
established

The relationship

that she had
there are "ten

between ten and one hundred was that

tens in one hundred, but it was only at an empirical
she knew this
following

one

level

{she knew there were ten longs in a flat) .

that
The

episode shows the tenuousnous of her relationship

between

one hundred and ten.

,

Ccnmt t'oroma (bagina placiDg MIB loop oa. t.tJa table!,
Tea, twlnty, • , ., aae bundl'ed, two bimdN4 (a.a t:.
place• 11 ioao on. tn• ta&ll.e I •
iatemewr
(Talols J.ut Laag _,.
rroca otbU'III; paints to pn'rioual.y lain
laag. l A hlmdred.
A llwldNd and CpJ.adl:la a lcag on tu•

I:

2 G:
3
4

s

I:

tabl.el

6

••••

Tm.
7 G: (Sottly)
lcNp1ng llmd OD 11th long) • • • •
a I: A bundrld and-(.still
9 G: 'I'wcty.
A buDdNd and tAn !D01'9?
10 I:
Hw:ldred and twcty,
hundred~
~1.
, •• ,
11 G: H,mdNd aDd tc.
bundz-ed amt .suty Cu the interv1-r
placel 5 more 1Ql1P onto
12
t:11 tabl.1).
13
!low aa11,ylittle
blocka ue tbere lleN? SU. u tbU (points
14 I:
ta unit eubel?
15
16 G: Two buadl"ed and rortr-t:Lva , •• wa;Lt.
17 I: ?ou just counted tllem. What did yaii pt7
18 G: {Po:I.Dta to eac:li ot tbe H!i lccp. l ffundrld and sixty.
19 I: Hav mlftf bUDdrads are there? How many PileS ot a:iw:tly one
bUDdred cm we aakie ot tn••?
It we could sav tbm up in
20
little bloclcl Just lik• tb1a (llo.l.da up un:Lt cubel?
21
22 a: (Pomt.s ta eacb ot t.be 16 loag:s. l s.t.xteen.
23 I: Sixtec piles vittl a hundred in each pile?
po1nta
24 G: No. (Slides 10 lODfll one at a. t:l.ma toVar'da her.s.U;
to aac11·ot tbe reral.ning siz lonp;
p1111H.
l I ~ aboUt nine.
25
Excerpt. 4,5.18

The portion
lines

(18-25).

of interest

in the above excerpt

There it seems that Gammaattempted

her understanding

of the situation

she could come was by l:'econstructing

longs.

11

That is,

compositions

to accommodate

The closest

created

Gammacould not conceptually

reconstruct

of units,

that

the lot she had named "one

so that it was composed of units

a composition of abstract

in.

(having counted 160) so that

she could measure 160 by a unit other than one.

hundred sixty

is contained

from the
160 as

unit items, which themselves were

so she did what she coul.d--a figural

reconstruction.
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The following
section

of this

episode

substantiates

the claim at the beginning

one hundred was not a unit

that

of numeration

for

Gamma.
1 I:
2

litU•
!lac I have lota ot Uttl• bloclcll (bolda Ull
wit.Ii 235 i:nit cubes).
Kew many do you tb.i.AK ~ &1'1111
(!'AUN; llick:I up bag.J
l b.imdnd'l

In tbia

bq

3

G:
I:

4

5 G: Yub.
6 I:
1
8

9

1o a:
1T I :
12 G:

13
14
15
16
17
18
19

A bwldNd.

rou knav tiaw mny ..,. ill tbeN?
There are tw blladred tlUrty•
t'iva litt:l•
t1JIY' block:!.
Let •s ,.,. I wmt to tau ttlout ot
thare and Dllke piles
w:I.tll a b.1.mdred 1D. MCh pil.-c:Uy
a
bundred in eacb pile.
Rav many piles could I make?
cLons
Tm lumdrld.
How J!IIDJ' pilH?

pau•.
)

Ei&bt.

I:

How did

I:

t1m1a• • • I don ' t lal.clll.
Roll many .,_.. iD heN a,a.1A (points
lllll.t I told yr,u?

G:
I:

llul-ul:I (no).
'1\IDhlmdNd and t!21rty-t1w.

a:

011t1 lluadNd

aactly

20

O;

21
22

I:
G:

you gwt tbat'l

to bac11 Do you N111aber

And we wmt to !Dike piles V1tb

in •ach p1J.e.

(Long Paua•.J
Eigbt Pila?
!lh-cub (:,eaJ.
Excarpt 4,S.19

Whatever the basis
of the digits-names
understand

of Gamma's answers

and added),

it seems clear

"two hundred thirty-five"

is constructed

by counting

(she could have thought

two units

that

as r-eferring

she did not
to a. number that

of one hundred ( then. three

uni ts of ten, and then five uni ts of.' one) , where each unit
significance

of being

composed of other

Concept of place value •
4.5.18

Wlits.
following

The discussions

and 19 could also be given in support

Gammadid not have a conceptual

understanding

Hence they will. not be repeated

here.

not seen so far

interesting,

is particularly

that Gammacoul.d attribute
"one hundred"
tradictory

but

that,

with which she was quite

Excerpts

of the claim that

of place value.

One episode

both conceptual

from an observer's

had the

that we have

in that

and figural

it

suggests

meaning to

point of view, was concomfortable.
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1 I:
4

aa. tile table; llolda MABJ.ong 1n ~ hand.)
piece1 Cindicatu
J.oncl coul.d you make
f'rom one at tiwa• (1Ddicatu
t'latl7
C.l'l.aca !WI t'lat

How many ct tbeH

2
3

G:

A :tumdred.

a sav and we <:Culd aa11up tb:Ls piece ot wood
:into pi.acea tb.1.s sue (indicatu
J.oncl7

S I:
6

It

8

Sav do you lmoV tbat?

i,-

IJ)t

C1ad:l.cata natl

7 G: Ten.
I:

9 a:
10 I:
11
12
13 G:
14
15

16 I:

cau.. tan, tw«aty, • • • , om

!umdnicl

mm

a bimdr'e4.

( Holda unit ~ iD band.)
Hov 1111111
ot tb.se little
blocka
(indicates
unit cube) maim up th:!., pieca ot wood (11lid1':atu

natl?
{E'aws11; count., the unit

c:ublls aroUlld t!!.e outer edge

t'lat; ti.gms to count tbe cuoe1 llbii:1:1 lie JI.Lit !mid•
outeZ' layer. l 311:ty•tOW".
How did you work tbat out? Sy counting aU t11ose?

17 G: YNb.
18 I:

How many ot theH

19

thue

(holds up Wlit
Cboldl up long)?

piecH

ot tbe
tbe

cube) could you maJoeout at

20
21
22

G: Tift.
I: Ami we can .ice tea at then
t11e• piec:u < po:uits to natl

23

G:

Oh-bub (yes).

24
25

I:

Sc:I119 have tci or theH (po:l.nts to 1.11Utcubttl maka11 one or
tiles. <poinu: to long) and tm Qf th11H ( pO:tnta to long)
:aaka one ot tbue (point., to natl?
Ye&.
And hoV maa, ot thae {boldl up unit cubt1I maa one at these
(point.a to t'lat)7

26
27
28

G:
I:

29

JO

G:

(bolds up loaaJ int
• I.s that rigbt?

at

Qmt

ot

Sixty-four.
E:xcerpt 4.5.20

The episode speaks for itself'.
but the flat

11

A l.1undred" can "efer

can also be named "sixty-four"

when its units

Moreover, Gamma's behavior suggests

quite strongly

capable of constructing

(i.e.,

a necessary

to a flat,
are counted.

that she was not

reciprocal)

relationship

between one hundred as a number and one hundred as composed of ten
of

of one).

(ten

'nlough Gamma.
did not have a conceptual
value,

understanding

she did have one at the level of action.

board tasks,

the unit cubes.
her abstraction

In the counting

she would const?"Uct a name for successive

of MAB blocks by first

counting the flats,

of place

collections

then the longs,

and then.

This action schema probP"lly provided the basis for
of the structure

of

individual

number-names and

numerals.
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Case Study 4.6:

Sigma

Sigma was a first-grader

4.1 ( page 105) by cowi.ting the vi.sitile

ing at the four corners

to ten (nine l.

squares

of the cover (getting

solved Problems 2 (and 3) by putting
counting

of.'

and then point-

sequencing by two.

He correctly

"seven").

seven (five)

head" and

"in his

Sigma could sequence "ten,

twenty,

one hundred," but could not sequence by ten from "two,

11

counted three tens),

He said that there were 100 tens in 32.

but did not put out any single

two bundles of.' ten and five single
ten

vidual sticks

while sequencing

the interviewer

sticks

stopped him.

"ten,

that

there

he had

and named

without counting.

( 33) , Sigma counted indi-

twenty,

•••

, fifty,"

To find out how many sticks

bundles of ten, Sigma counted the individual
acknowledging

He

sticks;

"thirty"

to find how many sticks

II

• • •,

instead

counted five bundles of ten by ten to make 54 (and thought

When "using

the

In November of 1977 Sigma solved Problem 1 of

1977 school year).
Figure

7 years at the beginning

{age

sticks

were ten in each bundle.

whereupon
in ten

by one,

The final

inter-

views were given to Sigma on May 5, 10, and 16 of 1977.
Sigma's

case study will show him to have been unique

among the children.
linguistic

He had (empiricaJ.ly)

?'Outines that he applied

at times caused him difficulty

abstracted

quite

automatically,

because of their

Also, Sigma, like Delta and Gamma,frequent1y
with the aim of merely giving a "right"
the interviewer

would accept,

a number of
and

which

lack of flexibility.
reasoned heuristically

answer (i.e.,

but which held little

an answer which
more necessity

for Sigma than any other).
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Writing numerals.
writing

Sigma appeared to have little

numerals , except on one occasion

There he began to write

"200."

He corrected

difficulty

in the numeral-writing

the numeral for "two hundred nine" by writing

himself, but subsequently went on to write

"219" as "2019," "267" a.s ''2067," and "934" as "9034."
be noted that prior to writing
without hesitation,

written

with "one hundred."
a result

himself

"209") with a remark something like
continuing

false

beyond "100,"

them.

"201,"

make several

• . • thir

true when Sigma read numerals

He read ''110" as

though he later

corrected

ten hundred,"

11

himself.

311, 11 and "594" he would pause after

11

"hundred," as if sorting
One could explain Sigma's

• • •

seemed to be a lack of a standardized

the numeral.
11

£or

end up saying

Though he would usually

and the difficulty

"120" as "twenty hundred,

titioning

to apply his reminder.

Thi, was especially

way of partitioning

"200 , 11 then

"there shoul.d be one zero, not

( e.g. , f'or "73" Sigma said "thir

seventy-three").

reading

{when writing

number-name, he would quite frequently

starts

in reading

subsequent to "209" were

Reading numerals was· more problematic

Reading numerals •

Sigma than was writing

and

five numerals for number•names beginning

Perhaps Sigma's errors

two," and subsequently

It should

"209," Sigma had correctly,

of' his having corrected

the correct

task.

Also,

saying

out the way to say the remainder of the name.
behavior by supposing

numerals was not standardized

that bis routine

in terms of perceptually

the numeral but that he had a fairly

for
par-

well-established

grammar for number-names into which the products 0£ his routine
had to fit--hence,

the false

starts

and eventually

correct

reading.
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Sequencing.

sequenced by ten from. eight

correctly
seven.

Sequencing by ten posed no difficulty

than possibly

is shown in the following
1

I:

2 S:
J I:
4

5 S:
6 I:
7 S:
El I:
9 S:
10 I:
S:

lJ

I:
14 S:

15

no routine

for sequencing

"one hundred, two hundred;

•••

by

," as

excerpt.

Start w:l.tti th:Lrtf and caunt...oa bTbundreda.
I Pauae.J
Can 7011 count b)" bimdred:I? Ji,z,st co1mt by llundNda.
(Pauae. I
Cn• llundred • • • •
Cne b\ll'ldNd aad tm •••
l'lO, one lnlndred aad twenty.
No, juat say on• blmdred...ad tban a bundred mo" would be , • • 'l
Two llimclr9d, , •• , !Wl8 llimdnd, ten ti.undffl, •l•ven lll.lndNd •• ,
Okay.
Start Vitti thirty
and c:ount-c:abT t:u.mdreda.
Forty, t'it'ty, a:ixt)' , , • •
No. 'that'a bJ tans,
CQuat

bun~

11
12

He

to 158, 340 to 600, and 97 to

Sigma, however, had essentially

one hundred, other

for Sigma.

bTlltmdzoeda,

Start

acd a

at tbirty

mre,

'!'hirtT, t'Olll' llt.111~ •• , ,
Start at ttlirtf and cow:it-on by llUDdred!i,
I aa1d three tnmdred, t'aur l:amdred, t'ive bundred,
llunr:11'od,tm llundred.

••.

, D.ine

Excerpt i+.6, 1

Sigma's behavior
discuss

in (

s· ) will later

his concept of one hundred.

we may classify

no routine

the majority

have significance

For the rest

of his behavior

( 7) Sigma apparently

abstracted

apparently

to do the

by one and by ten.
of incrementing
In ( 9 ) , he

chose sequencing by ten from "thirty"

as the more

of sequencing
to "one hwidred."

interviewer

as "eliminating"

by one and by ten--perhaps
after

In {12),

sequencing

hi.s newly constructed

Sigma applied
the required

He had

by one.

appropriate

mentation

as heuristical..

the criterion

"hundred" digi t ..name as when sequencing

is closer

of the episode,

for sequencing by one hundred, so he attempted

best he could with what he had-sequencing

when we

even thought he~

having perceived

by ten as a r'elevant

routine--forcing

form of an input condition

(Si~

because

("three")

"thirty"
for its

"three hundred

11

In
the

"ten"
the
routine,
into

imple-

).
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Sigma's
linguistic

behavior

on the. ser:i.ating

system for constructing

that

putting

and committed only two errors

them--when putting

suggest

that

numerals

if Sigma's

into ascending

order.

task and another

of

reasonably

of placement--later

numerals in descending

he made on an ascending

that

then it was at lea.st

Sigma had no difficulty

order,

suggests

number-names and sequences

number-names was not operational,
close.

tasks

correcting

However, a mi.stake

on a descending

he had made the problems simpler

task

one might

than

imagine.
Cards:

1 I:
2

J S:
4

s

6

1
8 I:
9 3:
10
11

Sigma's

I:

s:

20 JO

70

90

SOl!II more carda,
the board?
(SPNada carda on ~l,.l

!iel'lt aN

100

=•

• .

something.

hundred" and

" in to "two , three

assimilated

them as "ten" and "twenty"--to
he was comparing,

ordering

the numerals accordingly.

67

61

52

r

•

•

•"

eaG:h 0£

and putting

Thus when he came to "11 O" and

That is,

continue~

for the most part,

on each of the ascending

The descending

120" as "twenty

11

He was translating

accordingly.

0£ operationality.

~ in Ol'CII'

(20J 1'1fenty, (20-JO)
1'h1rty.
( 20•30-60-70 I S.venty,
I 20-30-60-70•90 I
( 20-J0-60 I Sixty.
Ninety.
(2D-J0-60-70-90-100)
an, bWldrect,
120-Jo-60-10-90.
100-110)
Tee tnmctnct. (20•30-60-70-80•90•100•
110-120)
Twenty hundred,
I/bat's tbi.t aumb.. ("120"l?
Twtnty •••
bundNcl and twnty,
What's tb1s num.blll" ("110")?
One bunctredaad tan.

in sequence

his success

Csbl.ittllctl

120

Cu you PYt the..

naming of "110" as ''ten

"twenty , thirty,

110

Ql1

(6-7) tells.us

hundred"

60

With this
tasks

tasks give us a better

11

120," he

sequence.

digit-names

and

in mind, we must take

with a grain

of sa1t.

idea of Sigma's

On one he had constructed

them

level

the sequence

48 47" and, when coming upon "49," inserted

"76
it
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appropriately.

However, the nature

of "49 48

47" may have been

such, for Sigma, that he knew nothing else could go to the rignt
0

49" except "48" and "47,

11

and hence that

The next excerpt

remove them.

car.:ta: 97

103

suggests

107

113

117

there was no need to
this

124

134

1 I:

I want you ta do thi.5 Juat Uka tbe lut

2

ac:r'Clls tile board rrom tl:le bigut
(Spreads cards oa table.)
(143)

3

S:

4

C143-134)

one b1111dredllld

of

143

one.

to have been the case.
(atmtfilld)

Pllt the cards

to tbe smallHt.
One mmdredacd t'orty-tbree.

tbirty•fow-.
CPausu; 143•134•1241
(l'aw,111; 143-134-12.4-107)
One
tumdNd md HTC.
(143-134-124-107-1031
One INDdred and
thrff.
( 143-134-124)
( 143-134-124-117)
Oa• bundred aad
!I-ta..
( 14J-1J4-124•117•1l3)
Olle bundrecl and tb:l.rtND.
( 143-134-124-11'7-113-1071
Oae hundred and savm.
[143-134.
One bUlldl'ed and tllrH.
C 143-134-124124-117-113-107-1031
!U.11H7-aawn,
117-113-107-103-971

5

Cbe bundNd aalS tvcty-tour.

6

7
S
g
10
11

E:xca:,,t 4.6.3

We may infer
board after

froomSigma's removal of "107" and "103" from the

having found "117," and from his roeconstructing

sequence anew ( 7)
was Z"eally "place
The nonadjacency

that his criterion

7

largest

of those remaining

(in sequencing)

sitive,

in Sigma's
and "before"

to one another.

linguistic

base of sequencing

in adapting

Th.at is,

system was not operationally
were not operationally

Sigma apparently

relied

his linguistic

tran-

reciprocal

on a figurative

forward or backward as his criterion

for the next numeral to be placed

success

of other

and hence that "107" and "10311

far that possibility.

and "after"

Instead,

I have looked at) • "

(that

was the possibility

within the sequence,

needed to be removed to prepare
"before"

of those remaining'

of "117," "107," and "103" seems

to have meant to Sigma that there

numerals falling

"place largest

the

for searching

( as did Gamma)• However, Sigma's
system to the task suggests

it had been very firmly established.
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Numerical oper-ations.
for in several

items,
that

Sigma was a counter with abstract

episodes

Sigma could construct

he counted his counts.

at least

numbers, and could integrate

and separate

elaborated

upon, for there is another

operations

that is worthy of axploring--the
between his numerical

established
system.

The following

episodes

aspect of Sigma's numerical

operations
illustrate

connections

this

ve'!"f nicely.

6 S:
T I:

5evmt:Nn.
had 1t out loud,

i.

13

I:

s:

~

13
14

I:

s:
I:
s:

15
16 I:
17 S:

------- . - - - ---

- . - . . --- - - - -- - -

Tb.1rtM11.

18 I:
19
20 s:
21 I:
22 S:

23 ! :

is .sevmtr-1.v.m and tm :>lu.a

(Places i;ard with •10 +
: 13" onto tl1e taol.e.l
Ten •••
(pau:sasl.
ThrN,
Hav dicS you aet tbat?
Cmcbr, ·lb• ,,.. -, aa t:h• !1nt on•.
How's tb&t?
'I'lw't7 plua three a t.l:!1rtr-tbr•.
so, tm plu., thi"ff is •••
tbit'ta-,

10 I:
11 S:
12

How did you g9t that?

aacaua• s•ventv plus aevc
saflll
a .sevanteea.

9

( Place• card Wi.t.l:!~40 • _ ~ 46" onto the tatlle.
out loud.
Forty ;,w .
. t'ortv plus su:.
S1x?

I

the sentences

as referring

to

of numbers, we can. conclude that he had abstracted

for naming the integration

when both addends are named
to form. a number..name.

and again in (15) Sigma seems to have been saying,

that

::.t

bull?

and the names may be concatenated

pattern

i!.,,d

Yep.

sue way,

Given that Sigma did understand
an integration

that he had

and his linguistic

5

3

and possibly

them. These will not be

I 11avasoma numberproblon thu• cards. I want you to
t:h1:lk out loud While yau da th••
so tnat I can neu wtiat
you'l'9 dojng, Are you l'Md7? H•re's th• t'int one.
(Pl.IC• card with "10 + 7 :s -"
onto tl:le t:abl.•,l
R•d ttie
problem out loud,

1 I:
2

a routine

It also appears

lots,

arithmetical

unit

these things follow."

however, that the pattern

"Look 1 there's

The episode below suggests,

was fixed--in

begin With the decadal numeral,

In (8 - 9),

that if the sentence

didn't

Sigma would not see the relevance

of concatenating.
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I:

1
2
J
4

(!'lace•

!;

Tc?
It
(Pausa.)

S:

5 I:

equals twent:r•tiw.

S:

10

s:

ten tbeN

Ten.

, in the blanlcl • wollld it be riatit?

{Pointa to tb8 blank. I Five, tan, tittaen.
twency, twenty-CJ.w.
So wbich ill r1.St1t? P'iv• en• tan?
(P&1.111e.) Five.
How did you get t'ive?
L.ike t1ve, tan, titteea,
tllllnty, twmty-t'ive.

I:

a

;,r•
wrote
Five.

lih:r not tea?

Five?

s:

6
7

• 20 '" 25" Qllto tb.e table.I

card in.th "

S: Slalllc pJ.ua tvcty

9 I:

E:zca,,e 4,6.S

It

is not at all

("ten").

By whatever

clear

method, it

decomposing

"twenty-five,"

concatenate

with "twenty"

appears that
connect

clear

is

or of searching

to produce

at his initial

that

11

for a digit-name

''twenty-five."

to say something

you get to 'twenty'

to

to

Sigma seems to

"Look, when you count by five

like,

and then

of

However, it
routine

In ( 6 -10),

twenty-five."

answer

he did not think

Sigma. did search for a (linguistic!)

rrtwenty 11 with

have tried

how Sigm.~ arrived

'twenty-five,'

so twen.ty plus five

is twenty-five."
Another episode

suggests

that

Sigma had abstracted

linguistic

to separating.

correspondent
1 I:
2
J

S:
I:

4 S:
S
6

(E'lacea cU'!S v1t!i ~74 •
,. 70" onto ttle table.J
FOIU'.
Risnt il..-YI You kDCIV it',1 t'our.
How?
Seventy pl.I.I.I tOIU" i.t HVCtf.
I am s.venty•COUZ' ta.ke away
fguz,
is sennt:r.
It'11 like s-ty
pli.a rour i.., .1eventy-t'our.
Anyway, I mw it frolll 1:1,tore.
::xcerpt 4.5.6

Apparently,
74 into

"seventy"

Sigma understood

70 and something

and "four,"

with "seventy"

the problem as a separation

else--decomposing

and then searched

to produce

he first

explained

himself

conclude

from his behavior

"seven.ty-four-."

"seventy-f'our"

into

for- a name to concatenate
This would explain

in terms of "plus''

that

of

( 4 )•

Sigma had operationally

One might
related
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integrating

and separating

a subtraction

as inverses

of one another-that

problem by transforming

problem ( "70 + _

= 74").

it into

we must exercise

clusion

reversibility.

of operational

conceptualized

instance,

in making a con-

Even. though Sigma (assumedly)

well have amounted to heuristically

further

juggling

which fit

Sigma might have done something like

There. integrating

it is the inverse

of separating,

processing

of the problem.
the processing

enters the picture

what he had done, he would have had to use "plus."

{ ( (SEVE!flff) (FOU!lJ)

0( •••

010

/
•••

)0
~quivalimt

a

o, o .••

c •••

Jc •••

o

I

'

(?)

CCSEV!HJT!'l

?roceH1ng:

o ••• Jo ~

1

( C(SE'VEN}T?') (FOUR))

( {SEVENJT?l

74, 70

((SEV!YlT?l

( (SEV!Nll'Il

10, 4, 70

( CSEVEN)Ttl
C(SEVENlTt)

(FOtral

((FOIJRI (CS!V!lOTI))
( C

(SEV!Nl'l'!l

{FO!l!))

70, (4, 70)

10, (70 ... 4)a.

"Se'11911ty
pll.UI tour 1.1 seventy."
~U
is VM.tten
(70 + 4) I U Qppoffd t.o (70, 4) I 0~&1181
concat.tr1at:i.!1g mmi:Je-rw1119, wbere tile resw.t :Ls a !Wlllber-name, bad
tbe :11.gli1t'icanc1 ot "pll.la, 11 or incegratillg,
tor Stgma.

Figure 4.6.

Sigma's linguistic

computation

of "70 +

depicted

"seventy"·

f'or Sigma, af integrating.

rm:t1a.L
conceptual.i%at1gn:

For

not because

but because concatenating

and "four" held the significance,

might

the number-names till

the conditions

in Figure 4.6.1.

addition

problem can be

caution

the problem as a separation,

they were in a position

an equivalent

However, because this

solved linguistically,

he solved

= 74."
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That Sigma had not reversibly
is quite clear

fr-om the following

1 I:
2 s:
l
4

r-elated integrating

c:Yb•.

5 3:
15
7 I:
a S:
9
10 I:
11

s:
I:

13

S:

14
15
16

17 I:
1B
19
20 S:
21 I:

episode.

(Placu card W1th "91 - 29 a
"onto the tal>Le.)
Tb.at one ia too ll1&t! to do 1D""'i, bead.
(Ccimta out !ii MAS
longs a:id 1 1.1Dit
l
Now JCU'N g01Dg tQ take away t.wnty.nine?
(SWlvocally utt41ra "10-20" wtl1le :,1141n32 lOfliS to bia
r~t;
p1c:ka up tbe unit; pauaea,l
lilh&t's tne PZ'Oblam'l
(Subvucally utters "10-20-30- •••
-70" wllile slicl.iAa ttle
reme1n1ng lllllg:11to b1a le.tt. l 3e'ICtY.
Nov wa:Lt a m:uiute. Kou ma.av
did you ta1ca away?

I:

12

and separating

Twenty-one.

to tuce away twmt7-111lle.
unit cubes ou~ or tna boz; subvocally utters
"22-23.. • • • -29" uicl cambizl•• tbem wittl ttle 2 MASlonp and
1 uru.tcube; sllbV'OCLUy utters "10-20• • •• • -70" wtlil11
eot.mti.Da tbe 7 MABl.ongl. J l'!l- 1 S still S8ftDty,
How l!IIZIJ' do you !law aJ.toptbll!'?
Howmany aN you starti.ng
141:21? You have nwntr tb•re ( Po1llt:1ng to ti. 7 loac, I. Haw
many do you. haw aJ.tapt.blll'?
Ell.It you ban

lCQunQ

a rmr.

!Unety . . • ninety..n:ine,
Altogether
How illlnl' did you start W1tb?

22 S:

ninaty..aine.

Ninety-one.

Ezcerpt 4.6.7

Sigma's

first

having interpreted
answer?"

That is,

answer of "seventy"

may have ?"esulted f'rom his

"What's the problem?" ( 7 ) as ''What's the
Sigma may not have finished

However, in (10-16),

Sigma went on to satisfy

at that time.
the conditions

of

his problem ( take away 29) by adding eight cubes to his "take away"
pile--without

seeing any implication

operationally

related

have realized

that

integrating

produces the original

and integrating,
the result

number.

If Sigma had

then he would

of separating

necessarily

Put another way, adding blocks to

chans-e,s the problem, since you have also increased

the subtrahend
the minuend.

separating

for the minuend.

Sigma seemed not to be bothered by the lack of

correspondence

between the total

number of blocks and the original

problem (20-22).
Extending and declending
Sigma.

Hi.s method for carrying

were well-established

routines

for

them out was also unique among the
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In extending or declending

children.

the number while

by tens and ones •

1nacas card 111t11"7D • 92" 011to th• tabl.•.l
rrom s•'ll9rltJ to nill1t1-tvo?

1 !:
2

3

counting

by a number he would create

S:

4 I:

s

S:
6 I:
7 S:

a

How rar ts it

{Paus•. l Twmty-tva.
Rowdid :,ou pt tllat?
Don't uk ao rany quatioa.l.
I IIOl'l't lcnoWanyttwig U' I don't aak quuticzs.
{!.ong paua•.l
S'"*lty plu.11 cc ii •i&btr, seventy plum
tvmty 1s nin•ty, and en. • • • two mre is iu.nety-tw.
£xc1r,:it 4.6.8

In ( 7 - !3) we see Sigma carrying
his

aim

wasto

on two counts-one

count from 70 to 92, the other in which his aim was

to count how many he had counted in counting
Sigma created

the extension

of his progress

toward 92.

1 I:
2
J

s:

in cycles

rut:,-tour.

Haw did you get it1

of ten in order to keep track

He d-id nruch the same when declending.

6

S:

s~

7

I:

(PllCH

c:ard Witts "47 • 21 ,. _ •• onto tll• ta.bl.I.)

<Pai.au.

l

9 I:

S:

V&J' u

tbe ot:1111'QD1.

E:xc•Pt bigber.

'l'wmty-ailc.
but CJ1.1t
loud, Okay?
For-ty-anen '.aa away ten 1s ttlirtJ'-e•vm, tuti away twnty
i.:s twentT-a1vwn, tu. away on• more ii . • • :,ou lmow.
Do it again,

In both problems,

Sigma apparently

formed a separation,

a means of naming the unknown number, called
declending,
increments

That is,

"onto tae tabl.l.l
CPauaH: subvocally
uttlH'S "Bt""takl a.wa:,JO •••
ao tau away
10 is 74 , • • 84 :alee away 20 is 64 • • , 84 ta1Ca BWIYJO 1.s

5 I:

a s:

in

from 70 to 92.

(Pl.&=H ca.rd ':11th "84 • JO =

4

10
11

in whicb

he would construct

and as

upon declending.

the subtrahend

of ten and one) while maintaining

(by counting

In

forward

a backward count of

the minuend.
Sigma's behavior
may have operationally
operations.

in Excerpt 4.6.9
related

His coor'dination

extending

at least

suggests

and declending

of two counts in. opposite

that he
as inverse
directions

of each other would seem to imply that he was compensating one by
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the other.

However, his linguistic

behavior

is also very much like

What be might do while removing MABlongs and units

from a collection.

This is not to say that

be migtit

specifically

tel"IIISof longs aod unit

cubes, but that

method from those actions.
counts,

4.6.9,

he may have abstracted

In that case,

in

his

he would be coordinating

but not compensating one by the other.
point we cannot choose between the two interpretations

At this
above.

have been thinking

Each is a viable· explanation

of hi!! behaviors

so we must look elsewhere for additional

might make one more viable

is at least

somewhat helpful

than the other.

in Excerpt

information

The following

in that regard.

that
episode

It i3 the continuation

of the episode in Excerpt 4.6.7.
1

I;

2

l
4

T I:

a

9
10
11 S:

12 I:
13
14

S:
I:
S:
I:
S:

20 I:
21 S;
22 I:

23
24

S:

25 I:

26

s:

27 I:
28

29

now

S: Ninety •

5 I:
6 S:

15
16
17
18
19

Hov many do 10l1 !law a.J.tapr.ber?
Half any are you .start:l.zl&
in.th? You b&ve sevmty th1r11 (po1n~:11la ta th• 7 longs I.
IIIIDY do you haft altoptb•r?

S:

30 I:
31

J2 S:
33 I:

S:
35 I:
J6
Jlt

37

JB S:

• ninety-a1i2e.
.Utopttulr
:,OU stazot Wi.tb?

niMty..cuM,

Kew t:anY did

Nill•ty-on•.
We're not st.arUng w1tti iun•ty-a;l.ne.
SQ Wll b.avw to put tll.u•
baell: (?'9IIICIV81 tll.• e wut c:ub.. l, t.et me $1.v• you II a::tnt.
W•'ll cbmlp it a lit~•
oit,
W• !lava iun•tY-oae,
Let's talca
awa, ten (slida
1 I.ong to S's laf't).

TWctJ.

Talca &WIil' tllfflty ( slides
1 long to S • s left l •
war thi:'ty (sl.1das 1 more long to s•, l.•:Ctl.
ai,ay too many?
Yell,

Let• s tak•
Did we t..-..

-

Haw IIIIDYtoo mmy?
1brea too :nar.7,
We 11a11tto takl awar twcty-llJna,
Two too many , , , ODIi too manyI
We took cut OM tea aaaJ, risl\t1

rigllt?

And I tooic out

How many ar'II left?

S•ventr-one.
!lit w took out au• tao many • • • are tbC.::iun
t them.

s•vcty-one?

(Counts MABlanp,)
Sixty.
Sixty ,
••
Orie.
so w toolc aut oae tao aamrand that: lA:Ct sixty-om,
!foW many
:sbculd tb.are be 1t we hadn I t t:akaQ out on• too uny?
Should b• two l:akffl cut.
No, ''• tock out thirty,
'!'bat's au. too many. T!lat laavu bow
many?
311Cty-ona.
!:Jut
toak out cna too many. lknt imny sboul.d t:l•n be?
I PauHS. J Sewnty.
Let's try it.
rcu S&T I took aut one too IIIIDY- So I'll give
you one (bands s 1 tmit c:ul>al, so now 1S thare the r4'1l1:
number then?
(Pawte, J It llU to be

11•

•-ty.

Excerpt lt.6.10
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The reason that

tl:le above episode is only

that we may argue that Sigma never understood
1 and - 1.

a compensation of+
lem in terms of tens.

In (17),

somewhat 11 helpful

11

the problem as involving

Rather,

he may have understood

"three"

apparently

referred

tens having been rem,ved ("too many11 being superfluous)
by Sigma's remark that
out" given that
appears
sion,

it "should be two (tens--and

(This

preoperationality

coordinate

argument is not sufficient
of extending

to three

as is suggested

nine ones) taken

in his method of constructing

and hence unable to operationally

declending.

the prob-

removed one ten too many. Thus Sigma

the interviewer

to have been rigid

is

the declen-

extending

to establish

and declending,

and
the

it is only suggestive

of it.)

Concect of ten.
sections
and one.

In Excerpts

we saw Sigma extending
The question

addressed

4.6.8

and 4.6.9

and declending
here is:

in increments

what significance

Sigma give to an increment by ten when counting?
following
least

those excerpts,

the significance

established

it

1 I:

4 S:
5 t:

6 S:
7 I:
8 S:
9
10 I:
11 S:

12 I:
13 S:

did

In the discussions

of a cycle of ten.

What remains to be

We will begin this

investigation

ten as a
with the follow-

ing episodes •
2
J

of ten

was ··allowed that each increment had at

is whether or not Sigma had constructed

numeration unit.

of the previous

I'm Fi.aC ta g:1.911:,au SClllla mre Carda, and YOUtell. • wat
ai:,a in tb9 blanlc (places card with "50 - 20 "
" aato tha
table!,
·
Sixty take
t:wcty,
(Pauaa. J For.ty.
Hov did you pt torty?
It 1.sn't r1#1t7
I'm not. H)"i:I& it's lfl"0Dg-I 1 1n juat. wonderinC nowyou got Corty.
( PIU5•, l S.1.ztrtake away one u titty; ~ away two moN
1a tort)'.
Two mre t~?
Yllh,
So stxtY tao awar two teas :!.:I 1'orty?
I3 1'orty.

••1
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14 I:
15 S:
I:

16

17

(!'lac .. card lfitb "70 - 31 :s _n

onto tbe table.)

( Long pause. )

Do you want to u11e tbese things
can }'OU do 1 t in your need?

{Poin!:1ng to MAB bloclca)?

S: ?Hb.

18

19

20
21 r:
22 S;
23

(l'auaH; spew .softly to l'l:i.mselt; "Seventy ~ a.way
one :LI sixty, take away two i.s fifty,
take away three i.9 forty.")
'I'birty-iune.
tou got tbat rut.
Hca,'d 70u do that?
Sevmty taice away ten ii .suty.
Seventy tu• away tMrty 1s
t'orty. S.vcty
take away cxie more ill • • • tbirty-n:l.lle.
C:Xcerpt 4.6.11

It is clear

is not clear

that Sigma enumerated hi.s decrements by ten.

is the criterion

he elaborated

for stopping

that he operated

the number-names of the declension

take away one (ten=

10) is sixty,

( tens = ten more = 20) is fifty,
( tens

= ten

more

= 30)

I~

then he used

However, he could have held the number-

as a criterion

name of the declension

by.

into a number of

tens and a number of ones and used them as criteria,
ten as a numeration unit.

What

and counted,

say

1

''Seventy

take away (one more ten is) two
take away ( one more ten

is forty,"

and so on.

three

is)

It' this was his method,

then he merely used an increment by one to count cycles of ten while
constructing

declensions,
episodes

Several

and did not use ten as a numeration t.mit.

suggest

ten as a numeration unit.

investigating
individual

that Sigma had not,

in fact,

constructed

of these occur in tasks

The first

whether he had developed

a base-ten

structure

aimed at

for

number-names.
Row many tms

1
2

I:

S:
3 I:

lfoV many te.s

4

S:

Six,

5 I:
6

S:

7 I:
B S:

9 I:
10
11
12
13 S:
14 I:
15
16 S:

Seven.

""

(P~a.J
U'9

there :!.n s:1.xty-sewa?
~ t.lln l"18ftt?
tbera in JixtY•HVWD?

Rav do you lcnaw tbat?
Is it seven?
I.s it senn or i.9 it su?
( Pauaea. ) s.vc.

I'U

say tbe

!WIii

apin--auty-sevm.

(l'lacu
pile ot .st1clcs oa table: =overs p1l.e with hand.)
I.et 's :tmag:1.netl'lat th1' pile bu .sewcty-ewo sticka in it,
It you took all tile taca out of seventy-two, l1ov many sticks
would be le!'t?
All the tcs out ot S""1ltY-two?
Row rany stick.t would be left?
It wa took out bwldl.a or ten
Stick,?

Seven • • .

two • • •

two.
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17 I:
18 s:

Wbich i.s it?

19
20
21
22
23

Why did yau HY' tbat?
S.ff!I.

?Mo.

I:
S:

I:

You're guusin;,
Seven or two?
Two.

S:

(Pause.)

lihat do you want

?Da

to writ•

down?

E:xcerpt 4.6.12

Apparently,

Si~

knew that he could get the number of tens

in a number by focusing upon a part of the number-name, but he
didn't

know what part.

4.6.11

can

Thus, the discussion

be concluded by supposing

for terminating

but i.~stead constructed

declensions

While holding a number-name as a criterion
Several other episodes

suggest

ten and one by "ten of'."

related

arithmetical

lots whose units

the context

The following

excerpt

i.s

an extension

and extensions

for stopping.

that Sigma had not operationally

Rather,

he constructed

numbers or

had a value that was made implicit

sequencing by ten,

(e.g.,

Excerpt

that Sigma did not elaborate

a number of tens and ones as a criterion

or declension,

following

counting MABlongs,

etc.).

from.a task in which Sigma counted

MABlongs by ten to 200 and was asked the number of tens he had
counted.
one.

Sigma did not know, and eventually

counted the longs by

We join the episode at that point.
1 I:
2
l S:
4 I:

5

S:

6
7 I:
a S:
g I:
10 S:
11
12 I:
13 S:
14 I:
15 S:
16 I:
17
18 s:

rraa vuw; places 4 41ngs nut to
How IIIIDJ' tens are t:iere aJ.taptber
!'IQlf?
Twmty (pointing
to screen).
How mny t.na?
Ri311t. W toptb.er.
Two lluadl'ed •••
(SUb'9'CIC&llYutters
"210-220..aJ0-240" wile
sliding tile 4 MABlonp OD tbe SCZ"ffll.).
Forty.
Forty?
How any tens under the covwr?
(!'au.le. l Tveaty undlr tb.e cowr.
RONllml1 t«ls OD top ot tha ccnwr?
(Pauae,J
rortr.
niare•s rorty tea on top or tbe C0\'91'
( p:l.dcs up the 4 lcmg:1 I •
Kow man,' tea up llU'lt? Colmt tbem.
Tea, t-,t;y
(wUe plac:t.ng 2 longs on the co ....rJ • , , •
Ko. How any tel.I is tb1s (pointiDS to 1 ot t:tie l.cnpl?
(Pica
up t:1e lDng, I KONmn.y l:ena? P'orq".
Is it forty onea-torty
at thne ~d (boJ.da up a unit cubal
or t'orty at tlleH ld.D.d (bolda up long)?
Forty at tbue lc:l.nd ( p:l.ca up 1 loncl.
CScNeD.11
1201 IWl loop

SCNeD,

l

Ezcerpt 4.6. TJ
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It appears that Sigma's confusion stemmed from two sources •. The
first

is that referring

took him outside
units--ones,

to the number of covered

tens with "twenty"

of his concept of ten; he had a number of abstract

if you will.

He then took "altogether"

as referring

!!!_ Cas ones) , and to find out how many, he continued
ten, where each figural

sequencing

to
by

unit item made from a long (named "ten")

served as an impetus for a linguistic

increment by ten.

Sigma' s

insistence

that there were forty tens on top of the cover, even when

indicating

the "unit"

the inference
(abstract

that

units

( a long) of which there were forty,

Sigma was implicitly

the units
his uni ts.

of ten and one as abstracted

items called

'ten'J."

Sigma did not coordinate

entities.

He did not "label"

When in the context of his concept of ten. he had no need

to, for the label was implicit.
however, units

arising

to be distinguished,

required

saying ''there are forty

made upJ of these (figural

Hence the second source of difficulty:

leads to

When outside

from different

and at the level
some sort of label. 1

of the concept,

conceptual

contexts

of abstract

units,

needed
this

1While the author was pondering Sigma's behavior on this task,
it occurred to him that it would follow from this assumption that
Sigma was operating by some sor-t of "homogeneity" criterion.
This is
that otherwise unlabelled units that are grouped together must be considered as being of the same type, and, coctrapositively,
that units
that are not considered of the same type cannot be put together.
To
test this notion, he asked his unsuspecting (and oft bewildered) wit'e
"What is twenty apples plus four dogs?" Her response was, "That
doesn't make any sense!"
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Sigma went on for some time in the above task insisting
there were "twenty down there
( on top) • ''

(under the cover) and forty

excerpt

The following

that
up there

shows what happened once Sigma

ceased to take a long as an impetus to count by ten.
1

2

I:

may teaa 1.t tbat (point~
to 1 MABlong c:rctbe COftl")?
Count.
Oo• ten (point!n& to tint
long). twnty tene (pointing
to
second long) ••••
I: Ko. That's 11Qt C-ty
ta'ls.
Ona ten {pointing
to first
long! • nowmany tens :Ls tmat ( poi.tlting to H(:.ond long)?
S: Oa• •••
tb-•s
~ty.
CPawie.J rou•r9 gett:tn& a ~ed 1.1p.
ffCIII

3 S:
4

5
6

7

a •c:

How

9 S:

10

I:

How many tens i.C forty?

11 S:
12 I:

Pour.

13 S:

Four.

14

t«111 1D t-tr?

IIIIUI)'

Tvo,
!lov mmy tens do you have 1.1pheN

thm?

!fow 111111y
tens dONnl1ere? You mowtbat.

I:

15 S: You kaow it too.
16
17

19

I:

It's tnaty,
Tab.

I:

Haw l!laDY ill together?

s:

19 S:

ac
21

I:

Twmty-t'OU1".
You did pt m:1xedup, didn't

S:

Yeatl!

In responding

tens in twenty?

forty?"

J,

Sigma reen tared

implicitly,

Sigma's difficulty

Sigma still

So, tbare's

6

tut'II

7 s:
I:
9 S:

<Pam•,
What?

failed

OD

twenty-t'iw

l

,a s:

his numeration

COftl'.)

How many of tbue

lc:i.Ddan

F1w • • . twant7.rou.r.

up here?

I:

TS S:

to coordinate

tbe

tms.

17

14

having

(bolda up 1 wsit cube)?

16 I:

12 I:
13 S:

Even after

of the above excerpt.

F1ve.
F1ve wtlat?
Five tens.
And nov :nmy wider the cover?
Twmty te •.•
t1iO hundred.
How 1111ny
&ltopttler?
Two llundNd and t'OW', (Pause.
How did you pt tbat'l
There's

10 I:
11 S:

of his concept

Om.-hllml (yea).

5 I:

e

the context

(from our point of view, not his) of mis-

1 I: ( l'l8CN Oll.e IIION MAIi l.oag
Z S: Five.
3 I: F1vw tma, risit?
S:

( "How many

became ten,.

as seen in the continuation

It

questions

did not end, however.

the "conflict"

matched unit-types,
units,

yau?

to -the camera operator's

of ten, and the unit,

resolved

riabt?

Ob • • • two hundred and

J

Two hundred and twmt)'•t'OW'.
tw twcdrad llaNt.
liCllf many

r1va.

0:XCll"Pt It. 6 • 15
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At this

point Sigma's reasoning

Sigma's answer in ( 7 ) can be explained

heuristical.

as he had constructed

that ''twenty-four"
referred

4.6.14

from his

was becoming almost entirely

to a number of~

perception

number of visible

by supposing

it at the end of Excerpt

(abstract

unit items constructed

of the longs) as did "five"--referring

Thus, the unit cube held by the inter-

longs.

viewer ( 6 } could have been taken by Sigma as similar
units

in 24 or 5.

Finally,

'two hundred,"

1

one time or another

referred

to be combining

"twenty,"

and "five" all

to the bunch of blockS on the table,

related

Concept of one hundred.
far from well formed.

answer.

Sigma had not con-

ten and one as units.

Sigma's concept of one hundred was

His major achievements

toward forming it

(1) one hundred as a number (of the same status

forty-seven);
figurations

(2)

one hundred" as referring

11

(mainly an MABf'lat);

as, say,

to particular

and (3) sequencing by hundred

only 100, 200, •••

).

Another peculiarity

of Sigma's concept of one hwidred was

that he considered
ten.

"four,"

of this one thing stands out:

nor had he operationally

(but

the

ten as a unit by which other numbers could be measured,

structed

were:

S i gma appears

combination lay a "right"

perhaps somewhere in their
Out of all

( 13-18)

in

to either

way in search of an answer that might satisfy

names in any reasonable
the interviewer--

to the

one hundred" as signifying

11

So, in a sense,

extension

by two tens)

Sigma had also

two increments by

given a significant

(an

to an increment when sequencing by hundred.

Making an increment by one hundred, however, was a problem--one
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that he solved
illustrates

by extending

twice by ten.

Start witti ttul"ty md count.on by llwldreds,
(!'ause,J
Can you count bf tumdl"9ds1 Just count try hlllldreds.
( l'al.lH. J One bw:idred • • . •
One tnmdred and tac . • • no, OM bWldNd and twmty.

1 I:

!Gu,,t

One feature
already

of Sigma's

answers.

of operations

try

a r-elated

didn't

set.

heuristic,

with his limited
interesting

concept

alternatives
use of a
if one

the interviewer),

then

of Sigma's

"problem

of questions

The following

Sigma's use of his version

has most

in the sense that

work ( to satisfy

This aspect

of one hundred.

the reader

Sigma made extensive

up again and again in the context
concept

that

he would try plausible

That is,

of "means-end analysis"

set

4.6.16

behavior,

is that

noticed,

to "incorrect"

sort

excerpt

this.
2 S:
J I:
4
5 S:

,. likely

The fallowing

excerpt

of means-end analysis

0

solving

showed

aimed at tapping
illustrates

how

in combination

of one hundred produced some quite

behavior.
1

I:

2
J

s:

" I:

Hands S a l:lag ot MABua:l.t cu.bu, I
are in tll•re?
Can you gue1111?
(Long p~e.
l Thousand.

How m111y~ you thi:IJc

A. tll.OUHDd?

( Port1on or d1alo11,1eomtted.

5 S:
6

7

a

I:

S:

9

10 I:
11
12

13
14

S:

15 I:
16

17 S:
18 I:

19
20 s
21

r
r

22 s
23
24

s

J

One nundred.

One nundNd? that's prettY pd.
You know wnat? I cowit.a
t:.lloae ( cub••> and tberw's tllo bundr'911 tl1.il'ty-tive in tti.re.
Includ• one mortt (piclcs up 1 wsit cuD•I and thae'd be tvo
bUDdNd tb1.rty-.till:,
That ;iould be two ll.undred t.'11rt1••1x.

Iha1'9 's <:;wg nundred

thirtv•t'iv.
ia there. U I lit you taxi thoH out md :Dike
pilu of llundred:s, wnatwould be t:.lle m111tnwmer of pilea
you could make? R..mber
how mDY ue in there?
Two l'lundred ~·t':l.ve.
Tou IUlde piles ot oae
T!le 1D011toum:b9r at pilH
or
one h1111d1'ed,bow ;:any ccw.d you IIIIIJc!a?
I don• t know •
How 11111\Y
hundreds do :,ou tl!.1.nlcvow.d bl 1D.two llundred and
tbirty-C":l.ve?
(Pame.)
t?Urty-f:l.ve.
'lbirtf•five
bUDdredl?

mmdN<I.

"niirty-five.
'1birtY•t'1 ve?

There's

thirty-t':Lva

ta11s.
Exca~t

4,6. 17
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WhenSigma was thinking

in terms of the number of actual

piles

he wou1d make, he found no connection

between that and a set of

operations

When the interviewer

that he might apply ( 17).

the task ( "How many hundreds in two hundred thirty-five?"),

modified
Sigma

knew that he could answer questions

of that sort by taking part of

the number-name-thus

(20).

seem to satisfy
thing like

"thirty-five"

the interviewer,

"Well, if they're

When that answer didn't

Sigma seemed to have thousnt some-

not hundreds, maybe they're

tens"

(21-24).

Sigma did know, in a sense,
hundred.
others
a flat,

that

there are ten tens in one

This item of knowledge, however, was largely

pertaining

to one hundred.

Sigma said "ten."

isolated

When asked how many longs are in

But when asked to extend twenty by one

hundred ( "What number is one hundred more than twenty?"),
by two tans l"ather than ten.

entirely

linguistic--he

upon objects

he extended

Sigma's meaning for one hundred was not

imposed his operational

as well.

from

meaning for hundred
the interviewer

bad

placed a board in front of Sigma that had a number of MABflats

and

In the following

longs in a row and under a cover.

excerpt

Sigma was aaked to count the blocks

as they were uncovered.
Board:
1
2
J
4

5
6

1
8

9
10
11

I:
S:
!!

S:
I:
S:
I:
S:
I:
S:
I:

12 S:
13

14

100

(UDCOV.1'11

10

MAB

Oil• bUQdNd.
<uac:oveni MAB

( l'auae. I

to

100

10

10

10

100

100

{cc .. redl

t'lat.)

ioac.I

One nlltldNd

and •

TIID.
( Uncovers MAB long. l

Tvmty.
One nimdred and twenty,
(11Dc:o,,.1'9MAB nat. >
On• huncnd and t'wty.

How11a1cn?

One bundred md t'orty.
One bwidred mest'orty'l
Wbezoedo ?OU SM the forty?
( PauH. > OD• hundred ( point:tns to tee tint
MABtl&tl.
niere•s one t11mdNd 11.n.dtetl (pointing
to tl1e t'irst MAS
long).
One tumdred and tw,mty (pointing
ti:i the sec"'1d
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1'5
16

17 I:
1a

long) • And plua OM mmdred
u !'al"ty, cauaeOM1 bundr9d
counts on tvo 'IIICIN imta&d at ane mare.
011. You're adding two mol'S onto one IU!ndrad tveoty to pt
one nuadred torty.
I sff • • • •

J::xcarpt4,6.18

Sigma went on to count each of the remaining longs by an
increment of ten and each of the remaini.i."lgflats

by two increments

of ten.
The last

excerpt

that will be discussed

shows how Sigma's

shortcoming in both his concepts of ten and one hundred sometimes
came together

to produce somewhat "bizarre"
10

Board:

10

4

100

2

10

behavior.

(caveNdl

2 S:
3 I:

(Uncovers MABlong. I
Tee.
<Uncovers MAB long. J

4 S:

l'llenty.

5
6
7
8
9

I:
S:
I:
S:
I:

10
11
12
13
14

S:

l
( t.ong pawi•; point.I ta eac:ll tm:i.t
l Twanty-C1ve.
'1\iwney how !11111111
1'wmty-f1ve.
Tweaty-t'1ve1 t.ook at that again.
Oce, two, three,
four (painting
to eun !l%11tcubal.
One

I:

1

( Uncovers 4 tmi t cubes,

cub•.

bundrltd md twmty-raur.

I:
S:
I:
15 S:
16

How !!Ucll.1
One huzidred and twenty-row-.
Look dawn and taU :ne hav :11112ya~.

17 I:

Tee, twnty
••••
(LQag ~•.
l Oh, 0011 llundMld and • • • •
WheN do you, .. one llundred?
(Paua. l I mua tw4111ty-aiX.
Where do 1tn.1 , .. twenty-aiz1
Sbov a twenty-au.
l'llectyt
i"lWI rcur. ·Four ;,lua two ia s:u:.

18 S:

19 I:

20 s:
21 I:
22 S:

T'.ro, t'OW' (pointing
( pointing

to Md1

23 I:

Two llllat?

24

Y~'re getting•

S:

to ;=ain at llllit

:,!AS

cube•I.

Tee, twcty

long).

med up.
!:xcerpt: 4.6. t9

A tenuous hypothesi:3 is that Sigma first
unit

cubes, getting

"twenty-five,"

miscounted the four

and then inferred

that he was

supposed to say something ''hundred 11 ( 6-11 ) • A stronger
can be made about the ,'3ource of "twenty-six"
the two longs as "ten,
units

of his increments

subitized

four,

getting

twenty" making abstract
by ten.

inf'erence

( 20 l • Sigma counted
(and unlabelled)

After he had extended twenty by a

twenty-four,

he still

had two uncounted
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unit

items of the same type as the f'our--the

with the longs.

increments

associated

So the longs were "coWlted" twice-first

as tens,

and then as ones (22).
The task proceeded from this
1

I:

point as follows.

Let's .start over (covers tb•

bo&&'d;uaco'V'U'SHIS lona:l.

a s:

Ten.

4 S:

Tvmty.
( !111.c:ovel"S
4 UZlit cubas. l
(V•r'Y' long pawse.) Twent,'-t'our!

3 I:

5 I:
6 S:

T I:

a

s:

9 I:
10
11 S:

[UII.CO'fltl'S MAB lgq.)

(Unco,,.t'S z.t.ABnat. l

(l.oag pause. l

Forty-t'OW".
P'ortr•t'OW"? Where do you. aa, t'orty-t'our?
( Long £)&UN, J
nu.:, i.s one hundred md ! poill.Ung ta tll.• tl&tJ , l"igbt?
IMl:I. Ona bw1dNd and ...
t'orty-t'ou.r.
4 .6.20

tsc:U11t

In exclaiming
that

he finally

encountering
satisfying
viewer.
flat,

"twenty-four!"

"straightened

a flat,

Sigma seems to have had the f'eeling

things

out."

he found himself

However, when subsequently

faced again with a problem of
wish of the inter-

some unknown (-from his perspective)
Sigma knew there were forty-four

and if the interviewer

he would say i t--but

with the addition

wanted him to say "one hundred,"

"forty-four"

Concept of clace value.

had to be in. there

Sigma clearly

that

were empirical

he had abstracted

abstract

units,

routines,

had little

concept of

disassociate

Even when Sigma's units

, albeit

concepts,

nature,
numbers as

there was

longs and unit cubes).
dissimilar

them as having different

Sigma 's lingu~ tic abs tractions
development of numeration

them (e.g.,

arose from figurally

would not always coordinate

he actually

Sigma constructed

but a unit was a unit was a unit unless

some way to figurally

What he

mainly of a linguistic

from counting.

then

somewhere ( 7-11 ) •

place value beyond being able to read numerals correctly.
had instead

of the

essential

objects,
values.

he

In short,

in his overall

.

made him appear to know more than

did.
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Case Study 4,7:

Alpha

Alpha was a first-grader
1977 school year) •

(age 6 years at the beginning

In November of 1977 Alpha solved Problem 1 of

Figure 4. 1 ( page 105) by pain ting

to the cover,

then counting

while pointing

squares.
himSelf,
three

seven, eight"

"six,

He solved Problem 2 by counting
and then explained

is ten."

twelve ..-it's

and four fingers

eighty,

and then counting

"twenty,

thirty,

nine,

them all against

When asked to start
• . . , ninety

ten,

up five

sticks,

To find

twenty,

sixty,

seventy,

the total

find how many there were.
as "ten,

twenty,

in all.

The final

that

sticks,

Finally,

• • • , ninety,
interviews

number

Alpha counted from ten,

bundles of ten, but did not put out any single

bundles of ten and nine single

Alpha

"ten,

counted from 20 for two bundJ.es and five.

(not knowing beforehand

eleven,

his lip.

that there were two tens in 32, and made 54 by putting

29 sticks

ten" to

at "two," Alpha sequenced

twenty. "

I

said

fifty,

"forty,

of a bundle of ten and four single
and similarly

nine,

asked him to suppose that

the interviewer

and even then continued

twenty."

"eight,

Alpha solved Problem 3 by putting

sequenced by ten only after
thirty,"

"five, " and

to the visible

Alpha counted "eight,

when the interviewer

there were 12 i.."l all.

saying

his answer by saying "cause seven plus

Similarly,
five"

of the

Alpha said
out five

sticks.

He grouped

there were 29) into
but had to recount

two
them to

Alpha counted ten bundles of ten

twenty,"

saying there were 20 sticks

were given to Alpha on May 8, 11, and

15 of 1977.
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Alpha's
already

case study provides

presented.

conmx)n to Delta,

He canmitted

contrast

to those

many of the "low-level"

Lambda, Kappa, and Gamma(e.g.

numerals),

miswriting

an interesting

errors

misreading

and yet he had very well-developed

and
concepts

of numeration.
Writing numerals.

The only type of error

ilpna. made in writing
the hundreds digit.

numerals was to include

an extra

He was quite consistent

in his com!Ditment and ~conmitment

error:

he correctly

nine";

he incorrectly

nineteen."

wrote numerals such as that

in elabor-ating

"hundred" to himself

method of writing

"eighteen,"

name.

For, say,

pencil

held to the right

11 11

8

and wrote ''1."

then inserted

of

he first

wrote

of its

Alpha correctly

8," paused with his

otherwise.

was not so well established
devoting

to the left

11

he wrote

to directly

assess

his ability.

his full

error

why Alpha could correctly

to be the aim of the task but

Perhaps his routine
that

11

read each of the numerals

It is not clear
that

209" and

11

2019.

11

numerals was by far his most frequent

the interviews.

number-

11

8," then placed his pencil

to him in the task designed

not necessarily

also that

11

read numerals when he understood

without

numerals suggests

"1 " between the "O" and "9 "--producing

However, misreading
throughout

11

For "two l:lundred nineteen

Reading numerals.

presented

teen

11

0" as he said

11

the number-name.

of a numeral. on an. elaboration

he based his writing

of

for "two hundred

compelled to write

Alpha felt

of this

for "two hundred

wrote numerals such as that

Apparently,

Alpha's

zero following

for r-eading numerals

he could successfully

attention--elaborating

implement it

each step.
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context of a problem, his attention
understanding

was necessarily

the problem and constructing

a

divided

solution.

Alpha's r-outines for sequencing by ten and one

Sequencing.

hundred were firmly

established.

He correctly

sequenced by ten

to 228, 97 to seven, and from 340 to 510.

from eight

He also

sequenced by hundred from 30 to "ten hundred and thirty"
He had learned

73 to 973.

but had not routinized.
l

I:
A:

2
3

" I:
5 A:
5 I:

1 A:
B !:
9 A:

10

between

and from

that "thousand" comes after

''hundred,

11

sequencing by one hundred beyond 1,000.

Stare at tnir,:y aiid ccn.mt-ont:IY lll.lllliNd:I.
One bundred and thirty,
two hundred md tbirey,

. , ni.a•

hundrad and tb.irey . . . ten hundred anci thirty.
Anr mer.? Have you ever ccunte4 t.'1at ra:o
bet'oN?
I kngw wbat ten tumd.Nda u.
What ia it?
A thoW11t1d.

What comas alter tm llW'ldred and tbirty?
Three tbouaand, tour thou.sand, ••• , nine thousand ..•
thousand.

ten

Excerpt 4. 7. 1

The error committed by Alpha in sequencing "three

thouaand,

four thousand,

• , ten thousand" when asked to continue

principle,

that of some of the other children's

exactly

sequencing "ninety,

one hundred, two hundred,

••••

is,

in

when
" More will

be said about this in the next chapter in a discussion

of the

development of concepts of numeration.
Alpha's

linguistic

system for constructi..."lg number-names and

sequences of number-names was operationaJ.
established).
"after"

(as far as it had been

The following episode suggests

witbi.11 his system was operationally
Cards:

1 I:
2 l:
3
4
5

11

21

31

51

81

91

101

111

that the relation
transitive.

(sbl.lttl.ed)

ti:••

E.et', tr,, doing the same thing 111tn
:&r'da,
(Spreads ~ on the table. l ll$Vlln C11l.
(Pawiea; shufnes
cards. l TbirtHn ( 11-31). f',telve, I .men(11-21). Th:i.rteen

(11-21-311.
!istiteen (11-21-31-SlJ,
Nj,[letean (11-ll•Jl-81-91),
(Pickls up "51"; movu "81" and ''91" each one space to :tie r1!bt;
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0

7

a I:
9
10 A:
11
12 I:
13 A:

T1-21-J1-51""81•91),
A huodred one (11-21•31•51•91•101),
A
hundred eleven 111-21.31.51.91.101-111),
Now, I want you to read them starting tlere, pl.au• (poiats

to latt end ot board J •
Eleven, twelva, thirtem, titteen,
idgnty-on,
, , • •iabteen,
nineteen, lluadrecl and one, hundred and eleV'ln,
Are you S\lt'1t they're 1n the r:!.atit order t'l'OIII smaUe,t to bigpst'l
(No~ bNd atti.matiVlll.Y, l
4, 7 .2

Excu,,t

of "51 " in to the sequence that

The insertion
constructed

( S -- 6) provides

transitivity

of "after"

grounds

and its

Alpha had

for inferring

operational

"before."

reciprocal

Alpha had

only to find the two numerals for which "51" was between--then
( by transitivity

of "before")

it and (by transitivity
it.

succeeded

thoae to the left

all

of "at'ter")

Alpha misread

the numerals

those

that this

It may be objected

enough task for Alpha to infer

all

opera. tional

so that,

the task to sequencing

suggests

even if

that

comparisons

carisa:

1

them according

made pairwise
to the criterion

11

107

113

117

124

134

143

(abuttledl

I:
A:

I:
A:

16 I:
17
18

Alpha still

(107•143-13lt•1031.
Hundred and twenty-t'our ( 107-143-134-103-124).
Kuadl'wdand seventNn
!107-t43-t3li•103•t24-1
t7l.
!fundNd aael
tA11'tffft (107-143-134-103•124-117•113),
Minety-aeft'D (107-143134-103-124-117•113-97),
Wh1dl on• iS the Saal.lest one?
H1nety... eftll,
And the biggat oo•?
Hundred aad seventy,
You -t
to c:beck thfll. Qlle l.Ut timl to aake ,\11'9 I n.aven't
tricked yau, say tbem out loud, and check thetll qry c:louly,

9

19
20

103

The next episode

A:

7
S
10
11
12
13
14
15

97

he was

I want you to do this juat like tit• last one. Put tbe ~
across t:J1eboard t'rom the biggest to the smUest,
I'm going
to trick you tn:l.s time, so look at th• cards Cll'et'l.iUYI
(Spreads cards on t.he table; paws.a; ?Ointa at several
cazoda; Sta.r'9S at "143" and "107.")
Hundred and HYWltY (107;
;,-auaas
; loolc.s at Heb card l • Hundred an.d forty-UlrM
( 107-1431 •
Hundred and th1rty-t'our
( 107-143-1341,
Hundred aad t!Urty

I:

2
J

4
5
6

of aJ.J..

After all

and hence could have

by one.

this was the case,

A:

of "51"

was not a di:f'ficult

for the most part,

between cards and placed

"smalJ.es t (largest)

to the right

transitivity.

working with number-names in the "teens,"
assimilated

of "51" preceded

HWld!"ed and Hventy,
thirty-tour,
tlundred

bundred

hundred and rarey-tnree,
hundred and
and thirty,
hundred and twenty-four,
and seventeen, hundred az:id tnirtNn-baven'~
tricked

mel
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21

I:
A:

22

23 I:
21t
25 A:

Which aWllbe:r ~ t.nat ( pai;lti.ng ta "103")?
Hundnd and tbirtY.
I., that bow you ,ay it?
(Pause.)
Can you .say it that way?
• • • Okay. Wb.ii::1'1
numbe:r :!.a tl:U t poiutin8 to "107"1'
!UJclnd a.ad HventY,

S:Xcerpt 4. 7 .3

Alphats behavior in (4-5) suggests
akin to a sorting
n~ar the largest

ttiat he was using something

At each step he placed his finger

routine.

numeral he had found up to that point in. time and

compared each numeral yet to be evaluated
he found a larger

onJ.y with that one.

numeral, he moved his finger

to it.

suggests not only the operational

and "aftern

within his linguistic

operational

reciprocity.

name

z., then!

is necessarily

after

2:,, and vice versa.

That it was

that Alpha was relating

that he correctly

is

ordered the numerals

to the way he read them., but not according to a lexigraphic

order of the numerals themselves.
numeral seriating

This was true for- each of the

tasks in which he misread a numeral.

Numerical operations.

ates all

of nbefore"

If the number-name!. precedes the number-

apparent when we consider

integrate

transitivity

his behavior

system. of number-names, but

the number-names, and not the numerals,

according

If

Given that

Alphafs aim was to put the numerals in descending order,

strongly

upon or

and separate

Alpha could create numbers and could

numbers.

One episode in particul~

substanti-

three of these claims.

,

I bave somt numlle:r prolilem 011 these carua. I want you to
tbiruc out loud wbile you do these so that I call nur wbat
;i
you're doillg. Are you !"Udy?
Here's tile tint
one.
(Pl.aces
card witb "10 + 1 s
" onto the table. J
4
5 A; (Pause; looka &t card;oegi.'1.1 to. exnnd a finp:r ot tl11 lett
bind; sbakaa hand oftf' ~ card; touc:bes two t'inprS
at bi.s
6
r1gtit baad.)
Sevctetn.
1
a I: OkaY, bOII cl1d you lcllow t.l:l&t?
I:

2

9

A: Seveate«1.

,, A:
10

12

I:

How did you get

Ten in

awnteen

~

head

tn&t'l

and I counted

(putting

up a t'inpr

HV«I.
with

El.eve, twelve,
eec:b utterance).

.••

,
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13
14
15

I:

A:

Did you do it teat way, or did you ju.st know?
Botb.
I did it !:bat -Y aad knew it..
But I ,orgOt it-tllat's
wby I did it tbat way.

Excu-pt 4.7.4

Alpha's behavior

in (5 - 6) provides

above claims are made.

It appears

the gr-ounds on which the

that he created

two numbers,

named "ten" and "seven, " and formed the S'Oal of naming their
integration.

In implementing a solution

ten by seven, but made the association
integration

of five and two--the

upon the figural

number "fifteen,"

association

likely

being based

composition of his "seven" finger

patte1~.

ten and five,

and then extended fifteen

by

two.

He

named that
This procedure

in Figure 4.7.1.

is depicted
Several

further

points

are worthy of mention.
11

about Alpha's

First,

but that he forgot

extended or not.

behavior in Excerpt 4.7.4

his comment that he "did it that way
it

( 14-15),

one number by another

meant extending

suggests

as a partial

that adding

for Alpha--whether

Second, Alpha employed a linguistic

of ((TEN){FIVE)), obviating
extending,

to extend

between s~ven and the

five from two, integrated

then separated

and knew it,

Alpha intended

he actually

transformation

his need to implement his operation

solution

to his problem.

of

It is not clear

why he didn' t employ the same traosforma tion on ( (TEN)(SEVEN)J •
Nevertheless,

the fact that he did transform

{(FIF)TEEN) in the context
number-names carried
further

substantiated

of extending

the significance
in the following

((TEN}(FIVE)) into

suggests

that concatenating

of extending.

This point is

episodes.
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1
2
J
4

(Placu card With "10 •
.:o 13~ onto th9 table.)
out laud !or m.
A: Tea plua blank equw thirteen.
I:

Well • , , •

I:

(Long pauae. l Ten plus tl:!Ne equals thirteen.
Haw coma? Did you ju.st knciw th.at aae?
Sama thing.

5 A:
6

I:

1 A:
8

= 46" onto tJ111 table, J
(Places card witn n40 •
Forty plua blank aqua.La 'i"ol't?-si.J:.
( Pau.se. l Sile.

I:

9 A:

10
11

I:

How d1d you kllow that?

A:

Sama

(Placu
card witn "
• 20 • 25" onto tne table.)
Blank plua tveat? ~ twmty ..tive.
(Paua.J
How did you know that?
Sama thing?

12

I:

13

A:

14

I:

Read it

way.
;'iw.

15 A: llb-bUb ( 7111) •
16 I:
Are :,ou sure IIOW?
17 A: tea, I'm sure.
18
19

You said tin

1D your nead?

II.uh-uh (nol.

Twenty, and I p1.1t tin

I:

A:

. , . equals tnnty-tiVII.

!xcer,:1t 4.1.s

We do not see until

(19) that by "the same way" Alpha meant

that he held one number-name in mind and searched for another
concatenate

with it.

literally

That is,

to con,atenation:

twenty by to make twenty-five'?"

Even though in each problem his

match with the name of the

sum, Alpha appears not to have analyzed

the name of the sum for the

two things:

first,

a number-name did not have the significance

and second,
related.

that extending

While Alpha's

as substantiating
criticaJ.

error),

and declending

behavior

these points

were based

'~tlhat do I need to extend

must have been a linguistic

"missing" name. This suggests

strategies

of the problems and the meaning

upon his understandings

that he attributed

criterion

his solution

to

that separating

of separating

numbers;

were not operationally

in Excerpt 4.7,5 cannot be taken

(we would have to see him make some

they would at least

explain

the names of the sums for his answers.
help us make sense of some episodes

why he did not decompose

Al.so, these two points

seen later.
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Alpha appears to have operationally
separating.
stantiates

The following
this

related

integrating

and

episode is one of the few which sub-

(however, no episode suggests

that he hadn't).

1 I: \liar. r.iwllber 1.s tbrff tens more t:llan that nwacer (pl.acH card
2
with "50" ·.n'itten on it oato the tablel1
l A: (Pauae,) Two.
4 I:
!low did you pt tbat1
S !: i:au.e I lmCIII't:iat tbN• plus rive . • • l:hr'ee plua tw 1.s t'i.'19.

Excerpt 4.1.6

Let us first

assume that Alpha understood

''What number is fifty

three

((FIF)TY) to ((FIVE)(TENS)).

stood that a separation
equivalent

tens more than?" and that he converted
We may then conclude that he under-

he understood

of three and some number into five.
that a problem requiring

can be solved by solving an equivalent
The "equivalence"

as

of five into three and some number is

to the integration

More concisely,

the question

problem ?"equiring integr-ating.

between problems, of course,

Alpha's having ~elated integrating

and

separating

was provided by

separating

as in.verse

operations.
It was mentioned earlier
extending

offered

and declending

as a plausible

that Alpha might not have related

as inverse

operations.

There ~1.e idea was

argument as to why Alpha solved missing

addend problems as he did (working from the addends as opposed to
working from the sum).

The next episode gives more direct

support

for this conclusion.
{P1aca1 card lfitb "70 - 31 ~
" oato tne table.)
~ pauae. J
A: Senaty e..Jce away tbirtetn.
I: DCIyou knoW tbat one1
A: Snmty
tue away tllirtNa.
(PaW1e11,) 'Ibis ciwnber (piclc3 up
a PmlCili dr"GIS "1:13"in ~- air),
I: Tell !lie Wllat 1t ia,
A: S.ixty-t.hrff.
I: Kaw did 1cu g11t that?

1 I:
2
l
4

5
6
7

a
9
10

A: I juat counted bacil: ten and put tbat
put that tbree in.

tbree

::.n.

:lack tea and
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that Alpha was solvi.'lg "70 - 13 = _"

It is clear
70 .. 31 = _,

11

of 13.

related

is the way he treated+

extending and declending

If Alpha had operationally

be would have reversed
it was, his initial

related

the direction

direction

if' Alpha had counted~

related

he had associated

+

3.

extending

and declending.

himself' could we infer

operational

Numbers were very- l"eal for Alpha.
else.

He talked

the same way he might have talked
following

Successful

behavior

assigned

1 I:
J I:
4 A:

s

I:
6 A:
7 I:

of 10 and then

reversibility.)

They were objects

about operating

of thought

on numbers in

about playing with marbles.

iibat

1a two tana and oil:lety mDNI?
TwD tlftll md ninety IIION t.ns?
Two teas and lliaet7 IIIOt'II.
U vould be about •••
twltl.vw •••
tma.
LIit's see, two e- aad n.:1.nety12121'9.
A lnmdrtd md twelve,
Ken, did 7ou gat that?

8 A: I
9
10
1, I:
12 A:
13
1r+

15 I:
16 A:

17
18

19 I:

a

Only if we

episode is an example of this.
2 A:

As

three from 70 we could not inf'er that he had

to 3. and did not r-everse himself.

as much as anything

with 3.

(It is worth mentioning that

concluded that he conceived of 3 as an. extension
reversed

That is,

for 3 dominated, and he made the trans-

could be accounted for by supposing that he initially
back'Ward direction

3

the two, then he would

70 - (10 + 3) = 70 - 10 - 3.

70 - (10 + 3) = 70 - 10

operationally

his lack of having opera-

that suggests

have made the transformation

formation

than

and that his approach was to solve it as 70 .. ( 1O + 3},

11

The aspect of his behavior
tionally

rather

t.o say a ll&mdred and twelve, but I Juat said wal.vw.
l)l,lt all ttte tam topth.9r- (.swnpillg bi.:1 ballda
together-I and got a hundred and tlMl.ve,
!low did 1cu do tbat i.a your head?
weu, I wu ttunld.ng about ninety, and I ..,.. tb1nk1n1 aoout
two 311'9 tens.
And •••
and •••
I count ·rroa iuo.eey to a
hi.mdrwd to a twrulNd ma twel.ve.
Do it ror- ma, I want to hNr )"01.I do it.
Ninety • , • ( tollchU 1'1¢t mddle f"inpl'
vi ta l'igbt thumb I
a hundred •••
(toudlea riglit 1.ndn t'1:lger ritll rigtlt tbumbl
a hi.mdl'ltd and twel.,,..
In otbtr wi,1'49, it p• ninety, a bundl'ld •
IIIMGt

I juat

20 A: And,
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21 I:

Ten more.

22 A: Ten more and t:llea (pub up t.wo t'inpnl
two.
23 I: Why did you do two mre?
24 A: I ju.st did it.
25 I: You ,mderstmd what I 1 111uldng?
Two t.ena and ~ety
26 A: A twndred aa4 twelve,

more.

Excerpt 4, 7.S

Before discussing
let

us first

When trying
supported

note his manner of expressing
to explain

that he "just

this explanation

was pushing together
as the figural
capturing

how Alpha might have arrived

that

errors,

the answer was nee essarily

112 (+

10 + 2)-that

A reasonable

he had created

With this

source of his initial

10)

• • • tens"

90 is nine tens;

the two

extending

form a hypothesis

for by supposing

tens.

in his axtension

for terminating

answer of "twelve

•••

(+

to go "ten more and then two."

we can in return

then ten plus two--twelve

why he insisted

that one must count 90, 100

is that he included

ing chain of reasoning:

of integrating--

of his roeasoning

An. indication

112.

in (16-22)

answer would be accounted

said

we must ask ourselves

as a criterion

explanation

if he

between conceptual. boundaries.

it was necessary

hypothesis

he

This may be interpreted

of his mental operation

of units

comes from his insistence

units

by brii.~ging his hands together--as

correspondent

Turning to Alpha's

what he did (9-10 ).

put all. the tens together,"

a bunch of marbles.

an iteration

at his answer,

(4 )•

something like

by tens.

about the
His
the follow-

two tens more; ten tens ( + 1 ) ;

To explain

why he subsequently

"I meant to say a hundred • • • ," we would have to suppose that

he knew that

10 tens is 100.

It will

be shown later

that he knew this

very well.
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Concept of ten.

We have seen in Excerpts

flexibly

Alpha could quite

4.7.6

that

move back and £orth between th~ing

tan as a number and of ten as a numeration unit
numbers could be constructed.

The question

to whether or not Alpha had realized
is itself

and 4.7.8

composed of' units.

that

of

by which other

rema.io.s, however, as
ten as a numeration unit

The following

episodes

allow us to

answer in the affirmative.
1 I:

How many tms 11'9 there in th1rtNn1

2 A: (Pauae.J One.

3 I: One ten. Rowdo you know thAt?
4 A: Caua• there 1.sn't another :ea at'tff' teft. l.1Jca ona, two, • , .,
5
nine, ten. ni.-•s
only tnrea mDl'tl, There cow.du •t b• two taaa,
6
tbN• tena, or more.

7 I: Kow :any tens are tll.era in si.Xty-Nven?
A: Six,

a

9 !:

10
11
12

A:
I:
A:

How dO you lmOWt:Jat?
Saa t.'Ung.
How d.1d you do it, now? SixtT•Mveti,
now.
! lalow tbat if there are su teM, it's got

13
atter that s:iX tena, you can't
14
only ban HftD mre.
15 I: And that's not ,mougb, hub?
16 A: (Sbalcel llHd neptive,l.Y.)
17 I:
1a

(Placu
pile of' stir:u
on ta0l•;
coV9!'11pile
t.et's :,retend that thiS :,ile lU5 seventy-two
It :,ou toalc ill the ~- out ot seventy-tvo,
19
20
be left?
21 A: 'l'No.
22

!:

23 A:
24 I:

25

26 A:

that

the criterion

was one of constructability:
of ten,

be s~y.

hlmd, l
stic1'.s in it,

lfitb

llav amir ·,1ouJ.d

that Alpha operated

if (one were to construct

From this

you can't

make another

we may infer

when counting

by

67--first

then of one) six tens could be made, then (if

one were to count them by ten) it has to be 60.
to try)

And

caus• You

How dici you lmOlf t.l:lat?
! jWlt d1ci,
Ir ·•'::'9 :,retenciing, ncw•. It ! let you t.ic. a.U the tena,
11011do you know tb•re woulci b• tw0 st1~
lef~'l
CauN the1'91 s sevm tllllll and only two onea.

It seems clear

in units

~

aaotl111r tea,

alc8

that,

only have seven more (12-14).

ten--you

for Alpha, incrementing

by ten had the significance

by one when counting

And (if one were

by one, and that

once by ten

of incrementing

ten was, in fact,

ten times
a numeration

unit.
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Though Alpha had a strong sense of the base-ten

structure

of

numbers and number-names, he did not use it to the extent we might
think he was capable.

The arithmetic

problems which he attempted

to compute mentally and those for which he insisted
base-ten

blocks are listed

below.
Insisted

Computed mentall!
(OK)

a.

47 - 21

=

{WRONG)

10 +

(OK)

9.

74 -

: 70

(OK)

40 +

= 46

(OK)

10.

91 - 29

=

(OK)

= 25

(OK)

10 + 7

2.
3.

4.

+ 20

5.

60 - 20 =

( 6 - 4;

6.

70 - 31 =

( 70 - 13

7.

84 - 30 =

(8 - 3; OK)

Figure 4.7.2.

OK}

= _, . WRONG)

Problems that Alpha missed compared to those for which
he was successful.

In asking ourselves

why Alpha insisted

what would seem to be relatively

hypotheses

come to mind.

conceptual

understanding

number into two.

by

The first

problems 8 and 9}, several

is that he could not create

of the problems as a separation

a

of one

The second is that he could. conceptualize

the

but had not developed the strategic

knowledge of either

tens and ones or declending

tens (from tens) and

by

ones ( from ones) • The first

terms of conceptualization,
than

on using the blocks for

easy problems given his notion of

tan as a unit of numer-ation ( especially

declending

on usin~ blocks

=
= 13

1.

problems,

he needed

84 - 30

11

his use of the

=

-blocks•,,

hypothesis

"47 - 21 =

The second is viable

by

seems untenable--in
" is no more di£f'icul t

and would account for

in problems 8 and 10, but not 9.
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A third

hypothesis,

that Alpha created

his own difficulties

Let us return

of Excerpt 4. 7. 7 ( "70 - 31 = _") •

error

extending

as a result

use of operational

diI'ections
to the discussion

Figure 4.7.3

Extending by 13 as extending
by 1O and by 3 :

related

70 - (10 + 3).

Declending by 13 as declending
by 10 and by 3:

13

~ 3:1

10

I>

I<

Extending 70 by 13 (as 10 + 3}:
70

+

13 = 70

+

)I

10

10

~1
3~
&o83

70

Declending 70 by 13 {as 10 + 3):
+

13

13

(10 + 3)

70 - 13 = 70 - (10

his

shows wha-1; is_ meant by the

in solving

reversibility

Alpha

3, and that

10, or+

0£ not having operationally

and declending.

1s

There it was argued that

to 3--a.s extending

a direction

occurred

by assigning

involved.

to each of the quantities

assigned

by the autbor,

and the one preferred

10 + · 3

(as an extension)

gets turned around--it

3) = 70 - 10 - 3

becomes a declension

13

of 10 and 3.
:,

Figure 4.7.J.

70

Formal compensation when.declending

When Alpha considered
it in the context
direction

60

3 as extending

of declending

of 3 was relative

by

10, and then came to apply

13, he did not realize

to the direction

an extension.

of 13.

that

the

Hence, it
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retained

its

initial

explanations

direction.

If we examine again Alpha's

of the compositions

of 13 and 67 (Excerpt 4.7.9),

see that

he conceived of the quantity

quantity

comprised by the tens • Thus , in problems 8, 9, and 1O

of Figure 4.7.3
of directions
plicity

Alpha's difficulty
to (at least)

of directions

had not assigned

he likely

to numbers, but instead

understood

in. mentally

We have already

established

his linguistic

that

and he could give both intensive

meaning to number-names.
he had constructed
had operationally
episodes

into

and extensive

The two l"emaining questions

one hundred as a numeration
related

are whether

unit and whether ne

one hundred to hi.s concept of ten.

suggest that Alpha had constructed

3

4
s

A:
I:

6

1

a
9

A:
I:

10 A:
11

!Placea l)ag vil:b 235 ~t
~tw llundred tbirty-f1w
little

The

one hundred

as a unit of numeration.
1 I:
2

of

system t'or generating

number-names and sequences of number-names was operational

following

com-

most of the major componeQts and relationships

the concept of one hundred:

the "hundreds,"

If Alpha

problems 8 and 9,

Concept of one hundred.
possessed

the multi-

to be "removed" or "taken

would not have had difficulty

puting at least

Alpha

of ones--and

was too much f'or him to deal with-.

directions

the

stemmed from his assignment

the quantity

the problems in terms of quantities
away,"

of ones as extending

we

1= it onto tal:ll•4)
Hare are
bl.oca.
Rew many p1l• ot OM

hlmCINd CO\lld rou aaa t'rom tnem.?
(t.ong paU111e.
l What's tl2• quution?

TheN are t1IO mmdred t1:11rt1-r1,,. little
block;s iii tilt.re < tile
bag),
U you IMN to us. tbOM lit.tl•
blocks, boll nany pilu
ot ot1e !llmdred coul.d you lllllee?
(Pau5e; holds up two :'illpz,s.)
Tllo? Kaw did you kmlw that?
Oid. 7gu count them?
I didn't count tb.aae (points to bag).
I ~aw h.aw ~
maic:H two llundNd.

Bee:•~•
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I:

Let's hav. you count t'ar me (begj.M pladAg MABlongs on Cha
table).
A: Ten, twenty, • , ., hw:1c!Nd uid sUty (u tbe 1nt11"1ifter
15
plat:•• 16 MAD lanp one at a time onto tbe ~bl.el.
16 I:
There ilN an• llund.Nd su:ty little
blaclcS there.
How many
17
mmdrtd.s are tbere?
12

13
14

18

A: on••

19 I:
20

,l:

21
22
23
24
25
215

I:

How do 7ou mClll'l
I ju.at knov,
Okay I lcNp countins,
Hundred and sevimty, • , . , two ttundrld
plac:es It mare MABlans, J •

A:

Caa tile

interviewer

All rigtit •

I:
.\:

Two.

I:

( Scremui ( 20) MAS longa !'rolll viw. l
Two llundNd under here (pla<:e l1and an eo11er),

27 .\:

Excer;,t 4. 7 .10

In the first
criterion

episode (1 - 11), Alpha appears to have appealed to a

of constr"JCtabiiity--ma.ke

as many one hundreds as you

can while not exceeding 235 (5 - 11), and to the structure
number-name "..E:2,hundred
on the structure
"~

He again appears to havE!lrelied

of the number-names in the second episode:
~

hundred sixty,

spontaneously

thirty-five."

of the

hundred."

Also 1 in (2S-27} Alpha

moved from considering

of 100 to considering
The question

the blocks as two units

them as 200 units.

of whether Alpha had related

concept of ten was addressed

one hundred to his

in the sequel to the second of the

above episodes.
(Plac:n 4 lanp cut to scnea,.)
Ken, any
al.tapttler
CON?
3 A: ?1111lnmdred Kid :'or-ty ( u th• int8"111Var
4 I: HON lllaZlJ' t:eaa U'II t:tiere altaptber1
5 A: (Pause, l Two bundNd would b• tvel,,. tens
lPau.se.)
Nol Tbirtnn
•••
(lookinc at
6

1 I:

tena ar. tll•re

2

7 I:
8 A:
9 I:

10 A:
11 I:

12 A:
13
14 I:

(Interrupting.)

HON

:mnrtana?

31.xteea.
Hav did YOll a9t t.b&t?
Counted,
t.eM und•r bare Cplaca
Hav 1111117
Twlv..
lbl.l't-,
, • , , sixtec

on

tap

at scneal.

How da you know ttl_..

are twel.w

uad

•••

~ave

qua~iCXI J •

s:b:taen.

tM 4 l.gnp),

llmd an sCNm I?
(point:L:lc to tile 4 lWl l.ongs
tens under t:tiere?

15 A: I

16 I:
17 A:

k:Dolf bOlf many eaca ia tvo tu.andNd•
(Places 1 :m:il'S lf.UI long an tdle;
uncovers

atnar

20.l

19 I:

Seftlltffa
• • • ta . . . oa•, two, • • • , eigtit
(wile ;,oittt:f.ng
ta MlB l0tig:s; eont1nuu subwcal.l.y couat.ingl.
Twoty-t'iw.
Haw mar hundreds aN th•rw?

20 A:
21 I:

Two.
Tl:lere are twelV11 tens 1n two buni1red.

22

you :said?

18

Riatlt?

:i:s that

wnat
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23

A: Yeab, cut I'm 'lff'Orli:,

24

I:

26
27

Sow maay teca are tb-?
Do you want to cliaa.g,a ywr mind?
hi:iwwell I counud.
(Counta 13 longs; npantes
tbem
fz,gm tile otbens • J There are thirtND
tens :l.n ~ ?:U.e and
tbirtllll13 tens in this p:U.e. One, two, • , • , twelve (aa 119
pg:l.nts to e&etl MAB 1Ql1&'in 2nd pile).
I al.ways pt
'em mixed up.
I: !gu told 1111t1211reweroe twL\09 tens in two lluc.dred. i3ut you
tll:lnlc you'N wrong. Exactl.y bow lllllDY tllUI are tb:l.n two
hundNd?
Is it thirtec
taas wtead?
A: llh-ub (no; lgolca :l.n tile air; .,.uses).
Twmt:r,
I: Twenty? Wby do you tlW1k tweaty?
A: I counted two llimdNd. One, bolO, •• , , eleven •••
wait.
(RIIIICIVU 2 loap from cne pile, 3 from tbe other; Ht.I tbUI
uide,I
TbeM don't ewa n"4 to be in her..
One, two, , •• ,
twenty Cp0intuig to ucb ot t.a• l'Nlllinina l,gup).

Ob., wily

U'9

you wrcng?

25 A: I counted thllll,

llov do you lmoV you'"

wrong?

I:

A: I forget

28

29
JO
31

32
33
34

35
36
37

JS
39

Excerpt 4. 7, 11

Alpha's
easily
his

error

explained.

behavior

20 longs--he

in saying that

there are 12 tens in 200 can be

Before we do this,

however, let us take note of

in (17-39),

Alpha never explicitly

counted 25,

Yet in (34),

were 20 tens in 200--apparently

we see him answer that

needed two groups of ten longs each--and

Finally,

to explain

something

that

he imposed hi.s knowledge that

Alpha had operationally

like

related

Alpha's

there

on the basis of a mental computation.

Second, when hr ~,roved to the interviewer
200 (36--39),

counted (just)

there were 20 tens in
he

to have 200 in tens,

then counted to 20.

Thus,

one hundred with his concept of ten.

initial

error,

"ten tens in one hundred;

he apparently
two hundreds;

reasoned
ten plus two

is twelve • "
Concept of place value.

tasks was exemplary.

Alpha's behavior on the counting-board

He looked back only once in the f'ive tasks

given to him, and that appeared to have been because of a shi£t

counting

by one hundred to counting

by one.

He would pause, however,

with each change in unit value of the tmcovered blocks (e.g.
ing a flat
likely

and then uncovering

from

uncover-

two longs) • The pauses were more than

due to his changing from one sequencing routine

to another.
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The criterion
the operationality

used throughout
of a child's

we must be able to infer
of (ten of one).
1
2
3
4

5

I:

for determining

concept of place value has been that

that one hundred may be conceived of as ten

In this
( Placn

the case studies

regard,

MAB flat

oo table;

we will let Alpha speak for himself.
bal~

up MABlong,)

HOlf many

ot

these piac;u Qf wood (long) are tl:oare 1n t.11:1.spiece (fiat)?
A: (Pausa,) Allot
tl:oae (sliding
hand OVII!' MABflat)
aren't
rigllt.
Just tbat ont 1.a r1gllt ( illdicat:ln! one col.um wit.bin

tbe flat}.
I.s that bow aany of tbua (holding !JP MAS long) there is in
that?
Just ooe?
7
a A: Hub..ua ( no I •
9 I: Can 11e saw arr just one or tbeH (long) t'l'CICIItbat piac;e ot
10
wood (flat>?
11 A: !{o, \Ill can sav oll that one, iillli tbat oiw, • , , , and tn,.t on•
12
Cpointing
to ead1 colum or th• flat) •
13 I:
How mmy would tllat be?
14 A: Tc . . . term.
15 I: HOlf 11111127
ot :hen IIOUld th.ere be Cllolding up MABlong)?
16 A: T11111,
6

I:

17
18
19

I:

20
21

22

(Halda unit cub<!!hand. I How llllEIY of these little
cCIU.ldI saw ~t of th.at piece of wod?

bl.Qclcs

A: A hundnd.

::

How do

:,011

kllc:n1 that?

A: cawie ten tens
hwliired.

~

So thoH

. • • all little
onea. And tan tens u a
littla
ones a.re tam and th.ay•re a llundz-ed.
~ceri,t

4. 7 .12
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Case Study 4.8:

Mu
( age 6 years at the beginning

Mu was a first-grader
school year).

In November of 1977 Mu correctly

of' tile 1971

solved each 0£

Problems 1, 2, and 3 of Figure 4.1 (page 105) by counting

He counted-all

fingers.
nine,

ten" while

for Problems 1 and 3, and counted

folding

three

by ten to 130, but could not sequence
Mu counted

from ten (to 14) to find

and four single
two bundles

sticks,

He said

but in making 54 with sticks

by ten starting

the total

and similarly

and five.

for Problem 2.

fingers

sticks.

After

grouping

that there were three

of sticks

tens in 32,

by ten and thought

four single

into two bundles of ten and

were two tens and nine before Mu could give the total
counted

ten bundles of ten as "ten,

to find

the total

number.

f'rom "two."

had to remind him that there

sticks , the interviewer

nine single

Mu sequenced

counted from 20 (to 25) for

counted five bundles

a pile

"eight,

of a bundle of ten

were four tens in 54; he then went on to place

there

on his

The final

twenty,

number.

Mu

• , one hundred"

interviews

were given to Mu

on May 11, 12, and 16 of 1977.
Mu's case study will show him to have been by far the most
advanced of the eight
• low-level

errors,

children.

such as misreading

he had very well-developed
Writing numerals.
numeral.
realized

it,

error

concepts

( just

as did .Upha),

of numeration.
in writing

"1014" for "one hundred fourteen."

while writing

anct then returned

numerals

Mu committed only one error

It was to write
his

'Though he commit tad a number of

to correctly

the next numeral
write

{"121"),

a
He

corrected

"121."
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Reading

numerals.

Mu than was writing

numeral-reading

Reading

Though he correctly

them.

task, he expressed

"311," though he didn't

most frequent

numerals was more problematic

uncertainty

error during the interviews

numeral as if the digits

~ead each in the
about "201" anci

why he was uncertain.

explain

were reversed

for

Also, his

was to read a two-digit

{e.g.,

"twenty-f'our"

for

"42.") ,

Sequencing.

system for constructing

Mu's linguistic

number-

names and sequences of number-names was very well developed.
correctly

sequenced by ten from eight

and from 340 to 550.
from 30 to 2,130.
his routine

He also

for sequencuig
1 I:
2
J
4

M:

5
5
7
8
9 I:
10 M:

to 208, from 97 to seven,

correctly

He made one error

He

sequenced by one hundred
that suggests

the nature

of

by one hundred.

Start at t11:1:-ty and COWit-<IQ by huadre=.
One lnmdNd and thirty,
two hundred and tll:i.l'ty,
• • • , :une
htmdNd and ttlirty,
one tbouuaa ma t111rty • • • two • • •
oops • • • one thcusand and . • , and one tumdred and thirtY,
ace thou.sand and two !1uadNd a.a4 ~,
one thousanli md three
lNndNd a.ad , • • thirty,
t.'l.ousmd and f'auz, lltm.dred md
tbil'ty,
• • , , Qlle tllauamd and nice hundred and thirty
, • .
two thousand and ttlirty.
Twa thous , •• could wa stop nav?
Wbat COIIIH nnt?
Hmm • , • tWII ttmuHDd iUld one htmdrld acd tllirty.

Qll•

Excerpt i. .a. 1

It seems that Mu's routine

digit-name
new current

"hundred, " increment it,

preceding
digit-name

seems that Mu fell

was to identif'J

the current
and then say the -

followed by "hundred and thirty."

into the pattern

It also

of incrementi.'lg the :f'irst--said

part of the number--name, as is suggested by his having begun to
say "two thousand and thirty"
and thirty"

(IQ).

as the next name after

Howdid Mu catch his error?

"one thousand

Perhaps by his
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vio,l.ation of a necessary
after

the digit-name

condition

that he say "hundred" immediately

produced by incrementing.
of Mu's routine

Another aspect

that he must have had a

is

when there was no current

special-case

rule

for incrementing

digit-name.

Such a rule might take the f'orm of

"hundred"

Next-hundred of (WORD)is (((ONE)HUNDRED)(WORD)),
while his mor>egeneral

rule

might

the form ot

have taken

Next-hundred of ({(WORD1}HUNDRED)(WORD2))
is
({(Next of (WORD1))HUNDRED)(WORD2)).
Thus , in ( 4 ) , Mu' s pause is likely
rule

(increment

the first-said

(but

not finding

a ·"hundred"

Mu's insertion

part of the name) to his general rule
digit-name)

to his special-case

-

("one thousand and two hundred and thirty")

Perhaps this was his way of keeping separate

a number-name while at the same time holding
Mu's behavior
the operationality

in the numeral. ser-iating

of his linguistic

is interest-

the components of

it as one name.

tasks leaves

no doubt of

system for constructing

names and sequences of number-names.

In, fact,

not seen in the previous

case studies:

were so well established

that he ordered

sequence,

rul.e.

of "and" between each of the digit-name/label-name

-

combinations
ing.

due to moving from his misapplied

we see an added feature

Mu's meanings f'or number-names
the numerals as a. number

as opposed to a number-name sequence.
Carda:

11

21

31

51

81

91

number-

101

111

(shutnlldJ

I: L•t':s ti"1 da:IJ:l.ct=e HIIIII thine ld.tb these i:ai:'d.s.
11: (Spread:!! cards oue,J Ob, lloy. Nae vu'Y 1111cll to :start lfitti.
(B•girul to :;ilac1 a card in latt-aost
Sl)&Cli l'llplaces 1t in
4
pile and plac:11 "11"; place:s "21" am:t to "11."J
Mi,s:l.ng a
lat (points back and t'arttl betwaen "11" and "21"l.
S
Jumps ta
6
this (11-21-31!.
Jum;is eo th:ill (11-21-J1-51).
Jumps ta tlli:s
7
( 11-21-31•51..St J. ~awn. twenty.one, tn.il'ty..one, t1tty-on1,
8
a1&nty-011e. (E'laces "101"; P1CQ up "111."l
One l:nmclred

t

2
J
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al11ven •••
I get ~ up ldth th• on• and one •••
tll• one,
one • , • al11V911and tvelve.
(11-21-J1-s1-a1-101.111;
picks
up "91,")
Wbat's tbat one you•,,. get?
13 M: Oops. {Slides ~111" and "101tt eacb one 5pace to tbe rignt;
14
11-z1-J1-s1-a1.91.1a1-111.i
15 I: Sati.stiad?

9
10
11
12 I:

16

M:

Ub-llull

{ :,wsI.

Excerpt 4.S.2

The basis

for inferring

that Mu considered

the task as creating

a number sequence is his r-emarks in (4 ... S) that he was "missing

lot"

( between "11 " and "21 ") and that

that were in the sequence,

of "before"

and "after"

In (13-14 }, we see that he spon-

transitive.

moved "101" and "111" each one space to the right

taneously

to make room for "91 • "

seria ting

of the six
Mu

over objects

but not named.

that Mu's r-elations

We may al.so infer
were operationally

the sequence was "jumping"·

if he were skipping

from one numeral to another--as

Mu

inserted

tasks.

This in itself

behavior,

that he had operationally
relation.ships

91

would suggest,

10.3 107

given his other

!"elated "bef'oi-e" and

within his linguistic

of these tasks,
Carda:

manner in three

sequences in each of the three backWard

seriating

on the third

a card in this

in order

tasks.

produced correct

I"eciprocal

system.

11

after

however, leaves no room for doubt.
113

117

124

134

143

(:!hu1'tted)

1 I:

I w1111tyou to do tll:l.s just Uke tll.$ l.Ut one. Put tile cards
acros11 tile board tram the biggut
to the ~IIIIIJ.lat,
M: (Spreads carda in rront of bllll, I Ob my lord.
Thia i.ll tb.e
hardut
OM.
Ooe hundNd and thirty
(pOinting
to "103"1. One
bimdNd amt •.••
oopa. ~- I §1t it.
(L,Qolcaat illl the carda;
6
;iiclcs one up.)
I better put tb• in or'der f'irSt.
(Loolca at
all t!le cards; begins picldng tbm up oce at a t:Lme :Le
7
a
ucending order; bolds tbin oi,e llacd.}
9 I: What ~ you doiDfl
10 M: I'm puttina th• in or'der (picks up raai:lder or card.s oaa
t1
at a t:lm in ucending order; largest 1.1 on top, :smJJ.ut oc
12
botta;
places •cb i;ard in appropr:-iate 3ll1Ce-I.arp11t
r1nt
13
in Lett.moat
5pac:e and small.eat J.ut ill r:l.gtlt-l!ICat,)
14 I:
Sat1.st11d.? t.et'5 rud tllem nc,w.
15 M: One t11.mdred and f'ortf•t.hrM,
one ltundred and thil"ty-t'our,
16
one ltundNd and t:wmty-fOUI', one bunl1J:'9dand seveatem,
one
17
hundred and thirteen, one hundred and 1111wn,one hundred and

three,

one hundred and •••

oops.

11

as

Mu's behavior

2
3
4
5

18

a

:u.netY•Hvm,

Exc11rpt 4.S,3
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The operational
clear.

reciprocity

of "before"

To put the numerals in. descending

in ascending

order--realizing

in descending

in putting

in Excerpt 4.8.3

a sequence in descending

suggests

system.
order,

sequence with the inverse

he lalew he would reverse

them up

and equated that anticipated

of an ascending

his ascending

sequence

sequence to create

This sounds as if he had also related

declending

as inverse

We will

operations.

much more than

He held the goal of

ing one).

fact,

he pick~d

for Mu is

them down they would be

actually

0£ his linguistic

the operationality

descending

order,

11

order.

Mu's behavior

creating

that

and "after

extending

(i.e.,

a descendand

this was, in

see that

the case.
Numerical operations.

Mu's interviews
of integrating
characterize

'TI1.ereare no episodes

Which help us to specify
and separating,

the relationship

There are two reasons

separating
supposing

himself

in situations

were involved,

First,

of

of his operations

any which help us to

he had established

those he did make are irrelevant
explained

the nature

nor are there

for this.

in the records

between the two.

Mu made very: few errors,

to the issue.

and

Second, whenever Mu

where we might think integrating

and

he did so in ways best a~counted £or by

that he conceived of the problems in terms of extending

and declending.

That is,

of numbers strictly
have reconceptualized

Mu appears

as absolute

quantities.

Instead,

he appears

to

numbers as signed magnitudes.

This is a tenuous hypothesis,
One might think that

to have been beyond thinking

and it

the system of integers

is not expressed

very well.

is being attributed
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Mu, but this is not what the author means.
integers

to Muwe would have to have evidence that his signed magexisted

nitudes

within a relational

a commutative ring,
cation).

To impute the system of

or at least

This certainly

system having the structure

a group (if we eliminate

is not the case.

conceived of numbers as extensions
Extending and declending,

then were operators

to be created.

upon signed numbers.

For Mu, extending by, say, three was an operation

was an object

that could be

of where he started--it

of his thinking.

It will be difficult

to fully

substantiate

the above picture

painted of Mu. The problems were, for the most part,
him.

It is only by his manner of explaining

hint of the ways in which he understood

get are hints.

himself

than tr,f to substantiate

taken above, the author will

tr,/ to make it at least

Mu, correctly,
by declending

to "91 - 29

-_,
- "

too easy for
that we get a

the problems--and

Thus, rather

4.8.1

tm.1ltipli-

What is meant is that Mu

or declensions

thought of being performed independently

all we

the position
plausible.

mentally solved each of the problems in Figure
by ten

or by ten and then one.

however, did not quite fit

His solution

He at

the pattern.

=

1.

60 - 20 =

4.

84 - 30

2.

70 - 31 =

5.

91 - 29 =

3.

84 - 30 :

Figure 4.8.1.

of

List of problems that Mu salved through declending
by ten or by ten and one
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first

intended

declending

to use his fingers

{most likely

to keep track while

nine),

but the in.terviewe~ asked him not to.

T I:

(l'l&ces card v1tb "91 - 29 •
" onto ta• table.)
N:1nety-one tu• away twe11ty-nuie.
Ju.st a minute.
?bat's hard.
I b&ve to uae 1111rinpl"S.
Try it v1tl:l.out 7ow- t':1nprs tirst.
Ohhh. I lcnaW I'm gains to make a bi& 1111.Staka.
That's okay.
EVlll"YOne makes mutakea.
Ninety-one
• , , a1gtity--011e • , • sev1111t:v-ona. Now the bU'd
part.
I need to UH '!l'f t':1n8111r9,

2

M:

l
I:
5 M:
It
6
7

a

I:
M:

9 I: Olcay.
10 M: S.venty-one (pl.aces two pencils on rigbt, extends 5 t'ingei-s
11
of !'13l1t Ilana and 1 t'inSer ot left!,
Sevaity-one
••.
Ob,
tbat•s bard!
12
13 I:
Sevwnty.one.
What do 7011 nHd to talm away t'!'OIDseventy~•?
11t M:

Nine.

Olcay, you need to ta.Ice nine away f'~
seventy-one,
16 M: Seventy • • • Hven.ty •••
S1xtY-n1.1e, 009s ••••
17 I: !low many is that we've talcan away?
18 K; Two, (l'au4e,J
Suty .. isbt--1:l.xty"'5even, s1Xty-C':l.ve, dxty-C'our,
19
siXty-three,
s:b:ty-two, s:b:ty-ooe.
How :llLlch hu tb&t bun?
20 I: I don't lmow. Have you been count1ng?
21 M: ( Sr:inp bands from under ':.a.bl.all'ita 5 f'inprs aztml.ded oa. rigbt
22
and 4 on le.ft; giggle,. J
23 I: t.et•s do it.
Sewncy..ane.
Let's do it.
15 I:

24 M: I did it,
25 I: I/bat did you. end 11PWith?
26 M: I forgot,

27 I:
28

M:

29

I:

JO

M:

Seventy-one taxe-away C111::le
11u?
llidn • t you re1111mber?
No. ygu didll' t aJUCme to. \iaa I s1,1ppo1edto?
Yealll
Let's do it th1a way. What's se'ftatY-oa• ta.ice away tea?

I:
32 H: That's a c:Ulcb,
31
33

I:
.34 M:
35 I:
36 M:

S1.xty ••

, .

Siltty, ii i t'Z Seventy-one l;ake away tan?
Oil. S.u:ty-ona.
But 11e really .rant to~•
away nine.
Ob, I 1mav it!
I lmow it!
I lmow it!
SixtY•twol
Excerpt 4.S.4

Mu's insistence
declension
it,

upon using his fingers

from 71 is understandable.

to form nine as a

Given his aim to construct

he needed some way to keep track of his progress.

when in {'31-35) the interviewer

strategy,

set the stage for an alternate

Mu immediately saw a relationship--and

exclaiming

"I know itt

declension

by

I knew it!"

nine with a declension

Mu

=-

change of direction

of - 1 also suggests

related

extending

10 + - 1)

and declending

used it.

In

seems to have equated. a

by

by one, or that - 9

(+

However,

=-

ten followed by an extension
10 + + 1.

His formal

that Mu had operationally

as inverses.
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An imlication

that

Mu

numbers is his expressed

3 I:
4 M:
S I:
6 H: ·
7 I:

8 M:
9 I:
10

M:

11 I:
12

13
14 M:
15 !:
16 M:
17

on

sense that even when extending by ten he was

"sort of, " but not reaJ.ly,
1 I:
2 M:

thought of extending as an operator

counting.

What ~ two tee.a aQd 1:W1•t1 !IIOre1
Two t.aa?
i\nd ninety more,
(Pause. I
T•ll m libat you're tlunld.ag aa you wortc it out.
Two teM and ainety 1111zoe,Hmm • , • oiw l:nmdred and tsn?
Row c11d you pt tbat?
Well •• , I haft to th:l.nk, 'Wel.J.. No, I can't exp.Lain it,
You can't?
You just gu.naed U?
W•ll, I ean't apl.a:i.11 it,
And I didn't just guesa.
You didn't gueai, , , , did :,ou coUDt? Did you uae cau;nting tG
belp you? Or did rau.ju.st 1mow it becallSe you. bad dorw a
problem Ulce t:har. bei'ore?
I think I counted,
Oh-hub,
W.ll, ! said, it" ninety and ten mare m.ka a tnmdred, tbc it
i!IJllt be one hundNd and t«l,

Exc1rpt 4,8,5

Clearly,

2 tens+

reasoning:
10 = 110.

Mu went through something like
90

= 90

The significance

+ (10

+

10) = (90

of his having r-ecently elevated

had the significance

Another indication

of extending

of extending

of Mu's having constructed

and understood

This

an increment by
once by

ten times by one.
sie;ned numbers

comes from an episode wherein he completely misunderstood
question,

= 100 +

somehow that he had.

ten in language to a symbo.l for the operation
ten-..which itself

10) + 10

+

chain of

of this episode is that Mu was correct

in that he did not count, yet he felt

could be indicative

the following

the

it in a way that we might think requires

signed numbers.
1 I:
2
3 H:

4 I:
S M:

6

!:

<Plac• card

u

w1tn

ft20" wntten

oa. it onto table.)

Wbat

number
one liimdnd mor. taaa tb.1.:1 Dumblll'?
Cfte blmdred mar.? I don't und1ntand..
hund.l'ld :nore?
What aumber ia tea 11111retllaD tut !llllllb1r? lihat 1.s tb&t number?
TMloty,
~t':s
ten .sire tb.en tbat INlllber? CPause.I

7 M: It's

l,sa

en.

••

, so it's

tel 1.. ,.

Excerpt 4,S,6

Mu's remark in ( 7 ) that
les.s,

11

suggests

his dit'ficu.lty

"it

( ten) is less

with the original

• • • so it's
statement.
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understanding

that he apparently

constructed

and 100 with the aim of specifying
to transform

it into 100.

interpretation

was of comparing 20

the operation

upon 20 necessary

This is shown in Figure 4.8.2.

This

is worded as it is to
What number is 100 more than 20?
20

100

)l,'---"-'-,,""'
...............
J
What number?
What number is 10 more than 20'?

( - 10)

Ten less
Figure 4.8.2.

Mu's understanding of "What number is twenty more
than one- hundred'?"

account for his behavior in comparing 10 and 20.
ly compared the two with the aim of determining

performed upon 20 in order to transform
was "ten less

1"

or - 10--a declension

The only instances
of separating
physical

it into 10.

to be

Tile operation

by ten.

numbers were in problems involvi..~g

The following

he could move to the level
declending.

an operation

in which Mu might have r-emained at the level

and integrating

materials.

There, he apparent-

episode suggests

of conceiving

We join the episode after

that,

even then,

of a problem as extending
the interviewer

or

has successive-

ly placed and then covered up two longs and four unit cubes, one long,

three unit cubes, two longs,

one long and one unit cube, and two
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Mu wrote the numeral of the number ot:

longs and two unit cubes.
blocks

at each step,

the list

4

5

ti.re Ga1f'?
M: W.ttle bJ.oclca'l L.ittl.e tNMY-.mf
I: Yeab. .

6

H:

34

37

57 68

90."

OQM?

Ni.tlety-.tgb.t
• , • . L.et 1111tcow:i.t (looks at. ~ wbicb he
wrote below tn, .screen; pw., .. ) • Sewn • , ,
What. are you doil1g?
IPaua•; continues to loOk at the numu-ais he'd lll':Ltta11 bltj,gv

7

a

"24

(Advancu screen so that illl blockll are cowred.J
Row rany
piece• or wood, little
blocks. liave I ggt altopthlll" uader

1 I:
2
~

producing

I:

9 H:
1O
11 I:

the screen; starts at llt't elld az:idmovea rigl:lt.)
Teo.
How:mcy little • . . Wb.&t'.sthe numller ••.
,
12 M: 1hoH little
QDU• thoH little
ona.
'lh•N's ten or them.
13 I: Ob, ten ot thou little
ones.
14 M: Uh-tlul:l ( yes I • i.-ow, tboN long oaes1

4.a.7

Ezcatpt

Mu apparently
number of unit

took the interviewer

cubes that had been placed.

he could have accomplished
lations

literally.

There are two ways that

supposing that he based his calcu-

this,

on the numerals (which seems a safe assumption).

have compared successive

the second (e.g.,

24, 34

+

necessa.r"J to transform
+ 10; 34~

~7 +

+

+

+ 3}--accunrula ting

transformations

of pairs

(e.g.,

it seemB clear

of numbers as being connected

of the first

into

4, 4 +

the changes in the number of ones.

Whichever way he performed his calculations,
was conceiving

the first

3), or he could

have done the same, but focusing on the "ones" digit
O; 4 , 7

He could

of numerals in his l.i.st with the aim

pairs

of detarm.ini.,g the extension

+

He computed the

that he

by way of

into the second, where the transfor-

mations were extensions.
It was noted in the discussion
Mu's linguistic

Excerpt 4.8.5

that

increment of a number-name by ten perhaps was a

symbol for the numerical

Mu's solutions

following

operation

to the problems "10

o'f' extending a number by ten.
+

7

= _,

10 + _

= 13,
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40 +

= 46, _

point.

He responded immediately

they were •

+

20 = 25, and _

In explaining

why

9 = 79" are consistent

+

with that

to each, at times remarking how easy

1O + 7 = 17, Mu's rationale

was that

"if you don' t have a ten you, you don' t have a seven teen. "

times he said "I just know it"
when he didn't
of this

is

as his reason for his answer, and that

know it he would count.

that Mu had constructed

(say,

"forty-six")

was symbolic of extending

("forty-six"

into

Likewise,

(46 by 6).

20"),

The inference

linguistic

type of problem where concatenating

"forty"

and "six")

drawn from all

transformations

"forty"

and "six"

for this

to make

(40 by 6), and decomposing

was symbolic of declending

in the sequel to Excerpt 4.8.6

changed his understandmg

Mu eventually

At other

("100 more than

of what the interviewer

was asking and said "One hundred and twenty."

The concatenation

of

"one hundred" and "twenty" (by "and") served to symbolize:, for Mu,
the numerical

operation

of extending

Concepts of numeration.

numeration,
climatic

rather

in light

his numerical
one hundred,

100 by 20.

The sections

on Mu's concepts of

than culminating

the case studies,

of the discussions

of his linguistic

operations.

are antisystem and

Needless to say, Mu's concepts of ten,

and place value were all

very well-developed.

He

responded that there is one ten in 13, si..~ in 67, seven in 72, and
24 in 240; and that there is one one hundred in 160, two in 235,

two in 250, and that 470 is 100 less
Mu

could move flexibly

thinking

than 570.

As we have seen,

from one concept to another--changing

of a number as a unit of ones to thinking

from

of it as a unit
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composed of units

of ten and one, or of units

of one hundred,

ten,

and one.
Comment. A remark given in the opening discussion
numerical operations
not intend

deserves

to attribute

wishes to attribute

to be expanded here.

a concept of integer

boundaries

for Mu's understandings.

Mu to construct

to Mu. Rather,

were not sufficient

a problem that he couldn't

fully

he

Even then,
to establish

None was sufficient

As a ?"esul t, the author may have over-·interpreted
attributed

The author does

to him the germ of the concept.

the tasks used in the interviews

of Mu's

to induce

understand

or solve.

Mu's behavior,

more to him than might be the case had more difficult

tasks been given.
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Chapter 5

VARIETIES
OF UNDERSTANDING
WHOLE
NUMBER
NUMERATION
This chapter
schematic

will

summarize the case studies

representations

concepts.

It will

of the respective

children's

end with a cross-sectional

analysis

so that the development of numeration

studies

and present
numeration
of the case

concepts may be

discussed.
Summaries of the Case Studies
The summaries will have the same organization
studies

The form will

themselves.

dialectical

style

the end result
note that

of the case studies

(conclusions)

conclusions

as statements

of fact.

examining the children's
theoretical

will

presented

however, in that

will be abandoned and only

be presented.

created

ninety,"

should

behavior

from the perspective

drawn from
of the

in .Chapter 3.

Delta

collections

conceptual

and then he would count-all

Delta could sequence by ten only as "ten,
and otherwise

and

He could add only a£ter

knowledge of arithmetic.

perceptual

the total.

The reader

they are conclusions

Delta began the 1977 school year with little
procedural

the

in the summaries are not intended

Rather,

framework presented

Summary 5.1:

di£fer,

as aid the·case

he had

to find

twenty,

had no concept of ten.

280
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Writing and reading numerals.
would elaborate
When writing

While writing

the number-name, writing

Delta had no difficulty

Sequencing.

names preceding
a digit-name

He had abstracted

"one humired,"

was actually

an augmented routine

to a routine

in its

separate

by one.

own right

he continued

for sequencing

related

to

transcending

by hundred.

example of "thirty,

by empirically

on the numeral seriating
structure

In one
one

abstracting

tasks showed that Delta
in his linguistic

numerals was to assimilate

for sequencing

by one.

the

by one.

number-names and sequences of number-names.

method for seriating
to his routine

by one as opposed

a next term--sequencing

had not developed an operational
for constructing

by one to produce

by ten.

the interviewer's

for constructing

from

for sequencing by ten

Delta had difficulty

two hundred thirty"

His behavior

routine

that was operationally

As a result,

when sequencing

0£ compound

the "ty" digit-name

for sequencing

Delta did not have a routine

criterion

the structure

. . • , one

but in order to sequence by ten from

That is to say, Delta's

hundred thirty,

twenty,

name in order to use sequencing

the currently-held

a

naming.

he had to explicitly

an increment.

about how to partition

Del ta knew the sequence "ten,

hundred" quite well.

100, but f'or those

reading numerals preceding

numeral for subsequent

instance

for each major part.

of the remainder of the number-name.

beyond 100 he was at times indecisive

centuries

a digit

a numeral beyond 100 Delta would say "hundred" and write

a zero as he said it--regardless

sequencing

a numeral Del ta

That is,

system
His

them, when possible,
he would form the
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number-name which would normally follow that

of the last

numeral, and then look for the corresponding

numeral.

order the numerals by making pair-wise

placed
He did not

comparisons of them.

Moreover, when Delta did compare numerals in terms of relative
he based his judgments on the relative
chosen digits

tuitously

routines

for

Del ta.

Integrating

addition

to assimilate

the situations

a full

to his action

and taking

of the operands,

he could apply his heuristic
head."

apart

Moreover, Delta

Rather,

suggests

(separating)

were even less

perceptual

but these were situations

of putting

operations

than intuitive,

he had

where Delta did not require

"the biggest

could not conceptualize

that Delta's

not

schemas for putting

where

number in his

missing

problems even when he had the operands elaborated
This

were empirical

Del ta could

problems.

There were some instances

elaboration

and separating

and subtraction

(integrating)

collections.

numerals.

In terms of understanding,

conceptualize

together

order of the names of for-

from the respective

Numerical operations.

order

addend

as collections.

of integrating

and separating

for he could not coordinate

them as

complementary routines.
Extending

and declending

With the exception
head,"

0£ situations

routines

for Delta.

in which he "put a number in his

Delta used them only as routines

for perceptual

for constructing

number-names

collections.

Concept of ten.
ba.sed.

were al~o empirical

He knew that

Delta's

concept of ten was figural

to construct

a collection

number-name, he could do so most efficiently

and action-

corresponding
by first

to a

counting MAB
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longs by ten up to the

ty" part of the number-name, and then count

11

unit cubes by one ·up to the digit
numeration unit

for Delta.

let alone a number that

name.

However, ten was not a

He could not conceptual.ize

is constructible

a number,

in terms of units

0£

ten

and one.
Delta had empirically
questions

like

translate

the first-said

an isolated

abstracted

a criterion

"How many tens in .....

It was to homonymically

11

part of the number-came.

of knowledge for Delta;

bit

for answering

it had no quantitative

for he did not employ it in any situation

significance,

was

But this

where it

might have been used appropriately.
Figure 5.1 -is a schematic representation
of ten.

Although sequencing by one was not directly

the interviews,

it at an. intuitive

he i.s attributed

of his use of it in coordination
figural

least

with sequencing,

in connection

patterns

pattern

of number-names (e.g.,

tinuing

a sequence.

Otherwise,

of ten were preoperational,
for their

implementation.
empirical,

modif'ication

in that

There was little

at an intuitive

level

in

because
Similarly,

level,

sixty,

seventy")

the components in Delta's
strict

Relation.ships

contextual

at
a

when conconcept

requirements

among the components were

it was only after

coordination

assessed

since he could subitize

"fifty,

having

of the context

concept

with sequencing by ten.

Delta i.s attributed

largely

of Delta's

one component's

that another might come into play.
among components in Delta's

concept

of ten.
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Opula 1-J

~t

I1 lalm.Uw

Pt

Pftlal\dlift

Concepts of one hundred and olace

ralue.

1

Delta's

concept of

one hundred comprised ''hundred" as the name of an MAB f'lat and as
a part of a number-name that appeared if one sequenced long enough.
He had no concept
Surm:rary 5.2:

or place

value.

Lambda

Lambda began the 1977 school year as a counter with motoric
unit

items who could solve relativel.y

not missing addend problems.
beyond sequencing

"ten,

She had essentially

twenty,

between perceptual

coun ting--counting

Also, she failed

items labelled

everything

problems, but

no concept of ten

• . • 1 one hundred."

sequence by ten in any other manner.
entiate

simple addition

She could not
to differ-

"ten" and "one 11 when

as one item.
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Writing and reading numerals.
to write the digits
unreliable,
syllables

of its numeral.

in the sense that

(e.g.

Lambda elaborated
Her procedure

The conditions

the digit-labels

11

)

writing

a two-digit

reverse

di£ficulty

reading numera1s less

The only mistake she made was an occasional

the digit-names.

When.Lambda applied

her routine

numerals beyond 100, however, the result
She had not established

the left-most

did not constitute

would drop the name of the right-most
name of the ver"J right-most

digit

reversal

of

three-digit

them as ft/! !~.

When

a "ty" name, she

of the two and then append the

( e.g. , "fifty-nine"

for "549") •

Lambda could sequence by one and by ten with little

Sequencing.

long as she remained within a century.

wa.s extremely

problematic

to "hundred and two. 11 When

by ten she went from "hundred and ninety

That is,

and appended "-

within centuries

11

to "hundred and

Lambda sequenced by one or ten

hundred" as a prefix.

Her performance on the numeral seriating
Lambda's linguistic

Crossing

for Lambda. When sequencing by

one, she went from ''hundred ninety-nine"

thirty."

than one

was not always predictable.

at times partitioning

pair of digits

di.fficulty--as

while

for reading

for partitioning

a convention

numerals as !fo Info, instead

sequencing

the digits

numeral.

Lambda had little

centuries

other were not

"42" f'or "forty-two").

under which she chose one over the

Also, Lambda would occasionally

the name by

and at times into digit-

(e.g.,

clear.

hundred.

f'or doing so was

at times sbe elaborated

"702" for "seven ..ty-two

names, suppressing

a number-name

system for constructing

tasks showed that
number-names and sequences
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She lacked operational

of number-names had yet to become operational.
of both the relations

transitivity

"after"

acd "before"

system and had not related

the two as reciprocal

as she could not construct

descending

routines

Her

well enough, however, so

ascending sequences quite well.

a sequence was rigid--Lambda

constructed,

to one another,

sequences of numerals.

for sequencing were established

she could construct

tbat

within her

But once

could not insert

a

numeral amidst it.
Lambda was a counter with motoric unit

Numerical operations.
items.

She did not require

perceptual

However, Lambda could not quantify

That is,

intuitively

and separating,

related

a count originating

separating

operands;

not operations.
construct

Rather,

beyond "one."

and declending,

Integrating

were

and

however, since she could not con-

likewise,

extending

and declend:i.ng were

they were yet empirical

named collections

Lambda attributed
of signs.

and extending

missing addend problems.

were not operations,

numerical

routines

to

or lots.

intensive

meaning to number-names at the level

A number-name could stand for the sequence she would

produce were she to count up to it.

A number-name was not a symbol,

though, in that

the meaning of it was still

of the activity

of counting up to

structure

to counting.

for Lambda. She could complement one by the

say, in solving

struct

prior

she could not double count.

Integrating

other,

collections

of relationships

the names actually

related.

E·

a figural

Lambda did not have a

that would be maintained
Similarly,

representation

extensive

regardless
meaning for
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number-names was at most intuitive,
at most lots

in that Lambda could create

as meanings for number-names.

Concept of ten.

The significance

of an increment when counting

by ten for Lambda was a cycle of increments

increment

by

one.

by ten had meaning, but only ·intuitive

of units,

That is,

an

Lambda

meaning.

could not create

ten as a number--a unit

not reconstitute

a number as a number of tens together With a number

and hence could

of ones.
Lambda did not conceptually

distinguish

ten and one as uni ts.

Two hundred as 20 tens and four more tens was "twenty-thirty
long),

forty

(another long),

fifty

( another long),

sixty

{final

long)."
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Figure 5.2 gives a schematic

representation

Her concept was intuitive,

of ten.

components was one of functional

as each of the relatio03
coordination

Lambda

intensive

could any other number-name.

and extensive

Beyond this,

Lambda related

100 ana ten--not

sigNor had

as a f'lat being

composed of ten longs.

literally

Lambda had no concept of place value.
her concepts

blocks,

of one hundred,

ten, and one.

She could not coordinate
When she counted MAB

she would begin with the block first

would change ber counting
at all

just as

the only special

even figurally°

a

a3

meaning by

that she gave it was as a name for an MABflat.

nificance

possible

first

"One hundred"

a sign for counting and as a sign for a lot),

(a.s

among

or complementarity.

Concepts of one hundred and place value.
number-name could be attributed

of Lambda's concept

only with great

she would remain within

say, of ten,

her,

but

difficulty.

the context

If it was not possible

coming into play.

concept,

routine

presented

If

of the concept

to r-emain within her

she would move to her concept of one and stay

with it.
Swmnary 5 .3;

Kapca

At the beginning
arithmetic

of the 1977 school year Kappa's conceptions

were limited

to counting

bad no concept of ten.
or mentally

compute the sum of ten and a single-digit
numerals.

and reading numerals.

occasionally

collections.

reversed

Kappa

He could not sequence by ten, count by ten,

Writing and reading
writing

perceptual

in

Kappa made many errors

When writing

the digits.

number.

two-digit

When writing

in both

numerals Kappa

three-digit

numerals
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he would often write

a zero as he said

''hundred" whether it

was

warranted or not.
Kappa's most consistent

the digit-name

reverse
a result

of his

a "teen"

name.

error

for a two-digit

to the teens.

by ten around

incrementing

"ninety-eight,

one hundred eight,

Though Kappa errorfully

could correctly

sequenced

count by ten across

because be would place a constraint
related

by "ten more" upon the

collection

named 1 say,

"ninety"

would not say "one hundred,
of a difference

Similarly,

calling

sequencing

by hundred

from a

u ten,

beyond "one hundred"

part of the number--name

by ten across

and so on).

centuries,

he

Apparently

of distance

between number-names

terms in his sequence.
and then placed

this

was

When he saw a

two DX>relongs,

f'or he did not.:.!!.

named "one hundred"

he

enough
and the

two hundred."

11

Kappa could not sequence by hundred,

hundred was a solvable

sequence

two hundred eight,"

two hundred,"

it

think-

centuries.

between the collection

next one to warrant

in his

Kappa had little
his

the first-said

of

name Kappa required

for sequencing

Once beyond that point

He based sequencing

he would continue
(e.g.

rules

• • . , one hundred, " but when sequencing

twenty,

This was apparently

name and "ten" currently

He did not have the special-case

difficulty.

numeral.

To sequence by ten from a digit

that he have both the initial

digit-name

numerals was to

check for a "1" in the numeral in anticipation

Sequencing.

ing.

when reading

problem for him.

yet counting

by

The reason again was that

as such did not signify

a change in a referenced
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and hence Kappa had no ba.sis for choosing to increment one

quantity,

part

of the name instead

His performance

of another.

but could not implement it within. his linguistic

sense of a series,

number-names and sequences 0£ n.umcer-names.

system for constructing
He had a limited

relate

sense

imediately

but could not

sequence of predecessors--only

Kappa could construe t arithmetic

and separate

however, a counter with abstract

arithmetic
unit

items.

lots.

Also, Kappa was

in his application

of integrating

and separating

arithmetic

lots

where each lot

contained

uni ts.

removed)

three
unit

to situations

attentional.

for Kappa, as 82 was an arithmetic

(80 and 2 ones),

being abstracted

standable

at most

For example, 82 - 20 ( as 82 under cover and two longs

was solvable

units

lots ,

He was not,

~estricted

three

the

it.

preceding

Numerical operations.
and could integrate

of "after,"

of transitivity

a numeral to its entire

two or three

tasks showed that Kappa had a

on the seriating

lot of

and 20 was a lot of two units,

each

But 47 - 21 was not under-

from a long.

for Kappa at that level--he

could not create

47 as an

pattern.

Similarly,

extending

and one was understandable
only when he could subitize
Otherwise he had to create

Kappa appeared

and declending
at the level
a criterion

by ten,

by one, or by ten

of arithmetic

1ots for Kappa

for ending his count.

collections.

to have little

He would count only in situations

intensive

meaning for number-names.

where he already

understood
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problem in terms of subitized
have such an understanding
collections

When he did not

Kappa would not count except

Ten u

routine

as an empirical

name by counting

arithmetical
or lot.

a numeration

for constructing

by ten to the "ty"

by one to complete

counting

the name.

to name

tens that

simply to a unit

abstracted

routine

of his empirical

He could answer questions

a correspondence

and the structure

He did not equate,

However, the

these questions

say,

of

of "How many tens

"one hundred."

Kappa spoke of in answering

of units.

for- a number-

of the name,and then

but rather

. . . " for number-names preceding

essentially

"Ten" did not r-efer to an

However, Kappa had empirically

his number-names.

existed

unit

collections

part

unit composed of units,

between the products

units

patterns.

or lots.

Concept of ten.

in

atten.tional

67 aa

were not

tens and seven

Si."(

ones with a number of ones.
Figure

of ten.

5.3 gives a schematic representation

What it

relationships
declending,

does not show well is the dual nature of his

between integrating

to being indices

since

but would operate

and

abstractly
lots
quite

Also, Kappa's number-names appeared

otherwise.

Kappa's routine

than intuitive,

He would operate

each,

of counting

even though he would !::!! sequencing

Finally,

extending

a problem in terms of arithmetic

having no more than three units

much closer

and separating,

and each with sequencing.

When he could construct

perceptually

of Kappa's concept

than signs

of' counting,

to name arithmetical

for- sequencing

it was only "ten,

lota.

by ten is listed
twenty,

•••

to be

as less

, one hundred"
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that

was well established.

He used this

accommodating to situations

requiring

sequence as a basis

for

more complex sequencing

{e.g. , going backward by ten from 1tninety-seven °) •

Concept of one hundred.

sequencing

by one hundred,

for him.

problematic

Kappa did not have a routine

and counting

for

by one hundred was

"Hundred" was a name for an MABflat,

as well as a label

that could be applied

to an arithmetical

or associated

an arithmetical

His concept of one

with

hundred was only figurally
MABnats

related

had ten "bundles"

of an empirical

for constructing

to his concept of ten,

of ten (i.e.,

Concept of place value.
consisted

lot.

unit

in that

ten longs}.

Kappa's concept of place value

routine

named collections:

that he could intuitively
count the hundreds,

apply

then the
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tens,

then tbe ones.

correspondence
routine

He had also empirically

was determined by its

~

a

between parts of a number-name and his "place-value"

for constructing

hierarchy

abstracted

names.

label,

However, the value of a digit-name

and not by its

of implied units.

position

within a

"Two hundred thirty-five"

referred

hundreds because "two" was labelled

of an operational

Summary5.4:

relationship

to

by "hundred," not because

among numeration units.

Rho

At the beginning of the 1977 school year Rho solved simple
addition

problems (5 + 3 = ~'

figural

patterns

limited

to sequencing

7

twenty,

Writing and reading.numerals.
and writing

numerals.

+

4 = ___)by use of

Rho1 s concept of ten was

and subitizing.
"ten,

= 10, 5

+

• • · • , ninety.

Rho had no difficulty

She only occasionally

and normally caught her error.

11

reading

miased a numeral,

Rho made no errors

in writing

numerals.

Sequencing.

Sequencing by ten posed no difficulty,

quencing by one hundred was problematic
begin from a digit-name,
Once beyond the first

but se-

for Rho when she had to

"ty"-name, or combination of the two.

~crement,

sequence by using her routine

however, Rho would continue

£'or sequencing by one.

the

Rho could

form an increment by one hundred from a "ty" number-name, but only
by

reconstituting

the problem as one of addition.

She would then

switch the order of the addends and count-on from 100.
Rho's linguistic
operational.

system of number-names was close to being

She had established

the transitivity

of "after,"
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not for "before."
after

Nor bad Rho operationally

as being ?"eciprocal relations

Numerical operations.

established
related

by

yet at an intuitive
named amalgams.
an arithmetical

level,

Extending and declending

were

to construct

did not use them in conceptualizing

Except for her linguistic

of extending

and declending,

system and the
Rho's concept of ten

complete.

u calll)le•nta.

"Rela~lld u

An increment

had abstract

had been

that were

•Relatad

increments

system.

problem.

nature

was fairly

and separating

for she used them primarily

Rho apparently

Concept of ten.

intuitive

Integrating

to one another.

before and

within her linguistic

Rho as numerical operations

as inverse

related

by one.

ten had the significance

by

She could also construct

extensive

inT•rH1.

for Rho o'f: ten
numbers, so "ten"

meaning for an increment of ten.
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Ten constituted
reconstitute

a numeration- unit f'or Rho.

numbers as constructed

by

She could

a number of tens and a

number of ones, where each unit of ten could be composed of ones.
Concept of one hundred.
one hundred was incomplete,
quite

elaborate.

Rho's routine

for sequencing by

but her concept of one hundred was

She understood

one hundred as a number, and

one that could be composed of a number of tens.
one hundred .as a numeration unit.

She also understood

This is shown in Figure 5.5.

•at.lated. u collpla-=a
.. !la.latad

Rho's routine
pre-intuitive

level

1DYan••·

for sequencing by one hundred is placed at the
because of her heuristic

one to produce sequencing by one hundred.
inferred

u

•

use of sequencing by
Also, no connection

between sequencing by one hundred and subitizing

is

largely

because none of the problems that she solved demanded it.
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Concept of place value.
and one,

relations

"ten of,"

relation

by the

so that

but could not compose the

100 was ten of (ten of one).

that she had an empirical

routine

the hundreds

However, she did not
flexibly

in it,
~

She also

(at the level

place value in that she could construct
counting

100 and ten, and ten

Rho had related

showed

of intuition)

a named collection

-for
by first

then the tens , and then the ones.

to caun t them in that

move from one counting

routine

order;

to another

she could

to accommodate

to a change in unit.
Gamma

Summal"'Y'
5.5:

At the beginning
simple addition

of the 1977 school year Gammacou1d solve

problems by counting-on

5 + 4

= _),

1O) .

She had no routine

but could not solve

of "How many tens

construct

a named collection.

Reading and writing

occasional

misreadings

in

numerals.
of numerals,

ninety."

-,
=

(7 + _

Gammacould answer

Toe only errors

the numeral.

to

Gammama.de·were

sometimes reversing

Gammacould sequence

the digit

She had no di£fi-

by one, but her routine

by ten was based upon her sequence

When sequencing

name, she would increment

very difficult

"ten,

by ten from a name with

twenty,

to transcend

centuries.

£or

•••

,

a "ones" digit-

or decrement her basic decadal

and then append the "ones" digit-name.
it

=

3

numerals.

Sequencing.
sequencing

by ten.

(5 +

" but could not use tens

names and sometimes mispartitioning
cul ty writing

missing addend problems

for sequencing

questions

or counting-all

sequence

Because of' this,Gamma. found
Also, she found it
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difficult

to transcend

the first

to second century).

less

than intuitive,

centuries

when sequencing by one {except from
Thus Gamma's sequencing routines

since she was bound to "one, two, •••

one hundred" when sequencing by one and to "ten,

nine,

one hundred" when sequencing by ten.

were

, ninety-

twenty,

•••

Gammadid not have a routine

for sequencing by one hundred.
When seriating
routine

numerals,

Gamma.assimilated

for sequencing by one.

the tasks to her

When constructing

an ascending

sequence she placed each of the numerals within a decade, and then
went on to the next decade.
sequences,

She similarly

but she had not reciprocally

nor were these relations

transitive

system was somewhat intuitive,
"one hundred.

for her.

lots

were numerical operations

numerical operations.

was only intuitive.

Extending and declending
named amalgams.

an end, but apparently

they were intuitively

established

routine

integrating

for Gamma, but their

They were complementary operations.
were yet empirical

routines

for

Gammacould use them as a means to

did not conceptualize

between extending

integrating

That is,

problems in terms of

Although it was not determined what relationship

established
that

and separate

and numbers, but she had not related

and separating

them.

Thus Gamma's linguistic

Gammacould integrate

as inverse

constructing

"before" and "after,"

but only for number-names preceding

and separating

relationship

related

descending

n

NUDerical ooerations.
arithmetical

constructed

and declending,

related,

it will

Gammahad
be in£erred

since each was a firmly

that she could flexibly

call

upon.
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Concept of ten.
"Howmany tens in •••
unit.

Even though Gammacould correctly
, 11 she did not understand

Rather, she had abstracted

a linguistic

answer

ten as a numeration

criterion

for answer-

ing such questions.

The significance

for Gammaof an increment when sequencing by

ten was that of a cycle of ten increments by one.
did not anticipate

However, Gamma

the number of cycles she would create when

c.ounting by ten to a nlJillber. Figure 5.6 gives a schematic representation

of Ga.xmna.'s
concept of ten.

•Related &a coaple-.uta.

Concepts of one hundred and place value.

Gammadid not have

a concept of one hundred beyond "hundred" as the name of an MABnat
and as a label that occurred in number-names.
said that there were "one hundred" little

In one instance

cubes in a flat,

she

but after
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later

counting them said that there were "sixty-four

that there were ten longs in a flat;

--reiterati."lg

11

ten cubes in a long, and 64

cubes in a flat.
Summary 5.6:

Sigma

In November of the 1977 school year Sigma could solve (not
always correctly)
patterns

simple addition

and by subitiZing

to sequencing ''ten,

problems by counting figural

a count.

twenty,

His concept of ten was limited

• • • , one hundred.

Writing and reading numerals.
difficulty
him.

for Sigma.

for Sigma.
beginning

starts

say the correct

Sequencing.

Writing numerals posed little

Reading numerals was more problematic

He would make false

but eventually

11

when reading three-digit

Sequencing by ten was a well established
transcending

centuries,

the sequence with a name other than "ten."

abstraction

for sequencing

of ",2

hundred,

Sigma's linguistic

by

operational.

!!!2.hundred,

operationally

in the numeral seriating

reciprocal

and could create

separating

Sigma did not

number-names and

tasks.

related

to one another,

He adapted it with
But it was not

"be£ore" and "after"

nor was either

transitive.

Numerical operations.
items,

nor with

" and so on.

system for constructing

He had not operationally

as operationally

r-outine

one hundred except as an empirical

sequences of number-names was highly intuitive.
remarkable success

numerals,

name.

Ee had no difficulty

have a routine

for

Sigma was a counter with abstract
numbers.

as numerical operations,

He had established

integrating

but had yet to operationally
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relate

them as inverse_ to one another.

related

as complementary operations.

Extending and declending
ing named amalgams.
operations--he
Rather,

were empirical

did not conceptualize

the linguistic

correspondent

for construct-

them as numerical

problems in terms of them.

he used extending and declending

as the linguistic

routines

Sigma had not reconstituted

Sigma. had related

"forty"

They were yet intuitively

as means to ends.

concatenation

of integrating.

of number-names

Concatenating

and "six" meant combining two numbers--one named "forty"

and the other named "six."
Concept of ten.
ten the significance

Sigma gave an increment when sequencing by
of a cycle of ten increments

he had not abstracted
that parts

the base-ten

of the name referred

structure

by

one.

of number-names so

to numbers of numeration units.

Sigma knew that one could answer "How many tens in •••
focussing

However,

" by

on a part of the number-name, but he did not know

what part.

Ten was not a numeration unit for Sigma.
unit which was conceptually

did not label his units

indistinguishable

when attempting

Rather,
from

any other.

to coordinate

Figure 5.7 gives a schematic representation

it was a
He

ten and one.

of Sigma's·concept

of ten.
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•Related
;.1.

Figure

u

caapleanta.

S1oa,'s caacapt. ot tc.

Concepts or one hundred and place value.

Sigma's

concept of

one hundred amounted to "hundred" as a number and as a name for an
MABflat,

and Cpossibly)

.E2 hundred,
sequencing

11

and so on.

by one hundred

sequencing

Sigma's significance
was that of

routine

for constructing

hundreds,

then tens,

named

"one hundred,

of an increment

.!::::!£
increments

Sigma had no concept of' place value.
empirical

-

by one hundred as

by ten.

He did not possess

amalgams
(e.g.

then ones) • , and had not related
!
'
~

an

, counting

one hundred

and ten nor ten and one by "ten of" beyond· the literal.

of base-ten

when

composition

blocks.

Sunznary 5.7:

Alpha

At the beginning
simple addition

of the 1977 school year Alpha could solve

problems by counting-all

and counting-on

( 5 + 3 = _,
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saying
7 +

=

10, 7 +

"ten,

-

twenty,

of ten by "ten,

12, 5 + 4 =

:

•••

, eighty,

• • • ninety,

-

) • Alpha sequenced by ten by
twenty,"

twenty."

into tens and ones, but would recount
determine

He could partition

collections

by one to

the collections

the total.

Writing

and reading numerals.

were problematic

for Alpha.

would systematically

write

Both writing

When writing

numerals he

"O"' as he said "hundred."

When writing

write the numeral £or the

and then decide which side of the digit

digit-name

numerals

and reading

three-digit

a numeral for a "teen" name he would first

the

and counted ten bundles

he would place

1 • 11

11

Reversing the digit-names
This occurred

error.

was Alpha's most frequent

~eading

only when he was in the con text of solving

a problem.
Sequencing.
no difficulty.
appear after

Alpha could sequence by ten and one hundred with
He knew that "thousand" was the next label

''huodred,"

but had not routinized

to

sequencing by one

bundred in the thousands.
His performance an the numeral seriating

Alpha's linguistic

system for-constructing

of number-names was operational
Sigma's relations

transitive,

of "before"

showed that

number-names and sequences

( as far as it had been established).
and "after"

and he had related

tasks

were each operationally

the two as operationally

reciprocal

to one another.
Numerical operations.
separating

Extending,

had each been constituted

declending,

integrating,

a.s numerical operations.
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could conceptualize

problems in terms of extending and declending,

but he had not operationally
They were

yet only intuitively

however, operationally
Concept of ten.
of Alpha's

them as inverse

related

related

related

to one another.

as complements.

integrating

and separating

Alpha had,

as inverses.

Figure 5.8 gives a schematic representation

concept of' ten.

Aside from his intuitive

between extending and declending,

Alpha's

relational:",d.p

concept of ten was complete •

..Related u

..

c:oapleaem.1 •

Related U i:rftrsH.

P':ta,zres.a.

~'·

Alpha had constructed

abstracted

the linguistic

ooace¢

ten as a numeration unit,

base-ten

Moreover, he could symbolically
system for constructing

structure

operate

and had

of number-names.

on numbers via his linguistic

number-names and sequences of number-names.

Concept of' one hundred.

as a numeration unit,

ot ta.

Alpha had constructed

and had operationally

related

one hundred
it to his
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concept of ten.
tens,

One hundred was ten tens,

and so on.

so two hundred was 20

Figure 5.9 gives a schematic representation

of'

Alpha's concept of one hundred.

•Rel&tad u

Concept of place

and ten,

value.

had not only

Alpha

and ten and one, as numeration

compose the relations.

· could conceive

hierarchy

units

coapleanta.

related

one hundred

by ''ten of,''

he could

One hundred was ten of ( ten of one) •

of numeration units

He

as themselves composed of a

of numeration units.

Summary S. 8 :

Mu

At the beginning of the 1977 school yea:r Mu could solve simple
addition

problems (5 + 3 = _,

counting•all

and counting-on

7 + _

= 10, 5

using his fingers.

aspect of concept of ten even then.

+

4 :: _)

by

Mu had an intuitive

He said there were three tens
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in 32, counted-on

of 25 sticks,

and counted ten bundles by ten to find a total

100 sticks.
sticks,

from 20 (two bundles of ten} to find a total
of

However, he made 54 with five bundles and four single

but thought that there were four tens in 54.

Writing and reading numerals.
problematic
hesitate

for Mu than was writing

when reading

occasionally

reverse

Reading numerals was more
them.

He would frequently

two- and three-digit
the digit-names

numerals,

for a two-di.git

Mu's sequencing routines

Sequencing.

and would
n~eral.

were all well-developed.

He could sequence by ten, without limit,

and could sequence by

one hundred well into the thousands.
Mu's linguistic

sequences of number-names was fully
of "before"

and "after"

were operationally

number-names and

system for constructing

operational.

were each operationally

related

as reciprocal

His relations
transitive

and

to one another.

when Mu put numerals into order he created

Moreover,

number sequences,

at

times taking note of how many numerals were missing between terms
of a sequence.
Numerical operations.
and separating
operations.
declending,

Extending,

declending,

had each been established

by Mu as numerical

Moreover, he had operationa.ll.y
and integrating

and separating,

integrating,

related

extending and

as inverse

of one

another.
Concept of ten.

in Figure 5.10.

Mu's concept of ten was complete,

Ten was a numeration unit for him.

as shown

He could
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conceptualize

a number as simultaneously

uei.~g composed as a number

of ones and a number of tens combined with a number of ones •

&o1

•• Idlli\i
Pt ~Uff

Concept of one hundred.

complete,

.. Related u innnea •.

a,-,,_,
...

Mu's. concept of one hundred was al.so

as shown in Figure 5. 11• One hundred was a numeration

unit for him.

Mu could conceptualize

a number as both being a

number of ones and as a number formed from a number of hundreds.
He had also operationally
One hundred is ten tens,
4 tens,

related

one hundred and ten by "ten of."

so two hundred forty

is 20 tens plus

or 24 tens.
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F11UZ'9s. n.

.Hu's ecmcevt ot on• b.llDdnd.

Concept of place value.
one, bad each been related
compose the relations

One hundred

so that one hundred

l'he summaries of the previous
the case studies

ment of numeration

concepts.

of relationships
concepts~

two parts:

Analysis
now provide

observations

.section will be

about the development

among components of the respective

and statementa

a basis

with an eye toward the develop-

The remarks in this

general

Mu could

is ten of {ten of one).

sections

for looking across

into

and ten and

by Mu by "ten of. " Moreover,

Cross-Sectional

divided

and ten,

numeration

about the development o-r the components

themselves.
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General Observations
One thing stands

out among the concepts

attributed

to these eight

operations

involving

children:

of ten and one hundred

it is that

the development of

counting lags behind operations

on amalgams.

Only in the case of Mu did we see operational

reversibility

both extending

and separating.

and declending

Alpha had operationally
had established

related

extending

but had not operationally
related

integr-ating

ing and declending
established

Rho had operationally

of numerical

as numerical

range,

advanced in extending

he or she was in integrating

and separating.

was more advanced in intensive
extensive

children

naturally

on their

actions

of actively

be so?

?ossibly

and purposely

but

and declending
Kappa

on. them only

while extending

and

to name collections.
and declending

than

Similarly,

no child

less advanced.

for two reasons.

focus upon the objects
upon them.

operations,

meaning for number-names than in

meaning, and they were frequently

Why might this

Gammahad

with Sigma.

but could operate

his subitizing

extend-

operations.

them? while extending

lots,

operations

but had not established

were employed almost exclusively

No child was further

ma.tions

them.

?"Outines, and similarly

when they were within
declending

related

related

arithmetic

and

as numerical

and separating

empirical

and separating,

and declending

at the level

had not operationally

could create

integrating

and separating,

integrating

were still

and integrating

between

of perception

First,
and less

This may be so because of the necessity

refocussing

(which cannot be perceived),

thought upon transf orbrought about by actions.
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Also, counting

is a much more complex scheme than is the construction

of collections.

So reflectively

of a collection

involves

than does reflectively

counting

episode.

and less

less,

abstracting

associate
.,,....that

the numerical

of left-right,

at an operational

of a

meaning for

of extensive

may _construct a number, but

may be

The direction
etc.

.f'or,1ard-backward,

(again

level).

Another observation
to correctly

structure

intensive

to the construction.
right-left,

reprocessing

becomes a variant

level

the sense that the child
a direction

the numerical structure

"purposive,"

Second, it may be that

number-names at the operational
meaning--in

abstracting

that may be made is that a child's

r-ead and write

as "How many tens in

numerals,

and to answer questions

• • . " had little

knowledge of numeration units.

ability

relationship

The children

such

to his or her

who had advanced con-

cepts in numeration could answer "How many tens in • • . , 11 but so
could most of the others.
sufficient.

The relationship

of numeration was neither
make a prediction
his or her ability

Finally,
thinking

of a child's

to read numerals,

This supports

numeration concepts

for the first

by

or vice versa.

we did not see true flexibility

systems.

but not

One could not

nor sufficient.

with regard to numeration till

operational,

was necessary,

between reading numerals and concept3

necessary

of the state

and Mu, wherein we also,
guistic

The relationship

in the children's

the case studies

of Alpha

time, saw operational

lin-

Moreover, Rho's system was close to being

and she showed signs of flexibility
the contention

expressed

in her th:i.nking.

in Chapter 3 that

it is not
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until

the child establishes

his or her linguistic

number-names and sequences
operations

of number-names at the level

that he or she may operate

It involves

much less

processing

their

meanings.

for otherwise

there

are no constraints

be reflected

ones.)

with a subsequent

of mental

upon numbers.

symbols than it does

(However, the meanings must exist,

A child's

in operations

symbolically

to manipulate

to manipulate

than empirical

system for constructjng

on the manipulations

operations

other

upon numbers may then

within his or her linguistic

system,

gain in flexibility.

Development of Components
Thia section

intensive

and extensive

Sequencing.

meaning, and ntunerical

!be qualities

in sequencing,by

Delta,

will focus upon the development o-C sequencing,

of· the errors

ten are suggestive

.. • • .."

ninety-eight,

That

of a pattern

one hundred eight,

of development.

sequencing

by one hundred,

ten hundred thirty,

thirty,

thousand,

that in extending
routinize
assimilate

such as

the "left-most
their

one they rou tioize

existing

in sequencing.

Alpha sequenced"

•.•

Similarly,

side"

routines,

to it.

when

went
It seems

they must first

of the newly added routine

routines

,

, nine hundred

• • • , ten thousand. "

sequencing

•••

part of a

" and when asked to continue,

f o,.1r thousand,

their

part

11

two hundred eight,

i.s , they would focus upon the first-said

number-name as the significant

made

that the children

Lambda, Kappa, and Gammaeach made errors

eighty-eight,

"three

operations.

and then

'Illus, in sequencing

by

"ten , twenty , • • • , one hundred , " and then

coord.ina te it with "one, two, • • • , nine."

To continue

in to the
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hundreds they routinize

"one hundred,

hundred" and then coordinate
itself

is a coordination)

assimilation

process

perhaps

coordination
extending
a child

likely

might

existing

, nine

routine

(which

what at first

are separate

(by empirical

out

routines.

an intuitive

abstraction)

by the addition

The

11

is one of forming ~elationships

comes by differentiating

of routines

the routine

it with their

•••

for "one, two, . • • , ninety-nine.

of the acts of coordinating
A relationship

two hundred,

and then

of a rule.

For example,

learn names in order up to "twenty , " then "thirty,

and then possibly

before noticing

"forty"

that

"

there is a pattern

in the way one makes the next name out of' "{blank)ty-nine,"

namely "(next of blank)ty.

in the first-said
assimilation

11

of "one, •••

likely

is o! the pattern

part of the name from that 0£ the second.

of the form of adding a rule

process

The differentiation

reoccurs

, nine" to "ten,

•••

for transcending

in extending

, ninety"

decades.

the routine

The
is

then

This

in

to sequencing

the hundreds.
The construction

that

the child

connected
criteria.
see that

of a routine

abstract

similarities

by "ten more" and "ten

So in constructing

empirical

and differences
less,"

a routine

and these

abstraction

child

of the rules

on the number-names E!=:!!•
the proper relationship

are quantitative
by ten we

per .:! and relate

has to count.

£or sequencing

But to first

of names

for sequencing

the child has to go beyond sequencing

sequenc:ing to quantity-the

by ten requires

for sequencing

The child's
by ten is based

get two number-names with

so that a comparison may take place,
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child must count ten from a number-name.
link with numerical

operations.

The construction

follows

likely

of a routine

abstractions
that

that

of acquiring

just

two hundred,

like

'ten,

twenty,

and extensive

in the general

More specific

thirty'--only

and relate

the

empirical

meaning.

observations.

it's

'one hundred,

the "next" operation

established

meaning for number-names appears
meaning.

abstracts.

For example, the child may realize

hundred to his or her already

addressed

of sequencing by ten.

a next name so that the detailed

three hundred,'"

Intensive

by one hundred

the chil.d reflectively

are obviated.

"it's

for sequencing

of the construction

the pattern

However, it is possible
operation

Thus we see a necessary

for

routines.
This issue was indirectly
The development of intensive

to lag behind that of extensive

statements

about their

development can,

however, be made.

Von Glasersfeld's

model remains a viable

development of extensive
develops
ively

as a result

abstracts

physical

meaning.

environment.
by instruction

not count,

or is prohibited

being human--he or she r-ef'lect-

or lots.

of counting .E!!:~,

with his or her

meaning appears

( or the lack of it) .
from counting,

Given. the diffuse
it requires

to be more
If a child does

or does not reflect

then it ia more likely

will rem.in at the level of an empirical
collections

o~ the

meaning apparently

from interactions

Intensive

influenced

his or her counting,

Extensive

of the child's

numerosity

explanation

than not that

routine
nature

counting

:f'or naming
of the activity

prolonged reflection

on

on the part
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of the child

to internalize

What the motor migllt
counting

it as a numerical meaning for number-names.

be for bringing

of extensive

of counting must differ

items,

since the "object"

as suchr it is possible

operational

extensive

This is not to say that
child would associate

If this

them with different
Tile pattern

episodic

elevate,

and then relate

examples of this came in the case studies
Gammaand Sigma had each established
operations,

identical,

ing and declending
only an intuitive

for the

representations.

As the

relate."

develop,

them.

the

The clearest

of Gamma, Sigma, and Alpha.

integrating

but the operations

as complements to one another.

identical.

of development of numerical

relate;

the operations

then

meaning for number-names would

meanings of number-names (operands of the operations)
child rust elevate

abstracts

but wouJ.d.be structurally

seems to be "elevate,

of counting

is the case,

they would be semantically

Numerical operations.
operations

and so on.

"there."

involved in

that he or she then reflectively

and intensive

represen-

of perceptual

is able t9 form representations

only in their genesis,

related

upon

that

was never really

of the rhythmic actions

of the items,

the unit structure

the context of a figural.

being represented

Once the child

to parallel

from that of a collection

Perhaps it is a representation
counting.

me.aning appears

meaning, except that

tation

numerical

reflection

is not clear.

The development of intensive

differ

about the child's

and separating

as

were yet only intuitively
Alpha had established

as numerical operations,

extend-

but had also maintained

relationship.
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The examples of Gamma, Sigma, and Alpha raise
question.

We have postulated

extending,

declending,

numerical

one establish
critical

framework used in this

operations.

is that

Perhaps operational

when the operations

the children

it could be that extending

operationally

related

relationships
intuitive
Instruction
inverse

among· extending
treatment

of multiplication
at the establishment

of addition

operations

integrating

routinize

the operations

woul.d amount to an
of integers.
and separating

relationships
treatment

a.a formal

aimed at establishing

of whole numbers.

of operational

That is to say,

instruction

would amount to an intuitive

and division

onl,y

are

be related

and subtraction

units would amount to an intuitive
functions.

and declending

and declending

aimed at establishing

numerical

are established

when they can intuitively

This would mean that

numerical

at the next level of thought.

For instance,

operations.

study

approach and

relate

relationships

become intuitive

is

Without an answer we have

for choosing between one instructional

another when the objective

of

But how may

An answer to this

on numeration.

of

at the level

abstraction.

relationship?

the theoretical

for instruction

no rationale

and separating

namely reflective

an operational

for taking

as a basis

a mechanism £or the establishment

integrating

operations,

an interesting

as

treatment

Instructio~

aimed

among numeration

of composition

of

the child would need not only to

at his current

level

of thinking,

he

would have to be challenged with problems that would talce him
beyond it.
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Chapter 6
CONCLUSION
Four issues

will

be addressed

of' the theoretical

viability

the "next step" alluded

j.n

this chapter.

They are:

framework, the shortcomings

to in Chapter 2, and pedagogical

the

of the study,
implications

of the study.
Viability

The viability
different,

of a theoretical

framework may be assessed

but complementary ways (Thompson, in press).

to ask if it sufficiently

accounts

"sufficiency"

to the level

is r-elative

is specified.

for observed behavior,
of detail

One way is
where

at which the framework

Another is to examine the constructs

in relation

in two

of the framework

to those of others.

Sufficiency
The theor-etical
sufficient

framework of this

on two grounds.

across

a variety

of tasks.

within

yet had difficulty

sequencing

routines

(pages 155-183).

children's
instance

discrepancies,
behavior
of' this

when counting

had little

abstract

items labelled

base-ten

blocks of varying

concept of place value;
"ten,"

can

Kappa could count by

sequencing by ten; he could coordinate

he apparently
unit

individual

The most outstanding

be seen in Kappa 1 s case study

ten,

it was able to explain

First,

some of them quite dramatic,

study (Chapter 3) can be judged

his
size,

yet

he could create

yet could not operate

numer•ically

315
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on them beyond hi.s subitizing
seemingly paradoxical,

l"ange.

Each 0£ these instances

was

but the framework was able to account for them.

in terms of his meanings for number-names and in terms of the nature
of his routines
established

and the quality

of the relationships

that he had

among them.

Second, the framework was able to a.ccQunt for differences
a group of children

ranged from Delta,

The children

were entirely

whose routines
largely

who varied widely in the quality

beyond counting,

group of integers.

and data driven,

The framework, in each case,
itself

kind to that which the child actually

displayed.

additional

grounds.

it provides

First,

The conceptual

in behavior

like

the Biblical

of t.mits.

an operational
by composing,

similar

a

in

study is viable

of multiplication

link with future

of whole numbers :Ls

many from one.

of whole numbers is the systematic

level

level

it could be either

extending with itself

this

is repeated

a transformation

a hierarchy

of 7 units).

Similarly,

of integrations
division

(e.g.,

That is

creation
addition;

of
at

brought about

a numbPr of times (e.g.,

brought about by 5 applications

equivalently,

on two

of whole numbers and inte-

"multitudes"--creating

At an intuitive

th9 transformation

a natural

and division

foundation

to say, nultiplication
units

to Mu, who waa

was able to specify

:i.n this

framework presented

frameworks for multiplication

quite

unit items

Frameworks

The theoretical

gers.

behaviors.

the beginning of the additive

having created

task environment which would manifest

Related

of their

a counter with perceptual

empirica1

among

5 x +7 =

of extending
5 x 7 = 5-units

7), or,
each

of whole numbers may be conceptualized
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intuitively

as repeated

Operationally,
repeatedly

subtraction

it could be either

composing declending
as a hierarchy

equivalently,

into a number of subunits,
cation

and division,

in the child's

ingredients

extending

and declending

Chapter 3).

with itself

of separations--decompos:ing

each of which is a number.

or

a number

When multipli-

have been reflected

and subtra~tion,

then he or she has the

of the ring of integers

The child's

brought about by

a number of times,

as formal operations,

essential

partitioning.

a transformation

and addition

thinking

or successive

(cf.

as germs of the additive

the discussion

of

group of integers

in

eormal relation.ships

task then is to establish

among them.
Second, the framework presented
studies

by Stake (1990) and Lawler (1981).

investigated

several

third-grader's

from the perspective
Ortany,

by Stake).

understandings

of arithmetic
(Rumelhart &

Although the focus of Stake's

was not whole number numeration,

in coimnonwith this study--pl~ce

it addressed

value,

counting.

The results

of her investigations

especially

significant

for the framewor!I;of this

found that her children

were quite satisfied

this

as arising

related:
and

by five,

one-to-one

quantity.

correspondence

and

of s~ip counting are
investigation.

Stake

with counting a collection

saying that there were 125.

from the existence

several

skip counting,

of 25 discs by one, saying there were 25, and counting
collection

welJ. with

Stake (1980) clinically

of a schema theory of cognition

1977; not cited

investigation
aspects

in this study fits

of two separate

the same

She characterized
schemas only loosely

in counting by one, two, and five,

One-to-one correspondence

in counting,

according
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Stake,

is the coordination

of an object

of a collection

only one term in a sequence of number-names.
the association

of the last

of objects

collection

children

did not attribute

intens~ve

a cycle or as an operational

extension

between this

place value is difficult

investigation,.

where each linguistic

of being associated

The similarity

schema is

so counted.

merely sequenced by five,

the significance

The quantity

number-name of a counting sequence with the

In the language of the framework of this

children

with one and

with a perceptual

Stake's

increment had
unit item.

meaning to an increment either

as

of a number.
to

and Stalce's study with respect

to assess.

The

Stake characterized

of a place value schema as being the "recognition

the essence

of the 1s , 1Os , 1OOs,

and 1OOOsin numerals" ( p. 130) , whereas place value in this study was
characterized

emanating from the recursive

as· a structure

of the relation

11

composition

ten of" with itself.

Lawler ( 1981) carried

out a six-men.th study of his daughter

(Miriam) as she came to grips with place value in addition.
characterized

Miriam's advancements in terms of the devalopmen.t of

"microworlds,"
similar

primitive

He

or cognitive

structures

that emerge from eJGperiences

enough in kind to warrant focused mental activity.

of Lawler's

epigenetically

microworlds was the Count structure;

from Count

emerging

were the Money and Decadal microworlds,

wherein Miriam began to structure
upon similarities

The most

her counting activities

and to draw

of the decadal number.names and "one 1 two, •••

in doing mental arithmetic.

the emergence of Serial,
the two as a control

Money and Decadal were integrated
whose primary function

1

nine"

through

was to mediate between

structure.
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Miriam's microworld for processing
Sums, operated

independently

addition,

of Money and DecadaJ..

grated with them when she created
primary function

written

was to relate

named Paper

It became inte-

a microworld, named Conformal, whose

Serial,

and hence Money and Decadal,

with Paper Sums.
Two aspects

of Lawler's

framework presented

study are in strong agreement with the
The first

here.

numeration comprise a structure

is that a child's

of :interdependent

In both Lawler's and this study, the linguistic
for numeration.

crucial
attributed

operations--Lawler

or knowl.edge.

domains

domain appears to be

{However, the two differ

to numerical

concepts of

in the signif'icance

does not address them.)

Second, the motor of development in Lawler•s characterization
"elevation

of contro.l."

primary function

apparent.

similarity

between

microworld in its control
(MacKay, 1954/1969).

11

elevation"

of a current
structure

and "reflection"
state

of af'fairs

Thus Serial's

be analogous to reflectively

should be
of an ancestral

amounts to a representation

Likewise, a change in the state

can be characterized

operation.

mechanisms, mediating among

microworlds.

The reflection

structure

the emergence of micrQworlds whose

is to serve as control

two or more ancestral.
The

That is,

i.s the

as an internalized

mediation as a control
abstracting

of a control

action--a
structure

integrating

of it

mental
appears to

to the leve1 ot

numerical operations.
Shortcomings
~.any interpretations

tuitous

episodes

occurring

in the case studies

were based upon for-

in the context of tasks aimed at uncovering
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a different

aspect of the child's

of interpretations
established
is quite

thinking.

of the relationships

between the aspects
possible,

that

of their

for instance,

This was especially
the children

had

concepts of numeration.

It

that Mu (Case Study 4.8, pages 268-

279) had not completely

established

inverses

as he only compensated~,

of each other,

true

extending

as

and declending

and -1 {Excerpt 4.8.4,

Another shortcoming was that none of the tasks were

page 274).
explicitly

designed to assess whether or not a chil..d had actually

established

extending and declending

operations.

Questions

at the level of numerical

that might have proved helpful

in these regards

are given below.
Relationship
1.a.

between integratUJg

Put out 70 in MABlongs;

Ask ''What is left
After

b.

here

( 'take

"difference

forty

part

(a},

ask. ''How many are

How many are here ( 'diff'erence'

away' pile)?

pile."

all

Ask "How many are we taking

together?

pile)?

How

sticks

here.

of 40 sticks

I'm going to
separation

with this pile

many sticks

cover the

away now? How many are

Howmany are lef't?"

Put out a pile

make the spatial
sticks

has completed

away?"

Place two unit cubes next to the "take away" pi1e;

c.

2.

have the child count them.

when we take thirty-one
the child

separating:

together?"

many all

there

and

are there

or unit cubes.

talGe

~

these away (separate

quite large),

( place 6 sticks
together

Say "There are
into piles;

Now I'm going to put these

next to "take away" pile).

now?"
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3. a.

Put out two piles

are ten here (indicate)

of MABbloclcs ( 10 and 20) • Say "There
l'ush the two

and twenty here (indicate)."

Ask "How many in all?"

together.
b.

Place 3 unit cubes alongside

Say "I'm going to

"sum" pile.

put these ten back where they were ( do so) •

Howmany are left?"

The aim of each of these problems is to assess
child

sees a necessary

implication

is made in one of the lots
separation

course,

it is assumed that
can create

at least

Relationships

4.

cover.

arithmetical

and for the numbers in an
integration.

been established

quickly,

see if I'm r-ight
twenty-two !

s.

cubes alongside

( indicate)

( lift

What did

cover} .

Oht

1
This

Say, "Let's

I made a mistake!

There are

to buy some candy.

it cost twenty cents.

and got her change.

task is similar

She took the

She gave the

Outside the store

cents more than she started

Howmuch money did the cashier

his investigations

and these

! do wrong?"

money, and she had five

be?

the

Do so, but

you end with 20.

Say, "Suzy went to the store

a quarter,

letting

• I'm going to count

to find how many are under here."

candy bar to the check stand;

cashier

in all

and make a mistake so that

the

that

cubes under a. cover (without

Place 6 longs and 8 unit

• There are ninety

Of

and declending:

Say, "There are some blocks under here (indicate)

backward from ninety

that

number when a change

lots.

between extending

see them) •

( indicate)

her

separation,

it has already

Place 2 longs and 2 unit

the child

for the initial

when a change is made in their

initial

child

in its

whether or not the

she counted
with.

How can

give her in change?" 1

to several devised
of r-elational calculi.

by Vergnaud ( 1981) in
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The aim of these tasks is to see if the child can operationally
relate

extending

Tc correctly

and declending.

answer the question

in Task 4, the child will have to reverse

a surplus

that

To appropriately

it means a deficit

of two (counts).

in Task 5, the child

question

will have to realize

Suzy should have had was over-compensated

of two (blocks)

so

answer the

that

the deficit

by the change the cashier

gave.
Another shortcoming
assess

the children's

of the study was that

ability

to determine

names, nor were there any questions
number-names represented

their

pairwise

directed

meanings.

it did not directly
order of number-

at the level

Questions

6 and 7 might have

in these regards.

been helpful

Say, "I'm going to read you some numbers.

6 .a.

at which

one comes first.

(Read:

You tell

me which

37, 62; 74, 58; 66, 57; 47, 41; B3, 88;

112, 86; 3751 509; 254, 234.)
Same as the numeral seriating

b.

except

after

the child has (successfully)

the interviewer
forgot

Say, "Can you say the letters

two, three'

using letters

others

and this

one.

put the numerals in order

instead

covered.

Say, "Oh, !

Say,

of numbers (place

''Instead

Let child

of counting

with

Can you count these

card with 9 squares

on. it)'?"

place board with one square showing, and

Say, "There are some squares

I counted this

proper place'?"

of the alphabet?"

we're going ta count 'a, b, c."'

After the child has counted,
severa1

this study,

in,

Can you put them in their

say them as far as he or she can.
'one,

used

gives him or her two cards to insert.

to give you these two.
7.

tasks

one last

and it was 'h.'

under this

cover,

How many are

under the cover?"
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Task 6a focusses

on the child's

ability

to make pairwise

comparisons between number-names, while 6b explicitly
the child's

capability

of r-easoning transitively.

on whether or- not the child has divorced
operations

and relationships

focusses

on

Task 7 focusses

number-names per!!

in which they occur,

from the

and has realized

that any word may be used in place of a number-name as long as the
network of relationships

the tasks used in this

Finally,
a child's
familiar

level.

remains intact.

relationships

study as entries

into reasoning

Task 8 below might have been useful
8.

may have been too

among numeration units

(in type) to force a child

at an operational

as a supplement to those.

Say, "How many tens are there in this

child says "ten,"

into examining

{MABflat)?"

Say, "There are

place an MABcube on the table.
flat}

in this

( indicate

cube).

(hold up MABlong} are there

in this

(indicate

cube)?"

ten of these

(indicate

Question 8 aims directly
of" with itself.

the child

The questions

Question 6 forces
by

and 100 !. is
Finally,

ability

to compose "ten

study were weak in that

one hundred" is the name of a flat.

11

the child into a situation

composing relations--so
~

that

the name of the physical

another

where he can only answer
ten of (ten of.!.} is 100 ~,
object

being

might con:3truct either

a general

of whole number numeration or of what a general

might "look like."

used.

shortcoming of the study is that no mention

has been made of now children

standing

used in this

How many tens

could say 100 is ten of (ten of one) without actualJ.y

composing the relations--

correctly

at the child's

After

Toe numeration

units

under-

understanding

of ten and 100 each appear
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to be constructed

the associated

construction

at some point many children

But surely

an operational.

establish
all

anew.

routine

routines,

for creating

so that

numeration units

and

the need for an elaborate

of each succeeding numeration unit is obviated.
The Next Step

The author actually
study.

sees three

These are teaching

and further

interviewing

"next" steps following

experiments,

from this

computer implementations,
Each will. be discussed

of children.

below.

Teaching Experiments
In order to get a better

of numeration concepts
subject

understanding

The author means observations
(1981),

these authors

Steffa

The term "observe,"
in the sense described

and Cobb (1981),

has in mind systematic

of both the child's

actions

and the investigators'

methodology of teac.~ing experiments
and Richards
The children
ment.

developing.
theoretical

and
Each of

and the recording
instruction

in

tbe instruction.

The

of this kind is well. described

of this study did participate

the genesis

the author first

by Steffa

in

(1981).

quickly became apparent,
until

is guiding

in a teaching

In fact the aim at the outset of writing

was to trace

however, is loaded.

and Thompson (1979).

intervention,

terms of the theory or framework that

Steffa

construction

they must be observed as they grapple with the

matter of instruction.

Richards

of children's

of the children's

this dissertation

numeration concepts.

though, tha.t that was an impossible
ma.de clear

to himself

It

taslc

what it was that was

That is to say, it very early became· apparent
framework was necessacy

experi-

that a

before one could capture
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of models attributed
ideal

to a real child within a single,

ftltlctioning

it also

As the development of the framework progressed

child.

that going back to trace

became apparent

the genesis

a£ the chiJ.dren's

concepts was beyond the scope of a dissertation.
Computer Implementations
One test

of the viability

can sufficiently

of a framewQrk is whether or not it

account for children's

for which it was built~

where the level

explanations

corresponds

Another test

is whether it can survive

of its

composition.

expression

But there

of specificity

The presentation
thinking,

scrutiny

upon a finer

of sequencing

no way ta check for internal

qualitatively.

analys:i.s

sometimes moving to a formal level

A much more rigorous

and un.i t items •

inconsistencies

framework when it is as complex as the one presented
is expressed

of the

in Chapter 3 was a qualitative

, such as in the discussion

is really

area

with that at which the framework is expressed.

of the author's

of description

in the content

behavior

in the

here and when it

test

is to express

the components of the framework at a level of formal description
may in turn be implemented by an impartial

impartial
Further

observer.

that

Nothing is more

than a computer.
Interviewing

The children
counting--likely
instructional

any child's

with

much more than tbey would have had in a "normal"
setting.

not predicated
remain viable

in this study had a great deal of experience

However, the framework presen.ted here was

upon a particular

teaching

method.

one must be able to give sufficient
behavior in problem-solving

situations

Thus, for it to
explanations
involving
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numeration.

A critical

of children

test

of the framework would be the interviewing

whose counting had been suppressed

"normally"

is) and whose instructional

toward manipulating

numerals.

would have to draw heavily
under heuristic

reasoning

find few operational

(to the e~tent that

experiences

The author's

and empirical

were focussed more

expectation

upon the aspects

it

is that one

of the framework falling

routines,

and that one would

among components, but that overall

relationships

the framework would largely remain viable.
Pedagogical

Implications

author sees two major implications

'!he

pedagogy of early school arithmetic.
to individual

children

qualities

of instruction.

Tailoring

Instruction

instruction

for a child:

where the child
The first
that

behaviors

structures

the teacher

of the objectives

(Petrie,

cy specifying

to display,

The latter

instructional
has ··the flexibility

in a host of behaviors,

The theoretical

to go and

specific

behaviors

or by specifying
to display

cog-

those and

approach is the more

objectives

that the child solve particular

1977).

vidua1izing

to that goal.

{Greeno, 1976b).

specifying

when indi

wants the child

that would enable the child

By

to requiring

where the teacher

wants the student

powerful.

instruct:i.on

that can be made among

must address

issue may be addressed

structures

related

teacher

is with respect

the teacher

nitive

a

study for the

These are tailoring

and distinctions

There are two issues

of this

in terms ot: cognitive

of "seeingn the achievement

instead
tasks

framework of this

of being constrained
in particular
study provides
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vehicle

for specifying

cognitive

objectives

concepts of whole number numeration.
in Chapter 3 (numerical

could each specify
achieve.

operations,

a goal state

The teacher's

for instruction

The routines
sequencing,

given

that the teacher wishes the child

level

to

achievements would

of operationality

of knowledge and the nature oC the relationships
lished

and structures

ten, and one hundred)

assessment of the child's

then be judgments of the child's

in the

within domains

the child had estab-

within and among domains.
The second issue,

to a set of cognitive
directly

characterizing
objectives

where the child is with respect

in whole number numeration,

In a sense, this is its reason

addressed by the framework.

for existing.
provides

was

Moreover, since the framework is developmental,

an entry into the area of prescribing

it

instruction.

Let us take Sigma as a case in point with r'espect to instruction.
aimed at helping him to develop an operationaJ.
strengths

w:ere that he had a highly

intuitive

concept ct ten.
linguistic

he could create numbers, and that he could integrate

His weaknesses were that he had not established

intensive

meaning of number-names, neither

separating

among types of units

related,

at a figural

and Case Study 4.6, pages 229-249).

level

upon his activities

merely to do more counting.

integrating

(cf. Figure 5.7, page 301

Instruction

of counting,

and

and he only differentiated

be focussed around problems and situations
reflect

operational.

extending nor declending

as numerical operations,

were only intuitively

system, that

and separate

numbers.

had been established

His

for Sigma would best

where he is forced to
as opposed to asking him

'nlese activities

should also focus upon
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distinctions

between units

count by tens to find

(e.g.,

through counting

out how many twenties

should include activities

upon his relationship

between integrating

Problems 1, 2, and 3, pages 320-321).

would be appropriate
a level

(intuition)

They would not be

appropriate

for,

"Can you

which force him to
separating

and

These sorts

is a reasonable

say, Delta,

of activities

in numeration is at

for Sigma, since his thinking
where reflection

(e.g.,

there are in one hundred?").

his instruction

Similarly,
reflect

created

aim of instruction.

whose thinking

was

pre .. intuitive.

of Instruction

Qualities

Much has been made in this
and operational

thought.

is that operational

study of the difference

It should be clear

Yet one finds

elementary
establishment

textbooks

of figural

of figural

associations.between

is to have the children

digit

with the picture

quickly,

fill

of "ten-bars"

to match the tens-digit

One finds

and pictures.

the value of the tens-digit

out pages of worksheets where there are

with the picture

of the ten-bars

of the one-cubes.

The children

and they even learn

is expected
and the ones-

learn

to do this

to say such as "there are four tens in 42
and the two is in last"

to Gamma's Case Study, page 206).

of activities

digits

and "one--cubes" and the child

because the four is in front
duction

thought.

school

whose emphasis on place value amounts to the

For example, a commonapproach to teaching

collections

bias

thought should

of elementary

the majority

aimed at the establishment

instruction

that the author's

thought is "good" while figural

only be transitory.

between figural

(cf.

the intro-

However, the significance

such as this needs be no more in principle

than if the
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ten-bars

were apples and the one-cubes pears.

in 42 because the four is in front

To establish
teacher

necessary
stepping

the two is in last."

good, sound elementary

must put figural
level

and

"There are four apples

school instruction,

thought in :i.ts proper perspective.

that the child mu.st pass through,

stone to where the teacher

rea.ll.y

the
It

is a

but it is only a

wants the ch:i.ld to arrive.
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Appendix

The Interview

Post-Interview

I

Tasks

11

Ordering numerals:
Warm-up: Numeral cards:
t6. 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23: shuttled.
Order least to greatest.
Ta:1k A:

Numeral cards:
20, 30, 60. 70, 90; 100, 110, 120; shutned,
Order least to greate:1t.

Task

a:

lfumel"al cards:
11, 21, 31, 51, 81, 91, 101, 111; shuttled.
Order least to greatest.

Task

c:

N'umel"al cards:
12, 13, 17, 19, 21, 31, 102; shutned.
Order least to greatest.

Ta.sk D:

Numel"al cal'"d.s: 30, li1. 48, 1'9, 52, 61, 67, 76; shuttled.
to least,
Order greatest

Task .E:

Numeral cards:
91, 103, 107, 113,
Order greatest
to least.
shuffled.

a.

117,

124,

134, 143;

Concept of' ten:

11111tertal.s.)

Ta::ik A:

HOWMANYTENS ARE !HER!: IH THIRTEEH? (No

Ta::ik S:

HOWMANYT!NS ARE THERE:IN SIXTY-SEVEN?

Task C:

THIS PILE OF STICXS fl.IS SEVENTY-TWO
STICXS IH IT,
IF
WE WEHETO TAKEALL THE TENS OUTOF SEVENTY-TWO,HOW
1'1AHYSTICK'S WOULD SE UFT?
(Wt th matel"tal.s.}

(No matertal.s.)

Sequencing by Ten
Task A:

STARTAT EIGHTAHDCOUNT-ON
SY TENS. (Help S start
nece::i:iary,}

Task

Task

GO AS FAR AS YOU CAN.

(Stop

a:

START AT NINETY-SEVEN A.ND CCUNT-BACX BY

c:

WHAT
IS

Task D:

necesHry,)

(Place

S

ms.

if

at 148,)
(Help

if

nm TENSA.HDNINETY HORE? HOWDID YOU!CHOWTHAT?
"50

8

numeral card on the table.)

WHAT
NUMBER
IS
YOUGET THAl'?

THREETENS MORETHANTHIS NUHSER? HOWDID

.338
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Counting-on

and Counting-back

by Tens and ones:

Task Summary {Counting-on):
Start with 24 blocks under screen.
Let S verify that there are
24. Place tens and ones as indicated
in figure below.
Have S compute
and record total number of blocks up to that point.
Slide screen to
Proceed as indicated.
cover all bloc.ks.

D

0

D

0

0

0

D

D

b

0
0
0

.B:.:..

0
D

Cl
0

0

D

D

0
0

0

D

-3.

D
D
D

0

:!..:.

Task Swnmary (Counting-back):
Remove blocks as indicated
below.
Haves compute and record the
nlm!ber of blocks left under the screen after each set of blocks has
been rell'Cved.

Cl) 2 tens
(5) 2 tens,

(2) l ten
l unit

&

1 unit

{3)

.Ll!!l

(4l

6 units
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Finding

Remainders:

Dtsplay

numeral

cards

•ss•

and

•s6".

* HOW?AR IS IT FROMFIFTY-SIX TO SIXTY-SIX?
* HOWMANYMOREIS SIXTY-SIX THANFIFTY-SIX?
If

S "comfortably"

answers previous

question,

ask:

HOWMANYIS IT FROMFll'TY-SIX TO SEVENTY?
HOWMANYIS IT FROMSIXTY-SIX TO FIFTY-FIVE?

Transformation

Place

twenty

of unit!:

(20) MABlongs;

have S count

by tens

as they

are placed.

* HOWMANYHUNDREDS
Aas HERE?
Screen the 20 longs
to the screen.

from child's

viawr

place

4 longs

adjacent

* NOW, HOWMANYTENS ARE THE:REALL TOGE'l'BER?
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Post-Interview

Addition

and Subtraction

Place sentence
if necessary.

(l)
{4)

(6)

sentences

(2)

+ 20 • 2S

FIND

-- tens

of S; allow

card in front

10 + 7 •

#2

FIND

NOW,

AS

MANYMORE

(3)

LIKE THIS--14

(8)

70 -

31 •

( 10)

4 7 - 21 •

( ll)

74 -

•

(presented

with

THATADD UP TO FI.FTEE:N.

70

numeral

(9)

84 -

(12)

9l

HOW

FAR IS

cards)

IT FROM NINE:T"i-TWO TO S:EWNTY?

IT

FROM SIXTY-FOUR

DOWN TO FORTY?

HOWFAR IS IT FROMFORTY UP TO SIXTY-FOUR?

. No numeral

cards.

liOW FAR IS

IT FROMTHIRTY-SIX UP TO FIFTY?

HOW FAR IS

I'l'

30 •

- 29 ,.

HOWFAR IS IT r.l.OM SE\1!:~TYTO NINETY-TWO?
HOW FAR IS

• 46

+ l.

NUMBERS AS YOU CAN

60 - 20 •

croblems

+

.FlFTEE:N.

( 7)

Reversibility

40

+ 9 • 79

TWO NUMBERS THAT ADD UP TO

say:

S to use materials

10 + 3 •

( 5)

If S has difficulty,

and ones

FROMFIFTY OOWNTO THIRTY-SIX?
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Post-Interview

Concept

t3

of One-Hundred

l.

"20" nwneral card.
WHAT NUMBER IS ONE-HtJNCRED
MORE THA..'lllTHIS NUMBER?

2.

Place

Place

235 unit

cubes

in front

of

s.

LITTLE BLOCKS. USING
BLOCKS, HOW MANY PILES OF ONE-HUNDRED COULD

HEIi£ ARE TWO-HUNDRED THIRTY-FIVE
THESE LITTLE
YOU MAKE?

3.

Place

16 MABlongs

HOW MANY LITTLE

in front

of

s.

BLOCKS AaE: HERE?

HOW MANY HUNDREDS
AP.E THEP.E?

HOW DO YOU KNOW THAT?

4.

Place 20 MABlongs
are placed.
to the screen.
they

in front of S; haves count by tens as
screen the 20 longs; place 4 longs adjacent

HOW MANY TEUS ARE THERE ALL TOGETHER?

5.

Place

25 MABlongs

in front

of

WHY?

s.

COUNT THESE ANO TELL ME HOW ~.ANY LITTLE

BLOCXS ARI: HEBE.

HOW MANY HONDP.EDS ARE THEBE?

6.

WHAT ~UMBER IS ONE-HTJNOIU:D LESS TIIA..'lll FIW-HtJNOREC

Oral Counting

tasks

l.

STAit'l' AT THF.E!-HUNDRED FORTY AND COUNT BY TENS.

2.

START AT THIRTY AND COUNTBY HtJNOBE:DS.

3.

BEGIN AT SEVENTY-THREE AND COUNT BY HUNDREDS.

Countina
l.

tasks

SEVENTY?

with materials

Place MABflat in front of
HOWMANYOF TllESE (indicate

s.

Hold MABlong in hand.
long) A.REIN THIS PIECE (indicate

flat)?
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counting

2.

Place

tasks

with materials

MABflat

in front

{cont.)
of

s.

HOW !-mNY OF THZSE (indicate

(indicate

Counting

Hold MABunit

unit

cube)

cube in hand.

A.RE IN THIS PIECI:

flat)?

by Hundreds,

Tens,

and Ones

Task Summary:
longs, and
Place indicated
display of MABcase ten flats,
Slide screen to
units in front of s, screened from S's view.
uncover successive
groups of blocks and have S record the total
number of blocks uncovered up to that point.

D

j

Cl

i

C

:i

-

oc
cc

D

0
0

n
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Appendix I I

Alpha's Interview Transcript

Part

0001
0002
0003
0004
0005
0006
0007
0008
0009
0010
0011
0012

I:

l

I'• goin9 to t•ll
you so•• nu•b•r,.
As I .. Y th•• I w.nt
the p•ge.
Yau ~•n le•v• •
to writ• the• down. Go •cross
sp•~•
b•tw•en theffl •• you go. Are you r•ady?

you

•••11

0013
OOH

001S
0016
0017
0018

0019
0020
0021
0022
0023
0024

Thirt•en.

• 13•

Forty-one.

'"-41"

Eighty-four.

'"8,4"

Eight•en.

"18"

On• hundred

one.

• 101 ~

One hundred

seven.

• 101•

On• hundred

fourteen.

"1014M

On• nu11dred t we11'ty ...one.

11

One hundred

••ven't:,-eiqht.

'"1078'"

n:i.11e.

":;:!09"

Two hundred

nineteen.

'"209";

Two hundred

sixty-~•ven.

"2067"

N:i.ne hundred

thirty-four.

'"903-4"

Two

hundred

102P

0025

0026
0027
0028
0029
0030
0031
0032
0033
0034
003S
0036
0037
0038
0039
0040
0041

·2019•

- - --- - -I:

On these
for

••'?

~•rds

I've

wri'tten

so••

nuabers.

C.n you s•y the111

Eighh•n•

Twe11ty-sh.

0042

oo•J
oo•s
oo•o
00•4

·17-4'"

0047

00-48
00-49

0050

Four hundred

"410"

and ten.

345
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0051

OOS2

Nin• hundr•d

0053
0054

and thirty-six.

ooss
Ctilrds:
16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23.
0056
0057
OOSB I:
I'v• got eight c•rds with nu•b•rs on the~ ana a board with
OOS9
•i9ht pl•c•s
for th• cards.
C.n you put the cards in ord•r
on th• ba.rd so th•t ••ch pl•c• h•• a card on it?
0060
0061
0062 Al:
<Spr•ad11 card~ on th• table.>
S:i.lrt••n <16>. SeYvnte•n C1617>. Eight••n
(16-17-18).
Nineteen <16-17-18-19>.
Twenty
0063
Twenty-one (16-17-18-19-20-21>.
Twenty-two
<lo-17-19-19-20).
0064
c10-17-18-19-20-21-22>.
And twenty-three
<10-17-18-19-20-21006S
0066
0067 22-23).
0068
0069
0070
0071
0072

20

Cards:
I:

H•r• •r•

JO

60

some •or•
board?

70

100

90

120 <shuffled>.

110

C•n you put these

cards.

cards

in order

0073
007 ...

on th•

007S Al:
0076
0077
0078
0079
0080

CSpr••ds cards on th• tabl•.>
Twenty <20). Thirty <20-30).
Sixty (20-30-60>.
S•venty
(20-30-60-70).
Nin•ty <20-J0-6070-90>. Hundr•d <20-30-60-70-90-100).
Hundrwd and t•n <20J0-60-70-90-100-llO>.
Hundr•d and tw•nty <20-30-60-70-90100-110-1.20>.

0081

0082
0083
0084
008S
0086

C.rds:

try

doing

Jl

51

81

th•••••

91

111 <shuffl•d).

101

th:i.nq with

tn•s• cards~

I:

L•t'•

Al:

<S~r••ds cards on th• tabl•.>
El•ven <11). <Pauses; shuffles
cards.> Thirt•en
(11-13>.
Twelve, I •••n (11-21>.
Thirt••n
<11-21-Jl>.
Eight••n
<11-21-31-81>.
H:i.net••n <ll-21-Jl-8191>. <Picks up •51•: mov•s •e1M and •91H ••ch on• spac• to
th• right:
11-21-31-51-Bl-91).
A nundr•d one <11-21-31-5191-101>.
A hundr•d
elev•n
<11-21-J1-s1-91-101-111>.

0087
0088

0089
0090
0091
0092
0093 I:
0094
009S
0096 Al:
0097

0098
I:
0100
0101
0102 Al:
0099

11 21

Naw, I w.nt you to rw•d th ..
to left •nd of beard>.

El•v•n,

nineteen,

startinq

tw•lv•,

thirt••n,
fift••n,
hundr9d and one, hundr•d

Are you sure th•y'r•
b:i.ggHt?

in th•

right

h•r•,
•ighty-one
and •l•ven.

order

fro•

pl••••

(po1nts

•••

•sght••n,

s••llest

(Nodl he•d affi..,._.tively.>
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0103
0104
010S
0106
0107
0108
0109
0110
0111
0112
0113
0114
011S
0116
0117
011S
0119
0120
0121

Cards:

S

I:

H•r•

ar•

Al:

<Spreads
Thirteen

12

so••

13

11

aore

19

21

c•rds.

31

on th• table.>
Eight <B>. Tw•lv• <8-12>.
S•venteen
<8-12-13-17>.
N~n•teen <B-1213-17-19>.
Twenty-on•
<B-12-13-17-19-21).
Thirty-one
<8-1213-17-19-21-Jl>.
Hundred
twenty <8-12-13-17-19-21-Jl-102>.
<B-12-13).

you r•ad

th••

to••

now?

Al:

Eight,
tw•lv•,
thirteen,
seventeen~
thirty-on•,
hundred and twenty.

JO

Cards:

0123
0124
012S

in ord•r?

cards

Wauld

I:

<shuffled>.

Can you put th•s•

I:

0122

102

47

48

S2

49

61

67

ninete•n

76

•••

twenty-one,

<shuffled>.

This time I want you to ~lac• thes• cards on the board
starting
with th• biggest
nu•b•r in the first
place
(indicates>
and the small•st
number in th• last place
<indicates).

0126 Al:

<Spreads

0127
0128
0129
0130
0131
0132
0133
0134
0135
0136

(76-67).

cards on the table.>
Sixty-on•
(76-67-61).

S•venty-six
Fifty-two
Forty-wight

Forty-nin•
(76-67-61-S2-49>.
48>. Forty-~•ven
<?6-67-61-52-49-•8-47>.

<76>. Sixty-s•v•n
<76-67-61-52>.
(76-67-61-S2-49And tnirty
<76-67-

61-S2-49-48-47-30).
I:

Now~ they

Al:

Right.

0137
0138
0139 l:
0140
01,41
01-42
01-43 Al:
01-44
Ol4S
OU6

OU1
OHS
01-49
0150
01S1
0152 I:
0153
0154 Al:

Cards:

97

go fro•

103

bigg•st

107

113

to s .. llest?

117

124

134

143

(shuffled).

I w.nt you to do this just l1k• th• last one. Put the c•rds
across th• bo•rd fro• the b1gg•st to th• •••ll•st.
I'• goint
ta trick
you this ti••,
so look at th• c•rds c•r•fully!
CSprw•ds cards on th• t•bl•;
p•uses;
paints •t sevwral
cards;
star••
•t u14J" •nd "107".)
Hundrwd •nd seventy
(107:
p•uses;
loaks •t ••ch ••rd>.
Hundred and forty-three
<107143).
Hundred and thirty-four
(107-143-13•>.
Hundr•d •nd
thirty
<107-143-134-103).
Hundred and tw•nty-four
(107-1-43134-103-124>.
Hundr•d and sev•nt••n
(101-143-13•-103-124117>. Hundred and thirteen
(107-143-134-103-124-117-113>.
Ninety-s•v•n
<107-143-134-103-124-117-113-97>.
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0155 I:
01S6
0157 Al:
0158
0159 I:
0160

Hundred

and

s•v•nty.

You w.nt to ch•ck
them one last
trick•d
you. Say the• out loud,

time to 111ak• sure I h•v•n't
•nd ch•ck th•~ v•ry closely.

0101

0162 Al:
0163
0164
0165
0166
0167 I:
0168
0169 Al:
0170
0171 I:
0172
017'3

017.lfl

,u:

and forty-thre•,
hundred
and
Hundred and ••v•nty,
hundred
thirty-iour,
hundr•d
and thirty,
hundred
and twenty-four,
and s•vent•en,
hundred
and thirt••n--haven•t
tricked
hundred

••!

Hundred

•nd

Is that

now you say

•••

Okay.

Hundr•d

thirty.
it?

Which nu•b•r
and

is

<Pause.>
c.n you say it that
th1s
(pointing
to N107·>?

w.y?

••venty.

017S

0176
017?

I:

0178
0179
0180
0181

Al:

<Pau•••)

One.

I:

On• ten.

How do you know that?

Al:

Caus•
nine,
tens,

0182
0183

0184
0185
0186

th•r•
ten.
three

isn't
There's
t•ns,

anoth•r

ten

only thr••

aft•r
ten.
Like on•,
more. Th•r• couldn't

two,
be

••• ,
two

or mor•.

0187

0188

1:

0189
0190

Al:

Six.

I:

How do you know that?

0191
0192
0193

0194 Al:
019S
0196 I:
0197
0198

Al:

0199
0200
0201
0202
0203

I:

0204
0205

Al:

S.a111ething.

How did

you

do it,

now? Sixty-seven,

now.

six

it's
qot
•nother

if there
I know that
aft•r
that
six t•n••
only h•~• s•v•n •ore.
And that's

not

•nouqh,

are
you

~•n't

tens,
••k•

to be sixty.
And
t•n,
c•us• you

huh?

0206
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0207
0208
0209

I:

o:ao

<Plac•• pil• of sticks
on table:
cov•rs pil•
L•t's
pr•tend that this pil• has s•v•nty•two
If you took all th• t•n• out of sev•nty-two,
tt• left?

with h•nd.)
sticks
in it.
how .. ny would

0211
0212
0213
0214

Al:

Two.

I:

How did you know that?

0215
0216
0217

Al:

I just

0218

I:

now. If I l•t you t•k• •11th•
If we're pret•nding,
how do you know th•r• would be two sticks
l•ft?

0219
0220
02.21 Al:
0222
0223

did.

I:

Start

0226

Al:

Eight•en,
twenty-wight,
thirty-eight,
forty-•ight,
sixty•ight,
••v•nty-•ight,
•iqhty
••• •ighty-eignt,
nin•ty-•1ght,
••• , a hundr•d and ninety-•ight
••• •
• hundr•d •nd •ight,
hundr•d and ninety-eight
••• two hundr•d and •ight
two
hundr•d and •1ghteen,
two hundred and twenty-•ight
•••

I:

That ' s good.

0::;?2B

0229
0230
0231
0232
0:!33
0234
023S

•ight

and count-on

t•ns.

0224
022S
0227

•t

tens,

by

I:

0236
0237

0238
0239
0240
0241
0242
0243
024•
0245
0246
0247
0248
02•9
02SO

Al!

Nin•ty-s•v•n,
•ighty-s•ven,
sixty-s•v•n
fifty-seven,
forty-s•v•n,
tn1rty•seven,
seven! Twenty-sev•n!
S•~•nt••n,
s•v•n•

••• sixty-seven,
•iqhty ••• thirty-

I:
Al:

Huh-uh <no>. Z•ro.

I:

What is

Al:

Two t•n•

and

I:

Two t•ns

and ninety

0251
0252 Al:
0253
0254 I:
025S
0250

Al:

0257
0258

I:

two tens

and nin•ty

nin•ty

•or•

More?

tens?

aore.

Lets•••,

two twns •nd ninety

A hundr•d

•nd twelv•.

•ore.
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0259
0260

••Y•

Al:

I •••nt
to
hundr•d and tw•lv•,
but I just •aid
I just put •11th•
t•ns togeth•r
<sw••ping his h•nds
togeth•r>
•nd got•
hundred •nd tw•lve.

I:

Haw did

0261

tw•lv•.

0262
0263

026•
026S Al:
0266

0267
0268
0269 I:
0270
0271 Al:
0272
0273
0274

021S I:
0216
0277 Al:
0278
0279
0290

you do th•t

h••d?

W•ll, I was thinking
about nin•ty,
and I w.s thinking
abaut
And ••• and ••• I count fro• nin•ty
to a
two aore tens.
hundr•d to a hundred •nd twelve.

Ninety ••• <touch••
right aiddle
hundr•d ••• (touches
right
ind•ir
hundred •nd tw•lve.

In other

words,

it

go•s

ninety,

fing•r
finger

with
with

a hundr•d

right
right

thumb> a
thu111b) •

•••

And.

I:

0281
0282

Al:

T•n more •nd then

0283

I:

Why did

Al:

I just

028•
028S

in your

0286
0:?97 I:

<puts

up two fingers>

two.

you do two more?
did

it.

what I'm asking?

You underst•nd

Two t•ns

•nd

ninety

more.

0288

0299 Al:
0290
0291

0292 I:
0:?93
029'1

029S Al:
0296
0:?97

nu•ber

is

•so• writt,n

three tens more than th•t
on it onto the table)?

number

(plac•s

<Pause.> Two.

I:

0298
0299
0300

~h•t
with

Al:

C•use
five.

I know that

thre•

plus

five

•••

three

plus

two is

0301
0302 I:
0303
030""' Al:

Fifty.

0305
0306
0307
0308
0309

I:
Al:

<P•use.)

0310
0311

I:

Haw did you q•t

0312

Al:

Coun~•d up by t•ns.

Eiqhty.

th•t?
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0313
0314
0315
0316
0317

I:

032/t
032S I:

You c•n see we have tw•nty-four
little
blocks und•r this
r•plac•s
screen so th•t
to show blocxs:
scre•n <lifts
scr••n
all blocks are cover•d:
places
MAB lonq adjac•nt
to scre•n.>
blocks are there altoqether
now?
How many littl•
(Writes

'"3"".

>

How did you qet

that?

Al:

0328
03:;?9 I:
0330
0331 Al;
0332
0333 I:
0334

0335
0336 Al!
0337
0338 I:
0339
0340
0341
0342

••·

Al:

0318 l:
0319
0320
0321
0322
03:.'.!3 Al:
0326
0327

Do it for

I w.nt you to do it

I went fro•

out

twenty-four,

loud

for••,

then

now.

thirty-four.

<Advances screen so that all blocks are cover•d:
places
NABunits.)
Now w•tch ••• Don't writ• it down •••

3

<Writ•s "44".>
Did you ... it

until

I did more?

I don't

think

you did.

Al:

I:

0343
0344
0345

Al:

0346 I:

All right,

writ•

it

dawn then.

0347
0348

Al:

0349
0350
0351

I!

<Adv•ncas screen so that all
NAB lonqs.)
How Many now?

blocxs

are covered:

plac&s

two

pl•c••

one

0352
0353 Al:
0354
035.S I:
0356

0357

How

did you get

it?

Al:

Count by tens •;•in.

I:

<Advenc•• scr••n so that •11 blocks
covered;
11A8unit •nd on• HA8 long. > No_wyau c•n do it.

Farty-sev•n,

0358

0359
0360
0361

0362 Al:
0363
036-4 I:
0365
0366.

fifty-saven.

•r•

<Writes

•oe•.>

Fifty-s•v•n,

sizty-seven.

sixty-•ight.

<Advance, scr••n so that •11 blocks er• cov•r•d;
pl•c••
Writ• down how ••ny littl•
unit cub•• and two NAB lonqs.)
blocks I have altoq•th•r
now.
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OJ67 Al:
0368
0369
0370 I:
0371
0372
0373
0374

Al:
I:

037S
0376
0377

S•v•nty

•••

eight,

How auch h•v•

I gott•n

und•r

hidden

th•

scr•en?

Would you put th•t down in that
Al's
record sheet>? Ninety.

box,

right

there

<lower part

in boa.>

Al:

<Writ••

I:

I'• going to take so•• wood out now. Each ti~•
I do it, I
<removes 2 MABlongs).
want you to wr~t• down what is left
Write down how much is left.

Al:

It would be •••

I:

<Removes 1 MABlong and 1 unit

Al:

<~oaks at
at blodks:

I:

0397
0398
0399
0400
0401

Cwrite5

a,

0390
0391 I:
0392
0393 Al:
0394
039S
0396

nin•ty

eighty-nin•,

Ninety.

"90"

0378
0379
0380
0301
03B2
0383
0304
0385
0386
0307
0388
0389

eighty-eight,

·90").

ninety,

eighty

•••

<R1t111oves6 unit
iS
l•ft "?

>

pause; looks
Fifty-nine.

Now how •uch

<Writes N~". > Not sixty-nine
but forty-nine.
cuces.>

(writ••

•70">.

cube.>

•70", then at blocks:
paus•: wr-it•s "S9•.

<Removes 1 MAB long.)

s•venty

is

<erases

Now I'•

going

at ~70",

then

left?
.. 6 .. ilnd writes
to take

thos•

.. _.9">,
out.

IIUCh

Al:

<Potnts
p•us•s:

0402 I:
O""t03

Wh•t did

0-404 Al:

Forty-two.

to ••ch unit
writes ·42").

cub•.>

Six

(plac••

hands under tabl•;

you g•t?

0-405

0-406 I:
0•01

0•08 Al:
0409
0.a\10 I:
0•11
O•n2 Al:
O.a\13
041.a\

041S
0-416 I:
0417
0"918 Al:
0-419
0420 I:

Counted back.
Do :i.t out

loucl.

forty-seven,
forty-si~,
forty-five,
I went back forty-eight,
forty-thr•e
<while putting
up ••ch finger
of r1ght h•nd>,
forty-two
Cwhil• putting
up thu•b of l•ft h•nd).
CReaoves 2 NAB longs

<Writws •22

11

•nd

1 NAB unit.>

.)

How did you gwt th•t?
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0421
0422
0423
0424
042S
0-426
0427
0-428
0429
0430
0431
0432
0433
0434'
043S
0436

Al:

Just

l:

W•ll,

Al:

did.
do it

Oh,

for••·

that

I didn't•••
writ••

blocks;

I:

What ar•

Al:

Twenty-thr••·

I:

Tell••

Al:

Just

you going

l:

W•ll,

(•ras•s

2nd •2•

of

•22•;

looks

at

to get?

how you did
lik•

on•

•23•).

I did

th•

for••·

do it

that.
others.
Wher•

ar•

you at?

You started

at

•••

0"1i37

0438 Al:
0439
0440 I:
04-41
04"2 Al:
04-43

Forty-two,

th•n

and

(Looks at
tw•nty-two.

the

what did

2 longs

and

th•

you say.

unit

cube.> Thirty-two,
it tw•nty-thr•••

Then I s.w one and I -..d•

04.114

0445 I:
0446
0-44? Al:
0448
0449 I:
0450
0451

o•s2

Is

that

r:i.qht?

How •uch is l•ft
net sure,
huh?

under

h•rw?

I don't

know. (Paus•->

Al:

0453
04S4 I:
045S
0456 Al:
0457
0"58 I:
0"59
0"460
0"'61 Al:
0462
0463 I:
0"6-4

Whet d:i.d :i.t say when
Oh, ye•hAnd
her•?

w•start•d

off~

Ninety.

w•took

out this

wood. So now much should

b•

left

0.ti65 Al:
0 .. 66,

0"67

I:

Not ten,

huh.

0468
04'69 Al:

0470
0,471

o•n
0473

0474

You're

I:
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047S
0-476
0'477
0•1e
0•79 Al:
0480
o•e1
0482
o•eJ I:
048"
o•es Al:

o.-eo

0487 I:
Oo488
Oo489 Al:
0490
Oo491
04'92 I:
0"93
0494 Al:
0-49S
0"'96
0497

o•,e

!:

osoo

osos

0506
0507
0508
0509
0510
0511

<Pause; looks •t card; b•9ins
to •xtend a fing•r
of his l•ft
hand; shakes hand over th• card: touch•s
two fingers
of his
right hand.> Sevent••n·

Okay, how did you know that?
S•venteen.

Ten in my h•ad and I counted seven.
sev•nteen
(putting
up a fing•r
with
Did you da it

(Places

loud

with
me.

card
for

Al:

Ten plus

I:

Wall

Al;

<Long pause.)

I:

How co••~

Al:

Sa111• thinq.

0512 I:
0513
OS14 Al:
0515
OS16 I:

that

way, or did

El•v•n,
tw•lve,
•ach utterance).

you just

Both. I did it that way and knew it.
why I did it that way.

out

0'499

0501
0502
0503
0504

think out loud while you do these so that I can hear what
the first
one. <Places
you're
doing. Ar• you ready? H•r•'•
card with •10 + 7 • ___ onto the table.>

blank

•10

+ __ •

equals

thirte•n.

Ten plus

three

know?

But I forgot

onto

13•

••• ,

th•

table.>

it--th.t's

Read it

•••

Did you just

How did

you know that?

(Placws

card

equals

know that

thirteen.

on•?

OS17

0518 Al:
OS19
OS20

OS21 I:

0522
OS23 Al:
0524
05:?S I:

81Ank plus

+

with•

tw•nty

•qu•ls

How did you know that?

~o • 2SN onto th•
twenty-fiv•.

tabl•.)

<Paus•.>

Fi~••

Sa~w thing?
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0526 Al:
OS27
OS28 I:
OS29
OSJO Al:

Uh-huh

<y••>.

Ar• you sur•

now?

I '111 sur•.

Yas,

OSJl

OS32 I:
OS33
OSJ• ,u:
OS35
OS36

You Nid

in your h•ad?

fi.v•

.and I put

Huh-uh <no>. Tw•nty,

0537 I:

S•v•n.

0543

Al:

s •••

w.y.

05.:\S I:
05-46
0547
05-48 Al:
OS,49

T•ll
nin•

•• how you did
in your he.ad?

0544'

OSSO
OSS1 I:
0552
0553

oss•

,u:

How did you g•t

No. I knew th•t s•v•n
h•d to be s•v•nty-nine.
So what go•s

Oh, so s•v•n

0560
OS61

On this

0563
056-4 Al:
0565
OS66 I:

OS67

Yes.

tens

table.>

that?

now. I forget.
t•ns

<points

there

Did you put seventy-

would b• s•v•nty,

and nine

on•s

to blank>?
(points

to blank>.

tens

ot paper I ~nt you to writ• down as many
can that
add up to be tifteen.
L1ke tourteen
Do ~ou know what fourtaen
plus one is?
you

C•n I do soffle take away'•

Well,

th•

p1ace

numbers••
plus one.

OS62

th•re

So, I put ••v•n

0555 I:
0556
OS57 ~l:
0558
0559
I;

it

twenty-five.

aqu•ls

onto

+ 9 • 79•

0538
0539 Al:
05,40
0541 I:

05,4::.?

five

do som• pluss•s

first.

too?

<Paus•.>

Read it

out as you do

it ..- -

0568
OS69 Al:

0570
OS71 I:
0572

0573
0574

Al:

0575
0576
0577

I:

You don't n••d
•noth•r
on•?
Thirt••n

+ 2 ... ,.

Don't

try

('"13")

ta writ•
plus

th•

("+ .. :

fifte•n.

Ok•Y, do you know

'"13 +'"> n:i.n•

•quals

<~2 •'":

to trick••·
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OS7B
OS79

,u:

OSBO I:

0581
OS82
OS83
OSB4
OSBS
0586
0587
0588
0589
0590
0591
0592

Al:
I:

Al:
I:

Al:

<Paus•.>

Ten plus

(Paus•.>

Nin• plus

I:

OS93
059'4

OS9S
0596
0597
OS9B
0599
0600
0601
0602
0603
0604
060S
0606
0607
0608

Al:

Al:

Seven ••• •ight
ei9ht •••
plu•

I:

Do you

know a take

Al:

Huh-uh

<no>.

plus

Al:

Sixty

what

w•s

• .,.Y that's

it?

Eight

plus

to

fifte•n?

be •••

iorty.

equal

••ven7

Six

take

a ... y twenty

•••

should

Forty

right?

I:

Don't

Al:

Forty.

you know?

0615
0616
0617
0618
0619

I:

Are you asking

Al:

Ahl'I

I:

How can you be sur•

0620
0621

Al:

0622
0623
0624

I:

How?

Al:

Sixty,
fifty
end up with

0627
0628
0629
0630

•••

I:

061-4

062S
0626

six.

I:

0609

0610
0611
0612
0613

fiv•.

I:

me or telling

me?

telling.
it's

forty?

<putting
up two iinq•rs
of left hand>,
forty.
Lik• I had like sixty
lollipops.
have forty
left.

tw•nty.

l'd

<Places

card with

•70 - 31 •

• onto

the

tnen you
I ate up

tabl•.>
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0631 Al:
0632
0633 I:
0634
0635 Al:
0636
0631

0638 I:
0639
0640 Al:
0641
0642 I:
0643
06,4""' Al:
06"45
0646

Oo you know that

take away thirt•en.
draws M63" in th•

S•v•nty
p•ncil:
T•ll

on•?

•e

Sixt y-tt,

what it

<Pause.>
air).

This number <picks

up a

is.

r•••

How did you q•t

th•t?

I just count•d
put that thr••

and put that

t•n

back

in.

thr••

in.

th•

tabl•.>

<Lang p•us•;
Thirty-four.

holds

Back t•n

•nd

06""'1

0648 I:
0649
0650 Al:
0651

<Plac••

card with

•94

- 30

a

tak• away thirty.
front of him.)

Eighty-four
in a fist--in

__ •

onto

hand--h•ld

0452

0653 I:
065""'
0655 Al:
0656
0657
0658 I:
0659
0660

0661
066.2
0663
0664
0665
0666
0661
0668
0009
0670

0683
0684

did

M,60 - 20

a

••

that

how you would

on• <s•archs

take

Okay,

how would you do that?

Al:

I got

wiqhty-four

I:

Why do you w.ant to t•k•

Al:

u11111111n1
•

I:

That

Al:

.. k••

<Nods h••d
What do 1cu

<Pause.>

for,

and then

paints

to,

• .,..,, thirty.

I:

just

do it.

__ .,.

Eiqhty-four

06BO
0682

Same ~YI

T•ll

Al:

0671
0672 Al:
06?3
0614 I:
0675
0616 Al:
0677
0678 I:
0679

0681

Ar• you sur•?

affir

o•t

Thirty

and I tak•

lollipops

it

a bit

a~y

•way fiYe.

fiYe?

.. sier,

does it?

.. tiY•ly.>
wh•n you t•k•
•••

away iiY•?

thirty-four.

What? If you haY• 84 lollipops
h•v• thirty-four?
All riqht.
box of ~AB longs and units>.

and t•k•
l•ts
do it

T•ll

••

•way fiY•,
w1th this

wh•t you'r•

th•n
<h•nd

you
Al•

doing.

I'll
show you. <Counts out 8 MABlongs>.
I'm q•tting
out
•iqhty.
<Counts out•
MA8 ~nits.>
Now I got •iqhty-four.
Now
I ne•d to t•k• .... Y fiY•·
On•, two, thr••~
four, five (ash•
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0685
0686
0687
0688
0689

up S of th•

picks
I:

longs>.

What did you t•k•

a ... y?

Al:

0690

0691
0692
0693

I:

Why did

,u:

I just

069"\
069S

I:

Re•d this

0696
0697
0698
0699
0700
0701

0702
0703
0704
0705
0706
0707
0708
0709
0710
0711

0712
0713
0714
0715
0716
0717
0718
0719
0720

you do th•t?
did.

It

••k•s it

•••i•r.

(points

to th•

•gain

And I got thirty-four.
op•n

••nt•nce>.

Wh•t do•s

it

s•Y•

Al:

Eighty-four

aw.y thirty.

t•k•

I:

Al:

5 NAB long$

<Drops th•
longs.>

I:

What are

Al:

Th :i.rty.

I:

So what h•Y•

Al:

<Counts
four.

I:

Sur•

Al:

I'•

I:

Okay,

Al:
0721
072:? I:

W•it

you t•king

the

onto

the

up J HAB

t•ble;

picks

NAB unit

cub•s.>

now?

away

you got?
counts

NAB longs;

the

Farty-

now?

sur•.
l•ts

•••

go to the

fifty-four

0723

<R••oYes blocks.>
wood.

072'4
072S I:
0726

I don't

0727 I:
0728
0729
0730
0731

b•ck

next

one.

r•countinq

(aft•r
Tell••

know how I'd

th•

NAB longs>.

how you would do that

do it

without

without

any •••

Think about what you did when you did have the wood.
<P•use.> You've got •ighty-four
•nd you want to take •way
~•t's
l••v•
that
thirty.
What can you do? <Very lonq paus•.>
one and go on.

0732

0733 I:
073•
073S Al:
0736
0737 I:

any

<Plac••

c:ard with

Forty-sev•n
R••d

it ag•in.

take

N47

-

Z1 • __ .. onto

th•

tabl••

>

aw.y tw•lve!

I didn't

h•ar

you.
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t•M• •way tw•lve.

0738 Al:
0739

Forty-seven

0740
0741
0742

I:

Haw would you do thet

one?

Al:

Forty-s•v•n

t•k•

twelve

I:

Oo you n••d

to do it

Al:

Ye•h <tak•s box of NAB blocks;
r .. oves 5 MABlonqs: r•~oves
4 NAB unit cub•s>. Forty-~even
t•k• •w.y twelve <rwturns 1
NAB long •nd 2 unit cubes ta box>.

I:

Wh•t h•v•

Al:

Thi rty-thr••·

I:

(Plac&s

Al:

Forty-s•v•n
take away bl•nk •quals seventy.
<R•eches for box
of blocks;
looks at card; r•moves 7 NAB longs •nd 4 MABunit
cubes from the box.>

I:

What hav•

Al:

S•venty-four
••• t•k• away ••• <looks •t
s•venty <groups th• 7 MAB longs together:
un1t cubes to the box). Four.

I:

So whet go•s h•r•

Al:

Four.

0743
0744

0745
0746
0747
0748
0749
0750
0751
0752
0753
0754
0755
0756
0757

0758
0759

•w.y

<lonq p•use>.

with the

wood?

you got?

c•rd

With-,

.. - -- • 7ou onto th•

t•ble.)

0760
0761
0762
0763
0764
0765

you got there?
c•rd> blank equals
r•turns
the 4 MAB

0766
0767
0768
0769
0710
07?1

0772 I:
0773
0774 Al:
0775
0776 I:
0777
0778 Al;
0779

0780
0781

Is that
Is

<po~nting

to th•

bl•ftk>.

nin•taen1

it?

<Picks up card.>
Can't do it.

Nin•ty-on•

t•k•

•way

nin•ty-two.

<P•us•.>

I:

0782
0783 Al:
0784
0785 I:
0786
0787 Al:
0788
0789 I:

Is it

tw•ftty-nine

or ninety-two?
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0790
0791
0792
0793
0?94
0795
0796
0797
0798
0799

Al:

Tw•nty-nin•!
<R.. ov•s 7 HAB longs •nd 1 unit frOll th• box.>
One, two, three,
••• , s•ven (while pointing
to ••ch long;
r••oves
two •or• lonqs fro• box>. Eightp nine•••
t•ke •w•y
••• <returns
1 NAB long to the box>.

I:

Wh•t •r•

you doing?

Al:

Tr•ding.

<R••ov•s

I:

How ••ny

do you w.nt?

Al:

Ten Clines the 9 unit
unit cub• fre11 box>.

0800
0801
0802
0803
0804
0805
0806
0807
0808
0809
0810
0811
0812
0813

I:

Did you get ten?

Al:

Yeah.

0815

I:

9 MABunits

frot11 the box.>

cubes n•xt

to 1 NAB long;

gets

1 more

I:
Al:

No (Moves 1 unit cube aside th• longs: reffiov•• 1 mor• unit
cub• fro• box •nd pl•c•s
next to th• 9 cubes: unit cub•
originally
t•k•n out with the longs h•• b•en pushed to Al's
extr•••
right;
he no longer
it}.

s•••

oeu

Have you got ten

now? Count the~

all.

0816

0817
081B
0819
0820
0821
0822
0823
082-4
0825
0826
0827
0828
0829
0830
0831
0832
0833
0834'0835
0836
0837
0838
0839

Al:

Yeah, I

each unit

got

ten. On•, two, ••• , ten ••• •l•ven
(pointing
cube; r@turns one unit cub• to th• box>.

Are you sur• now? Let••
count th ... On•,
to each unit cube except on•>.
(pointing

••• , nin•

I:

How about
longs>.

to 2 of th•

Al:

points to
Thirty,
forty,
••• , •ighty <as th• int•rview•r
a long>. Now I
••ch long: lin•s up 10 unit cub•s •qainst
h•v• to take •way twenty <removes 2 NA0 longs> •nd nin•
<separ•t•s
1 unit cube fro• thos• lin•d up ag•inst
• long;
r•turns
oth•r 9 to th• box>. Sixty-two.

I:

Ar• you sur•

Al:

Yeah, I'• sure.
longs tog•ther:

I:

to

Al:

08"10 I:
08"11
0842

this

w.y?

T•n,

tw•nty

<pointing

NA&

now?
Thre• and thre• is sixty <grouping the NAG
holds up th• 2 unit cubes>, •nd two ones.

CPlaces card with "?O --:> 92• onto the tabl•.>
How f•r is it
this nu•b•r (points to •70•> up to this nu•b•r <points
to •92•>?
frOIII
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08-43
08,44
084S
0846
084?
0848
0849
08SO
OB51
0852
0853
085,4
0855
0854
0857
0858

,u:

<Pause; looks •t

I:

Fro•

Al:

Y••h, I'•

I:

C~l•c•s c:•rd with •92 --> 10• onto th•
fro. ninety-two
down to s•Y•nty?

Al:

<I•••di•t•ly.)

I:

How did

••v•nty

finq•rs.>

Twenty-two.

up to ninety-two?

•ur•.

1'•

Ar• you sur•?

positive.
table.>

How far

is it

Tw&Tity-two.

you know th•t?

Al:

0859 I:
0860
0861
0862 Al:
0863
0864 I:
0865
0866 Al:
0867
0868 I:
0869
0870
0871 Al:
0872
0873 I:
0874
0875 Al:
0876
08?7 I:
0878
0879 Al:
0880
0881 I:
0882
0883
0884 Al:

oees

(Pl.aces c:.ard with •44 --.>
••ny is it fro• sixty-four

<Paus•.>

it
down to

onto

th•

How

table.>

forty?

Twenty.

How did you 9et
I just

.-o• 011

counted

that?
back in my h••d.

How 111anyis it fro• forty ui:, to 64 <plac•s
64" writt•n
on it onto th• table>?
(I .. eo,at•ly.)

that?

How 111any is

it

How •any

fro.

looks

What ar• you looking
your 11:ind?

Sixty-four
(indicating

with

M•o-->

Twenty.

Sur• about

<Lon9 pause:

card

-->

it

from forty

up to sixty-four?

up to sixty?

forty

back at

..64 --:> 40'".

at that

dawn to forty.
"40

is

on• for?

Tw•nty-two.

>

For1:y •••

fifty.

Da you w.ant to chang•
And twenty-two

64'").

0886
0887
0888 I:
088'jl
0890
OB91
0892 Al:
0893
0894 I;

H•r• is on• l••t ~robl•~,
9oing to t•ll
it to yau.
thirty-six
up to fifty?

Sure About thet?

Thirty-six

but instead of writing
it
Ar• you r•ady? How aa11y is

up to fifty?
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0895 Al:
0896
0897 I:
0898

Twenty-six.
How did

you do th•t?

Al:

Count•d

up.

0899
0900
0901
0902
0903
090•
090S
0900

I:

Go an. T•ll

••

Al:

I just

you.

I:

Show••~

0907

Al:

told
Just

how you did
I count•d

do it

this

it.

up.
ti••

for••,

okay?

0908
0909

I:

0910
0911

0912
0913 Al:
0914
0915 I:
0916
0917
0918

0919 Al:
0920
0921

I:

092:?
0923
0924 Al:
0925
0926 I:
0927
0928 Al:
09:?9
0930 I:
0931
0932 Al:
0933
093-4 I:
093S
0936 Al:

I'll
t•ll
Thirty-six

Thirty-six.
forty-six.
six.

you how you did it. Thirty-six
••• I carri•d
on t•n. Th•t's

•••
forty-

Fifty-six
Forty-six
Fifty-six
sixty-two.

and t•n •or• is fifty-six.
•nd I count up anoth•r
six
That's
tw•nty-six.

I count•d
up tw•nty.
••• fifty-s•v•n,
••• ,

Twenty-two!
I didn't
q•t
twenty-six.

fifty.

I got sixty-two.

And I count•d

up

Thirty-two.
T•ll

••,

Sixt••n?

thirty-six

•••

how •any

is

it?

now?

Sur•

How 111anyis

to fifty

fro•

fifty

down to thirty-six?

Sixt•en.

0937

0938 I:
0939
0940 Al:

How did you know th•t?
Just

tur~•d

it

around.

0941
0942

09..-3
0944'-

0945 I:
0946
0947
0948 Al:

Part III
<Plac•s card with •20• writt•n
on it
nu•o•r
is one hundr•d •or• th•n this

onto tabl•.>
nu•b•r?

Wh•t
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0949

I:

0950
0951 Al!
09S:?
0953 I:
09S-4
095S Al:
0956

Tw•nty.

<P•us•.>

On• hundr•d

•nd twenty.

09S7

0958 I:
09S9
0960
0961
0962
0963

••k•

Al:

0964 I:
096S
0966
0967
0968 Al:
0969
0970 I:
0971
0972 Al:
0973
0974
0975
0976

<Pl•c•s b•q with 235 unit cubes in it onto tabl•.>
H•r• ar•
two hundr•d thirty-fiv•
littl•
blocks. Haw ••ny piles of on•
hundred could you
fro~ theffl?

I:

0977

0978
0979 Al:
0980
0981
0982 I:
0983
0984
0995 Al:
0986
0987 I:
0988
0989 Al:

<Long p•u••·>

Wh•t's

the

qu•stion?

littl•
blocks in there
Th•re •r• two hundr•d thirty-five
blocks,
how ••ny
(the b•g>. If you were to use thos• little
piles of one hundred could you m•ke?

<Paus•s:

holds

up two fingers.>

Two? How did you know that?
I didn't
count those <points
auch makes two hundred.

L•t's have you count
t•ol•>.

for••

Did you count
to b•q>.

<begins

them?

Because

plilcinq

I know how

HAB longs

••• , hundred •nd sixty(••
T•n, tw•nty,
th•
int•rview•r
pl•ce9 16 ~AB longs on• •ta
tim• onto th• tilbl•).
Th•r• ar• one hundr•d
hundred• are ther•?

sixty

little

blocks

th•r•·

How ..any

One.
How do you know?
I just

know.

0990

0991 I:
0992
09.,J Al:
0994
0995
0996
0997
0998
0999
1000

on th•

Okity, k••P counting.
Hundr•d and seventy,
••• , two hundred(••
Pl•c•• • •or• ~AB lonqa).

I:

All

Al:

Two.

th•

int•rvi•w•r

r-i9ht.

I:
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1001
1002
1003
100"
1005
1006
1007
1008
1009
1010
1011
1012
1013
101•
1015
1016
1017
101B
1019
1020
1021
1022
1023
1024
102S
1026
1027

Al:

I:

<Plac•s 4 lonqs next
•ltogeth•r
now?

Al:

Two hundred
ciu•stion>.

I:

How ••ny

tins

Al:

<Paus•.>
<Paus•.>

Two hundred
No! Thirt••n

I:

<Int•rrupting.>

to scre•n.>

<•s th•

•nd forty

•r•

How ••ny

t•n•

intervi•wer

•r•

•skid

ther•

•bove

•ltoq•ther?

there

would b• twelve tens•••
sixteen.
••• <looking •t the 4 longs>.

How .. ny tens?

Al:
I:

How did

Al:

Cou1'1ted.

get that?

you

I:
Al:

Twelve. Thirteen,
on top of screen>.

••• , sixteen

I:

How do you know ther•

Al:

I know how m•ny tens

I:

<Pl•c•s

1.\1:

Sevente•n
•••
ta MABlongs;

I:

How .. ny hundr~ds

Al:

Two.

I:

There

•re

twelYe

(po~nting
tens

to the 4 MAB longs

under

there1

1028

1029
1030
1031
1032
1033
1034
10JS
1036
1037
1038
1039
10"0
10•1
10"2
10"J
10-44
10"5
10"6
1041
10"8

)'OU

•r•

MAB long en t•ble:

uncov•rs

ether

ten ••• on•, two, ••• , eight
<wnile pointing
cont~nues
subvoc•lly
eounting).
Tw1nty-fiye.

tw•lYe

Yeah,

I:

Oh, why •re

Al:

I counted

but

How ••ny

•r•

tens

th•re?

in two hundred.

Right?

Is th•t

what

I'm wrong.
you wrong? How do you know you'r•

wrong?

them.
tens

ar• th•r•?

Do you w.ant to ch•ng•

I forgot how much I counted.
<Counts 13 longs;
th .. fro• the oth•rs.>
Ther• ar• thirteen
tens
and thirteen
tens in this pile.
Ona, two, ••• ,
points
to each HA8 long in 2nd pile>.
I always

up.

20.,.

U12.d?

Al:

I:
10SO
1051 Al:
1052
1053
10S4
1055
10o\9

1 •or•

is two hundred.

your

•ind?

••P•r•tes
in this pile
twalva (as ha
g•t •~ •ix•d
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1056
1057
1058
1059
1060
1061
1062
1063
1064
1065
1066
1067
1068
1069

I!

You told••
th•r•
w•r• tw•lv• t•ns in two hundr•d.
But you
think yau'r•
wrong. E••ctly
hou aany t•ns •re th•r•
in two
hundr•d? Is it thirt•en
t•ns inst•ad?

Al:

Uh-uh <no; looks

I:

Twenty? Why do you think

Al:

I count•d two hundred.
On•, two,
<Re•ov•• 2 longs fro~ one pile,
•side.>
Th•se don't even need to
tw•nty <pointing
to ••ch of th•

1070 I:
1071
1072 Al:
101'3
1074
1075
1076
1077
1078
1079
1080
1081
1082
1083
1084
1085
1086
1087

1088
1089
1090
1091
1092
1093
109""
1095
1096
1097
1098
1099
1100
1101
1102
1103
110.ilJ
1105
1100

<Pause.>

Four hundred

I:

Start

three

Al:

What?

•t

air:

in th•

p•uses).

Tw•nty.

twenty?
••• , •l•v•n
••• w•it.
3 fro~ the oth•r:
s•ts theffl
be in h•r•.
Ono, two, ••• ,
reaaininq
longs).

and seventy.

hundred

forty

and count-on

by t•ns.

I:

,u:

Three hundred and fifty,
••• , thr••
hundred and nin•ty
•••
four hundred,
faur hundred and t•n, ••• , four hundred and
nin•ty
••• fiv• hundred,
five hundred and ten •••

I:

at

thirty

•nd count-on

I:

Start

Al:

On• hundr•d and thirty,
hundr•d •nd thirty
•••

by hundr•ds.

two hundred •nd thirty,
t•n hundr•d and thirty.

... '

I:
Al:

I know wh•t t•n

hundreds

is.

I:
Al:

A

thouwnd.

l!
Al:

Thr•• thou .. nd~ four
thousand.

thous•nd,

••• , nin•

thous•nd

•••
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UO? I:
1108
1109 Al:
1110
1111
1112
1113
111-4
1115
1116
1117 I:
1118
1119
1120 Al:
1121
1122
1123
1124 I:
1125
1126
11;!7 Al:
1128
1129 I:
1130

B•qin at ••v•nty-thr••

and count-on

by hundr•ds.

Sev•nty-thre•?
On• hundred •nd s•venty-three,
two hundred
••• , sir hundr•d •nd seventy-thre•,
eight
•nd ••v•nty-thr••,
ei9ht
hundr•d •nd ••• ••ven hundr•d and seventy-three,
hundred •nd ••venty-thr••,
nine hundr•d •nd seventy-three
t•n
•••• t•n hundr•d •nd ••• nin• hundred and seventy-three,
thousand.
hundred •nd sev•nty-thre•
••• seventy-thre•

(Pl•c••
"Aa fl•t
on table;
holds up NAB long.> How ••ny of
th••• piec•s af wood <lon9) ar• thare in this pi•c• <fl•t>?
(F'au·s•• > All

right.
Just
the fl•t>.

of th•••
(slidin9
th•t onv is right

Is th•t how 111anyof thes•
that? Just one?

flat> aren't
one coluan within

hAnd over

HA8

<indicating

<holding

up HA~ long>

1134
1135
1136

is

in

Huh-uh (no>.

C•n we s.w off
wood <fl.at>?

just

one of these

<long> fro•

1131

1132 Al:
1133

there

Na, w• can s•w off that on•, ,and th•t
<pointinq
to ••ch colu•n of the flat).

on•,

th•t

piece

of

...,

1:

1137 Al:
1138
1139

I:

1140

1141
1142
1143

Al:

T•n.

1144
1145
1146
1147
1148

I:

(Holds unit cub~ hand.>
could I saw out of that

Al:

A hundred.

I:

How do you know that?

Al:

Cause t•n t•n• is ••• all little
ones. And t•n t•ns is•
hundr•d.
So those littl•
on•• are t•ns •nd they're
a
hundr•d• S••, one, two, ••• , •l•v•n
<counting the
•individu•l~
cub•• of th• flat> •••

1:

<Int•r~uptin9.)

1149
1150
llS1

1152
1153
1154
1155
1156
1157
USS

You don't

How ••ny

pi•c•

of

th•s•

of wood?

hav• to count

littl9

them •11,

blocks

do you?

Al:
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1159
1160
1161
1162
1163

Board: 10
I:

2

10

100

2

10

I .,."t you to c:ount th•••
(uncovers
NAB long>.

100

p:i.•c••

of wood••

I show them

1164

1165 ,u:
1166
1167 I:
1169
1169 Al:
1170
1171 1:
1172
1173 Al:
1174
1175 I:
1176
1177 Al:
1178
1179 I:
1180
1181 Al:
1182
1183 I:
1184
1185 Al:
1186
1197 I:
1188
1189 Al:
1190
1191

T•n•

1192
1193
1194
1195
1196
1197
1198
1199
1200
1201
1202
1203
1204
1205

<l:lo,;u•d: 10

CU11covers 2 unit

(Uncovers

cubes.)

NAB 10119.>

<P•u••·>

Twenty-two.

<Pause.>

A

hundr•d

<Uncovers 2 unit

A hundred

<Uncovers
<Pause.>

cubes.>

MAB long.)

<Uncovers

(Pause.>

and twenty-two.

and

NAB fl•t.

>

Two hundred

10

4

<Uncovers

Al:

T.n.

I:

<Uncovers NAB long.>

Al:

Twenty.

I:

<Uncovers

Al:

<Long p•u•••

1207

<Uncovers

100

2

10>

4 un:i.t cubes.)
> Twenty-four.

11A8 flat.>

1208 Al:

<Pause.>

A hundred

1209
1210

<Uncav•rs

2 unit

I:

and th:i.rty-four.

NAB long.>

I:

1206 I:

thirty-iour.

and

twenty-four.

cubes.>
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1211 Al:
1212
1213 I:
1214
1215 Al:
1216
1217
1218
1219
1220 I:
1221
1222 Al:
1223
1:!24 I:
1225
1226 Al:
1227
1228 I:
12:.;?9
1230 Al:
1231
1232 I:
1233
1234 Al:
1235
1236 I:
1237
1238 Al:
1239
1240 I:
1241
1242 Al:
1243
1244 I:
1245
1246 Al:
1247
1248 I:
1249
1:.;?SOAl:
12Sl
12S2 I:
12SJ
12S4 Al:
1255
12So
1257
1258
12S9 I:
1260
1261 Al:
1262
1263 I:

and tw•nty-six.

A hundred

<Paus•.>

<U11covers 11AB long.>

A hundr•d

thirty-sh.

,and

---100

Board:

10

10

100

10

10

10

100

100.

11AB flat.>

<Uncov•r•
A hundred.
<Uncov•rs

11A£clong.>

A hundred

and ten.

<Uncov•rs

i'1AB

A hundr9d

-ind twenty.

<Uncovers

i'1Al:I

A

hu

long.>

flat.>

... two hundred

and

tw•nty.

<Uncr:,vers 11A8 long.>
Two hundr•d

and

thirty.

<Uncr:,vers i'1ABlong.>
Two hundred

HAS long.>

cunc:ov•rs

.and fifty

Two hundr•d

•

l'IA0 flat.>

(Uncovers
Tt,r••

and forty.

and fifty.

hundred

<Uncr:,vers MABflat.>
Four hundr•d

and

fifty.

- - .. Board:

100

<Uncov•r•

J

10

10

---100

1

10

100.

11A8flat.)

A hundred.

<Uncov•rs

3 unit

cub•s.>
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1264
126S
1266
1267
1268
1269
1270
1271
1272
1213
1274
127S
1276
1217
1278
1279
1290

Al!

A hundr•d

•nd thr ...

I:

(Uncovers

MAB long.>

Al:

<P•use.>

I:

<Uncovers

Al:

<P•u••·

I:

tUncov•rs

Al:

Two hundr•d

I:

<Uncovers

,u:

<Pau••· > Two hundr•d

1281
1282 I:
1283
1284 Al:
1285
1286 I:
1287

1288 Al:

A hundred

•nd th :i.rtw•n•

NAB long.>

> A hundr•d

•nd twenty-thr••·

NAB flat.>
and tw•nty-thr••·

1 unit

(Uncovers

cub•.>
,and

twwnty-four.

ilfld

thirty-four.

NAB long.>

<Paus•. > Two hundred
<Uncov•rs

f1A9 flat.>

Four hundr•d

•nd thirty-four.

1289

1290

1291
1292
12'i'3 I:
1294
1295 Al:
1296
1297 I:
12,a
1299 Al:

1300
1301
1302
1303
1304
1J0S
1306
1307
1308
1309
1310
1311
1Jl2
1313

Etoo1rd:

100

10

10

100

100

100

10

1

10.

<Uncov•r<J NA0 flilt.)
A hundred.
f1AB long.>

<Uncov•rs

A hundr-wd and ten.
long.>

I:

( Uncov•r•

NAB

Al:

A hundr•d

•nd tw•nty.

I:

<Uncov•r'5 4 unit

Al:

<Pause.>

I:

<Uncov•rs

Al:

Two hundred

I:

<Uncovers

1314
131S Al:
1316
1317 I:

..

cub•s.>

A hundr•d

and tw•nty-four.

NAB flat.>
o1nd tw•nty-four.
l'tA8 flat.>

Th rw• hund rwd and twenty-four.
<Uncovers

NAB flat.>
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1318 Al:
1319
1320 I:
1321
1322 Al:
1323
1324 I:
1325
1326 Al:
1327
1328 I:
1329
1330 Al:
1331

Four hundr•d

•nd twenty--f'our.

CUncov•rs HAl:Ilong.>
Four hundred
CUncov•rs

1 unit

Four hundr•d
<Uncov•rs
Four

... th i rty-,f au r.
cube.)

... thirty-fiv•.

HAl:Ilong.>

... hundred . .. forty--f'i\llo
END
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Appendix III
Analysis of Protocol
Post-Interview
-- Alpha

(ON: Observational

note,

TN: Theoretical

note.)

Writing Numerals
ON1: Okay, except for numerals in the hundreds with a non-zero
second digit-e.g.,
"2067" for "267".
Reading Numerals
ON1:

Okay.

Ordering

Concatenates

hundred word with remainder

by

"and".

Numerals

ON1: In first three tasks, Alpha appeared to search for the
"next card according to a sequence criterion-e.g.,
regurlar counting sequence in <56-68>, counting by ten in
<69-80>, and r~gular counting in <81-103>.
TN1:

Alpha seemed to~
his perceptions
conform with his
expectations
in <81-102>. He expected to produce a
sequence in increments of one, so he saw "18" rather
than "81". The conflict is made clearin
<96>, where
.•• eighteen."
Alpha read the numeral cards "eighty-one

TN2: Alpha's misreading was not a casual slip of the tongue.
When he misread a numeral, he acted according to what he
said it was, and not what it was--and acted correctly
with respect to what he said it was. For example, "107143-134-103-124-117-113-97"
was "170-143-134-130-124-117113-97" when he ~ them.
~

ON1:

many~..!!!.

thirteen?

"One -- cause there

isn't

another

ten after

ten."

TN1: Alpha's justification
suggests that there is an order
involved in the construction
of thirteen-"isn
't another
ten after ten. Like one. two •••• , ten," That is, one
makes tens first,
and then tacks on the remaining ones.

372
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TN2: Alpha's justification
also suggests that thirteen
number of tens and a number of ones is the result
operation,
viz. extending.

Ji2!:!many

~

.!!! sixty-seven'?

as for thirteen--"six
ONl: Same sort of justification
not enough for another ten."
Seventy-two

minus all 1h,!

ONl: "Two-cause
Start,!!

as a
of an

there's

ninety-seven!!!£

~

tens and

..!!!.seventy-two.

seven tens and only two ones."
count backwards _£I ten.

ON1; Paused at 67 --> 57, 37 --> 27 (started

17- > 7 -> o.

"80 ••• ").

37 --> 27, Alpha started "eighty···"·
Perhaps he focused on the "seven" of "thirty-seven"
began to increment.

TN1: In transition

and

Wouldn't this imply that Alpha generated feedback as part
check while sequencing
of an necessary-condition
backward? Otherwise how could he have caught himself?
~ ~ ~

!.!!!! ,!!l!! ninety more?

ON1 : "About • • • twelve

• • • tens."

ON2: "A hundred and twelve [he meant to say] ••• I just
all the tens together.

ON3: Brought his hands together

as he said that

put

he put all

the

tens together.
ON4: Interviewer
said "Niney, a hundred,
said, "Ten more and then two."

TN1: Alternative
a)

and ten more." Alpha

interpretations:

= 12; Alpha saw "consternation"
in the
interviewer's
face, so he reflected
on his answer,
realized
his answer had to be in the hundreds, so he
made it 112 rather than 12~relating
it to his
original
procedure of converting 90 into tens.
Said
"ten more and then two" because he need two more to
get from fie> ( the t~ more) !2 .hf.! answer ~ 1.1l.:.
9 + 2

b) He really was thinking 112, but said only the last
construction
(12).
[If so, then why did he say
"tens"?] Got 112 by counting the two tens (100, 110),
but still
had the abstract
pattern for "two" actively
in mind, so extended by it as well.
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TN2: The action of bringing his hands together seems to be a
figural content of the conceptual operation of
integrating.
~

number

J..! three !!!'.!! .!!!2!:!!h!!!_ ~ number (50)?

ONl: "Two--cause I know that
two i.s five."

three plus five ••• three

plus

TNl: Understood the question as "What number is this number
three tens more than? Then dropped "tens" as a unit
label?
Operational

reversibility

between integrating

ON2: After interviewer asked "What's this
counted-on "sixty, seventy, eighty."

and separating?

number?", Alpha

TN2: Reconceptualized the problem as an extension of 50 by a
number of tens.
Choose sequencing by ten as a relevant
routine to name the result of the transformation
of 50 by
Extensions

,.E.I~

~

2.12.!!(blocks under cover).

ON1: Correct performance.
unit cubes.
Declensions

.!:z~

Counted by ten for longs; one for

~ ~

(blocks under cover).

ON1: State: 59. Removed 1 long. Alpha started to Wl"'i
te "69,"
said "No, not sixty-nine."
and Wt"'ote "49."
TN1: Direction must be part of the extending and
declending.
How else does one decide upon the direction?
Also,
Must be a conceptual condit- tion (make less?).
to catch an error, one must anticipate
(expect} certain
necessary characteristics
of the result,
which if not
present causes reperformance of the operation (e.g., "new
name should precede old name when declending.").
ON2: State: 42. Removed 2 longs 1 unit cube. Result: 22.
Alpha: "Oh, r didn't see that one (unit cube) • " Made 1 t
"23."
ON3: Reperformed operation of counting back 21 from 42 as "32,
22, then r saw that one and made it 23."
TN2: Why did he change direction?
Perhaps because t1e thought
something like "Oh, and one .!2!:!!"
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TN3: His "reperformance"
seems to have been a historical
account rather than a true reperformance.
He seems to
have held his original
answer constant and looked for a
..h!.!answer~
!2!!•
way of arriving~
Arithmetical

Sentences

10 + 7 =

ON1: Shook one hand over the card,

= 10 + (5 + 2)
known fact.

TN1: 10 + 7

= (10

then counted two fingers.
+ 5) + 2.

Utilization

of a

TN2: Alpha started to count-on, but stopped.
Perhaps he was
for counting on seven
thinking of the figural criterion
(one hand and two fingers),
and took the hand as a
criterion
for five, produced 15 as (10 + s5"""rrom memory,
and then counted-on what was left of the criterion.
10 +

:

13

ON1: "Three-same

thing."

TN1: The long pause may have been because of
a) Alpha's conceptualizing
segment.

the problem in terms of a "missing"

b) counting-on.
c)

+

both

(a)

and (b).

5 = 25

ON1: "Five--same

thing." In answer to the interviewer's
question of w whether he put five in his head Alpha said
"No. Twenty, and I put rive ••• equals twenty-five."

TN1: In each of 10 + 7 = , 10 +
= 13, and
+ 5 =
25 Alpha treated thenras addition problems~nd not as
problems of "find the missing digit."

TN2: If one conceptuali2:es"

+

20 = 25" as
20

?

25
then how does one get commutativity? One answer might be
reversibility,
in the sense of "it's
the same 'reading'
it right to left as from left to right.
That is, the
operation of extending takes eighter of the two numbers
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first,
and whichever it takes first determines the
structure
of a new conceptualization
of the problem.
be a functional
But wouldn't th~just
knowledge of
as opposed to operational
commutativity,
knowledge?

TN3: The comment in TN2 ("new" conceptualizations)
that extending
transformation
structures.
+ 9

implies
would have to have an underlying goal
procedure that inputs and outputs goal

= 79

ON1: "Seven~I know that seven tens would be seventy,
ones had to be seventy-nine."

and nine

TN1: Did he begin with seventy and make seven tens ot"it?

The
way he explains it the seven tens came about because he
had seventy in mind. But if that was the case, why did
he not .!!!I "seventy" to begin with? Perhaps, this time,
Alpha began by focusing on the "7" of "79", interpreting
70.
it as 7 tens,

or

60 - 40 :

ON1: "Sixty, fifty
with forty. "

(holding

up two fingers),

then you end up

70 - 31 :
ON1: R·ead it as "70 - 13"; "Sixty-three-just
put that three in."
TN1: Why does Alpha change directions
away the ones?

counted back and

(sometimes) when taking

TN2: Alpha thought of this problem in terms of ordinal
segments that were to be created through extending
declending.
84 - 30

and

=

ON1: Read the problem as "84 - 30", but operated
to "eighty- four take away five tens."

according

ON2: nie interviewer asked if taking away 5 made the problem
easier,
and Alpha concurred.
Then Alpha remarked again,
when asked why he took away 5 longs, that taking away 5
made the problem easier.
taking away 5 !!!!! was
easier than taking away 50 ones~not that taking away
.2, made the problem easier.
---

TN1: Alpha appears to have meant that
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ON3: Alpha noticed, after rereading the sentence, that he
shouldn't have taken away five tens~but
three.
When
asked how he might do it without the MABblocks, Alpha
answered "I don't know how I'd do it."

TN2: What did Alpha mean by "I don't

know how I'd do it?"
Perhaps in all the confusion (between taking away 5 or 3
tens), he "forgot" about counting back. Or, perhaps he
meant that he didn't know how he'd take away all the
tens at once to find the result without the blocks":- Or,
perhaps"iie"iiieant that he didn't know how he would do what
he did with the blocks without them.

= 70

74 -

ON1: Made 74 out of 7 longs and 4 unit cubes, then separated
getting 4.
the total into 70 and the rest

TN1: This sort of strategy

requires the same sort of
conceptualization
as extending.
Seventy-four had to be
viewed, before separating
the blocks, as seventy and
something else.
That is, both seventy and the remainder
must be viewed as being included in seventy-four,
and as
comprising seventy-four.

91 - 29:
ON1: Solved it with blocks~
made 91 (9 longs, 1 unit),
traded 1 long for 10 units; took away 2 longs and 9
uni ts.
"Sixty-two ( very quickly)."
ON2: "Sixty-two

-

three

TN1: Remark3 given for

and three
ff14 -

is

sixty

and 2 ones."

= 70" apply here.

introduce trading? Was it in
TN2: Why did the instructors
anticipation
of the standard algorithm? Why not instead
have them reason by compensation with a long

(-9 = -c,o - 1) = -,o + •1),
the required number of units

or at least
in a long.

TN3: Alpha used subitizing
and racts
3 & 3 is 6) and converstions(six
his

70

count-back

(subitized
3 & 3; fact:
tens is sixty) to get

answer.

-> 92 ,2 !!!: .!! J.J?_l!::s!!!seventy .!!2 J:2 ninety-two?
-> 92; no apparent process.
Answered (quickly) "22ff to 92 --> 70, saying, "Same
question.
Just turned around."

ON1: Answered "22'' to 70
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TN1: Did he mean that it was the same operation,
except going
or that it was the same set of
in the opposite direction,
numerals, only written in reverse order? It appears that
the latter was the case.
64 ~> 40; 40 --> 64

ON1: "Twenty~!

just

counted back in my head."

TN1: Counted-back from what to waht? Sixty to forty?
four to forty-four?
ON2: Answered immediately

"20" to 40 ->

TN2: Answered on the basis of his first
with no further processing.

Sixty-

64.
answer, apparently

ON3: The interviewer
asked "How far is it from 40 up to 60?"
Alpha a answered, "Forty • • • fifty • • • 11 , and then began
looking at the first card (64 -> 40). He changed his
answer to "22" for ~ problems.
TN3: Perhaps Alpha began looking
realized that he was going
to get from 40 to 64 {since
from 40 to 60). But where
36 --> 50; 50~36

(verbal~no

at 64 --> 40 after he
to have to count beyond 20
he was counting 20 to get
did "two" come from?

card)

ON1: Alpha answered "twenty-six,"
but wouldn't explicate.
The
inter- viewer tried showing that 26 would be too much by
counting "Thirty- six, forty-six.
Thirty-six-I
carried
on ten. That's forty-six."
Alpha continued "Fifty-six,
and that makes twenty-six."
[Then changed his an.:iwer to
16.]

TN1: Perhaps Alpha's extension went something like 11Thirtysix, forty- six (ten)-fifty-six
(twenty), and six too
much, so twenty-six."
ON2: Responded immediately
turned it around."
~

that

it

is 16 from 50 to 36.

'Just

1

number J.!.2!!! hundred .!!!2!:!!h!!!.!!:!.!! number (20)?

ON1: Only after Alpha had read the n1.U11eralcard and said
"twenty" did he answer "one hundred and twenty.;;--TN1: Perhaps he need the symbols (sound images) in order to
carry out the operations of reversing and concatenating.
TN2: Perhaps this
construction

type of symbol manipulation assists
of operational
commutativity.

in the
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~

many hundreds

i!l

~

hundred thirty-five

ON1: "Two -- I didn't count those.
makes two hundred. 11
TN1:

(bag)?

; Because I know how much

nr didn't

count ••• 11 Perhaps Alpha was attempting to
distinguish
between unit iteration
(which is involved in
counting) from linguistic
transformations
(which do not
necessarily
involve counting)--noting
that it was by
operating upon the symbol structure
(((TWO)(HUNDRED))
(AND) ( CTHIRTY)(FIVE))) that he knew that it was "two",
by associating
(TWO)with
and knew it quantitatively
((01010)(label.HUNDRED)).

~ ~

Hundreds

~ ~

ON1: 160 blocks counted
just know. "
TN1: "I just

by

tens.

know." -- S1gni£1es

How many hundreds?

"One -- I

symbolic transformation.

ON2: Not only knew that there are two hundreds in two hundred,
but "knew" that this was the question to be answeredwithout it being asked!
ON3: 20 longs covered and 4 on top--named it 240 (by counting
by ten). How many tens in 240? Sixteen -- 12 hunder the
cover and 4 on top. How did he know that 12 were under
the cover? "Because I know how many tens in 200."
TN2: How did he get 12 tens for the 200 under the cover?
Perhaps as follows: 10 tens in one hundred, 2 hundreds,
so 12 (10 + 2) tens.
ON4: Alpha counted 25 longs (each long being a unit item) and
said "twenty-five."
When asked how many hundreds, he said
"two."

TN3: Because there

are two tens in twenty-five?

ONS: To show the interviewer
that there are 20 tens in 200,
·Alpha made (and counted) two groups of longs~
one with
12 and one with 13. He started to count the total,
then
stopped and removed 2 from one group and 3 from the
other.
Then he counted the 20 longs.
TN4: Alpha must have remembered that he had counted 12 and 13,
wanted two groups of ten tens, and conceptualized
12 as
10 + 2, 13 as 10 + 3. So to get 2 tens (of tens). he
removed 2 and 3 respectively.
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.2!!.! hundred ,l!!! than .f!!! hundred seventy?

~number~

ON1: "Four hundred and seventy."

,!1 three

Start

ONl: Okay.
Start

hundred forty

of process.)

.!!29.count-on.£!~·

Paused at transition

_!1 thirty

(No indication

390 --> 400 and 490 --> 500.

.!!29.count-on E.I hundreds.

ON1_: !l'l:.itiated sequence on his own.
930, ten hundred thirty.

Sequenced:

130. 230. • •• ,

TNl: Was he able to make the transition
30 --> 130 because he
was able ·to reverse the two-100 and 30 more for 30 and
100 more'?
TN2: Once the sequence is started a pattern
increment the "hundred" word.

takes over-

ON2: Alpha knew that ten hundreds is a thousand, yet continued
(at the interviewer's
request) his sequence: "ten hundred
thirty
••• three thousand, four thousand, ••• , ten
thousand."

TN3: Perhaps,

in continuing the sequence, he applied the
routine for incrementing as he did for counting-on by
hundreds in the hundreds, namely by incrementing the
first-said
part of the name.

Begin~

seventy-three,!!!&

count-on 11.lhundreds.

ON1: Began to go from 673 to 873, but caught himself.
ON2: Had difficulty
going to next-of-973,
so repeated it~973,
ten hundred and seventy-three
••• 973, ten hundred and
seventy-three.
TN1: Again, some sort of check against
been present.

expectations

must have

TN2: If an operation takes you into unfamiliar
ground. start
over but keep an eye out for previously missed branches.
~

many longs

£!! .! flat?

ON1: nAll these (sliding
his hand over the flat) aren't
right.
Only this one is right (indicating
one column of
the flat).
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TN1: Perhaps this was maore a remark to himself than anything
else.
Namely, that he must construct a column to
correspond to a flat, whereas "free" squares
(unconc~ptualized into columns) don't qualify according
to the criterion
of being a column.
ON2: Ten longs in a flat
~

(ten tens in a hundred).

many J:!!!1 cubes in ! flat?

ON1: One hundred~cause
is a h hundred.
Counting

ten tens (made into "all

little

ones")

_eyhundreds, tens, .!!15!.~ (boards).

Was sure to pause when unit cubes
ON1: Correct performance.
were uncovered.
Also, when"going from unit cubes to
longs.
TN1: Symbolic versus "concrete" operations? Perhaps Alpha
operated with ten and one hundred at a symbolic level,
wherein numbers were representationally
manipulated by
operating upon number-names, whereas an increment by
.2.!l! was done as if he were counting.
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Worksheet for Alpha's

Case Study

Writing Numerals
Standard.
Reading Numerals
Digit reversals-mostly
ordering numerals.

in the context

of problems, especially

Sequencing

By ten

By one

By hundred

<1071-1087> 30 -->
<223-231> 8 --> 228
<234-242> 97 --> 0
<1090-1097> 73 -->
(1058-1061> 340 -> 510
Numerical Operations
Separating

Integrating
<469-490> 10
<493-529> 10

+
+

40 +
+

7 =

=-,3;

<290-298> 3 tens more
than 50.

Relationship
<290-298>

: 46;

20 = 25.

<245-297> ~tens+

90.

Deel ending

Extending
<469-490> 10 + 7 = •
<826-844> 70 --> 92:-

<601-622>
<625-641>
<724-744>
<845-871>

Relationship

60 - 20 =
70 - 31 : -.

<625-641>

47 - 21 = 64 -> 40.-

Concept£!~

<176-220> Howmany tens in ••• ?
<245-287> 2 tens+ 90.

<532-552> __

+

9 = 79.
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Concept

EJ:.Q.!!!.Hundred

<946-960> 235 blocks.
<963-985> 16, 20 longs; how many hundreds?
<987-1051> Tens in 240; 200.
<1054-1055> One hundred less than 570.
Concept ,E! Place Value
<1100-1123> Longs in a flat.
<1126-1140> Unit cubes in a flat.
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